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DEFINITIONS
IDA publishes the following documents to report the results of its work.

Reports
Reports are the most authoritative and most carefully considered products IDA publishes.
They normally embody results of major projects which (a) have a direct bearing on
decisions affecting major programs, (b) address issues of significant concern to the
Executive Branch, the Congress and/or the public, or (c) address issues that have
significant economic implications. IDA Reports are reviewed by outside panels of experts
to ensure their high quality and relevance to the problems studied, and they are released
by the President of IDA.

Group Reports
Group Reports record the findings and results of IDA established working groups and
panels composed of senior Individuals addressing major Issues which otherwise would be
the subject of an IDA Report. IDA Group Reports are reviewed by the senior individuals
responsible for the project and others as selected by IDA to ensure their high quality and
relevance to the problems studied, and are released by the President of IDA.

Papers
Papers, also authoritative and carefully considered products of IDA, address studies that
are narrower fn scope than those covered In Reports. IDA Papers are reviewed to ensure
that they mot the high standards expected of refereed papers in professional journals or
formal Agency reports.

Documents
IDA Documents are used for the convenience of the sponsors of the analysts (a) to record
substantive work done in quick reaction studies, (b) to record the proceedings of
conferences and meetings, (c) to make available preliminary and tentative results of
analyses, (d) to record data developed in the course of an investigation, or (a) to forward
information that is essentially unalyzed and unevaluated. The review of IDA Documents 9
Is suited to their content and intended use.

The work reported in this document was conducted under contract MOA 903 etC 0003 for
the Department of Defense. The publication of this IDA document does not indicate
endorsement by the Department of Defense, nor should the contents be construed as
reflecting the official position of that Agency. I

This Paper has been reviewed by IDA to assure that it meets high standards of
thoroughness, objectivity, and appropriate analytical methodology and that the results,
conclusions and recommendations are properly supported by the material presented.

9© 1991 Institute for Defense Analyses J
The Government of the Unhed States is granted an unlimited license to reproduce this
document. 1
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PREFACE

This paper reports the results of a study undertaken in response to Task Order T-S5-77 1,
Worldwide Military Command and Control System Automated Data Processing Modern-
ization (WAM) Target Architecture. It contains a definition of a generic architecture for

future command and control information systems (CCIS) and of a target profile for 1995-

97. An architecture was developed that will ensure that WAM improvements conform to a
common set of interface standards consistent with CCIS needs of interoperability, evolv-

ability, and technology growth, using, wherever possible, commercial off-the-shelf prod-
ucts. Military, federal, and national and international industry standards were considered

for their applicability to the target architecture during its 1995-1997 timespan. Standards
currently in draft were also included if they are relevant and expected to become final dur-

ing this time period.

The paper is aimed at the following audiences:
a. Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) executives performing long-

range planning for CCIS programs, including WAM. Most of the recommenda-

tions are directed at this level.

b. Current CCIS program managers guiding procurement decisions that need to be
made in the execution of their programs.

c. CCIS developers making design decisions.

d. CCIS users anticipating and selecting future options.

This paper was reviewed by the following staff members of the Institute for Defense
Analyses: Mr. William Akin, Prof. Thomas C. Bartee, Dr. James Carlson, Dr. Dennis W.

Fife, Dr. Harlow Freitag, Ms. Audrey A. Hook, Dr. Richard J. Ivanetich, Dr. Robert P.
Walker, and Dr. Robert I. Winner. Mr. Terry Courtwright served as an external reviewer.

Their contributions are gratefully acknowledged.

Appreciation is also expressed to Dr. Larry Reeker and Dr. Norm Howes of IDA, Dr.
James P. Pennell, formerly of IDA, Dr. Ravi Sandhu of George Mason University, and Dr.

Steven R. Schach of Vanderbilt University for their guidance and technical assistance.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In response to a request from the Defense Communications Agency (DCA),* the Insti-
tute for Defense Analyses (IDA) has developed a generic architecture for command and
control information systems (CCIS). The architecture is to cover a 20-year time span. The
results of the study include the generic architecture and a target profile listing standard
interfaces and protocols appropriate to a system to be built in the 1995-97 time period. IDA
also investigated the status of standmrds and the progress of standardization in areas rele-
vant to the design of a CCIS that conforms to the generic architecture.

Background

WWMCCS, the Worldwide Military Command and Control System, provides the
means for operational direction and technical administrative support in the command and
control (C2 ) of U. S. military forces. The work presented in this report is part of the WAM

(WWMCCS Automated Data Processing (ADP) Modernization) program. The thrust of the
effort is evolutionary, gradually replacing WWMCCS ADP proprietary components by
systems that use standard, open, nonproprietary interfaces and protocols. In November

1989, the Director, DCA, approved a Decision Coordinating Paper for the WAM Program,
that included the following guidance:

DCA will develop and evolve an architecture based upon the study of user require-
ments and the solutions available commercially to implement an open systems
architecture based upon federal, national and international standards. This architec-
ture will conform to the command and control architecture for command centers...
An Architecture Report, including transition plans to the target architecture, will be
produced by FY 93 to support continuation of JOPES [Joint Operations Planning
and Execution System] development in the post FY 94 period.

IDA was selected to develop the architecture; transition and short-term development

were assigned to other contractors. Two additional documents have been prepared from the

current year's work: a detailed survey of standards relevant to the design of a military CCIS
and a white paper discussing issues of prototyping and validation of the architecture. The
standards survey also considers areas where standards are needed but lacking.

* During the period of this study, the name of the sponsoring agency was changed from DCA to DISA, the
Defense Information Systems Agency. In the text of the report, "DCA" is used when referring to events
occurring prior to the name change.
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Requirements for a CCIS

A key hypothesis of this study is that the networked computer systems that best support 0

military command and control bear great similarity to non-military information systems.

Thus, opportunities for use of commercial software are excellent. In the best judgement of

the development team, this hypothesis is valid.

The essential mission for a military CCIS is to support a commander in exercising com-

mand and control of military forces, giving direction to subordinate commands, and receiv-

ing critical, time-sensitive warning and intelligence information, thereby ultimately

supporting the National Command Authorities. Planning, decision making, and execution

characterize the operations of a CCIS. Core functions include threat identification and

assessment, strategy determination, development of courses of action, detailed planning,

implementation of planned actions, and monitoring. The operation of a CCIS is dependent

on timely information reaching the proper person in the proper format at the proper time.

Automated techniques for analysis of available information and for simulations based on

this information will apply equally to peacetime intelligence, crisis planning, and wartime
operations.

The architecture addresses problems with the current system, including reliance on pro-

prietary hardware, fragmentation of data among different applications, lack of flexibility in

providing new functionality, disproportionate cost increases at critical points, reliance on

obsolete hardware and software, non-standard interfaces, performance bottlenecks that

inhibit the use of simulation, unfriendly and inconsistent user interface, rigid mechanisms

for executing planning functions, and inefficient and inflexible use of computer resources.

The architecture will address these deficiencies by standardizing interfaces, by distribution
of computing resources within and among command centers, and by use of commercial off-

the-shelf products. 0

Architectural Principles

An architecture provides the structure of a system, whereas a target profile lists stan-

dards used in building a system that conforms to the architecture. The CCIS generic archi- 0

tecture and WAM target profile will promote the following principles:

a. Systems will be open. People and computer programs will be able to exchange

data and services among different parts of the system without regard to differ-

ences in suppliers of hardware and software.

viii
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b. Systems will be distributed. Computers and storage devices will be located in
different command centers. Command centers may be made up of dispersed
cells; key users will carry their computing resources wherever they go. Appli-
cation programs and data will reside on computers at thousa.ds of locations.

c. Distributed components will cooperate according to standard protocols that
implement, among other things, a client-server model. That is, application pro-
grams make use of other programs, possibly on other computers, to perform
such services as data management and communications.

d. Software designs will be layered to encapsulate design details that are expected
to change. Three special cases of layered design are the Open Systems Intercon-
nection (OSI) model, separation of data management from applications, and
standardization of interfaces to operating systems.

The target profile includes standards for an information system whose interface speci-
fications comply with open system standards defined by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and by other standardization groups. The definition is not con-
strained by the limitations of the present WWMCCS, but contains the best technology
expected to be available in the latter half of the present decade. It enables a move toward
the goal of an open system while satisfying WAM requirements. Though transition was not
part of the present IDA mission, it must be addressed in any plan to implement the archi-
tecture.

The architecture provides support for evolvability and interoperability. User needs can-

not be predicted with complete accuracy. Requirements change, technology becomes obso-

lete, and the market continually provides better products. Systems evolve, not in distinct

generations, but in a steady flow of changes and improvements. The open system environ-
ment supports evolution by separating functions into a layered architecture whose bound-

aries adhere to accepted standards defined through open consensus. If physical and logical

boundaries conform to standards, getting usable information becomes easier. Increasing

participation of vendors in developing OSI products confirms that an open systems

approach is not only feasible but will become the norm.

Overview of the Generic Architecture

A CCIS is a distributed information system architecture of nodes connected by net-

works. Node architecture is based on the structure of present-day C2 command centers and
information processing sites and anticipates a growing need for computing power and
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decentralization. Within a node, functions now served by a mainframe computer and termi-

nals will be provided by a local network of servers and workstations. Each node will be

connected to others through a wide area network. The CCIS of the future will be a group of

interconnected wide area networks. Thus, the generic architecture is a network of networks

that connect nodes, each of which may itself contain a network. To describe this complex

structure, seven areas are defined to group relevant protocols and interface standards: S

a. Data Management supports the storage, control, distribution, management, and

allocation of simple data such as text and numeric information and complex

items such as complete documents, maps, charts, images, and multimedia

objects. Information about the network and nodes themselves (e.g., configura- 0

tion data) will be also handled through data management services.

b. Network Services are the transmission and interface standards and protocols that

support logical and physical communication. They describe and constrain how

the hardware and software of the nodes cooperate in node-to-node interaction. •

c. User Interface Services support visual and functional interaction with the user,
providing access to hardware and software and graphical user interface. They

control the presentation format of data and mode of interaction.

d. Operating Systems manage hardware and software resources and program inter-

faces, including local and distributed execution of application programs. Stan-

dards in this domain include those that cover program-to-program

communication and synchronization as well as management of memory and

interfaces to network and data management services.

e. Security provides for the privacy, protection, and integrity of the programs and
data that make up the CCIS. Security pervades the model, applying at every

interface and point of data transfer.

f. Programming Services control CCIS application development and the execu-

tion of applications.
g. Data Exchange Standards permit the exchange of data among applications,

transfer of data between systems, and display of data to the user in a way that
preserves the meaning and relationships in that data.

The functional parts of the architecture and the service areas fit together as shown in 0

Figure ES-i, the full derivation of which can be found in Section 3 of this report. Briefly,

the architecture has data management, networks, operating systems, user interfaces, and

application functions. The equivalent services jointly support the execution of applications.

Data Exchange is not associated with a particular part of the structure. It is a set of standards 0
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Figure ES-I. Services and InterfSce Connectviy

that mediate data interchange among applications and between the support functions as

well. Security is similarly not associated with a particular part of the structure but can be
considered analogous to a "substrate" that underlies the entire structure.

The Target P~roffle

The target profile is a listing of standards intended to provide guidance to those who

will design a CCIS in the 1995-97 time period. It reflects standards expected to be current

during that period and identifies areas where standards may be insufficient. Table ES-i

summarizes the specific areas covered by the profile. A more detailed overview appears in

Section 4. Appendices A through G cover the standards in significantly more detail. Emerg-

ing standards, de facto standards, and occasionally relevant proprietary standards are men-
tioned where appropriate. Standards are continually updated or under development and it
may be to DISA's advantage to participate actively in selected standardization groups.
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Table ES-1. The Target Profile
Data Exchange Operatin- Systems

X.12, EDIF-Formatted documents POSIX
ISO 8613, 8839, 10179-Unformatted Basic services
ISO 8632-Computer graphics files Ada bindings
ISO 10303--Product model data Real-time extensions
STDS, VPS, DIGEST-Maps and Security extensions 0

geographic information Shells and utilities
Multimedia System management
ISO 19018, 11172, JBIG, X.56-Data Distributed system services

compression
ASCII

Data Maragement Programming Services
Data management reference model Ada
SQL C and C++
Information resources dictionary system Other languages
Remote database access CAIS-A
Distibuted transaction processirg PCTE+

Networks Security Services
ISO-OSI reference model "Rainbow books"
GOSIP Trusted database management

Upper layer standards Secure data network system
Lower layer standards Standard for interoperable LAN security
Intermediate layer standards
Application layer standards User Interface

Directory services User interface architecture (based on APP)FTAM
Message handling Window management
Remote hdata g accToolkit and user interface managementRemote data access Terminal managementRemote procedure call Grphc
Transaction processing Graphics subroutine libraryTelematic standardsGrpisubotnlbay Device independent and dependent stds.Virtual terminal Color standards

Rendering standards
Human factors standards

Note: The details of the Target Profile (including definition of all abbreviated terms) may be
found in Section 4.
The NIST APP (Aplications Portability Profile) is basic to the Target Profile. It appears
expficitly or implicitly in most of the service areas.

Although multi-level security is part of the given CCIS requirement, it is not likely that

standards for validated, trusted multi-level security will be in place in time for a 1995-97

development. DISA is actively working on the security issue. In July of 1990, the Director

of the Defense Communications Agency established a joint DCA-NSA "Defense-wide

xii
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Information Systems Security Program." Pending the report on this activity, no recommen-

dations for security beyond system-high mechanisms are made in the target profile.

Discussion and Recommendations

During course of this study, certain observations were made and recommendations

based on these observations are provided. The most significant of these are summarized

here. Additional discussion and further recommendations appear in Section 5.

Recommendation. The architecture needs to be tested against a broad sample of
requirements to ensure that it is appropriate to all CCIS applications.

The present activity considered only those requirements developed for the WAM pro-

gram. The architecture has broad scope, hence a broader look at requirements is in order.

Recommendation. The contention that the architecture is not different in any sub-
stantial way from what is required of non-C2 distributed information systems
should be examined in order to ensure that the most appropriate set of standards and
profiles are selected for CCIS use.

Two aspects need to be considered. First, if commercial directions are ignored, substan-

tial cost savings and other benefits could be lost. Second, if the commercial lead is followed

blindly, significant CCIS requirements could go unmet. Neither case is acceptable.

Recommendation. CCIS standards should be commercial standards.

The expectation is that the greatest economic benefit will derive from using the same

standards used by the civilian commercial community. This economic benefit is expected

to derive in part from much greater flexibility with regard to opportunities to obtain

upgraded capabilities at low cost by using COTS software. For the CCIS community this

means that new technology can be added to existing systems faster and less expensively

then having to contract for their addition to military-unique systems. To have any hope of

wide-spread interoperability, standards are required at every interface: wherever data is

transferred or connectivity is required. If open standards are adopted, there is a good chance

that commercial products can be used in the CCIS. There are two risks associated with such

an assumption: first that commercial product developers will adopt the standards and cor-

rectly adhere to them, second that such commercial products will be robust enough to be

included in a secure military system. DISA can help to assure that its needs will be met by

taking an active role in standards development. Since, however, there are so many relevant

standards that participation in all would be prohibitive, selection of those most critical will
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be needed. The use of such open standards leads to an open systems environment. However,

there is no evidence that such a design approach will work in the defense environment.

Developing such evidence is the basis for the following recommendation:

Recommendation. Establish a national CCIS test bed.

Some of the problems described thus far are based on lack of experience while others

reflect a lack of detailed knowledge of the suitability of a specific standard or combination

of standards for CCIS use. Those details should be explored in advance of making commit-

ments to specific programs. Quantitative performance requirements will be needed in

developing a specific system design. The ability of technology to meet these requirements

will be an important part of the mission for the test bed.

Recommendation. Establish an ongoing process to upgrade the target profile and
the generic CCIS architecture, especially with experience gained by implementors
and users, feeding their ideas and problems back into the design process. Regular
upgrades to adopt new technology and new requirements are needed, probably at
intervals of two or three years.

Experience from the CCIS testbed and other advanced technology explorations must

also be factored in. While standards, once approved, change only at infrequent intervals,

technology continues to evolve and new standards are needed. The target profile will need

to be updated periodically.

Recommendation. Support research on how to make policy and doctrine explicit
within the system in order to provide flexibility.

As C2 systems interoperate, they will have to accommodate differing doctrines and

operational policies. If policy and doctrine were explicit n the CCIS, it would, for example,

have a basis for detecting and accommodating to inconsistencies.

Recommendation. Develop guidelines for application developers on how to make
their applications portable.

This is an important step in achieving the desired results. The guidance should be con-

sidered a part of the architecture and evolve with its technical specifications.

Recommendation. Develop data definition standards for all CCIS mission areas
and functions. It is recognized that much of this is currently underway.

This recommendation is included to reinforce the importance of that work by indicat-

ing that it is also needed to accomplish the goals of this architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THE ARCHITECTURE

1.1 ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

A command and control information system (CCIS) is an integrated complex of doc-

trine, procedures, organizational structure, personnel, equipment, facilities, and communi-

cations that together provide authorities at all levels of command with timely and adequate

data to use in planning, directing, and controlling their activities [JCS PUB 1-02, 77]. It

consists of a group of nodes connected by communication mechanisms collectively called

a network. A node is where work gets done, either by a user connecting to system resources

through a personal computer, workstation, or specialized piece of equipment or by an

autonomously operating device that works with no direct user interaction.

This document defines an architecture to guide designers of future military command

and control information systems over the next twenty years. It is general, covering a range

of command and control applications and sizes of system in the near future and in the long

term: a generic architecture. It treats only the top level of the design, not details of the

applications that will operate in the CCIS. However, there is a specific target for a first

implementation of this generic architecture, the upgrade to WWMCCS (the Worldwide

Military Command and Control System) known as WAM, the WWMCCS Automated Data

Processing Modernization program, planned for 1995-97. Its guidelines are summarized in

a target profile of recommended standards and protocols. As with the creation of any large-

scale system, design proceeds from needs to implementation. Figure 1-1 shows a sequence

of steps in the design process, including positions of generic architecture and target profile.

There is a single path from needs to the generic architecture-with opportunity to backtrack

at points--followed by a dual path from generic architecture to implementation. The left-

hand part of the path takes a specific target period and proceeds through a specific design,

while the right-hand side is concerned with transition and validation.

Modern warfare places heavy demands on C2 systems, forcing technology to be

inserted at increasingly rapid rates to maintain technical superiority. Reconciling the

requirement for new technology with logistics needs is leading the Military Services to fol-
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Figure 1-1. Design Sequence

low the Federal Government and industry in standardizing the interfaces between compo- 0
nents rather than standardizing the components themselves. Most current military standards

in the information systems domain apply to hardware. These standards do not appear in this
document because its specification is above the level of hardware-software tradeoffs. Stan-
dards at the architectural level concern interfaces and interconnection protocols. Typical of •
such standards are the U. S. GOSIP (Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile)
and POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface for Computer Environments) interface

definitions discussed in detail in Sections 3 and 4. There is a trend toward applying national
and international industry standards in defense systems. The Department of Defense's CIM 0
(Corporate Information Management) initiative is assisting the process by centralizing the

standards activities of the separate Services and coordinating them through NIST (the
National Institute for Standards and Technology). Paul Strassmann, Director of Defense
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Information, said in testimony to the Defense Subcommittee of the House Appropriations

Committee on April 24,1991,

We shall proceed without further delay to construct all DoD information
systems according to approved Federal Standards as defined by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology. We shall focus DoD resources on
accelerated adoption of Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS).
We shall continue participating in international and industry standard orga-nizations, after endorsement from the National Institute of Standards and
Technology... All information standards activities in DoD shall be under
central coordination from the new Center for Information Management
within the Defense Communications Agency and guided by policy from the
Director of Defense Information.

In summary, the generic CCIS architecture emphasizes interface and format stan-

dards-those that ease the transfer of information from site to site and from application to

application. Interoperation with older equipment and foreign systems will benefit from use

of standards, providing interface specifications where older systems adhere to standards.

Where they do not, standards will at least providing a basis for conversion.

1.2 THE REQUIREMENT FOR OPEN SYSTEMS

The WWMCCS ADP Modernization (WAM) Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP)

[WAM DCP 1989] is the motivating statement of requirements for the generic architecture

and the target profile. It outlines a strategy for evolutionary improvement of WWMCCS

that addresses application software and the underlying infrastructure, operating systems,

database management systems, and network support. Emphasis is on incremental develop-

ment and deployment of planning software and migration to an open system environment

(OSE). The specifications that define an OSE are referred to as open system standards. As

defined in the Application Portability Profile (APP): The U. S. Government's Open System

Environment Profile [NIST APP/OSE 1991, 2], an ope system environment (OSE) is based

on an architectural framework that allows an extensible collection of capabilities. The APP

is key to the generic architecture, serving as the basis for the breakdown of the architecture

into service areas and providing a prototype of the profile approach to defining a future sys-

tem. It is defined in terms of nonproprietary specifications available to any vendor and

evolves through an open (public) consensus process. Several organizations, including the

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI), the European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA), and the
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), serve as public forums for the open

consensus process of developing and evolving standards.

The roots of OSE lie in computer networking, where standard protocols and services

are key to connectivity among heterogeneous computer systems. The OSE concept can be

viewed as a generalization that goes beyond connectivity to information technology in gen-

eral. It is heavily influenced by the ISO Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference

model for computer networking (ISO 7498). In OSI, a seven-layer reference model serves

as the architectural framework. The many networking protocol standards that have been

developed in the context of the reference model serve as the nonproprietary specifications.

An OSE has the potential for achieving important goals:

a. Application portability. An OSE lays the foundation by specifying standard

application program interfaces to standard services. Application software that

uses the standard interfaces without proprietary enhancements is portable across

different implementations of infrastructure software, the application-indepen- 0

dent software that lies between the hardware and the application software and

that provides the foundation on which the application software runs.

b. System and application interoperability. OSE standards for networking, data

management, and data exchange support the interoperation of heterogeneous 9

computer systems and the application software running on them.

c. Protection of software investments. Open system standards are designed to be

independent of hardware technology. As technology evolves, new hardware

platforms can implement the same standard interfaces as their predecessors and

applications can be ported to the new platforms.

d. Acquisitions from multiple sources. Since the standards are nonproprietary, dif-

ferent vendors can implement products that meet the standards and work

together in a CCIS implementation.

The extent to which a specific OSE lives up to its potential depends upon the base of

interest and support it achieves. That is, the success depends upon the number of customers

demanding products conforming to the OSE, the number of vendors marketing products

conforming to the OSE, and the number of organizations and individuals willing to support

the consensus-based process for developing the standards underlying the OSE. Success

also depends upon the farsightedness of standards developers. It is not always possible to

design standard interfaces that can survive every revolutionary advance in technology. For
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example, some current computer networking protocols will not support the high-speed data

rates expected to become available in data communication networks later this decade. It is

incumbent upon developers to consider scalability throughout the standardization process.

Although having an OSE is a given requirement, there is at present no hard evidence to

support whether such an approach will be cost effective and whether it is suitable for

defense systems security and reliability.

1.3 STANDARDS AND PROFILES

Two issues must be addressed in designing a particular OSE-based system: prolifera-

tion and generality of standards. The past two decades have seen the emergence of many

computing standards, standards that compete with one another and that cannot work

together in some cases. On the other hand, standards are meant to be as broadly applicable

as possible, typically having many options, levels of compliance, and parameters. Special-

ization is required before conforming systems can be implemented. In its broadest sense, a

profile is a suite of standards that are known to work together and that jointly meet the needs

of an application domain. Profiles guide system designers in selecting standards.

GOSIP was developed by NIST to handle the transition towards OSI by the Federal

Government, motivated by many competing and not quite compatible networking proto-
cols. GOSIP specifies which protocols should be used at each layer. The APP is a "high-
level" OSE profile aimed at Federal Government computing. It breaks its very broad
domain of applicability into seven service areas and states which standards are to be used

for each. POSIX, on the other hand, is very detailed, defining very narrow application

domains. For example, one POSIX working group is defining profiles for four categories

of real-time systems: minimal systems, controller systems, avionics systems, and multipur-

pose systems. Each of these profiles specifies not only standixds, but also makes some

options of the standards mandatory. A profile at this level precisely specifies an OSE and

embodies design decisions tailored to the target application domain.

A profile is not an architecture. An architecture to specify the structure and a profile to

specify the interfaces and protocols combine to provide direction to the systems designer.
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1.4 DERIVATION OF THE TARGET PROFILE

The target profile identifies the standards to be used for a WAM system upgrade in the

1995-97 time frame. It was formulated through the following process:

a. A set of requirements for a generic CCIS was compiled based on various open

and classified documents and critical evaluations of the present WWMCCS.

b. The NIST APP was adopted as a model for the target profile. Its framework of

seven service areas: operating systems, user interface, programming services,
data management, data interchange, graphics, and networks provides a good

descriptive base. The target profile also has seven areas, but with two differ-

ences: security is separate and graphics has been merged into the user interface.

c. A comprehensive survey of standards and standardization efforts in the seven

service areas was conducted [Nash 1991]. The standards survey developed as

part of the present task augments the standards in the NIST APP and gives a

broader set to choose from in formulating the target profile.

There are several reasons for augmenting the APP. It is targeted at a broad spectrum of
Federal computing, whereas the target profile is targeted to command and control. While

the APP attempts to cover the demands of general-purpose computing, it does not neces-

sarily cover the special demands of mission-critical computing and security. More impor-

tantly, the APP focuses on current needs and current standards, whereas the target profile is

intended to cover 1995-97 and the generic architecture itself looks nearly two decades

beyond. As a consequence of its time frame, the target profile includes emerging standards

as well as industry and de facto pre-standard specifications.

1.5 DOCUMENT OVERVIEW

The remainder of the body of the document consists of four sections. Section 2 summa-

rizes military C2 requirements and shows how they relate to the generic CCIS. Section 3

describes the generic architecture. Section 4 covers the target profile. Finally Section 5 pro-
vides an evaluation of the architecture and discusses recommendations and issues arising

from the definition. Appendices A-G delve into standards in more detail. Appendix H con-

tains a summary of the requirements gleaned from various sources. References and acro-

nyms appear at the end of the document.
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2. MILITARY INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The problem of commanding and controlling armed forces and providing for effective

information sharing is as old as war itself. Among warfare areas, C2 is perhaps the most

difficult to manage. Post-action reports of lessons learned frequently document shortfalls in

information management. The problem of effective management and command is growing

as a consequence of expanding intelligence, maneuver warfare, logistics, and administra-

tive information processing needs. These demands on C2 systems are further increased by

the complexity of executing an integrated joint and allied military strategy. A command and

control information system must provide the means to exercise command and control o ier

U. S. forces in peacetime, crisis, and at all levels of warfare. It must have connectivity, flex-

ibility, survivability, security, and interoperability sufficient to enable forces to be used to

their maximum effectiveness op -rating together or with allies [DoD Defense 1988].

This section provides a review of the high-level requirements and general workings of

a supporting CCIS. The basis of the CCIS architecture is explored by mapping overall

national security objectives to desired CCIS function, characteristics, features, and service

areas that satisfy specific planning, decision making, and execution requirements. The

requirements have come from a variety of sources, all referenced as appropriate. A more

detailed discussion of C2 information systems requirements can be found in Appendix H.

2.1 NATIONAL MILITARY SECURITY OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

The general military features of a CCIS (summarized below in Section 2.4) depend on

the overall strategy and the objectives that the system was designed to support. The current

National Security Strategy, contained in the 1991 Joint Military Net Assessment and

recently approved for submission to Congress by Admiral Jeremiah, Vice Chairman of the

JCS [Jeremiah 1991], is broadly based and reflects a major role in the international envi-

ronment. National security objectives include the following:

a. Survival of the United States as a free and independent nation with its funda-

mental values intact and its institutions and people secure.
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b. A healthy and growing U. S. economy to ensure opportunity for individual

prosperity and a resource base for national endeavors at home and abroad.

c. A stable and secure world, fostering political freedom, human rights, and dem-

ocratic institutions.

d. Healthy, cooperative, and politically vigorous relations with allies and friendly

nations. 0

The fundamental role of U. S. armed forces in supporting achieving the national objec-

tives is to deter war, and, if this fails, to defend the nation's vital interest against any poten-
tial foe. The United States has global interests and responsibilities that require a force of
wide-ranging capabilities to achieve national goals. The strategy is designed to perform the

following:

a. Deter military attack against the United States, its allies, and other countries
whose interests are vital to our own, and to defeat such attack, singly or in con-

cert with other nations, should deterrence fail. 0

b. Protect free commerce; enhance the spread of democracy; guarantee U. S.

access to world markets, associated critical resources, air and sea lines of com-

munication, and space; and contribute to U. S. influence around the world.

c. Contribute to regional stability through military presence, mutual security

arrangements, and security assistance, and discourage, in concert with other
instruments of power, policies and objectives inimical to U. S. security inter-

ests. 0

d. Stem the production and transit of illegal drugs and their entry into the United

States.

e. Combat terrorism against U. S. citizens and help other national and interna-

tional agencies combat it. 0

The relationship of these national military security objectives to required force capabil-

ities is shown in Figure 2-1.

The strategy has broad implications for a military CCIS. The CCIS must be global in
supporting U. S. world-wide interests: there is no single major adversary. The U. S. CCIS

must interoperate with those of allies and other countries with similar interests. The strat-
egy therefore requires a mobile and flexible CCIS, capable of use anywhere in the world

and throughout the spectrum from low intensity conflict to nuclear warfare. Coalition or

allied operations could involve conventional military operations. The CCIS may also sup-
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Figure 2-1. National Security Objectives and CCIS Functions

port regional stability and low-level security assistance operations of training or "nation
building." The CCIS must also support counter-narcotics and counter-terrorism opera-

tions, which require a wide exchange of information among DoD, civilian, and law enforce-

ment agencies on national and international levels.

2.2 CCIS MISSION

The essential mission for a CCIS is to support a commander in exercising command and
control of military forces. The DoD dictionary [JCS PUB 1-02] defines command and con-

trol as
The exercise of authority and direction by a properly designated command
over assigned forces in the accomplishment of the mission. Command and
control functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel,
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equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures employed by a com-
mander in planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and
operations in the accomplishment of the mission.

A CCIS supports the C2 mission by providing the National Command Authorities (the

NCA--the President and Commander-in-Chief and the Secretary of Defense or their duly

deputized alternates or successors) the means to receive critical, time-sensitive warning and

intelligence information on the military posture, readiness, and activities of friendly, neu-

tral, and hostile forces. The NCA does this by applying the resources of the military depart-

ments, directing military operations, and providing guidance to the Unified and Specified

Commands. A CCIS supports the 2 systems of the Unified and Specified Commands on a

non-interference basis. However, as operational and tactical information is generated

within these commands, it is critical to the overall functioning of the CCIS and the informed

support of the NCA for crisis planning, deployment, and execution that this information be

integrated into the CCIS on a timely basis. As the needs are recognized for expanding tac- 9
tical C2 information exchange on the battlefield, the information exchange is being factored

into doctrine operational planning. Increased amounts and kinds of data are also required

to support increased automation of weapon and sensor systems. Weapons system automa-

tion, in turn, requires enhanced digital communications, e.g., for the targeting of precision 0

guided weapons and reception of JSTARS (Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System)

information. The long-term and expanding needs for information must be accommodated

in all environments from peacetime to brink of war, to regional conflict, and, if required,

through global nuclear war. A CCIS must support C2 as long as military forces survive to

fight.
While the focus of a military CCIS architecture is to provide control of assigned forces,

the fundamental needs for data access, storage, processing, display, and transfer, with

appropriate management controls, closely parallel other information system requirements. •

The automated information system which best supports the human decision-making pro-

cess with timely information on status, situation assessment, operations planning, resource

allocation, and execution will have a fundamental advantage over less capable systems.

2.3 CCIS FUNCTION

The function of a CCIS is to support an information flow for decision makers and

responsible information recipients, such as commanders and staff officers. This information
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must support strategic and tactical monitoring during peacetime, crisis, and wartime plan-

ning and execution activities. These CCIS activities are designed to complement the indi-

vidual command and control decision process. One description of the process consists of

observation, orientation, decision, and action (OODA). These steps form a decision loop.

The decision maker who can complete the OODA loop faster and inside an opponent's

decision cycle, by thinking more quickly and coherently, can not only react to events more

rapidly but can control and shape the battle. There are related models such as that shown in

Figure 2-2 providing a more detailed understanding of 2 . The figure illustrates the contin-

De- cide

Act

Figure 2-2. A View of the C2 Process

uous nature of the process as related to feedback occasioned by the commander's military

decisions and the changing environment. The major players and decision-making compo-

nents of the C2 process are human. The CCIS that most efficiently supports 2 through

information acquisition, orienting displays, analytical and simulation assistance for com-

parisons and decision aids, and so forth, will provide the best use of assigned and limited

resources by those humans.
Five planning and execution functions found in the Joint Operations Planning and Exe-

cution System (JOPES) are traditionally associated with a CCIS.

a. Threat Identification and Assessment. Using observations from sensory and

other processors to aid in identification and description of threats; provides the

basis for strategy planning and resource allocation, developing suitable courses

of action and plans, and subsequent monitoring and modification of planned

actions during execution.
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b. Strategy Determination. Helping the operational commander formulate plans

and initial courses of action; used to develop an optimal balance among threats, 0
capabilities, and alternative strategies for global, multi-theater, regional, and

individual crisis situations.

c. Courses of Action Development. Testing of alternative actions after receipt of

guidance and resource allocation decisions. Methods of testing feasibility and 0

suitability of military options include considerations of readiness, mobilization,

deployment, employment, and sustainment.

d. Detailed Planning. Identifying actual forces, logistics, and optimum routing of
forces to destination; supports development of the force, material and personnel 9

lists, schedules, and supporting plans and directives to prepare an approved

course of action.

e. Implementation. Development of warning orders, alert orders, and command-
er's estimates and operations orders. 0

Two additional CCIS functions are needed to make the system work. They provide

information and analytical support.

f. Monitoring. The entire operation of the CCIS depends on timely information.
Monitoring functions provide the medium by which users of the system obtain

and use information relevant to each primary functional area, requiring gather-

ing, storing, organizing, correlating, and communicating information. Monitor-

ing is sometimes narrowly associated with sensor operations. However, in the
larger sense, it applies to all sources of information with respect to the political-

military situation, threat nature and capabilities, friendly active force readiness,
allied force readiness, reserve component readiness, and material resource and

sustainment status. Monitoring activities also include the incorporation of infor-

mation received from situation reports (SITREPs), operational reports

(OPREPs), and other messages.

g. Simulation and Analysis. The analytical support provided for computer assisted

or fully autoi ed techniques in simulation and analysis of available CCIS 0
information is crucial to the process. Peacetime, crisis, and wartime situation

assessments must be made for current or anticipated threats, evaluation of

enemy and allied capabilities, allocation of forces and resources, courses of

action, and operation plans. Simulation must include deterministic and heuristic
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models that deal with sustainment, transportation, movemerit for use in mobili-

zation, deployment, and employment planning. They are also necessary to sup-

port wargaming analysis of operation plans. Finally, simulation and analysis

must be afforded the standard statistical analysis tools, with graphics capabili-

ties for presentation of outputs.

Support for the required force capabilities occurs by providing these core CCIS func-

tions to commanders as user-in-the-loop decision makers.

2.4 CCIS NEEDS

An integrated planning, decision making, and execution system will provide a pool of

capabilities that, combined with program applications, must satisfy military planning, deci-

sion making and execution features. Desired CCIS military requirements [JROC Mem

1989] may be summarized as:

a. Enable national civilian and military leaders to propose, select, and implement

preferred courses of action to achieve specific political and military objectives.

b. Provide timely and accurate decision making tools that keep pace with crisis sit-
uations and support the detailed requirements of a deliberate planning process.

c. Provide leaders and staff officers at all levels with timely, accurate, complete,

and properly aggregated information that serves the decision-making process.

d. Provide for continuous monitoring of the global and local situations to include

the status of U. S. and friendly forces and resources, threat indications and

warning, and the capabilities of potential adversaries.

e. Provide analytical tools io support rapid development, evaluation, and selection

of strategic options and military courses of action in single and multi-theater

scenarios in concert with allies and law enforcement partners.

f. Support execution planning requirements for development of operation plans

(OPLANS) and operation orders (OPORDS) within specified time periods.

g. Aid the evaluation of plans, including their underlying assumptions and proba-

ble implications, in order to assess capabilities, identify shortfalls, and decide

resource priorities.
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h. Assist commanders to start, stop, or redirect military operations effectively in

response to changes in guidance, resources, or threat.

i. Aid mobilization, deployment, employment, and sustainment planning and exe-

cution.

j. Integrate existing systems for planning, decision making, and execution within

a single architecture defined by established standards and policies. 0

k. Interface with existing and planned Service and Defense Agency, Allied, and

other partner databases and information systems.

1. Provide policies and procedures that are similar, if not identical, in peacetime, &

crisis situations, and war.

m. Exploit technological advances in information systems and communications as

required to maintain superiority over potential adversaries.

n. Safeguard information from unauthorized access, manipulation, or retrieval and

accidental or deliberate destruction.

The following sections describe characteristics of the CCIS architecture that will help

achieve these needs.

2.4.1 Interoperability

Interoperability is defined in JCS PUB 1-02 as

1. The ability of systems, units, or forces to provide services to and accept •
services from other systems, units, or forces and to use the services so
exchanged to enable them to operate effectively together.
2. The condition achieved among communications-electronics systems or
items of communications-electronics equipment when information or ser-
vices can be exchanged directly and satisfactorily between them [or] their 0
users.

Interoperability among communications-electronics systems implies direct exchange

of data or services. In basic digital information exchange, there must be a transmission path

and the data must be interpreted at the different locations in a consistent manner, using pre- •

viously agreed upon protocols, interfaces, and standards. Interoperability needs for digital

information exchange among databases, security systems, cryptographic systems, and net-

work management systems also exist. As warfare complexity grows, the required range of

information and service exchange expands to include the following: 0
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a. Interoperation among all U. S. military CCISs at all echelons and including

functional area systems.

b. Interoperation with the CCISs of allies, again at all echelons and including func-

tional area systems.

c. Interoperation with directed civilian agency systems, such as those of law

enforcement agencies.

d. Interoperation in approved ways with information systems of the civilian com-

munity at large.

New joint warfare concepts mandate the need for integrated Army, Air Force, Marine

Corps, and Navy Unified Command components; the U. S. military will also be expected

to work closely with allies and non-DoD organizaticns. Interoperability will therefore

become more important as diverse organizations need to work together. DoD policy

[DoDD 4630.5] is very specific about these cases:

It is DoD policy to develop, acquire, and deploy tactical C3I systems and
equipment that effectively meet the essential operational needs of the U. S.
tactical forces, and that are compatible and interoperable where required
with other U. S. tactical C3I systems and equipment, with Allied tactical C3I
systems and equipment, and with U. S. non-tactical C3I systems and equip-
ment. The degree of necessary interoperability shall be determined during
the requirements validation process and shall be ensured through the acqui-
sition process, deployment, and operational life of the system or equipment.

C3, (command, control, communications, and intelligence) has not been mentioned
previously. It adds several layers of hardware through application function to the C2 model.

Command and control is still the base and the policy statement applies equally to C2.
Uncontrolled proliferation of databases and applications across the armed forces has, as

in civilian organizations, created a situation where few systems can accept data from each
other. In a military CCIS, system components and applications must be able to communi-
cate and share data without conversion delays or the expense of creating specialized con-
version hardware or software. The required level of interoperation of the new systems with

present WWMCCS installations remains to be defined, but the introduction of an open sys-

tem environment based on common standards, shared applications, and more compatible

software languages and operating systems will help significantly.
The Unified Command structure created after World War 1I was in part an effort to inte-

grate mutual Service support within joint force organizations. Warfare complexity since
then has continued to grow, and recent events in the Persian Gulf have highlighted the
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importance of integrated battle management. This need goes well beyond the mission plan-

ning, coordination, and tasking authority of a joint force commander. The commander must

be given the means to coordinate near real time convergence of joint forces in time and

space. The joint task force (TF) commander will have difficulty optimizing force employ-

ment if the Service component C2 systems are not fully interoperable.

Another aspect of interoperability is the need for timely national intelligence support

for targeting. National sensors and intelligence frequently provide detailed information out-

side the coverage of joint force senisors, e.g., target details or new satellite maps of the local

terrain. Fusion, correlation, analytical assessment, and transmission of nationally generated

target information to the operations planning cycle of a joint force is important to integrated

battlefield targeting. Joint over-the-horizon-targeting using multi-Service sensors and

sources is intended to provide an accurate picture of the over-the-horizon battlefield to sup-

port real-time targeting of long-range weapons.

If present trends continue, there may eventually be a single unified CCIS providing all 0

functions and serving all echelons. Such unification should be encouraged but is unlikely

in the foreseeable future. The ability of the United States to operate as part of an allied force

in coalition warfare is increasingly important, politically and militarily. The Desert Storm

operation pointed out the need for CCIS interoperability among allied partners not included •

in earlier interoperability planning. Combined force information transfer requirements for

this operation ranged from character message exchange to processor-to-processor auto-

mated links. These interfaces supported mission planning, intelligence operations, target-

ing, air tasking order (ATO) assignments and exchange of liaison information. Such world- 0

wide and unforeseen commitments require a CCIS to be sufficiently flexible that command

and control information exchange (C2 IE) nodes and automated interfaces can be placed

where needed. However, unless there is an automated and interoperable interface between

the U. S. and Allied C2 systems, the flow of information will be restricted. The United •

States also has permanent allied force commitments to NATO and Korea where improved

interoperability is a continuing goal.

Joint and Allied interoperability will be enabled by common data definitions, commu-

nication protocols, and crypto buffers. Interoperability between CCIS and communications •

systems will depend on national implementation of digital data transmission standards.

However, the degree of interoperability achievable within the supported unified command

is not entirely clear. Mission execution in most instances is accomplished by a ]TF orga-

nized for that specific purpose. Consequently, it is assumed, as discussed in DoDD 5100.30,
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that the command and control support systems of a JTF would be part of and interoperable

with those in the unified commands.

Interoperability with civilian information systems is also a growing requirement as, for

example, in the role of U. S. armed forces in stemming the production and transit of illegal

drugs and working with other national and international agencies to combat terrorism. The

ability to send and receive electronic mail (e-mail) is a major first step in interoperability

between civilian and military C2 information systems. Data file transfer and eventually

direct intercommunication are on the horizon.

2.4.2 Survivability

A CCIS must survive as long as there are forces to control. The importance of anti-

CCIS operations is reflected in Soviet radio electronic combat (REC) strategic and tactical

doctrine which is directed at degrading those operations. Additionally, the Soviets have

special force Spetnaz teams trained for both physical and electronic attack of command

centers. The United States also places considerable importance on C2 warfare, reflected in

a joint command, control, and communications countermeasures (C3CM) doctrine stress-

ing the integrated use of operations security, military deception, jamming, and physical

destruction supported by intelligence to deny information to, influence, degrade, or destroy

adversary C3 capabilities. The object of both Soviet REC and U. S. C3CM doctrine is to

deny adversary commanders and other decision makers the ability to operate their forces

effectively. Uncovered CCIS locations will be attacked as a matter of priority, using all

available physical and electronic means.

CCIS node survivability is expensive and difficult to achieve. There are few options in

case of nuclear attack. Even in conventional conflicts, continuing normal C2 operations

when subject to physical or electronic attack is difficult. The keys to CCIS survivability are

reduced observability, mobility, and redundancy. In every military opere -ion, there are des-

ignated both a primary and an alternate command center. The availability of CCIS nodes,

which provide redundancy and avoid targeting through mobility and use of readily movable

surface or airborne platforms, is important to the success of an operation. Redundancy of

databases is also important. Critical data must be stored and maintained at several locations.

Survivability of the military CCIS has a direct bearing on the survival of the United

States as a free and independent nation. CCIS survivability can be enhanced by flexibility
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of operations with multiple access points as well as relocation and reconstitution proce-

dures designed to achieve primary, secondary, and emergency access pathways.

2.4.3 Flexibility

CCIS flexibility is the capability to adapt to changes in environment, force organization,

structure, threat, employment doctrine, operational level, and new technology. Adaptability

to new technology is sometimes termed evolvability. A CCIS should be equally capable in

air, land, and maritime environments. Flexibility is a function of physical size, electrical

power requirements, and robustness against environmental extremes. In a tactical deploy-

ment, size is important to aircraft or shipboard installation. On land, reduced size improves

mobility and the capability to move a CCIS as far forward as a tactical situation might per-

mit. Space is a rapidly expanding warfare environment. Tasking and control authority with

the means to effect direct space platform control is, in certain situations, a highly desirable •

CCIS characteristic.

The CCIS should also be flexible in organization size and structure. Force sizes depend

on the specific contingency and availability of strategic lift. The functional capabilities of

a CCIS to support a commander must not vary as a function of size. Even a reduced size 0

CCIS must be capable of performing all its functions at a level commensurate with the

forces to be controlled. It must be capable of growing to support increased information

needs as new or replacement forces and information gathering resources arrive in the area.

It must also be capable of meeting force structure changes and considerably varied joint 0
force organizations as, for example, when JTF structure evolves as a function of mission

execution.
The loss of primary and first alternate CCIS nodes must be provided for in system

design and network access. For example, the primary and designated alternate command 0

centers (Division Command Groups A and B) could both be lost. This would result in the

assumption of command by the next senior brigade or regimental command. At this point,

the CCIS of the new commander at a lower tactical level would need a significantly

enlarged span of control, which depends on the ability of the alternate CCIS immediately 0

to expand.

Current land warfare doctrine emphasizes the importance of deep attack and maneuver

warfare concepts. This doctrine stresses highly maneuverable surface and air mobile forces,

and is designed to exploit opportunities against enemy vulnerabilities. Maneuver warfare
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goals seek to circumvent force inequities, avoid attrition, and attack from positions of

advantage. Relying on speed and surprise, strength is applied against enemy weakness.

Success depends more on military competence than sheer superiority of numbers in troops

and equipment. This concept places a premium on mission type orders to permit the tactical

commander closest to the scene maximum latitude and freedom. The U. S. Army's Airland

Battle Doctrine incorporates the maneuver warfare that was reflected in the Desert Storm

100-hour ground campaign.

Flexibility of the CCIS is also needed to adapt and evolve as new technology and capa-

bilities are developed. The system will need to provide new and improved applications that

expedite information exchange and to meet unique organizational situations or command

preferences at certain CCIS nodes. System design must accommodate both new subsystem

integration and the modification of applications. The introduction of an entirely new CCIS

requires training user and maintenance personnel. Therefore new designs should be based

on adapting to the current system as opposed to a "swap out" of an entire system, ensuring

that training requirements can be satisfied with on-the-job training, providing the user oper-

ator maximum freedom to adapt the CCIS software to unique user needs, and ensuring the

flexibility to introduce upgrades incrementally.

2.4A Mobility

Mobility is the ability of the CCIS to support nodes that can move independently. It

must also support the ability of a node to disconnect from the network and to reconnect

(with suitable validation and security precautions) at a different location. Success in achiev-

ing mobility will determine in large part whether forces under the control of commanders

using the CCIS can achieve their full combat potential. It supplements redundancy in assur-

ing CCIS survivability. A CCIS for a corps-size, highly mobile crisis reaction force will

also require strategic mobility. Not only will a CCIS need to be deployed in minutes, it will

also require (during deployment) connectivity with widely dispersed supporting forces to

complete operations planning and execution.

A mobile CCIS is critical to a JTF and maneuver warfare doctrine. It enables seizing

the military initiative and causing a hostile force to remain in reaction mode. The CCIS

must be able to operate in forward areas accompanying tactical forces on the move, and be

positioned sufficiently close to the source of tactical battle information that battlefield ori-

entation and monitoring can be sustained. The quality and timeliness of directly observed
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and accurately reported battlefield information throughout the entire CCIS is, in large part,

based on mobility.

2.4.5 Affordability

The growth and costs of command and control systems since World War H has been

phenomenal. In earlier years, C2 cost was incidental. However, today's CCISs are involved

in every aspect of command and control and are a major portion of the defense budget. The

primary issue is how much automation of a CCIS is necessary or appropriate. This uncer-

tainty is reflected in the questions raised by Creveld (1985, 3], "What are the strong points

of man and which are those of machines? How should communication ('interfaces')

between man and machine, as well as among the machines themselves, be organized?"

Automation for its own sake must be avoided. Commercial developers create and market

information systems that are basically satisfying, while military operational requirements

frequently stretch the available technology often unnecessarily and expensively.

Affordability is a key CCIS characteristic and important to any CCIS architecture. The

determination of how much automation is sufficient for "good enough" operational capa-

bilities will always be a tough decision. As the relative cost of C2 systems continues to

mount, there is the distinct possibility that a planned CCIS could be unaffordable. However

the availability of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products and non-development items

(NDI) within a growing environment of common standards provides CCIS designers an

opportunity to reduce overall purchase and long-term O&M (operation and maintenance)

costs. There is much in common between a CCIS and a commercial information system,
and there are many COTS products that could be applied to COIS functions. Furthermore,
the commercial software industry is rapidly moving towards open system concepts that will
provide even greater opportunity. The continued development of commercial and military

standards will also work to make both COTS and NDI more available and affordable.

2.4.6 Security

Security, an essential CCIS characteristic, has been subjectively measured in the past.

It reflects the totality of protection and integrity features embedded in all the CCIS services

and functions and includes a trustworthiness requirement that is as difficult as any other

CCIS need. Such requirements such as multilevel security (MILS) may never be entirely
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implemented, since solutions must be continuously improved to meet an ever-escalating
threat. Electronic threats to the security of a CCIS are listed in Table 2-1. Passive threats

Table 2-1. Electronic Warfare Threats and Vulnerabilities

Passive Electronic Surveillance Measures (ESM)
Traffic analysis

Eavesdropping
Emanation monitoring

Active Electronic Counter Measures (ECM)
Wiretapping

Intrusion
Jamming

Interference

Software 'viruses, worms' etc.

may be most serious when dealing with the development of useful intelligence that permits

hostile force exploitation. On the other hand, active forms of electronic interference, such

as AM continuous wave, analog, FM noise, as well as chaff under certain conditions, might

be difficult to overcome and could cause disruption. The increased use of software in the

CCIS has expanded system vulnerability to internal and external data tampering, message

stream modification, and malicious insertion of logic bombs, viruses, and worms.

For reasons of reliability and integrity, data should be collected and maintained close

to the source (with appropriate redundancy and backup, of course). Frequently information

comes from unclassified sources where the maintenance of a top-secret terminal is not prac-

tical. This is a major problem for reporting on mobilization readiness of reserve component

units and coordinating their activation, initial movement, and eventual deployment. A

small reserve unit cannot afford or maintain the facility and encryption requirements for top

secret system-high operation. There is a similar problem for small unit tactical CCIS nodes

that need to interface with tactical data systems in order to expedite reported information

upwards within the CCIS. At these forward echelons, the operating level of security is

much lower than at higher echelons.

A total solution to multilevel security may not be immediately forthcoming. However,

alternative approaches based on low-risk technology and separation of functional compo-
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nents will provide adequate interim security. Subsequently, transition to full multilevel

security can be made when development, certification, and accreditation are completed. 0

2.5 SUMMARY AND RELATIONSHIP TO SERVICE AREAS

The functionality of the generic CCIS architecture is based on seven service areas. 0

These will be described in full detail in Sections 3 and 4, but in brief, they are as follows:

a. Data exchange standards permit exchange of data among applications and sys-

tems in a way that preserves meaning and relationships.

b. Data management services store, control, distribute, manage, and allocate infor- 0

mation.

c. Network services support logical and physical communication.

d. Operating systems services manage hardware and software resources and inter- 0

faces controlling the movement of data and its interaction.

e. Programming services support development and execution of applications.

f. Security services provide secrecy, privacy, and integrity of programs and data

and ensure availability to legitimate requesters. 9

g. User interface services support visual and functional interaction.

The architectural service areas can be related to the overall architecture by 1) summa-

rizing the national security objectives, 2) considering how required force capabilities meet

these national security objectives, and 3) showing how the required force capabilities map

onto the needs for the military CCIS and the prime CCIS service areas. The earliest figure,

Figure 2-1, indirectly shows how national security objectives and required force capabili-

ties relate to CCIS functions. These desired CCIS functions, as shown in Figure 2-3, when

translated into objectives, provide a basis for understanding the inferred needs of a military

CCIS. The CCIS needs reflected at the bottom of the figure support the needs of a generic

information management system. Finally, the needs of both a military CCIS and an infor-

mation system can be satisfied within the seven service areas as indicated by Figure 2-4.

2
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3. THE GENERIC CCIS ARCHITECTURE

3.1 GOALS AND STRUCTURE

The military CCIS whose underlying structure is described in this section is the com-

puter hardware and software that will, in the future, aid command and suppoit personnel

working to achieve a C2 mission. The single overriding goal for this architecture is to

enable the designer of a future CCIS to define a specific system that will achieve the C2

mission by satisfying the requirements summarized in Section 2. The architecture describes

the functional parts of a CCIS and how they interconnect. From the user's point of view the

architecture provides a generic application program interface oriented towards C2 applica-

tions. From the point of view of the services that the architecture will provide, it is a set of

standards and protocols that assure the smooth, correct interaction of the various system

components.

The architecture is referred to as afunctional architecture to make clear the distinction

between this description and a "systems architecture," a term conventionally used to

describe a design in considerably more detail. It is not a system design and does not attempt

to describe the hardware that makes up the nodes. Nor does it specify any geometry (phys-

ical layout) or technology used to configure the network or the applications that will run in

an operating CCIS that conforms to the architecture. It does, however, provide a structure

or framework on which a designer can combine the functional representation and standards

to form a design basis for a specific future CCIS.

The architecture is generic in the sense that it describes no single CCIS but a family of

systems. Through this generality, future systems built on the architecture will be able to

support particular applications, systems, and network capabilities that are available and

selected at the time a particular system is implemented. Since a CCIS must be realized

within acceptable cost and time constraints, at several points within this section the ideal is

tempered with practical considerations. Building an operational CCIS will require use of

modern technology-up to date but proven in practice. An implementation cannot be made

to depend on unproven research. Hence, the architecture could be implemented with tech-
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nology in use today or that is a direct extrapolation of known methods. When future meth-
ods or devices are proven effective and useful, they should easily integrate into the CCIS. 0
Supporting modem technology is important, but the ability to have an incremental growth
path and to support interoperation with existing systems is equally so. Evolutionary growth
and the planned upgrade of existing systems are overall requirements for military command
and control systems. 0

The architecture is intended to be scalable in the sense that all nodes will not be iden-

tical; neither will all network links be identical. Not every feature or capability will appear

uniformly across a CCIS. No specific behavioral specifications are given in the architec-

tural descriptions. It is incumbent on the architecture to be able to adapt to quantitative

specifications when they are made, perhaps by evaluating the requirements of an applica-

tion or perhaps by observing the capabilities of an existing processor or communications

link that is to be part of the CCIS.
The generic architecture together with the target profile of Section 4 provide the infor-

mation that would be needed by a designer working on a specific CCIS implementation.

3.2 TECHNICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE ARCHITECTURE
9

The term CCIS has two components, "command and control" and "information sys-

tem," each with its needs, goals, and requirements. The command and control requirements

were covered in Section 2. Here, the information system technical characteristics necessary

to meet the desired CCIS characteristics are examined. They form the basis for the deci-

sions made in defining the generic architecture so that any CCIS built to conform t(-; the

architecture will possess the desired technical characteristics, and will, therefore, provide

the desired CCIS characteristics. The order of the sections that follow mirrors the presen-

tation of Section 2, but the emphasis here is on the technical issues rather than the CCIS

needs. Security, however, is covered in Section 3.10.

3.2.1 Interoperability

Interoperability is a characteristic shared among information systems, not a single

value, but a set of states from non-interoperable systems that cannot communicate with

each other in any way to tightly coupled systems that can share resources. Interoperability

is considered at three levels, communications, data, and process, from least to most capable. S
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Communications interoperability is the ability of two systems to pass messages and

share other forms of communication. The simplest instance is at the level of character inter-

change, for example where all components use the ASCII character set. The most common

example of communications interoperation today is electronic mail (e-mail) that can bridge

a variety of public and private networks. Future systems will support a multimedia e-mail

that includes voice and video. A natural extension includes simple file transfers, given

appropriate access privileges. For systems that are organizationally distant and have no

need for closer cooperation, communications interoperability may be all that is required.

Communications interoperability requires some form of common data structure standards

to be used by the application. For example, when common document formatting standards

are used, a document developed on one system can be exchanged with another system so

that a user on the second system can process the document as needed. Similarly, communi-

cations interoperability supports the use of electronic data interchange (EDI) techniques

0 (provided the systems involved subscribe to the same standards). Thus the underlying tech-

nical requirement for communications interoperability is the use of common data commu-

nications protocols and applications structured to make use of them.

Data interoperability gives the ability to exchange data so that the data to be transferred

can be correctly interpreted by the recipient. Alternatively, the systems may share data ele-

ment definitions and have common data structure standards. Also included are databases

shared is such a way that an update at one location will automatically change any backup

copies of those values at another location. The use of common data element standards pre-

serves the meaning and relationships of data across systems. This level of interoperability

will be required of CCIS components in units related organizationally but geographically

dispersed. The underlying technical requirement for data interoperability is the mechanism

for transmitting or sharing structural information.

* Process interoperability provides the ability to share system or application processes or

services. For example, an application running on one node might start a process on another

node. It might directly access a remote database and return the results of a query to a third

node. Such systems tend to be tightly coupled and make sense from an operational perspec-

tive where communications links have high bandwidths, are stable, and support the needed

security. Typically, this requires co-location (supported by a common local area network)

or permanent facilities (with access to high-speed wide area networks). The technical

requirement for process interoperability is a distributed or network operating system that

supports, for example, a client-server multi-tasking structure.
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3.2.2 Survivability

As described in Section 2, mechanisms that ensure survivability include flexibility,

mobility, and redundancy. Flexibility and mobility are covered below. Redundancy applies

to all parts of the CCIS: communications, computing equipment, and data. Redundant com-

munications circuits require intelligent network management that can dynamically select

the best routing for the traffic at hand. Redundant computing resources suggests distributed

computing based on multiple computers in preference to the large, central processor

approach of today's CCIS. Redundant data requires automatic mechanisms for replicating

and distributing data to alternate and backup locations where a given function might need

to be performed. In addition, the ability to capture backup information in real time is

required.

3.2.3 Flexibility

A CCIS needs to be flexible with respect to many factors. Environmental flexibility is

largely a hardware issue, not addressed in depth by this effort. If gaining hardware flexibil-

ity leads to a variety of computing platforms, transferring applications may become a prob-

lem. Use of standard programming languages such as Ada will enhance this flexibility.

Flexibility with respect to force organization, structure, and operational level requires

the CCIS to be reconfigurable across a range of functional alternatives. Such flexibility

requires standardized, general-purpose computing platforms so that applications can oper-

ate on any platform. In addition, users need to be familiar with all the applications their

assignments might require. This can be greatly aided by standard user interfaces that make

behaviors that appear similar--even if parts of separate applications-work the same way.

Flexibility with respect to threat is closely related to survivability. It calls for the ability

to perform any function from any of several different locations. As the political and military P

structure of the world changes, policy and doctrine must keep pace. The technical require-
ments are largely the same as those for interoperability, with the added requirement that

interoperational relationships must be dynamic. The ability to establish new links, particu-

larly for data interoperability, is essential. Other changes in doctrine may alter the way data

is organized and disseminated.

Flexibility with respect to technology requires the ability to accept incremental soft-
ware changes, evolutionary introduction of new technology including hardware compo-
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nents, minimal disruption of operations due to new training requirements, and the ability to

operate within a variety of configurations. To make this possible requires an accepted set

of standards that are well supported by vendors of both hardware and software.

3.2A Mobility

CCIS mobility requires a highly flexible relationship between computing and commu-

nications resources. Operational functions originally connected by fiber optic networks

may at a later time need to be connected by low bandwidth radio links. Mobility requires

interoperation strategies that do not depend on continuously available computing and com-

munications. A message or database update sent from one location to another may need to

be delayed for various reasons. Mobility as a countermeasure may sometimes require elec-

tronic silence, during which the system would not be able to send its regular data traffic or

acknowledge receipt of traffic received. One impact of this is on the utility of communica-

tions protocols and data management techniques that require positive confirmation before

allowing other events to proceed.

3.2.5 Affordability

The best way to lower the cost of hardware and software is to buy it off the shelf rather

than build it. Most commercially available software is written for standard platforms con-

sisting of a computer architecture, operating system, communications, database manage-

ment, and user interface. Today, such platforms are largely proprietary, but there is

considerable effort being spent on developing internationally accepted, nonproprietary

standards that specify the interfaces between the parts. Building systems that implement

these standards is the technical route to cost avoidance. As standards continue to make the

software independent of the hardware, the greatest opportunities for reducing hardware

costs by increased competition will arise. Even when special militarized, hardened equip-

ment is required, hardware-independent software will provide for the maximum degree of

competition in hardware procurement.
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3.3 OPERATIONAL POLICIES

Within an information system, certain abilities and behaviors are defined because they
are the only way to meet mission requirements while some reflect decisions made by
designers or architects concerning the structure of a system. In either case, the decisions
reflect policies that determine how systems are organized and how they operate. The fol-
lowing operational attributes apply to any CCIS that satisfies the architecture.

a. Distributed operation. The CCIS consists of independent processors that can
work autonomously but are potentially most effective when cooperating.

b. Distributed data. The data required for any application may reside in distinct
"chunks," in geographically separated locations.

c. Concurrent operation. Groups of applications can share computing resources.

Single applications may simultaneously require several possibly widely sepa-
rated computing resources. To achieve either of these requirements, synchroni-
zation among cooperating processors is required.

d. Dynamic configuration. Normal operation of the CaS will permit the network
to survive and be effective even though it may be broken at any point and certain
nodes may disappear, possibly to request a reconnection at any place or time.

e. Heterogeneous environment. Interaction between hardware and software sys-
tems potentially of greatly different structure is required.

CCIS users will be spread across the world in fixed and mobile sites. Each may be sup-
ported locally by its own distributed computing system as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Data

needed to compose a message, to run a simulation, or to develop an operations plan may
have to be gathered and integrated from sensors and databases at several sites, perhaps half
a world apart. The architecture reflects this distribution. Its most abstract representation is
a series of interconnected nodes that communicate, passing commands, messages, and data.
A more detailed picture is given below in two levels of detail: the top-level functional archi-
tecture (connectivity and computational functionality) followed by a breakdown of each of
the major areas. These areas provide the functionality needed in the design and implemen-
tation of any specific CCIS. Modern information systems are based on high-level abstrac-
tions that have already proven their value at the architectural level. Four abstractions that
will be referred to in the following sections are as follows:
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Figure 3-1. Command Center Local Area Network

a. Client-server model. A part of a system that requests a service from another is

considered a client, while the provider is a server. For example, a client appli-

cation program will request information from a database server, a client node

will request a network server to transmit a message. The model assures that the

requestor does not need to know details of how the service is provided.

b. Autonomous agents are programs or processes that perform actions on behalf of

the CCIS without being initiated by or associated with any particular application

or user process. For example, a "data archive agent" can monitor file access and

automatically "miror" file updates to a backup store, aiding in fail-soft recov-

ery. Agents can provide a mechanism for implementing an active system secu-

rity monitor.

c. Object orientation. Object orientation is a design paradigm that considers a sys-

tem in terms of the objects that are manipulated (messages, plans, maps, etc.),

the attributes of those objects either individually or through membership in

some larger grouping (security classification level, for example), and the sets of

operations defined on those objects.
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d. Peer-to-peer communication. As indicated in Figure 3-2, communication

between segments of a system should behave as if it were proceeding from any

given level in the sender to the same level in the recipient.
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Figure 3-2. Peer-to-peer Communication

Although the characterization of these abstractions is recent, the underlying principles

are not new. The client-server model is the oldest of these. Many systems have been built

on this principle. Agents, under one name or another, have existed within operating systems

since the 1970s. During the 1980s they evolved into the network domain. Object orientation

is based upon principles of data abstraction that date back to the 1970s [Morris 1973]. Peer-

to-peer communication is a natural extension of the layered network open systems model

described in detail below. The abstractions are primarily used as a descriptive convenience.

Although all have been proven in actual implementations, a CCIS system designer may

chose to structure a specific CCIS by implementing the abstractions directly or by choosing

an alternative method that yields equivalent behavior.

3.4 THE USER'S VIEW OF THE CCIS

The user's view of a command and control information system appears in Figure 3-3.

A user pursuing a C2 mission will use objects, communications, and resources needed to

achieve a task at hand. Communications include those local to the user's node as well as

wide area networks and gateways to other networks. Supporting the user are resources pro-

vided by local and remote host computers and their operating systems. Data objects within

the CCIS are, for example, images, operation plans, maps, and messages used within a sin-

gle node or transmitted to other nodes around the network. Applications such as JOPES are
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Figure 3-3. The User's View of the CCIS

included among the data objects. Just as data elements can be retrieved and used, so can

applications. Users are, of course, the "personnel" of the JCS PUB 1-02 definition quoted

earlier. Included in the class of users are not only those responsible for the C2 mission but

also those who administer the system, develop the applications, and maintain the databases.

Understanding that administrators, developers, and maintainers are among the class of

users is important: unless systems are developed and maintained in a setting virtually iden-

tical to the operational environment, subtle errors of behavior, performance, and correct-

ness can go unnoticed until they manifest themselves, perhaps durig a crisis.

3.5 THE CCIS FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE

The top-level architecture of the CCIS, as illustrated in Figure 3-4, has a structural

resemblance to the user's view with the following differences: the user is replaced by a user
interface, the local resources by the local, distributed, and remote operating systems pro-

viding the node's support environment, the data objects by the data management, and the

communications by the local networks and gateways to other parts of the CCIS network or
to other networks. The architecture is functional in that it reflects a breakdown by func-

tional area rather than a mapping of a physical structure. Basing the architecture on function
in this way assumes that functions are always clearly separable, a simplification of the true

picture, but one useful for exposition. In practice, boundaries are not as cleanly separated

as the diagram indicates. The boundary between a network and an operating system, for

example, is often fuzzy. The ISO seven-layer network reference model (ISO 7498) explic-
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Figure 3-4. CCIS Functional Architecture

itly includes functions conventionally performed by an operating system. Any implemen-
tation will likely require some form of network distributed operating system in which core
operating systems functions and networking functions are intermingled. Based on this sim-
plified diagram, however, the internal connectivity of the architecture can be seen: a user, p
working through the user interface can use local resources and local data. Through the net-
work, remote resources and data can be obtained. The operating system can use data man-
agement to store and retrieve information relevant to its operations and the network in
support of operations shared with other processors or nodes. .imilarly, data management
can use local operating system services and it can communicate with data management

elsewhere on the network.
The operation of the CCIS is based on the application. Although the generic architec-

ture is independent of any specific application, it takes into account the central role of appli-

cations. A typical application might be an entire planning subsystem such as JOPES or it
might be a simple user-to-user electronic message transfer. The C2 user will have a library

of support programs or subsystems. But other users, those who maintain and support the

CCIS and its databases and applications, will use the same nodes and networks. The appli-

cations available to the developer and maintainer are software engineering tools: compilers,

text or program editors, and configuration managers. System administrators have database

and network maintenance functions as their particular application programs.
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Figure 3-5. CCIS Functional Architecture with Applications

Figure 3-5 adds applications to the basic architecture. The interconnecting lines signify

that, while an application communicates with the four functional parts of the node structure,

these may communicate with each other in supporting the application, the user, and the

CCIS itself. For example, data management will interact directly with the operating system

and network to perform periodic backup of data, independent of any particular application.

Communication from one functional area to another is mediated by services that provide

interchange mechanisms and standard interfaces at the connection points. The diagram of

Figure 3-5 is an ideal. In practice, applications will embed other applications (as, for exam-

ple, a planning application may contain a graphics subsystem); they will communicate

directly together without recourse to external services such as those provided by data man-

agement, operating system, or user interface; and they will even contain within themselves

functions that duplicate in part these external services. Duplication is a necessary conse-

quence of the thrust towards use of COTS products and the need for a new CCIS to provide

an incremental growth path from older systems.
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3.5.1 Standard Services and Interfaces

Broad use of standards is basic to satisfying requirements of interoperability, software

and data portability, consistency of the user interface, maintainability, extensibility, and

flexibility. Standard methods, interfaces, data definitions, and protocols provide a frame-

work within which a designer can make the implementation decisions for a CCIS. Based

on the generic architecture, the designer of a CCIS will take into account new, updated, or 0

transferred functions, transition plans, interfacing, security, physical environment, and the

anticipated skills of users, to define a set of detailed system requirements. Using the avail-

able technology, code transferrable from older systems, and commercially available pro-

grams, components, and subsystems, a system design will evolve. Without standards, each 0

CCIS, subsystem, and application will require new, probably unique, certainly incompati-

ble, interfaces and protocols. With established and tested standards it will be possible to

avoid the burden of complete interface redesign each time a new piece of equipment is

added or a new application installed. The standards aspect of the architecture is character- •

ized by seven areas based on the characterization developed by NIST in the Applications

Portability Profile [NIST APP/OSE 1990]. They serve the following functions.

Data management supports the storage, control, distribution, management, and alloca-

tion of simple data such as text and numeric information and complex items such as com- 0

plete documents, maps, charts, images, and multimedia objects. Information about the

network and nodes themselves (e.g., configuration and routing data) may be also handled

through data management services.

Network services are the transmission and interface standards and protocols that sup-

port logical and physical communication. They describe and constrain how the hardware

and software of the nodes cooperate in node-to-node interaction.

User interface services support visual and functional interaction with the user, provid-

ing access to hardware and software and graphical user interface (GUI). They control the 0

presentation of data and mode of interaction.

Operating systems manage hardware and software resources and software interfaces,

including local and distributed execution of application programs. Standards in this domain

include those that cover program-to-program communication and synchronization as well ,

as management of memory and interfaces to network and data management services.
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Security services provide for the privacy, protection, and integrity of the programs and

data that make up the CCIS. Security pervades the model, applying at every interface and

point of data transfer. Security has four aspects:

a. Authenticity, assuring that a given service requester is indeed the person (or pro-

cess) whose identification and passwords are being presented.

b. Availability, assuring that data and program resources are delivered promptly to

a legitimate requester.

c. Confidentiality, assuring that data and program resources can be obtained only

by users and processes that have valid clearance, authorization, and need-to-

know. "Access control" is included here.

d. Integrity, assuring that data and program resources are stored, transmitted, and

used without any corruption or accidental or unauthorized change.

Programming services affect two aspects of the CCIS: application development and the

execution of applications. In the former case, programming services support the develop-

ment, checkout, installation, maintenance, and testing of application and system software.

At present there are few standards to support this domain although work on software engi-

neering environments, specification languages, and program development and maintenance

tools is moving toward the stage when standardization is likely. In the latter case, the archi-

tectural role of programming services is in the language-specific and interlanguage inter-

faces that support the client-server interaction.

Data exchange permits the interchange of data among applications and systems, and

display of data to the user in a way that preserves the meaning and relationships, for exam-

ple, the electronic transfer of documents between systems or applications, preserving their

form and appearance as well as their content. (Excluded are standards related to the physi-

cal data exchange of data such as disks and tapes.)

Linked with all of the above are management and administrative services that support

the monitoring, maintenance, configuration management, and self-diagnostic activities that

go on continually while the CCIS is in operation. Database and network administration are

also included here. Those few standards that address administrative services are covered in

the service area descriptions below.

Within the functional architecture, the relative position of data management, network

services, user interface, and operating system services-and the interfaces they support-

is clear and well-defined. As indicated in Figure 3-6, they support the interchange of infor-
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appears in the figure surrounding the application. Security is pervasive, distributed through-
out the COIS protecting the integrity of the system statically, dynamically protecting the
transfer of objects from point to point within a node and among nodes on the network. It
cannot be well represented in a simple diagram but is shown in Figure 3-6 as a grey back-
ground or substrate in which the entire architecture is embedded. Data exchange standards
are static, applied during the ipention of the applications and system programs at the
time data structures are defined. They affect the tranisfer of data from application to appli-
cation and the presentation of data to the user, but are actively involved in the CCIS oper-
ation only as they are compiled into the executing software and applications programs.
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3.5.2 Practical Aspects of the Architecture

Some aspects of CCIS structure and operation do not easily fit the architecture and ser-

vices model. Although they do not appear at the top level of the architecture, fault detection

and recovery, for example, are omnipresent at the operational level. Although directed

more towards implementation than architecture as such, it is important to keep them in

mind. The following items summarize some of these practical considerations.

Interruption of service. It is not possible for an architecture to cater for all possible

threats and faults that might occur, although, of course, an implementation must consider

those that are most significant. Shielding against EMP (electromagnetic pulse), nuclear

hardening, and protection from enemy action against cables and satellite links are required

in wartime. The architecture anticipates the possibility that links may be broken and allows

for redundant linkages such as, for example, redundant ground-wave communication, but

a total threat analysis would depend on much more detailed knowledge of design consider-

ations such as configuration and operational environment.

Reconfiguration. For purposes of security and to recover from service interruptions, the

networks of a future CCIS are planned to be able to reconfigure themselves. Although

reconfiguration is an attribute of implementation strategy rather than of architecture, it must

be anticipated in the architecture.
Integration of COTS. It is a principle of design for future CCIS implementations (as

well as for most new DoD software-based systems) that commercial packages will be used
wherever possible. The benefit is clear:, software will have external support, it will be devel-

oped and documented by the suppliers and not at government expense, and there will very
likely be a base of training and trained users. However, unless these COTS products use the
standards and protocols specified for the CCIS, integrating them into the system will
require special programming. Most commercial software products carry their own environ-
ment and user interface with them. Integrating them smoothly into a CCIS that requires

common behavior and interface may not be possible in the near future. The problem is com-

pounded in the programming area, where proprietary environments are common.
System monitoring and maintenance. In operation, the CCIS will have to monitor its

own operation both in terms of the existence of connectivity and in terms of performance.
By keeping track of activity on the network and within the processors, the CCIS mainte-
nance function will be able to determine both whether the system is operating correctly and
also determine if the capacity of the system is adequate for the load. As an example, Figure
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3-7 illustrates three examples of self-monitoring from the networked workstation upon

which this architecture description was written. The first diagram tracks use of the central

~~ cpuIa on the

intr--cpu interrupts
pkts--network packets

Figure 3-7. Examples of a System Monitoring Itself

processor, the second is a record of processor interrupts, and the third shows the number of

packets sent, received, or passed through on the network. Such information can drive the

self-monitoring process. System security can be enhanced through self-monitoring as well.

Given expected profiles of load and activity, the CCIS can look for abnormal patterns of

behavior on the networks or in the processors and pass exception information along to a

human or computer security agent. The networks can be designed to shut down or to isolate

critical segments or resources such as databases under conditions of unexpected or abnor-

mal activity.

3.5.3 Parallelism and Synchronicity

Network operations are highly parallel; nodes do not operate in isolation. The earlier

definition of a node as "where a user does work, usually gaining access to system resources

through a personal computer, workstation, or some specialized piece of equipment," is true

but limited. Within a given node, many users may be operating simultaneously, cooperating

on a problem or working independently. A given application may have several output

devices-high-resolution graphics, character monitor, and audio, for example. Each of

these would have its own set of control programs, providing a single user with three

instances of the user interface.

The single user view of the CCIS node is a useful abstraction. In some nodes, a group

of users will share resources. A near real-time multiprocessing capability will be required

at the node level. While novel system and processor architectures make near real-time pro-
cessing of distributed applications possible, advances in display and processor miniaturiza-

tion are making it likely that single hand-held systems may eventually participate in a CCIS

as full-fledged nodes. A recent item in the press showed a "Soldier's Computer" consisting

of a one-pound pocket computer with voice/data radio and global positioning receiver.
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Attached was an instrumented helmet with "heads-up" display, earphone, antenna, and an

attached hand-held joystick (Washington 1991, 18]. The capacity of a network to support

a large complement of such nodes will likely require a significant increase in bandwidth.

Applications themselves may take on broader scopes. In addition to many "single-

thread" activities occurring in parallel, some C2 functions will be served by processes that

use servers in different locaions on the network. Although an active database may reside

in a single location, full or partial copies may reside at different places on the network. One

data server should maintain the master copy. To avoid overloading a host processor or the

network links that serve it, geographically distributed users of the database may work from

subsidiary working copies. The master copy will then be used as the basis from which

simultaneous parallel updates will be distributed. The number of very powerful, high-per-

formance computers on any CCIS network will be limited. Thus, an application that

requires both database service and powerful computation may execute though coordination

of general and special purpose processors at different points on the network. Cooperative

activity of this sort is typical of the distribution of functionality across a network.

3.5.4 Cost Considerations of the Architecture

Cost is normally associated with a system design or implementation rather than with an

architecture. When a specific system is designed, it will require a cost study taking into

account technology and performance requirements at that time. The following cost-related

aspects of the architecture should be mentioned.

a. It is aimed at state of practice technology. Potentially expensive and risky

research results will not be required to implement the system.

b. It suggests use of open systems standards. If this guideline is followed, there is

reduced likelihood that future enhancements will require specialized hardware

and software to be developed.

c. It recommends standards that are being adopted widely throughout the commer-

cial as well as the federal and military domains, hence the likelihood that COTS
products can be smoothly integrated into a CCIS built to the architecture.

d. It builds on a structure already proven in commercial systems, hence the likeli-

hood that a design based on the architecture can be implemented using known

methods. The high-level architecture of Figure 3-5 could ea-iiy describe the
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functional structure of networked CAD (computer-aided design) systems

heavily used in the open market for years.

3.6 NETWORK SERVICES

Although connectivity is but one aspect of the CCIS architecture, it is fundamental to

CCIS operation and it is central to the top level and the outside view of the CCIS. In the

following discussion, terms such as "local area," "wide area," and "gateway" are used.

These terms are not intended to constrain technology to today's practice. Rather, they serve

as convenient placeholders. Local area refers to connectivity within a single node or site-

perhaps within a kilometer diameter-and wide area to any longer range connection. A

gateway is any mechanism that interconnects or bridges networks.

Structurally, CCIS connectivity is constructed of nested networks; the highest level of

which is the wide area network (WAN) typified by the oval loops in diagram in Figure 3-8. 0

WAN.

0WAN

WAN Wide area network
WAN:WAN gateway

e00 Connectlon to another WAN

Figure 3-8. Top Level Connection Architecture

In a large-scale world-wide CCIS, there will be more than one wide area network; gateways

or bridges will interconnect these networks. Gateways are bridges, places where informa-

tion is transferred between networks. The gateways shown in the figure are not necessarily

single point connections. They might be designed as a group of parallel interconnections 9

using differing implementation mechanisms (e.g., microwave, hard wire, and ground wave)

providing for redundancy, fault tolerance, and increased breadth in transfer path. Any of

these might be implemented, for example, as a physical connection between two carriers in

a given place or as a satellite link across the world. A gateway may be static, always con-
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necting two specific wide area nets, or it might be dynamic in the sense of being able to

make connection upon demand, dynamically selecting the most appropriate routing. Gate-

ways may be configured between any pair of networks or among any group, allowing any

sort of star, ring, or graph network topology. It is possible that the network of the future will

not have distinct, discernible structure in the form we know it today. Speculative projec-

tions refer to a "cyberspace," a sort of electronic ether into which systems may tap from any

point. Although explorations of cyberspace are at present in the realm of speculation, it is

technologically feasible to build such a system today-though the cost with present tech-

nology would place it far out of reach. The societal impact of such universal connectivity

can barely be guessed at, the security problems overwhelming.

The local area network (LAN) is the basic mechanism for interconnecting individual

nodes. While some nodes may be connected directly to the wide area network, in general,

nodes physically near each other (distances measured in tens or hundreds of meters) will be
grouped into a local area network. Each wide area network will connect a group of these

local area networks as illustrated in Figure 3-9. In effect, the total CCIS framework of inter-

LAN WAN-WAN gateway
N NLAN-WAN gateway

N LAN Local area network

Figure 3-9. Mid-level Communication Architecture

connected networks forms a network of networks. Telecommunications technology has

made such configurations practical. Implementing multilevel security in so complex a

structure, however, is considered by many to be beyond today's state of technological prac-

tice. Nevertheless, it is an absolute requirement for future defense systems:

Secure networking at multiple security levels is critical to the success of the
Integrated Tactical-Strategic Defense Network (lTDN), Defense Message
System (DMS), and the Integrated Communications Architecture (ICA)
[ASD/C3I 1990].
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Although the future of network technology is unpredictable, GOSIP and its descendents
are likely to dominate the structure of federal and defense networks for several decades.

Therefore GOSIP is taken as the basis for the CCIS network services. Vendor-specific

implementations of data communications protocols lead to isolated domains of information
that are difficult and expensive to bridge. GOSIP defines standard protocols based on the

OSI model, that allow the interoperation of systems of different manufacture. Adopting the
GOSIP model for the generic CCIS brings with it another architectural level. Each active

Application 4 Application

User-oriented
Presentation 4 Presentation functionality

SSessin 4 Session

" " End system to end
Transpor - Transport system communication

Network NtokItmtokNetiwok -+ Network
Machine to machine 0

UnLnk Link communication

Physical Physical Physical Physical

End System Intermediate System End System

Figure 3-10. Open Systems Interconnection (OS) Architecture

node on the network will have a breakdown of function akin to that shown in the tall stacks

on the left and right of Figure 3-10. There may also be so-called intermediate systems act- 0
ing solely (in this context) as network servers with the abbreviated structure shown the mid-

dle of the figure. An implementation will need to define the allocation of function between

end-system func';ons and intermediate-system functions. The OSI architecture helps to
illustrate the fuzzy line between the functional areas of the architecture. It is very likely that •
such communication-oriented applications as e-mail systems will embed application layer,

presentation layer, and even session layer functions. The layering of the OSI model will
help in defining interfaces with existing systems, a process that will be required during the

many-years transition from present-day WWMCCS.
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3.6.1 Network Operation and Reconfigurability

A simple computer network will use coaxial cables or optical fiber physical links to

connect the nodes with each other. More widely based networks may use telecommunica-

tions links to handle long distance segments. It is characteristic of such networks that the

connectivity, once established, is fixed. Although the failure of any node or link may not

make the entire network inoperable, to make any change to the network usually requires

some sort of manual reconfiguration, often requiring changes to network operating system

tables or even, in older systems, changes to the system hardware or software itself. Network

management for a CCIS must be significantly more adept. As with commercial telephone

networks, the CCIS network must constantly monitor traffic activity and be prepared to

reconfigure itself as need arises. When considerations of node mobility, security, and the

need for nodes to disconnect and rapidly reconnect are added, integration of telecommuni-

cation and data transmission facilities will be required to an extent far beyond today's com-

mercial endeavors. Although with the advent of cellular telephony, commercial networks

have begun to address mobility, the lack of security in the commercial cellular telephone

network makes that technology in its commercial form inapplicable to the military CCIS.

It is necessary to assure that if part of the physical network is compromised, the breach can

be detected and the remainder of the network be able to reconfigure and operate effectively.

In the future, a CCIS network will be able to operate independent of any particular node

or control computer, there should be no central single failure point whose loss or isolation

will put the entire network out of operation. Any node that contains a general purpose pro-

cessor and has connectivity to the network should potentially be able to restart, monitor, or

administer network functions. Whether any specific node will be able to do this or not is an

administrative policy decision. To achieve this decentralized control, the network should

be thought of as operating autonomously (with respect to any node), controlled by autono-

mous agents that independently handle routing, configuration, monitoring, and mainte-

nance functions. However, since this is precisely the mechanism used to propagate

computer viruses, significant self-checking and validation will be required. Although loss

of any particular node may terminate the network control processes running on that node,

the agents running on other nodes will be able to keep the network running and, when the

node returns to activity, any existing agent can, subject to security policy restrictions, restart

the network process on that node.
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3.7 OPERATING SYSTEM SERVICES

The distribution and connectivity of the CCIS network leads to architectural decisions
that must be made with respect to the operating system. An operating system in an auto-
mated CCIS provides a means for managing resources and the interfaces. POSIX and its
descendents would appear to be the dominant specification for operating systems in C2 sys-
tems over the next several decades, but it is still under development and has not yet
achieved significant success in the commercial market. POSIX is an ANSI and FIPS stan-
dard. Not in itself an operating system, POSIX is rather a definition of an interface and envi-
ronment. Although its primitives are based on those of Unix, it does not depend on any
particular Unix implementation. The current version of the POSIX standard defines C lan-

guage bindings. Work is under way to complete definitions of Ada bindings.

3.8 PROGRAMMING SERVICES

Programming services support the development of software and its execution. The

development environment concentrates on services that support the design, implementa-

tion, checkout, installation, maintenance, and testing of application and system software. In

application execution, the architectural role of programming services is in the language-

specific and interlanguage interfaces that support the client-server interaction. From the

point of view of the functional architecture, both aspects of programming services fit in at

the same place. The diagram in Figure 3-11 shows the run-time part of programming ser-

vices fitting around the application. At the time of program development-especially that

part of the development process during which a new or changed module is integrated into

the system-programming services subsume the application in the architecture, in effect

becoming the application. This is illustrated in part (A) on the left of Figure 3-11. It can be

argued that an ideal view of programming services has CCIS applications and systems

developed within the CCIS itself, the programmer acting as a CCIS user, the program

development environment (PDE) becoming the application. In this way, there is no distinct

integration phase of development. Developed within the operational CCIS environment,

the completed application is already integrated. Such an ideal will only be met in the future.

A great of deal of effort is being spent in the commercial market to develop the software

engineering environment (SEE), and a large variety of computer-aided software engineer-

ing (CASE) tools are available today. One common aspect of these tools, especially the
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Figure 3-11. The Role of Programming Services (Ideal vs. Realistic)

integrated packages, is that they embed their own user interface and data management.

Many even come with rudimentary operating system and networking applications. Because

of these embedded systems functions, the program development, maintenance, and integra-

tion view of the architecture will probably look more like part B of the figure, where pro-

gramming services subsume much more of the services area than the ideal would indicate.

3.9 DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES

0 The CCIS database, the collection of data used within all command and control infor-

mation systems worldwide, is, in technical terms, partitioned and partially replicated. To

say that it is partitioned means that not all the data of a given kind is stored in one place.

For example, unit status data will be stored wherever there are units, and target tracks stored

everywhere targets are tracked. It is partially replicated because some of the data is repli-

cated, but the entire database is not stored everywhere. The same examples apply: status

information from a unit is sent to adjacent units to keep them informed, and targets tracked

by observers are shared with the weapons systems users assigned to attack the targets. The

management of this database in the CCIS architecture is carried out by what is known as a

"federated database system." The key characteristic of a federation of data management

systems is that each maintains a degree of autonomy appropriate to its relationship to the

other data management systems it is connected with. At the highest levels, typical of the
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relationship between command centers, the degree of autonomy is very high and the feder-

ation is described as "loosely coupled." Within a single command center, particularly

within a single cell of a command center, the degree of autonomy may be very low, result-

ing in a "tightly coupled system." In a loosely coupled arrangement, the participants will

either have predetermined access rights to data held at other locations or they will have to

negotiate for these rights.

Key to meeting the survivability requirements of the CCIS is the additional need to

negotiate for replication sites for data. Sites can request to replicate data of other sites (for

example, if access is frequent enough), and a site may ask other sites to become replication

sites for it. Much of this negotiation is directed by military doctrine regarding alternative

locations for functions. If a command center is the designated alternate for another, it would

be normal for the alternate to be a replication site for the primary's database. The degree of

coupling also affects the type of replication used. Where loose coupling is appropriate, the

most appropriate type of replication would be master-slave replication: typically the site

where the data originates holds the master copy and other copies are considered slaves.

Updates are always applied to the master first, followed by updating of slave copies as inde-

pendent operations. Generally, only the user at the master copy site will make updates, all

other users having only read access. In this sense, the holder of the master copy is the
"owner" of the data. There may be a need for distributed transactions where databases at

different locations are updated simultaneously. Either all are updated or none are.

The concept of the federated database provides two additional functions at the logical

level: location transparency and support for multiple data models. Location transparency

means that when an application needs to get data, it need ask only its local data manage-

ment system. If the data is not stored locally, the data management system will get it from

a site that has it, as shown in Figure 3-12. The data manager is a server for data requests of

the local client. Logically, communications pass from one data manager to another, but the

physical connection makes use of the network services described above. Support for mul-

tiple data models means that regardless of the data an application uses, its data management

services are provided by the same data manager. In theory, a single query could require

access to databases of different data models within the overall set of CCIS databases. When

combined with location transparency, these databases could be all at the same site or some

at different sites, as shown in Figure 3-12. In practice, this may mean nothing more than the

logical idea that the collection of databases appears as a single one. In the general case,

every node in a CCIS network will need access to databases at many of the nodes it is orga- 0
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Figure 3-12. Multiple Data Models and Location Transparency

nizationally near. This is accomplished through the federation approach by providing

access to the relevant portions of the schema (called an export schema) from the requesting

node to the holding node. As a result of the continuity of such sharing, virtually every part

of the database is known at more than one location, but no parts are known everywhere.

Thus, except in an abstract sense, there is no notion of a single global schema that defines

all data and there is no way to access data not known to the data manager at the user's node.

Queries and partial queries do not wander around the system looking for a home.

3.10 SECURITY SERVICES

The goal of security in the CCIS is that no information be corrupted or improperly

released, that users (human and computer) be properly validated as to clearance level and

need to know, and that the validity of the security state of the system be visible at all times

to an authorized observer. Standards, indeed, the base technologies themselves are still in

development. Table 3-1 reflects current efforts to treat security in the ISO Open Systems

Model. A fully integrated assured multilevel security (NI.,S) in a heterogeneous networked

environment may not be achievable within the time period covered by this architecture, but

is a goal that should be pursued through incremental advances that introduce increasing

multilevel operations over time. Partial solutions are available in the 1995-97 time frame
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Table 3-1. Security In the OSI Model
vce Access

g Authentication Control Confidentiality Integrity Availability
Application 0 0 0 0 0

Presentation 0

Session 0
Transport 0 0 •

Network 0 0 0
Link

Physical

and it is expected that additional solutions will be available over the next 10-15 years as

more resources are concentrated on addressing MLS issues.

Before building any CCIS, a security policy to be implemented in that CCIS will have 0

to be explicated. Figure 3-13 illustrates a particular secure access policy for a commercial

relational database system. The security is multilevel in that the database, specific tables
within the database, and specific rows within the tables may carry their own access checks,

in theory permitting users at any clearance level to use the system but gaining access only •

to permitted data. This structure reflects a particular security policy, one that is close to the

state of practice in the early 1990s.
For a CCIS that is to operate in the field for decades, it is risky to "hard wire" security

policy into the system. A future CCIS security system should allow the policy to be entered 0

as data and interpreted by the security mechanisms. A policy could be established that
would allow the network to divide itself into separate segments at different need-to-know

levels with verifiable "firewalls" between the physical compartments. Such freedom brings

additional responsibility. A dynamic data-driven security policy, unless unassailably pro- 0

tected, could provide a point for a massive failure of system security. Combining dynamic

security policy with autonomous security agents under the control of human security agents
might well provide a system that is safe and dynamic. Furthermore, given advances in for-
mal validation of security policy, such a system, although not likely for the 1995-97 target 0

period, might well be implemented within the timespan covered by this architecture.
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Figure 3-13. Security In Relational Database Access

3.11 USER INTERFACE SERVICES

A computer system's user interface is the means by which the system interacts with the

user, presenting and accepting information and commands. More than just a keyboard,

mouse, and visual display, it is the totality of all modes of communication with the com-

puter. While graphics standards are not exclusively relevant to the user interface, they have

been included in this service area because of the high reliance of the interface design on

technology for graphic display.

A good user interface can improve the usefulness of a poor system; a poor one will seri-

ously interfere with the utility of an otherwise adequate system. Because the generic archi-

tecture covers systems that will serve users with differing abilities, backgrounds,

experience, knowledge, motivations, personalities, skills, and work styles, the user inter-

face is of particular importance and the characteristics of the user interface should be

included in the architecture, design, and systems engineering processes from the earliest

stages of system development. The provisions of the user interface services are not aimed

at a predetermined set of applications or computer and display hardware, but provide a ref-
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erence for implementors and indicates goals for developers of future systems. Standard user

interfaces can help to achieve a high degree of application portability. They provide a con-

sistent way for those who develop, administer, and use a system to gain access to applica-

tion programs, operating systems, and various system utilities, but application developers

will still to design with portability in mind.

The user interface component of the generic CCIS provides for human performance

(speed and accuracy), training and retention (time and cost), workload and safety (fatigue,

boredom, and accidents), comfort and acceptance, and is intended to minimize the need for

special aptitude and skills or extensive training. The following user interface requirements

will impact the CCIS architecture:

a. Separation of the user interface from details of the application, needed for a por-

table, evolvable user interface, and consistency of the user interface across

applications. An application need only accept input and provide output. The

user interface transfers input to the program and present results to the user in an

appropriate manner.

b. Provision of an effective interface for human-computer interaction with appro-

priate use of direct manipulation, graphics, group interfaces, and, where appro-

priate, multimedia interaction.

c. Consideration of human factors, including physical and psychological aspects.

Physical human factors, known as "ergonomics," concern aspects like glare and

fatigue avoidance. Psychological human factors concern aspects such as pre-

venting boredom and the general class of attributes known as user friendliness.

d. Exploitation of new technology. User interface technology is a fast growing

area and advances in hardware and system software will impact the efficient

performance of user tasks and will allow new types of tasks to be performed.

Research in visualization ("realistic rendering") and related technologies will 0

give significant improvement in the ability of a CCIS user to see the .world and

the tactical situation as it really is.

There are three principal links between the user interface and the rest of the CCIS.

a. Graphics Subroutine Library, responsible for graphical information sent to and
received from the screen and associated input devices. It can provide primitive

graphics functions such as "draw line" and "draw circle" or more complex

primitives such as "display overlay on map."
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b. Window Manager, responsible for allocating screen space and input devices to

contending applications. It provides for the creation, manipulation, and deletion

of windows on a graphics display device, and functions such as repositioning,

resizing, and adjuzting the depth order of windows. The window manager will

also be responsible for mapping a windowed environment into a more conven-

tional interface for devices that do not support windowing.

c. Tool Kit and User Interface Management System (UIMS), providing tools and

abstractions for building user interfaces at a high level, for example, containing

abstractions that allow the creation of windows, menus, and scroll bars. A

UIMS will help developers to create or use a tool kit, to combine and sequence

interaction techniques, and to manage functions such as window management,

feedback loops, error handling, checkpoints and restarting. This additional sup-

port is intended to facilitate an iterative development approach for semiauto-

matic construction of graphic-based user interfaces, allowing alternative

designs to be cost effectively prototyped.

3.12 DATA EXCHANGE STANDARDS

Data exchange standards, obviously critical for interoperability, are equally important

for software portability and operational and acquisitional flexibility by providing common

definitions of data types that are shared across nodes and applications. The standards that

address these definitions are grouped into the following categories: formatted documents,

unformatted documents, graphics, maps and geographic information, meteorological data,

video, and audio.

Formatted document standards include die message text formats that define most of the

CCIS data communications today, as well as electronic data interchange (EDI) standards

becoming very prominent in the logistics area. Unformatted documents are all the docu-

ments commonly produced with ordinary word processing or desktop publishing systems

today. Maps and geographic information includes topological data, political boundaries,

terrain information, information about structures, and .iy other data commonly found in a

geographic information system. Meteorological data includes both observations and fore-

casts in text and map formats. Video includes still photographs and motion video. Audio
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includes voice mail and audio overlays on other data. The types of data to be exchanged
will depend on the particular applications that run on the CCIS.

3.13 DESIGN AND EVOLUTION OF THE CCIS

The generic CCIS architecture describes a distributed information system of special and
general purpose computers and workstations connected by a variety of direct wire and tele-
communications networks, designed to serve the C2 mission. At the highest level of design,
this is the complete architecture, generic in the sense that it does not apply just to one spe-
cific system but to a potential family of systems that might be built over this decade and the 0
next. The generic architecture is, however, too abstract for implementation planning; more
detail is needed. This detail is given in the next section where technology and standards
applicable to 1995-97 are spelled out in more detail. As new technologies evolve and are
reduced to practice, the generic architecture will continue to evolve. However the architec-
ture presented here should stand with minor modifications for at least two decades.
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4. WAM TARGET PROFILE: 1995-97

The generic CCIS description in the previous section deliberately omitted specific

design information. In this section, the standards and protocols appropriate to a specific

CCIS design are presented. They provide a portfolio of definitions, organized into the ser-

vice areas, with which an implementor will have to be familiar in order to create a design

that is open and standard. Where technology is required but no accepted federal, national,

or international standard exists, industry, emerging, or de facto standards are mentioned.

The exposition here is deliberately brief; Appendices A through G cover the standards in

more detail.

A note on abbreviations: Standards are listed using an abbreviated form such as "ISO

xxxxx," usually without the normal indication of current status since it is expected that

many of the ones mentioned will be approved as international standards by 1995. Some

• emerging standards are commonly known by the name of the group that developed it, for

example, the standard developed by the Joint Photographic Experts Croup is called JPEG

even though it has an ISO designation. A full list of acronyms follows the appendices to

this report, but the following recur frequently: ANSI (American National Standards Insti-

* tute), CCTIT (Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephone), FIPS

(Federal Information Processing Standard), ISO (International Organization for Standard-

ization), and NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology). The NIST APP

(Application Portability Profile) is also mentioned frequently.

0 In each of the following sections, a table at the top lists the standards specified in that

part of the profile.

4.1 DATA EXCHANGE STANDARDS

Standards in this category are optional, depending on the requirements of particular
applications. There is no requirement that systems include applications that make use of

particular data exchange technologies. As shown in Table 4-1, some of the technologies

* described may not yet be reflected in requirements for information exchange. Standards for
physical media such as tapes and disks are not discussed in this section except to note that,

for the 1995-97 time frame, the most important of these are likely to be for optical systems:
rewritable for variable data and CD-ROM (compact disk-read only memory, a data storage

technology) and WORM ("write once, read many times" optical disk) for fixed data. For an
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Table 4-1. Data Exchange Standards
Formatted Documents: 0

ANSI X.12. Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).
ISO 9735. EDI for Administration, Commerce and Transport (EDIFACT).

Unformatted Documents:
ISO 8613. Office Document Architecture/Office Document Interchange Format 0

(ODA/ODIF).
ISO 8879. Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML).
ISO 10179. Document Style Segmentation and Specification Language (DSSSL).
Standard Page Description Language (SPDL).

ISO 8632. Computer Graphics Metaflie (CGM). 0

ISO 10303. Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP).

Maps and Geographic Information Standards:
Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS). U.S. National Committee for Digital Car-

tographic Standards (multiagency working group headed by U.S. Geological
Survey). 0

Vector Product Standard (VPS). Defense Mapping Agency.

Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST). Digital Geographic
Information Working Group (10-nation).

Multimedia Personal Computer (MPC). Microsoft.

Data Compression Standards:

ISO 10918. Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG).
ISO 11172. Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG).

Joint Bilevel Imaging Group (JBIG).
CCITT H.261. Video Coder for Audiovisual Services at p x 64 kbit/s (p x 64). 0

ANSI. Digital Processing of Video Signals-Video Coder/Decoder for Audiovisual
Services at 56 To 1,536 Kbits/s (P X 56).

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange).

explanation of the distinction between formatted and unformatted documents, see Appen-

dix A.

4.1.1 Formatted Documents

Oie requirement to support formatted documents in the 1995-97 time frame will derive

from the need to interoperate with older systems whose information exchange is based on

formatted messages. While this requirement is likely to persist well beyond 2000, it should

not be used as an excuse to continue to use formatted messages within new systems. Still
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Table 4-2. Why Data Exchange Standards May Not Be Needed In 1995

Technology Reason

Electronic Data A lack of multilevel security technology will prohibit con-
Interchange (EDI) necting secure systems to civilian systems.

Graphics The interchange of graphics will not be required (only the
interchange of data from which graphics are derived).

Maps Distributed on CD-ROM; no interchange required. The in-
terchange of other geographical data will be required.

Video Only required use may be videophone; standards which
support other uses will not be needed.

much of the work that has gone into defining formatted messages, particularly efforts to

coordinate data transfer between dissimilar systems, is useful because it helps standardiza-

tion of data elements. The importance of standardizing common data elements cannot be

overstated. The absence of such standards is a major impediment to interoperability regard-

less of the technology in the systems. Most data exchanged between CCIS nodes is exactly

the kind addressed by these standards. At present, different nations, different Services, dif-

ferent systems use unique data definitions for common concepts, such as location or date-

time group. Efforts to create a common standard are underway and are vital to future suc-

cess. This section does not address such standards further.

Another need for formatted documents may come from electronic data interchange

0 (EDI) applications. However, the relationship between systems that use EDI and the CCIS

has not been explored, and CCIS requirements for EDI may not be clear for several years.

Although there is no current stated need to integrate EDI into a CCIS in the target period,

the technology to do so will be available. Two standards, ANSI X.12 and ISO/United

Nations Edifact (ISO 9735) are in competition. Within the United States there is a thrust to

abandon X.12 in favor of the international standard, but at least one powerful group, the

automobile industry, has rejected a proposal to convert to Edifact by 1994. They are expect-

ed to migrate to Edifact, but at a much slower pace. Assuming other U. S. industries follow

0 a similar tack, there may be a need to support both standards during the mid-1990s.
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4.1.2 Unformatted Documents

Standards for unformatted documents are necessary not only for the electronic 0

exchange of documents, but also as essential components of a group work architecture. The

main issue, likely to be settled well before 1995, is exactly which standards will receive suf-

ficient vendor backing. The issue is focused on the Office Document Architecture (ODA)
and the Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), both ISO standards. SGML 0

competes directly with Office Document Interchange Format (ODIF), an alternative encod-

ing scheme for document structure. SGML and ODIF are both compatible with ODA.

However, some experts believe that SGML combined with Document Style Segmentation
and Specification Language (DSSSL) and Standard Page Description Language (SPDL) 0

will be a much more comprehensive information management architecture than that of the
combined ODA/ODIF standard.

4.1.2.1 Office Document Architecture/Office Document Interchange Format (ODA/
ODIF)-ISO 8613

ODA is an architecture that enables transfer of the logical structure, content, and layout

of office documents between applications, or from an application to various output devices. 0
ODIF is an Abstract Syntax Notation (ASN. 1) encoding of the document. The standard also

defines the Office Document Language (ODL), an SGML encoding of the document. Even

though ODA has been incorporated into both the NIST APP and the Computer-aided

Acquisition and Logistics System (CALS), there is still disagreement on whether it belongs 0

in GOSIP. Vendors claim to have implemented ODA using ODIF as an interchange format,
but conformance testing criteria have not been proposed. Without evaluation information
from several implementations, it is difficult to know if the standard is robust enough to han-
dle all requirements. The connection between document logical structure, layout, and con- 0

tent is still an active topic of research. However, ODA is likely to have some use by 1995.

4.1.2.2 Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)-ISO 8879

SGML is a language for defining the logical structure of documents. Several implemen-

tations are available from vendors. It is primarily a framework and, as such, is not complete.
While partial consensus on SGML has been reached, there is still disagreement on partic-

ular tag sets to be employed. (Tag sets are the common sets of document formatting codes 0
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used in classes of document types. For example, technical manuals may use a tag set that
is different from that used for management guideline documents due to differences in the
audience, content, or custom.) The technology upon which SGML is based has existed for
a long time in such document formatting products as Scribe, TEX, and troff.

SGML is general to the extent that other representations and models can be included
0 and represented within its framework. At the moment, it is not widely used. However, it is

included in the NIST APP, which is likely to bring it into much wider use by 1995. The

Graphics Communication Association (CGA) is discussing plans to produce a conform-

ance test suite and a prototype test suite has been developed by the National Computer Sys-

tems Laboratory at NIST.

4.1.23 Document Style Segmentation and Specification Language (DSSSL)-ISO
10179

DSSSL defines specifications of document processing, such as formatting and data
management functions, with the initial focus on formatting to both print and display media,
and on data conversion. Future sections are expected to be added to cover the areas of data
management. An objective of the DSSSL Standard is to provide a formal and rigorous
means of expressing the range of document production specification, including high-qual-
ity typography required by the graphic arts industry. In addition, DSSSL includes General
Language Transformation constructs which provide the capability to translate into an exist-

ing processing language, such as a text formatting language.
DSSSL is considered a companion standard to SGML in the following sense. SGML

standardizes the representation of the document structure, while allowing users to develop
their own techniques for interfacing with formatters. DSSSL provides a standardized archi-
tecture for the formatting specifications. It is expected that DSSSL will be used for inter-
change purposes, and that formatting programs will continue to use proprietary approaches
to internal document representation.

DSSSL recently became a Draft International Standard, and implementations do not yet
exist; it remains to be seen if vendors will support it as an interchange standard.
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4.1.2.4 Standard Page Description Language (SPDL)

A Page Description Language is a langaage for communicating the content and struc- •

ture of an image to an output producing device. Existing PDLs, such as Postscript, are pro-

prietary. SPDL is an open standard for the same purpose. It recently became a Draft
International Standard, and implementations do not yet exist; it remains to be seen if ven-

dors will support it as an interchange standard. 0

4.1.3 Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM)-ISO 8632

In CGM, graphics data interchange is specified as a file format that is independent of 0

device requirements and can be translated into the form needed by specific output devices,

graphics systems, and computer systems. It is an ANSI and ISO standard and a FIPS. Ven-

dors commonly use CGM as an exchange format for the storage, interchange, or output of
a wide range of graphics (from slides for presentations to diagrams generated by scientific
applications). Virtually all major microcomputer software products can generate or inter-
pret CGM files. A CALS Application Profile that incorporates CGM has been proposed,

and most CGM implementations conform to the CALS Profile. Three addenda are now

being considered by ANSI and ISO. They add a global symbol capability, three-dimension- 9

al (3D) geometry, and improved engineering drawing. These changes will be upwardly
compatible with the existing standard. Conformance test suites are available from several
sources. A test service for conformance to the CALS Application Profile will begin in 1991.

4.1.4 Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP)-ISO 10303

STEP is used in descriptions of engineered products that can be implemented on
advanced manufacturing systems. Its role in a CCIS is in the dissemination of hardware
maintenance information to field maintenance personnel. As with EDI, the availability of

the technology is likely to precede the demand for its use in a CCIS, and the probability that

it will be needed in the 1995-97 period is not high. The standard defines a complete product
life cycle including all aspects of technical diagrams and documents in a neutral format for 0

transmission over communications networks and processing by numerically controlled
machine and assembly tools. This specification, currently in draft, is an extension to the
ANSI Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES). Extensions include the full life
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cycle of products from initial requirements and design through final production and instal-

40 lation. Prototype implementations of small subsets are under way. STEP is still in draft and

the majority of component specifications are projected to be ready in early 1992. The ven-

dor community supports the standard, and use is expected to be extensive. Version 2.0 has

been started but is not likely to be in use by 1995. If STEP fails to achieve adequate use by

1995, IGES may need to be considered. IGES and STEP are both in the proposed NIST

APP. The CALS program is attempting to set the pace of technical data standards, and CCIS

use should follow the CALS lead since the source of such data is likely to be CALS-related

systems. (STEP was formerly known as the Product Data Exchange Specification, PDES.)

4.1.5 Maps and Geographic Information Standards

Non-defense use of maps and geographic information systems (GIS) is growing both in

1W government and in industry. The most widely used source of domestic geographic informa-

tion is the Department of Commerce's Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and

Referencing (TIGER) system. The U. S. National Committee for Digital Cartographic

Standards, a multiagency working group headed by the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS),

0 is finalizing the Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS), and the Department of Commerce

is expected to convert to SDTS. Vendors are already anticipating converting their products

to SDTS. In the meantime, the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) has developed its own

standard, the Vector Product Standard (VPS), which is incompatible with SDTS. In addi-

0 tion, the Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST) is currently under

development by the ten-nation Digital Geographical Information Working Group

(DGIWG). Because of the immaturity of all these efforts, it is too early to know what subset

of them will need to be supported in the 1995-97 time frame. It is possible that all will need

0 to be supported because of the different requirements of the organizations involved.

4.1.5.1 Spatial Data Transfer Standard (SDTS)

SDTS, an object-oriented standard for encoding geographic objects, was originally

conceived as a standard for transferring data between major producing organizations within

the Federal Government, but is rapidly being accepted by GIS software vendors as an end

user standard. However, the focus is on bulk data transfers on media such as magnetic tape

or CD-ROM, rather than network exchanges from one computer to another.
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4.1.5.2 Vector Product Standard (VPS)

VPS is DMA's effort to move away from raster images of printed maps to an encoding

of geographic information in a form more usable by mapping software. After initially work-
ing within the SDTS project, DMA set out on what it considered a direction more oriented

toward the end user instead of the major producer. VPS is structured along the lines of a

relational database instead of the object orientation of SDTS. DMA still participates in the 0

SDTS effort, and if SDTS becomes a FIPS, DMA is likely to take steps to bring VPS more
in line with SDTS.

4.1.5.3 Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST)

The Digital Geographic Information Working Group (DGIWG) intends to submit
DIGEST to NATO for adoption as a STANAG (NATO Standardization Agreement). There
has been some discussion within the DGIWG to submit DIGEST to ISO, but no plan has

been put into place. Structurally, DIGEST is similar to SDTS.

4.1.6 Multimedia Standards

Multimedia technology is too new to have other than 1,bw-level standards. One impor-

tant area, data compression, is covered below. Another area for which standards are rapidly

converging is CD-ROM. Within a CCIS, there are likely to be significant applications for
CD-ROM, but data exchange is not one of them. Still, CD-ROM standards are having some 0

impact on other standards, particularly in audio, data compression, and multimedia file

organization. Most efforts to derive standards in these areas are proprietary, controlled by

a vendor or by consortia of a small number of vendors. The Multimedia Personal Computer

(MPC) standard described below is one example of this activity. Its inclusion is not a rec-

ommendation to adopt MPC, but rather, a warning that if multimedia applications are

desired in the 1995-1997 time frame, the only available standards may be proprietary ones.

4.1.6.1 Multimedia Personal Computer (MPC)

The initial MPC specification was announced last year by Microsoft as a multimedia

standard for IBM PC-compatible computers. Since then, several vendors have joined with
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Microsoft to announce supported products, and Microsoft has announced a certification

program permitting computer vendors to advertise MPC-compliant systems. MIPC is pro-
prietary, but rapidly becoming a de facto standard in the PC compatible market. Several

vendors sell systems, components, and titles for the MPC standard. No testing procedures
exist. As yet, Microsoft has not announced plans to relinquish proprietary control of MPC
nor to make it available on any other platforms.

4.1.7 Data Compression Standards

There are four standards listed in this group. While they compete in some areas, in gen-

eral they have been designed for different applications. It is likely that all four will be viable

standards for the 1995-97 frame. The degree to which each will be applicable to the CCIS

will depend on the mix of applications. For example, the Motion Picture Experts Group

(MPEG) standard will not be needed until digital motion video applications are built. Initial
uses of MPEG will be in training materials and distributed on CD-ROM. Consequently, a
CCIS built in 1995 may, in fact, incorporate MPEG as a data storage standard, but not as a
data exchange standard.

4.1.7.1 Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)-ISO 10918

JPEG was developed to support compression of full color still images for fax transmis-

sion. It is being adopted for storage and transmission of images independent of fax. Since
it is a symmetrical compression algorithm, some vendors are also using it for full motion
applications. Since JPEG is a "lossy" compression technique (that is, on decompression not
all data is recovered), it is not suitable for applications where total fidelity with the original
is required. The JPEG standard is based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT), the use of
which for two-dimensional (2D) data compression is well understood. The ability to imple-

ment this technology in a single chip operating at real time speeds (30-60 frames per sec-
ond) is new but does not require innovative technology. JPEG is expected to be approved

as a standard in 1991, and chip- and board-level products based on draft versions of the
standard are already in use. Vendors have had enough confidence in the standard to start

shipping initial products since the spring of 1990. Since then, many vendors have incorpo-
rated JPEG in products being shipped and planned for release.
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4.1.7.2 Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG)-ISO 1172

MPEG is an asymmetrical data compression standard that combines DCT compression

within a single frame with additional compression that eliminates redundancy between

frames. Its intended use is with motion video, but since it is asymmetrical, it is very expen-

sive to use in real-time applications, making it most suitable to publishing applications.

MPEG is in draft, with full approval expected in 1992. Initial products should be available

late in 1991. Single chip implementations that could have a significant impact on use have

been promised before the end of 1992. MPEG is likely to be used heavily for applications

where the images can be produced in a studio.

4.1.7.3 Joint Bilevel Imaging Group (JBIG)

JBIG is being developed for improving the quality of compressed images that have only

two colors. It is expected to be used for compressing black and white photos and images of

text documents, particularly in fax transmissions, since it produces superior quality images

for the same bandwidth as Group 3 and 4 fax standards. JBIG is a recent development, still

in early draft. To date, no products using JBIG are known to have been produced.

4.1.7.4 Video Coders for Audiovisual Services-CCITT H.261 and ANSI

The CCITT H.261 Recommendation (all CCITT standards are called Recommenda-

tions), Video Coder for Audiovisual Services at p x 64 kbit/s (p x 64), was approved in late

1990. It describes a family of compression standards, one for every integer value of p, to

provide a range of performance characteristics. Intended applications are for videophone (p

= 1 or 2) and video conferencing (p _ 6). A slightly modified version, Digital Processing

of Video Signals--Video Coder/Decoder for Audiovisual Services at 56 To 1,536 Kbits/s (P

X 56), adopted by ANSI, is becoming a de facto standard for videophone and video confer-

encing applications. Interoperability between ANSI and CCITT-based systems is likely to

be a problem. If videophone or videoconferencing with allies is desired, the participating

U. S. CCIS may need to support both standards.
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4.2 DATA MANAGEMENT SERVICES

In the 1995-97 time frame, standards and technology necessary to support data manage-

ment will be starting to take shape. First generation products will provide much of the func-

tionality needed to support data replication, distribution, and location transparency, but data

model transparency is not likely to exist. Relational database management systems

(DBMSs) will support binary large objects (BLOB), such as images and object-oriented

data, but the BLOB and object-oriented interface defii:itions may not be standardized at that

time. The standards described in the following sections are those most likely to be support-

ed by vendors. Conforming implementations are likely to be limited to relational technol-
ogy. There will be a need to support other data models, particularly object oriented, but

implementations are likely to be proprietary until later in the decade.

Table 4-3. Data Management Standards

ISO 10032. Reference Model of Data Management.

ISO 9075.2. SQL-2.

ISO 10027. Information Resources Dictionary System (IRDS).
ISO 9579. Remote Database Access (RDA).

ISO 10026. Transaction Processing (T?).

4.2.1 Reference Model of Data Management-ISO 10032

The Reference Model of Data Management, like the more well-known OSI Reference

Model, is not an interface standard. Rather, it describes a structure for how the parts of a

data management system fit together. It describes a variety of alternative solutions to fit dif-
ferent problem situations. It is independent of data models, query languages, and distribu-

tion schemes. It defines a client-server relationship between various parts of the data

management system, but does not specify any standards for communications between cli-

ents and servers. An annex to the standard indicates how existing standards fit into the

structure, and identifies two particular area in need of standardization efforts, both related

to distributed data management. The first is a standard schema for distribution data and the
services required for the definition and transfer of distribution data between systems. The

second is a Remote Database Access (RDA) specialization to support communications for

managing distributed data.
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4.2.2 SQL-2--ISO 9075.2

Although most COTS relational database management systems are said to comply with
the SQL-I standard, few can interoperate and few applications are portable from one imple-
mentation of SQL to another. A goal of SQL-2 is to reduce the differences among imple-
mentations of SQL by tightening up the standard and making a part of it many of the
features that are commonly proprietary extensions to today's systems. While this will not 0
guarantee interoperability or portability per se, it should make it easier for users (in partic-
ular, application developers) to enforce interoperability and portability by limiting their -

selves to the standard parts of the language. The SQL-2 standard is likely to become final
sometime in 1992, which should be more than adequate to ensure product availability by
1995, provided vendors are willing to allow standardization of features that currently dif-
ferentiate their products from others.

4.2.3 Information Resources Dictionary System (IRDS)-ISO 10027

The purpose of an IRDS is to provide effective means for defining, manipulating, and
updating data about information resources. IRDS's precursors have existed for many years
in the form of data dictionaries, data directories, system catalogs, etc. However, these sys-
tems typically focused only on data stored in a single DBMS, not all data pertinent to an
organization. IRDS is intended to address all data stored locally or remotely under the con-
trol of any number of DBMS or other systems. For command and control systems, it is crit-
ical that data be consistently efined and distributed appropriately (e.g., centrally, locally, 0

federated), that the existence and location of data be known at each location where it is
required, and that the data be maintained effectively. Appropriate use of an IRDS would aid
each of these concerns.

ISO 10027 has not yet been approved as a standard, and a different version of IRDS has 0
been adopted by ANSI and approved by NIST as a FIPS. Implementations of the ANSI
IRDS specification have not yet been developed, and they may not be because the prevail-

ing sentiment seems to be that the ISO version is far superior. Final approval of the ISO
standard is expected in 1992, and it is expected to be the dominant standard by 1995. Con-
vergence of the current ANSI and ISO IRDS efforts is extremely unlikely. Thus, it is likely
that ANSI and ISO will have separate standards for IRDS in the near term. Both ANSI and
ISO are exploring what the next generation standard IRDS will look like, but it will be at
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least 5-10 years before a second generation IRDS standard is developed. Use of the ISO

standard is recomrrended for the CCIS.

4.2.4 Remote Database Access (RDA)-ISO 9579

The goal of the Remote Database Access ,RDA) effort is to allow the interconnection

of applications and database systems from different manufacturers, under different man-
agements, of different levels of complexit-,, and exploiting different technologies. This
interconnection is achieved through the use of the Generic RDA Sen, ice and Protocol stan-

dard. The RDA standard defines a service facility that is provided to application programs
which represents a boundary between the local processing of an application and that part

concerned with communication. RDA may be used to carry da, ase language commands
and data between a client process and a database server to enable an application to read and

update data in a remote database. Such commands must be estab.lished via "specialization"
of the Generic Service and Protocol standard. A draft-proposed SQL Specialization for

RDA has been developed.

The draft Generic RDA Service and Protocol standard is expected to be accepted as a

0 standard in 1992. There is increasing interest in the RDA standards among vendors in the
United States. Thus, it is likely that the commercial DBMS and protocol industry will pro-

duce RDA implementations by 1995.

4.2.5 Transaction Processing (TP)-ISO 10026

TP is the set of application layer services of OSI that support distributed transaction
processing. Strictly speaking, as part of the application layer, TP should be described within

V the network portion of this report. However, the presumption is that the receiving end of a
transaction service request is, in fact, a data management system. ISO 10026 provides a tra-
dition,,. two-phase commit procedure for transaction coL'mitment. It is, therefore, expected

to be adopted by the vendor community once it becomes an appro'ed standard.

0

4.3 NETWORK SERVICES

Network services provide the communications necessary to implement applications
dependent on distributed processing or a distributed computing environment. They provide
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connectivity with flexibility and extensibility. These services are structured such that they

can incorporate new or evolving technology, expand to include new nodes or subnetworks, -
and provide the flexibility to address CCIS specific problems (e.g., mobile nodes).

Table 4-4. Network Services

ISO 7498. ISO 0SI Reference Model.

FIPS 146. Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile (GOSIP):

CCITT X.500, ISO 9594. Directory Services.
ISO 8671. File Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM).
CCITT X.400 Series. Message Handling System (MHS).
Network Management:

ISO 10040 and 10165. Management Information Base (MIB).
ISO 9595 and ISO 9596. Information Processing Systems - OSI Common

Management Information Service (CMIS) and Protocol (CMIP).
ISO 9040 and ISO 9041. Virtual Terminal (VT).

ECMA 127. Remote Procedure Call (RPC).

Telematic Standards:

Teletex. CCITT F.200, X.60, X.61, S.70, and X.430.

Textfax. CCITT T.6, T.61, T.72, and T.73.
Telefax. CCITT T.5, T.6, and T.73.

4.3.1 ISO OSI Reference Model-ISO 7498

The International Organization for Standardization Open Systems Interconnection

(ISO OSI) Reference Model separates communications protocols and services into seven

layers. This layered model has been adopted as the architectural model for network servic-

es. The seven layers, described in more detail in Appendix C, are Application, Presentation,

Session, Transport, Network, Data Link, and Physical. ISO 7498, the international standard

which specifies the reference model, is discussed in [Nash 1991]. Individual protocols and

services are tailored to specific sets of functionality. Mission-specific applications can max-

imize their use of the communication system, and the benefits of network services, by
selecting the protocols and services which most closely match their unique requirements.

In this section, the focus is on the Application Layer, since this is the layer visible to

applications and users. (The reader is referred to [Nash 1991] for descriptions of services

and protocols in Layers 1-6.) GOSIP, briefly described in the following subsection, is used
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as the starting point for recommendations on network services standards for the WAM tar-

get profile. Accordingly, the Application Layer services and protocols that are expected to
be part of GOSIP by 1995-97 are identified and described. Two Application Layer services

(remote procedure call and telematic services) that at this time have not been added to the
future GOSIP agenda are also described. It is recommended that these be considered for
inclusion in the WAM target profile.

In addition to Application Layer services and protocols, the topic of network manage-
ment is addressed in this section. Network security is discussed in Section 4.6. Both net-
work management and network security are cross-cutting issues that impact multiple layers

of the ISO OSI reference model.

4.3.2 Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile (GOSLP)

GOSIP addresses the need of the Federal Government to move immediately to multi-
vendor interconnectivity without sacrificing essential functionality already implemented in
critical networking systems. In other words, GOSIP is a set of rules for the specification of

the interoperable capabilities of new ADP equipment to be procured by the Federal Gov-
ernment. Refinements of OSI protocols produced by ongoing OSI Implementors Work-
shops sponsored by NIST provide a basis for GOSI. The workshops are composed of
commercial vendors and users, which meet quarterly to provide a mechanism to keep

GOSIP current.
The motivation for GOSIP's use of the OSI standards is an attempt to prevent further

proliferation of different network protocols within the government. Since all new systems
must support the OSI standard, the goal is to move to only one network standard, the O.

The ISO OSI standards will provide a common meeting ground for many different ven-

dor's equipment, thus reducing the proliferation of private data network domains with each
using their own, mutually incompatible, standards. Standardized hardware will also reduce

the cost of data networks as well as make the upkeep process easier, since staff will have
fewer different network "standards" to master.

GOSIP (Version 1) became a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS 146) in

August 1988. GOSIP is to be used by all Federal Government agencies when procuring

computer network products and services and communication systems or services that pro-
vide equivalent functionality to the protocol profile defined in the GOSIP documents. Ver-
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sion 2 was published in October 1990, and Versions 3 and 4 are expected to be published

by the 1995-97 time frame of the target profile.

At the application layer, Version 1 of the GOSIP document includes Message Handling
System (MHS) and File Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM). Version 2 includes

the following additions: VT and ODA/ODIF (ODA/ODIF, being standards for data
exchange, are discussed in Section 4.1). Version 3 will include directory services, exten-

sions to VT, 1988 extensions for MHS and FTAM, and additional data exchange standards
(e.g., CGM, SGML, and EDI, which are described in Section 4.1). Version 4 is expected to

include standards in the area of data management services (e.g., TP and RDA, which are
discussed in Section 4.2). It is expected that network management will be introduced into
GOSIP in Version 3, and further developed in Version 4.

4.3.3 Directory Services-CCITT X.500, ISO 9594
a

Directory Services functionality is based on the CCITT X.500 and ISO 9594 standards.

The directory is a hierarchical organization of objects or records. Each object is a set of
attributes and associated values. The allowable values, for any attribute, can be restricted

to a particular data type or range of values. Directory Services are used to retrieve, set, and

search for attributes or their values. This basic functionality can support a wide range of

applications.
For example, a system may consist of a large number of nodes and an even larger num-

ber of users. It is unreasonable to expect all CCIS users to remember all relevant informa-
tion about other CCIS users. A CCIS user may request that a message be sent to a particular
point of contact. The MHS can augment point of contact information with all the data nec-
essary to deliver the message. For example, a point of contact could be an office or organi-
zation. The MHS could search, using Directory Services, the directory for a contact record
consisting of point of contact and person to contact. It replaces the point of contact with this
person and performs another search of network information records. It retrieves the net-
work address and network routing information, from the record. This information allows
the MHS to actually send the message to the person to contact.
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4.3.4 File Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM)-ISO 8571

The services and protocols associated with FTAM are described in ISO 8571. These

protocols and services are used to organize or manage, access, and transfer files. FTAM

provides basic functionality for handling data. Data is collected into files. Files can be

accessed (opened, read, written, and closed) from the local host or CCIS node and trans-

ferred to any other host or CCIS node. A typical file organization is hierarchical. In a hier-

archy, files can have parents (referred to as directories) and siblings. FTAM can be used to

create and delete files or directories within this hierarchy.

The data within a file can be of any form. A text file could hold a message, electropic

mail, analysis, or a complete report. The results of a simulation or model could be stored in

a data file. Other files could contain graphics, imagery, photos, and maps.

4.3.5 Message Handling System (MHS)-CCITT X.400

The MHS provides the services and protocols to communicate electronic mail and mes-

sages. This service does not restrict messages to "text only" formats. The standards address

multipart documents. These documents can be multimedia. They can include text, audio,

and video sections. The relevant MHS standards are the CCITT X.400 series recommenda-

tions.

4.3.6 Network Management

Network Management provides the facilities to describe, control, and manipulate the

operational aspects of the communications network. The actual description and the indirect

manipulation and control of the network occurs through the Management Information Base

(MIB). The data in the MIB can describe all aspects of the communications network. This

includes Accounting, Configuration, Fault, Performance, and Security Management Infor-

mation. The organization of the MIB, attributes, and naming conventions are addressed in

ISO standprds 10040 and 10165. Interaction with the MIB is through the services and pro-

tocols described in ISO 9595 and ISO 9596.

The Network Management services and protocols are currently able to address any

communications network. The organization of the MIB, attributes, and naming conventions
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are still subject to change. Advances in communications technology may require new man-

agement information attributes, objects, or descriptions.

4.3.7 Virtual Terminal (VT)-ISO 9040,9041

V'Mual Terminal (VT), described in ISO 9040 and ISO 9041, defines the protocols and

services which are sufficient to address the common features of full feature character ter-
minals. VT is defined for the ISO 8859/1 character set. It understands the difference
between command or control characters and text characters. Text characters are displayed.
Control characters result in text manipulation or character positioning. Text manipulation

includes the page operations and scrolling. Character positioning or control includes line
feed, carriage return, backspace, and horizontal and vertical tabs.

4.3.8 Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

An RPC-based application replaces subroutine calls with RPC calls. Subroutine calls
perform processing on the local machine and within the same process. RPC calls can
invoke processing on the local machine or a remote machine. RPC is not (currently) sched-
uled to become a part of GOSIP. There are no ISO standards which describe it. ECMA 127
is the only international standard which addresses it. However, client-server based comput-
ing is becoming an accepted technology and RPC is one method to implement client-server

computing. It is likely that RPC services and protocols will be standardized in the 1995-97
time frame.

4.3.9 Telematic (Teletex, Textfax, Telefax) Standards

Telematic Services standards describe the protocols and services applicable to devices
designed specifically for correspondence and graphics or facsimile equipment. The services

include Teletex, Textfax, and Telefax services. The Teletex service describes the protocols

and services to be used for the interconnection of a correspondence-specific terminal to the
open systems environment. The Telefax service describes the protocols and services to be
used for the interconnection of a graphics or facsimile device to the open systems environ-
ment. The Textfax service describes the protocols and services applicable to devices which
combine Teletex and Telefax services. The applicable standards are CCITT recommenda-
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tions F.200, X.60, X.61, S.70, and X.430 for Teletex, CCITr recommendations T.6, T.61,

T.72, and T.73 for Textfax, and CC1Tr recommendations T.5, T.6, and T.73 for Telefax.

Teletex, Textfax, and Telefax are not currently scheduled to become a part of GOSIP.

In the 1995-1997 time frame, it is possible that evolving technologies, such as multimedia,

will obsolete Telematic Services. However, it is also possible that a CCIS node will need to

interoperate with an existing Telematic Services based network.

4.4 OPERATING SYSTEM SERVICES

POSIX is a suite of operating system interface standards being developed by IEEE

Project 1003. It has a broad base of support within the Federal Government and within
industry. Moreover, it is recommended in the WAM DCP [1989] as a component of the

WAM OSE. For these reasons, POSIX was selected by IDA as the primary source of oper-

ating system interface standards for the WAM target profile early in the course of the inves-
tigation. POSIX standards define application program interfaces to underlying operating

Table 4-5. Operating System Services
IEEE Project 1003. Portable Operating System Interface for Computer Environments

(POSIX):
IEEE 1003.1-1990 (ISO/IEC 9945-1:1990). Basic Operating System Services.
IEEE P1 003.5. Ada Bindings.
IEEE P1003.6. Security Extensions.
IEEE P1003.2. Shell and Utilities.
IEEE P1003.7. System Administration.
Distributed System Services:

IEEE P1003.8. Transparent File Access.
IEEE P1003.12. Protocol Independent Interface.
IEEE P1003.17. Directory Services API.
IEEE P1 224. X.400 Mail Services API.
IEEE P1238. Common OSI API and File Transfer, Access, and Management

(FTAM).

system services. In doing so, they define the functionality of the operating system services

to the extent that the functionality is visible at the application program interface level.

POSIX standards do not define the internal structure or implementation of underlying oper-

ating systems.
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POSIX standards are based on Unix. While Unix is some sense a de facto standard, it

has many variants, which impede application portability. The POSIX standards represent

an attempt to standardize Unix interfaces for the purposes of application portability at the

source code level. The first POSIX standard, POSIX.1 (developed by IEEE working group

1003.1), defines the interfaces to basic operating system services. In the Unix tradition, it

is oriented toward the interactive, multi-tasking, multi-user application domain. Using

POSIX.1 as a baseline, other 1003 working groups are extending POSIX to additional

application domains. Again, the POSIX standards define interfaces, not implementations;

while POSIX does specify Unix-style interfaces, it does not mandate a traditional Unix-

style implementation. In Appendix D, requirements for CCIS operating systems are enu-

merated. The requirements dictate how CCIS operating systems must manage resources

and what types of interfaces they must provide. The operating system requirements are

derived from several high-level CCIS requirements:

a. A CCIS will provide an interactive, multi-tasking, multi-user environment.

b. A CCIS will provide a distributed environment.

c. The maximum degree of fault tolerance will be provided by the system, in accor-

dance with the criticality of the application.

d. There will be a real-time system or subsystem capability. 9

e. The system will provide adequate security to protect sensitive and classified

information in accordance with relevant directives and laws.

f. A CCIS will provide system administration to aid all other requirements.

g. The Ada programming language will be used to the maximum desired degree for

developing systems and applications software.

Simply stated, the operating system requirements are to support these high-level CCIS

requirements. With some exceptions, POSIX can support these requirements. The excep-

tions are in areas of active research, such as security, fault tolerance, and system manage-

ment, where the consensus necessary for standardization has not been reached and open

system standards have not been developed. Because POSIX has a broad base of support, it

is anticipated that as consensus in these areas develops, standards embodying the consensus

will be introduced. In the meantime, the use of vendor-proprietary or application-specific

approaches to these areas will have to continue.

In the following subsections, the component standards of the POSIX suite that are rec-

ommended for inclusion in the WAM target profile are identified and briefly described. The •
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description of each component standard includes a statement of which high-level CCIS

requirements are addressed by the standard.

4.4.1 Basic Operating System Services-IEEE Standard 1003.1-1990

IEEE Standard 1003.1-1990 (ISO/IEC 9945-1:1990), informally referred to as

POSIX.l, addresses the requirement for interactive, multi-tasking, multi-user environ-

ments. It defines application program interfaces to basic operating system services. The

interfaces cover processes, process environments, signals, timer operations, files and direc-

tories, pipes, file I/O, and terminal device management.

POSIX.1 has two limitations: it is oriented toward centralized computer systems and

toward the C language. Both are being addressed within the Project 1003. Application pro-

gramming interfaces to standard distributed services are being developed by several 1003

working groups. The distributed services enable communication and interoperation among

multiple POSIX-conforming systems (and, in fact, any systems that adhere to the standard

protocols, such as FTAM, that underlie the distributed services). In addition, as 1003 work-

ing group members define new interfaces, they are careful to ensure that the interfaces

apply to POSIX-conforming operating systems running on parallel or distributed proces-

sors. In this latter case, the POSIX-conforming operating system would be implemented as

a distributed operating system. That is, it would manage resources and provide interfaces

in such a way that interconnected processors are transformed into a single logical system.

With respect to programming languages, a language-independent specification is being

developed, as discussed in the following subsection.

4.4.2 Ada Bindings-IEEE P1003.5

The P1003.5 standards address the requirement for Ada. Not only POSIX.1 but also

almost all of the other POSIX standards have a C language bias, due to historical ties and

a continuing close relationship between Unix and C. An effort is being made to remove the

C language dependencies from the POSIX family base, driven in part by the desire to con-

tinue to carry POSIX into the international standards arena. The current plan is to develop

language-independent specifications for all POSIX interfaces, and then to supplement the

language-independent specifications with language bindings.
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The 1003.5 working group is defining Ada language bindings for POSIX standards.

The first product of the working group is an Ada binding to POSIX. 1, which is undergoing

the IEEE ballot resolution process. In July 1991, the working group began work on Ada

bindings to the POSIX real-time extensions being developed by the 1003.4 working group.

4.4.3 Real-Time Extensions-IEEE P1003.4

The P1003.4 standards address the requirement for real-time responsiveness, and, to a

lesser extent, the requirements for distributed environments and Ada. In addition, they sup-

port parallel computing, which is important for high-performance applications.
The P1003.4 standards address issues that are of particular concern to real-time appli-

cations developers, who generally consider a traditional Unix environment to be unaccept-
able for fielding their applications. In real-time systems, resources must be managed so that
time-critical application functions can control their response time, possibly resulting in

delay or even starvation for non-time-critical application functions. Therefore, the 1003.4
Working Group has focused its initial efforts on defining application interfaces to the func-
tional areas that impact resource management, for example, priority scheduling, real-time
files, and process memory locking.

The P1003.4 standards provide support for distributed and parallel computing through

their interprocess communication and synchronization interfaces. These interfaces are

designed to apply to any processes running in a POSIX system, whether the system consists

of one processor or several processors.

The P1003.4 standards provide support for Ada and for parallel computing through the

POSIX thread mechanism proposed in P1003.4a. The POSIX thread is a lightweight pro-

cess (i.e., a thread of control with minimal execution context associated with it); multiple

threads can concurrently execute within a POSIX process (which provides the address

space and other execution context, such as open file descriptors, which are shared by the
threads existing within the process). Thus, the thread can be used in real-time programs,

Ada programs, or parallel programs running on shared memory multiprocessors as a fast,

efficient unit of concurrency within a shared address space.
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4.4 Security Extensions-IEEE P1003.6

The P1003.6 standard addresses the requirement for security. The P1003.6 standard

defines interfaces to security services and mechanisms. The working group's basis for con-

sideration of security issues is DoD 5200.28-STD, Trusted Computer Security Evaluation

Criteria (TCSEC or the "Orange Book"). Currently, the major features covered by the stan-
dard include discretionary and mandatory access control, audit, privilege, and information

labeling. It is important to note that the P1003.6 standard defines interfaces that enable
these features to be used; the standard does not address the underlying implementation,
which clearly determines whether or not an operating system is trusted to ensure security.

The implementation requirements are covered in the Orange Book. The purpose of P1003.6
is to enhance application portability across implementations of secure operating systems.

As is true of the Orange Book, the focus of the P1003.6 standard is confidentiality. Other
aspects of security, such as integrity and availability, are not covered.

4.4.5 Shell and Utilities-IEEE P1003.2

The P1003.2 standards primarily address the requirements for interactive and multi-
tasking/multi-user environments. They complement POSIX.1. While POSIX. 1 focuses on

basic system services, the P1003.2 standards focus on another distinctive and popular
aspect of Unix-its shell and utilities. The shell is a command language interpreter. The
P1003.2 standard, Information Technology--Portable Operating System Interfaces

(POSIX)-Part 2: Shell and Utilities, defines the shell command language. It also specifies

standard interfaces for many common Unix utilities. Its purpose is to aid application port-

ability. The P1003.2a standard, User Portability Extension, covers additional terminal-ori-
ented utilities, including a full-screen editor.

4.4.6 System Administration-IEEE P1003.7

The P1003.7 standard addresses the requirement for system administration. It covers
topics such as backup, recovery, system startup, system shutdown, clocks, print spooling,

and file management.
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4.4.7 Distributed System Services

Several POSIX working groups are addressing the requirement for distributed environ-

ments. They are defining application program interfaces (API) for standard computer net-

work protocols and services. Until recently, the network standards community has focused

on the goal of interoperability of heterogeneous computer systems and application software

running on the systems. The approach has been to define standard peer-to-peer protocols.

Application portability across different implementations of the protocols has not been of

concern. Project 1003 has begun to add'ess this issue, by undertaking the development of

a standard API for each of several net, -)rk services, including the following:

a. 1003.8, Transparent File Access. This group is defining an API for a transparcnt

file access facility similar in functionality to Sun Network File System (NFS).

b. 1003.12, Protocol Independent Interface. This group is defining an API for a data

transport capability that is not tied to any particular network protocol.

c. 1003.17, Directory Services API. This standard will be based on CCITT Recom-

mendation X.500.

d. 1224, X.400 Mail Services API. This group plans to define an API for a mail ser-

vice based on CCITT Recommendation X.400.

e. 1238, Common OSI API and File Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM)

API. This group is defining an API for FTAM (ISO 8571) and other OSI appli-

cation services.

f. Remote Procedure Call (RPC) API. ANSI X3T5.5 is defining an API for a

remote procedure call facility, which enables procedure calls to be made across

a data communication network. The IEEE has decided to support the ANSI

effort, rather than to embark on an independent course.
S

4.5 PROGRAMMING SERVICES

Programming services affect the development and execution of applications. In the

former case, programming services support the development, checkout, installation, main- S

tenance, and testing of application and system software. At present the only standards sup-

porting this domain are programming language standards; moreover, from this set of

standards, only those for Ada and C are recommended for inclusion in the WAM target pro-
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file. However, work on Ada 9X, C++, and other languages, as well as on software engineer-

ing environments, and program development and maintenance tool interfaces and data

models, is moving toward the stage where standardization is likely by 1997.

Table 4-6. Programming Services
ANSVMIL-STD-1815A, ISO 8652, Ada.

Ada 9X.

ANSI X3.159-1989, C Programming Language.

C++ Programming Language.

Other Languages: Prolog and Common LISP, ANSI committee X3J13.
MIL-STD-1838A, CAIS-A.

ECMA PCTE+.

4.5.1 Ada-ANSI/MILSTD-1815A, ISO 8652, and Ada 9X

Ada was developed in the late 1970s to give the DoD a single, common high-order pro-

gramming language with which to build reliable, portable, and more cost-effective soft-

ware. Ada is an ANSI, ISO, and military standard. The current standard was approved in

1983. The use of Ada is mandated for CCIS software and therefore will be used extensively

in the WAM program. Although a rigorous set of tests are used to check Ada compiler con-

formity with the standard, many Ada compilers sacrifice performance for conformity. This

has led to some criticism of the ability of Ada to meet its mission.

The Ada 9X program is currently underway to revise ANSIMIL-STD-18151A. The

focus is to clear up inconsistencies with the semantics of the current standard and to refine

certain features to better address the applications to which Ada is applied. Ada is mandated

by the DoD so its use is required, but the revision of Ada is expected to make it more

accepted even if there were no mandate. Developing new systems or re-engineering old

systems into Ada will enhance portability and maintainability while promoting uniformity.

Requirements for language revision have been incorporated in a Mapping Document which

proposes the changes to be made to sections of the Language Reference Manual (LRM) for

Ada. A draft version of the Mapping Document was circulated for public comment in Feb-

ruary 1991. Work is in progress to revise the content of the LRM which will be submitted

for ANSI canvass in mid-1992 (June) with adoption of the revise' Ada language standard
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targeted for March-April 1993. DoD, ISO and FIPS adoptions are expected in parallel with
ANSI adoption.

4.5.2 C Programming Language-ANSI X3.159-1989

C is a general-purpose programming language designed for use in various types of soft-

ware including operating systems and system level software. It is considered to be a high-
level language, but its strength lies in the cajacity to interact directly with the underlying

system using built-in intrinsic operating system functions. The future CCIS will make use

of COTS products as much as possible. Many COTS products are written in C, and some

of these may be applicable to the future CCTS.
At present C is not formally tested for conformity to the ANSI standard, but commercial

test suites for testing are available. Although the C standard is the result of refinements

made since the mid-1970s, some instability is still expected, but no major update to the

standard is planned.

4.5.3 C++ Programming Language

C++, designed for object-oriented programming and based on C, has been under devel-

opment since the mid-1980s. While compilers currently exist, there is no formal standard
to which they must conform. However, ANSI X3 is leading a standards effort for C++.

4.5.4 Other Languages

The development of expert system software for use as decision-making aids is promis-
ing. There are currently no standards for knowledge-base specification languages or nota-

tions. In the absence of such standards, the requirements for an architecture of the CCIS
should be constructed so as not to preclude the use of expert systems in the future. A CCIS

architecture that allows for such aids is desirable. Prolog and Common LISP are two lan-

guages associated with knowledge-based software. ANSI committee X3J13 is working on
drafts for Common LISP and Prolog standards.
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4.5.5 CAIS-A-MIL-STD-1838A

The Common Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) Interface Set (CAIS)
project was begun in 1982. The goal of the project was to ensure better development and
maintenance environments for DoD mission-critical computer software. The CATS is a set
of interfaces through which APSE tools can access the operating system services provided
in the host environment and communicate among themselves. Typically a tool that uses ser-
vices provided by a given host is host dependent. Data or files generated by that tool will
follow the conventions of the host. By standardizing a set of interfaces supporting a wide
variety of hosts, tool portability is enhanced. This standard set of interfaces does not pro-
vide every operating system facility, just those most common and useful or necessary to
ensure tool and tool database portability. In addition, the CAIS provides an object manage-
ment system to ensure data integrity. The CAIS interfaces are specified as a set of Ada pack-
age specifications for services such as process control, file management, and device control.
CAIS-A became a U. S. military standard, MIL-STD-1838A, in 1989.

4.5.6 ECMA PCTE+

The European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA) Portable Common Tool
Environment-Plus (PCTE+) project was begun in 1983 by the European Strategic Pro-
gramme for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT) [Thomas 1989]. The goal of
the PCTE+ project was to describe and build prototypes of tool interfaces that could be used
to define a highly secure software development environment. The environment would
include a set of public tool interfaces and a data management system. Tool buLders might
use the interfaces to either integrate or attach their tool products to an environment. The ser-
vices provided by PCTE+ include data management, tool execution and communication,
distribution and environment management, and programmer interface for user interface
management. The PC'TE+ standard is still under development but is expected to receive
ISO approval by 1995.

4.6 SECURITY SERVICES

The requirements for CCIS security services include data confidentiality, data and sys-
tem integrity, and system availability protection. The ability to protect for confidentiality
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exists in several operational modes (e.g., system high, dedicated, controlled) and is evolv-
ing in robustness in the multilevel mode. The ability to protect data and system integrity is

dependent upon hardware, system software, application software, and organizational poli-

cy. Such protection may exist to a limited degree, but there are few criteria for evaluating
its effectiveness. The situation with regard to system availability is similar. Basic and

applied research is needed to develop criteria and standards that will cover integrity and

availability. It is doubtful that a significant array of standard products to fulfill all three
aspects of protection will exist during this decade or even the early part of the next decade.
Only confidentiality is discussed further in this section.

Table 4-7. Security Services
DoD "Rainbow" Series of documents.

CSC-STD-003-85. Computer Security Requirements ("Yellow Books").
DoD 5200.28-STD, Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC)

("Orange Book").
NCSC-TG-005 Version-1. Trusted Network Interpretation of the Trusted Computer

System Evaluation Criteria (TN I) ("Red Book").
NCSC-TG-021 Version-1. Trusted Database Management System Interpretation

of the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TDI).

Secure Data Network System (SDNS) Standards.

IEEE STD 802.10. Standard for Interoperable LAN Security (SILS).

The confidentiality mode requirement for CCIS security services is multilevel secure

operations. That is, the system, operating with concurrent access by users cleared to differ- •
ent levels of trust, will be responsible for maintaining the separation of compartmented and
hierarchically classified and unclassified data, and controlling access to and flow of that
data in accordance with specified security policy.

Security services pervade the architecture, and elements are located within all of the 1

other services. However, security standards and products that enable multilevel operations
are not yet mature enough to specify with confidence a complete and explicit structuring of

the security services underlying the CCIS. In lieu of such a specification, an evolutionary

strategy is offered that transitions current secure operational modes while placing transi- •

tional elements into the architecture over time to move ultimately into multilevel secure

operations.
Maintaining the mode of operations of a CCIS at "system high" will have minimal

impact on the architectural standards, but may have immediate impact on the CCIS archi- 0
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tecture itself. Users will be cleared to the highest levels of information sensitivity and the

data will be allowed to coexist without explicit separation within the system. Need-to-know

will be the basis of access control. A Class C2 system (discretionary security) is already

required by the DoD Computer Security Requirements [CSC 1985a] as classified informa-

tion is being processed and individual accountability must be accomplished. The immedi-

ate impact occurs where a current CCIS has not moved to Class C2.

The next appropriate evolutionary alternative to system high might be dedicated sub-

systems, e.g., one subsystem (operated at system high: TOP SECRET plus compartments)

dedicated to intelligence or specifically compartmented information and another subsystem

dedicated to the remaining C2 operations (system high: SECRET). Such an approach offers

an incremental solution for reducing the number and types of clearances required. Users

have both the clearance and the need-to-know for all the information in their dedicated sub-

system. However, should there be multiple compartments and all users either not cleared or

not having the need-to-know for all compartments, a mandatory multilevel secure system

would be required (e.g., Class B2, because of the ranges of classification levels in the ded-

icated subsystems). Assuming that a mandatory multilevel secure system is not required

(because users have the clearances and need-to-know), dedicated subsystems may have

minimal impact on architectural standards, but may significantly effect the architecture and

system operations in terms of cost and unique or duplicated components. Each dedicated

subsystem will require a C2 system since individual accountability is required whenever

classified information is being processed. From this dedicated configuration, a less complex

migration to multilevel operations using, perhaps, class B2 systems would be possible.

Multilevel security, however, significantly impacts every architectural standard, the

architecture itself, and, depending on the acquisition strategy, overall system costs as well

as the operations of the system. Multilevel security is the proverbial "long pole" in the tent.

With respect to near-term CCIS implementations, such as the WAM program, a policy for

incrementally implementing multilevel security is essential as there remains a lack of

agreed-upon security standards and implemented technology embodying those standards.

As standards bodies progress on multilevel and military-specific security issues and as

technology conforms to those standards, a future CCIS will have less of a problem in spec-

ifying and implementing their security architectures. Many efforts are underway to advance

these standards and expectations are that some standards should be available in the 1995-

97 time frame. However, products based upon these standards may not be available for sev-

eral years after the standard, especially if product evaluations and certifications are
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required. In the interim, we may experience more ad hoc security solutions. The goal is to
reduce the number of such ad hoc solutions.

In achieving multilevel secure operations the architectural philosophy, supported by
system-high mode of operations or by dedicated subsystems, should concentrate first on
incrementally evolving multilevel network security via data encryption, physical separa-
tion, and trusted gateways and guards, and then second, on addressing the multilevel issues

of the other services supporting C31 applications, (e.g., Operating Systems, Data Manage-
ment, User Interface). A brief rationale for this approach is discussed below.

a. Data encryption enables sharing of transmission facilities as well as user, device,
and message authentication, access control, confidentiality, non-repudiation, and

encapsulation for integrity protection. Data encryption technology provides
hardware and software components that permit enforcement of a network secu-
rity policy to be incorporated into standard network protocols. Encryption key
distribution and management is required. Data encryption technology is gener-
ally available and specific "open" standards are evolving. End-to-end data
encryption is not expected to significantly impact the operational missions of the
CCIS. System-high mode operations eliminate the need for mandatory multi-
level protection of the hosts and gateways within the bounds of the secure net-
work.

b. Physical separation enables isolation of disparate users, systems, or data where

encryption is not available or cost effective. Isolation may significantly impact
mission operations as well as costs. •

c. Trusted gateways and guards provide access filtering and mediation for dispar-

ate users, systems, and data. These gateways and guards will require technology
trusted to handle mandatory multilevel secure operations (e.g., Class B2). This
technology is currently available, but from a limited number of suppliers and the

technology is not necessarily oriented toward open systems.

d. Use of encryption and dedicated subsystems may allow approaches to gateways

and guards that reduce the multilevel trust requirements such that a much wider

range of trusted technology products can be considered (e.g., Class C2). The per- S

formance capabilities of this trusted technology may significantly impact the

operational mission and the products themselves may significantly impact the

cost of the architecture.
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e. The final longer-term evolutionary aspect is incorporating multilevel security

into all the other service areas. By using the strategy outlined above, a relatively

smooth transition (compared with a more abrupt approach) to multilevel secure

mode can occur, but more important, this approach may lessen the likelihood of
loss of security.

Standardization initiatives to address security within the ANSI and ISO standards bod-
ies have begun. Earlier standards for security and other services, inadequate in specific mil-

itary aspects of security, are being evolved to address issues (e.g., access control lists,

labels). The majority of security standards within the ISO purview remain working drafts

or incomplete working drafts as shown on the Status of Security Coordination within SC21
[SC21 1991]. There is some concern being raised that the coordination of security work

items among the various working groups within ISO is not sufficiently effective and that

gaps and duplicative work are occurring with increasing regularity. With respect to ANSI
standards, the DDI (Director, Defense Information) has stated his intent to reinvigorate the
DoD to push for ANSI standards, as ISO standards are taking too long to produce. This

push, when implemented, may significantly influence the security standards and their avail-
ability for the security services profile.

Among the most important security standards from a CCIS perspective are the DoD

standards that are having an impact on commercial industry as well as ANSI or OSI stan-
dards, and the industry standards that can potentially meet military security needs. The

DoD "Rainbow" Series of documents provides criteria for trusted technology development
(evaluation) as well as criteria for what level of trusted technology is appropriate for a par-

ticular environment. These documents are listed below:
a. CSC-STD-003-85, Computer Security Requirements, also known as the Envi-

ronments Guideline and more popularly as one of the "Yellow Books," is key to

establishing what class of trusted technology product is needed for a particular
environment, the starting point for developing the security services to be placed

in the CCIS architecture.

b. DoD 5200.28-STD, Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TCSEC),
also popularly known as the "Orange Book" is a path-setting document that has

been the driver for the current array of trust technology products. There are indi-
cations that finer-grained criteria from Europe and the development of integrity

criteria by NIST may slightly delay the commercial influence of this document.
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c. NCSC-TG-005 Version-i, Trusted Network Interpretation of the Trusted Com-

puter System Evaluation Criteria (TNI), also popularly known as the "Red

Book." This document has only had limited use, primarily to evaluate local area

networks. As more distributed system security issues arise, this document will

exert more influence on the trusted technology products to be used.

d. NCSC-TG-021 Version-i, Trusted Database Management System Interpreta- 0

tion of the Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (TDI) extends evalua-

tion criteria to trusted applications in general and database management systems

in particular. Published in April 1991 for a one-year trial to gather experience on

clarity, technical accuracy, and utility, its effect on the trusted technology is 0

beginning to gather momentum.

While BLACKER and KG-84's may provide the more immediate (1995) end-to-end

and link encryption approaches to network security, the Secure Data Network System

(SDNS) Standards [1989a-k], once implemented, are considered more appropriate for •

inclusion in the target profile due to the expected overall capabilities and closer alignment

of SDNS with open systems standards. The goals of SDNS are to create specifications for

end-to-end security; to utilize the OSI Reference Model; to design an architecture to

include electronic mail and end-to-end encryption; to provide transparent key management; 9

and to demonstrate feasibility of techniques. The National Security Agency (NSA) is sup-

porting the SDNS project; several standards for security protocols have been released to the

public domain. NSA is working with NIST to incorporate the SDNS protocols into GOSIP.

The SDNS protocols will also be introduced into ANSI by NIST and, if accepted, into the 0

ISO OSI Security Architecture. SP3 (Secure Protocol for Layer 3) and SP4 (Secure Proto-

col for Layer 4) have already been submitted by ANSI to ISO; SP4 has been accepted as a

new work item, and SP3 is expected t" accepted as a new work item after some modifi-

cations. Testing of breadboard hardware with the SDNS protocols was conducted in 1989. S
.IEEE STD 802.10, Standard for Interoperable LAN Security (SILS), is an industry

standard that provides a security protocol at layer 2. It consists of four parts: Part A: The

Model; Part B: Secure Data Exchange; Part C: Key Management; and Part D: Security

Management. Parts A, C, and D are still in development, Part B is in the IEEE 802 approval

process and is independent of the other parts. Part B contains the description of the Secure

Data Exchange Protocols which provide services of data confidentiality, connectionless

integrity, data origin authentication, and access control. Part B of this standard was submit-

ted by ANSI to ISO/IEC JTCl/SC6 for consideration by SC6 at its 8-9 July 1991 meeting. •
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Desired consideration included review and comment and support for a SC6 New Project

(NP) on LAN security.

4.7 USER INTERFACE STANDARDS

Standard user interfaces will ensure a high degree of application portability and provide

a consistent way for developers, administrators, and users to gain access to application pro-

grams. The standards recommended for use in the target profile are outlined below. More

detail about the content and status of these standards can be found in [Nash 1991]. Appen-

dix G provides more detail on their use in a CCIS user interface.

Table 4-8. User Interface Standards
User Interface Architecture:

User Interface Services Reference Model (UISRM).
X-Windows (or X).

Toolkit and User Interface Management System (UIMS) Standardization:
OSF/Motif.
OpenLook. Sun Microsystems and AT&T.
XVT (eXtensible Virtual Toolkit).

Graphics Services:
Graphical Kernel System (GKS). ISO 7942, ISO 8651. GKS-3D, ISO 8805,8806.
Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics (PHIGS) Interface. ISO 9592, ISO

9593.
Computer Graphics Interfacing (CGI). ISO 9636.
Color Standards:

1976 CIE Uniform Chromaticity Scale (CIE-UCS).
Color Standard: CIE L°, u', v* (CIELUV).

Rendering Standardization: Pixar RenderMan.

Human Factors Standards:
MIL-STD-1 472. Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment,

and Facilities.
MIL-H-46855B. Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, Equipment,

and Facilities.
MIL-HDBK-761A. Human Engineering Guidelines for Management Information Sys-

tems.
MIL-HDBK-763. Human Engineering Procedures Guide.
ESD-TR-86-278. Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software.
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4.7.1 User Interface Architecture

In order to meet CCIS portability and interoperability requirements, the user interface

target profile is based on the proposed NIST APP. The user interface service specifications
are based on the User Interface Services Reference Model (UISRM) [Kuhn 1990], a layered
conceptual model. The layers are Data Stream Encoding, Data Stream Interface, Subrou-

tine Foundation, Tool Kit Components, Presentation, Dialogue, and Application. The

approaches supporting the APP proposed for the target profile are discussed below.

4.7.1.1 Window Manager Standardization

A window management system provides for the creation, manipulation, and deletion of

windows on a graphics display device. The major goals of a window management system

for the CCIS user interface include high-performance with high-quality text and graphics;

network transparency; support for many different applications and management interfaces
with true multitasking of applications; portability and device-independence for both appli-

cations and the window management system; and configurability and extensibility of the
window management system.

X-Windows (or X), a window management system developed at M1T, is the focus of

ANSI and IEEE standardization efforts, a standard part of Unix System V, and part of the

operating system to be released by the Open Software Foundation (OSF). The wide use of

X means that it currently provides the best basis for interoperability at the windowing level.

It defines a C language source code level interface to a network-based bitmapped graphic

system. It allows devices to be shared among several processes at the same time and allows

access to devices from remote sites. The FIPS standard (FIPS 158, X-Wimdow User Inter-

face) provides specifications for the APP Data Stream Encoding, Data Stream Interface,

Subroutine Foundation, and Tool Kit Components layers.

4.7.1.2 Tbolkit and User Interface Management System (UIMS) Standardization

A UIMS handles all input aspects, including all visible parts of a display and all aspects

of dialogue between the user and application. From the CCIS point of view, the primary

advantages offered by a UIMS are the separation it provides between user interface code

and an application, and the provision of a mechanism for abstract specification of the user
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interface syntax and semantics. In the absence of accepted standards there are two main

industry thrusts to consider. OSF/Motif and OpenLook. Both are based on X. OpenLook,

jointly developed by Sun Microsystems and AT&T, is a device-independent UIMS that

supports multitasking graphics user interfaces. The user model is essentially object oriented

and is intended to support a wide range of users. Motif is a hardware, network, and operat-

ing system independent product that incorporates Digital Equipment Corporation's User

Interface Language for describing visual aspects of the user interface, Microsoft Corpora-

tion's Presentation Manager behavior for user skills portability, and Hewlett-Packard's 3D

appearance. It conforms with the X/Open Consortium's Portability Guide to support both

16-bit and compound strings for Asian and European languages.

NIST has selected XVT (eXtensible Virual Toolkit) for APP Presentation and Dia-

logue layers. XVT has also been selected by the IEEE P1201.1 Standards Committee as the

basis for its standard application program interface for portable graphical user interface

applications. Based on X, it determines appearance of the user interface specifying, for

example, how the components provided in the Toolkit Components layer should be com-

posed to create windows. XVT includes its own virtual toolkit to allow mapping to various

UIMS, such as OpenLook and OSF/Motif. It includes a resource compiler that implements

a portable resource specification language and an object-oriented, line drawing program

written using XVT.

4.7.2 Graphics Services

CCIS requirements specifically call for graphics capabilities to support direct manipu-

lation user interfaces, geographical information systems, 3D displays, and computer graph-

ics conferencing.

4.7.1 Graphics Subroutine Library Standards

Graphics subroutine libraries support graphical information sent to and received from

the screen and associated input devices. The basic device independence they offer can be

increased by incorporating calls to a graphics package into a toolkit or UIMS, instead of

embedding them in the application code. Standards that provide a textual specification for

graphics functions are supported by an implementation of the commands. Language bind-

ings provide the ability to access the functions from different programming languages.
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Since each standard aids different types of graphical user interaction, the CCIS may require

use of the following key standards:

a. Graphical Kernel System (GKS), ISO 7942. GKS is intended for simple interac-

tive applications where portability is more important than functional extensibil-

ity and performance. It supports a 2D graphics interface and a metafile that

captures information at the virtual device interface to exchange pictures among

applications and across separate environments. ISO 8651 specifies GKS lan-

guage bindings for Fortran, Pascal, and Ada. (The DoD has funded the design of

a graphics package for the WWMCCS Information System (WIS) project that

extends the functionality of the GKS-Ada implementation [Foley 1986].) Bind-

ings for C, Lisp, and Mumps are under development. It is also a FIPS standard,

FIPS 120, for which NIST operates a Test Service. GKS-3D, ISO 8805, extends

GKS to support 3D pictures, and language bindings for Fortran, Pascal, Ada and

C are being developed under DIS 8806.

b. Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics (PHIGS) Interface, ISO 9592.

Intended for highly interactive applications, PHIGS provides multilevel graphics

data structuring, geometry manipulation, 2D and 3D graphics, methods for real-

time modeling, and a centralized hierarchical data store. ISO 9593 defines

PHIGS language bindings for Fortran and Ada. Bindings for Pascal and C are

under development. For use as a standard, FIPS 153, NIST is developing a

PHIGS Test Suite, the first version of which is expected by the end of 1991. One

extension, PHIGS+, provides for basic surface rendering. Another, PHIGS

Extension to X (PEX), overcomes the limitation of X-Windows Version 11 to

2D. PEX takes the form of a protocol specification and any of PINGS, PHIGS+,

or GKS-3D libraries can be built on top of PEX. It supports CIE color standards.

4.7.2.2 Device IndependentDevice Dependent Standardization

CCIS requirements explicitly state the need for use of "mouse" input devices, graphics

terminals, large display devices, hard copy printers, and photographic-quality transparency

copiers, and voice input/output devices. Independence of an application from a particular

I/O device can be achieved by requiring the application to interface with a graphics package

that produces device-independent output. This output is processed by a separate software

module to generate the device-dependent commands needed for control.
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Computer Graphics Interfacing (CGI) is an evolving standard, currently Draft ISO

9636, that defines a system-level interface to a virtual graphics device to provide a standard

specification of control and data exchange between device-independent graphics software

and one or more device drivers. CGI is the first graphics standard to deal explicitly with

raster displays. It is expected to be published late 1991.

4.7.2.3 Color Standard

The manner in which output devices produce color is dependent on their hardware char-

acteristics. Even devices of the same type may use different mechanisms. Consequently,

standards pertaining to the specification of color are required to allow mapping of colors

between different output devices. In order to fulfil the requirements for use of color the tar-

get profile will adopt CIE color standards. These are based on the premise that a color stim-

ulus results from the proper combination of a light source, an object, and an observer. They

are the 1976 CIE Uniform Chromaticity Scale (CIE-UCS) for color description and speci-

fication and the CIE L*, u*, v* (CIELUV) color space standard for colorimetry.

4.7.2.4 Rendering Standardization

Rendering is the process of translating geometrically described objects into displayable

pixel-based pictures. In the absence of standards supporting device-independent rendering,

the proprietary RenderMan interface offers the advantage of widespread use. Developed by

Pixar, RenderMan is a scene description interface that partitions the generation of images

into the distinct areas of interactive modeling and noninteractive rendering. It provides a

basic set of 3D graphics functions, a hierarchical transformation stack with a full set of

transformation operations, orthographic and perspective viewing transformations, and

device independent image-size control. The RenderMan Shading Language provides user-

extensible control over shading using geometric information, instead of the usual mathe-

matical equation based on a simple model of the reflection of light. The RenderMan Inter-

face Byte stream protocol provides both binary and ASCII encoding archive formats for

network database transmission as well as file storage.
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4.7.3 Human Factors Standards

The major goals of human factors standardization are to improve usability and produc- 4

tivity for users working with a variety of computer systems and applications, while also

increasing comfort and well-being in the workplace with respect to the physical and psy-

chological stressors. To help meet these goals and related CCIS requirements, the target

profile will conform to the latest version of relevant standards and handbooks, including the 0

following:

a. MIL-STD-1472, Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,

Equipment, and Facilities.

b. MIL-H-46855B, Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems, 0

Equipment, and Facilities.

c. MIL-HDBK-761A, Human Engineering Guidelines for Management Informa-

tion Systems. 9

d. MIL-HDBK-763, Human Engineering Procedures Guide.

e. ESD-TR-86-278, Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software.

CCIS developers should also follow work being undertaken by the POSIX group, IEEE

1003.2 (in its User Portability Extension), and IEEE P1201 (Window Interface for User and 0

Application Portability).
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5. DISCUSSION

This sections presents observations made during the course of the architecture task,

along with recommendations derived from those observations. The discussion here is ancil-

lary in that it is not part of the architecture or target profile. Instead, it concerns the process
that surrounds the design of an architecture, the selection of its component parts, and the

steps that need to be undertaken to follow up on the results presented in preceding sections.

A number of open issues are presented as well. A general comment concerning these issues

is that they all will need to be addressed in coming years.

5.1 OPEN SYSTEMS AND THE GENERIC CCIS ARCHITECTURE

5.1.1 Observations

The requirements upon which this effort is based are primarily from WWMCCS-related

documents. The authors incorporated knowledge of other, primarily tactical, command and
control systems. Nevertheless, the resulting architecture is believed to be suitable for a

CCIS at any echelon. Furthermore, challenged on several occasions to identify unique
aspects of a military CCIS, characteristics that differentiate it from other distributed infor-

mation systems, none of deep significance could be identified. Generally, differences were

in degree-the amount of protection and mobility, the kinds of networks supported, for

example. That is, it is felt that every particular technology belonging in a military CCIS has
an analogous potential for use in the civilian information systems community. The area

most often questioned in this regard is security, and it may prove to be the case that security

is an exception to the above generalization. While it is recognized that civilian systems

require security, some even having security requirements that resemble those of the mili-

tary, it is not to be assumed that technical solutions to the civilian security needs will meet
military needs. For example, as more and more data is communicated electronically,

including EDI and PDES data exchanged between different companies, the security prob-
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lems parallel those of a military system. It is too early to know how this security issue will

be decided because the problem specifications are not clearly defined yet. 0
Developers of future government and commercial systems see what technology cur-

rently allows and how it is changing. They are moving in essentially the same direction in

their design of information systems. This has substantial benefit. Other architectural efforts,

such as those of the Department of Defense's Corporate Information Management (CIM)

initiative, the Internal Revenue Service's Tax Systems Modernization (TSM) program, and

the Open System Environment program of NIST, will be common driving forces. Security

aside, there appears to be very wide consensus among information systems architects on

the direction technology is taking. The resulting solutions all look very similar. This is, in

fact, the basis for optimism regarding the rapid development and adoption of standards in

the industry. As long as everyone's vision of the future (at least the next 10 to 20 years of
it) is similar, substantial cost savings to users will be seen if non-proprietary standards can

be adopted for many aspects of information systems. The user community knows this and

is beginning to exercise its collective muscle to force vendors to comply.

It is not just the CCIS architecture that is untested with respect to civilian requirements;

civilian standards are untested with respect to CCIS requirements. There has been, of

course, fairly extensive DoD involvement in the standards community, but not all of this
has been from a CCIS perspective. An aspect of standards that may have significant impact

on CCIS acceptability is performance. With hardware technology advancing so rapidly, the
general perception, particularly in the non-CCIS community, is that performance problems

are transient, to vanish with the next generation of hardware. For the CCIS community, the

hope is that the adoption of open systems standards will lead to the same advantages, but

there may be specific areas where such solutions simply do not apply.
For some standards, there are differences between American and International versions.

This could lead to problems in interoperability with allies if systems only support the Amer-

ican standard. This may well be only a short-term problem for most areas, since the civilian

community has analogous international interoperability requirements. A potential source of

difficulty, however, could be U. S. Government versions or profiles of standards. At

present, there is almost no experience that identifies which options are most appropriate to

a CCIS nor any guidance on how to select options. The current version of U. S. GOSIP, for

example, is incompatible with the current version of U. K. GOSIP.
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5.1.2 Recommendations

Recommendation. The architecture needs to be tested against a broad sam-
ple of requirements in order to ensure that it is appropriate to the complete
set of CCIS applications.

There are several ways this could be done: IDA or another contractor could be asked to
review additional system requirements for a set of systems where the members of the set
are selected in such a way that they are representative of the community as a whole. Alter-
natively, representatives of CCIS programs could be asked to review this document for suit-
ability to their systems.

Recommendation. The contention that the architecre is not different in
any substantial way from what is required of non-C information systems
should be tested in order to ensure that the most appropriate set of standards
and profiles are selected for CCIS use.

Two aspects need to be considered. First, if commercial directions are ignored, substan-
tial cost savings and other benefits could be lost. Second, if the commercial lead is followed
blindly, significant CCIS requirements could go unmet. Neither case is acceptable.

Recommendation. Adopted standards should, consistent with the findings
of additional study recommended in the preceding recommendations, be
commercial standards.

It is expected that the greatest economic benefit will derive from using the same stan-
dards used by the civilian commercial community. This economic benefit is expected to
derive in part from much greater flexibility in opportunity to obtain upgraded capabilities
at low cost by using COTS software. For the CCIS community this means that new tech-
nology can be added to existing systems faster and less expensively then having to contract

for their addition to military-unique systems.
Recommendation. Wherever the CCIS community is not currently
involved in critical standards development, it should become involved, and
where it is involved, stay involved.

Until it is clear that civilian standards are adequate for CCIS needs, the CCIS commu-
nity should be vocal about making its requirements known to standards bodies and with
NIST. This will be particularly important in areas related to international interoperability.
In fact, given the large number of standards required for a CCIS, staffing a 100% complete
effort is not feasible. Therefore, key efforts such as the APP, GOSIP, and POSIX should be
given priority. At the same time many defense organizations such as the Navy's NGCR
(Next Generation Computing Resource), the JIAWG (Joint Integrated Avionics Working
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Group) and the STARS program (Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems)

are very active in standards. Liaison with such groups could provide useful synergy.

Recommendation. Establish a national CCIS test bed.

Some problems described thus far derive from lack of experience while others reflect a

lack of detailed knowledge of the suitability of a specific standard or combination of stan-

dards for CCIS use. Those details should be explored in advance of making commitments

to specific programs. A CCIS testbed could serve other purposes as well:

a. Support representatives to standards bodies by investigating the implications of

proposed standards. In particular, new or changes to existing standards or pro-

files may need to be investigated for compatibility with existing usage and other 4P

standards.

b. Evaluate new technology for its applicability to CCIS applications, for example,

the role of multimedia in the CCIS at various echelons.

c. Support prototyping for proposed applications, for example, the user interface. 0

d. Support demonstration and validation of the evolving generic architecture.

e. Support demonstration and validation of specializations of the generic architec-

ture to specific systems. 0

f. Evaluate competitive standards to understand their appropriate roles.

Recommendation. Once the evaluations recommended previously have
been completed and the architecture is sound, require software developers,
including COTS vendors, to apply accepted standards and establish firm, •
restrictive criteria for exceptions. Procurements must specify standards and
give preference to conforming COTS products wherever appropriate.

Neither the architecture nor any of the recommended follow-on studies will do any

good if the results are not used. Selected standards should be required now, with additions

results from the test bed are obtained. •

5.2 THE ARCHITECTURE MANAGMENT PROCESS

5.2.1 Observations

The architecture effort described in this document looks at a time frame 5 to 20 years

into the future. Because of the long lead times in military procurements, such a view is use-
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ful in understanding the likely evolution of the systems being procured. But long-term plan-

ning for CCISs requires an evolving generic base. The value of the work reported here will

decay if not maintained. Similarly, target profiles established for specific systems need to

be based on the standards and technology available at the time the system is developed and

maintained to support proposed evolution of the system.

In addition to the mid and long-range architectural view, a near-term view is also

needed to suoport on-going efforts. The NIST APP is an excellent architectural base for

today's open systems. It is anticipated that the APP will evolve to keep pace with the adop-

tion of standards so that it will remain a good specification for what should be procured at

any given point in time for immediate use. However, as noted above, without the involve-
ment of the CCIS community, there is no assurance that the APP is now or will be entirely

suitable for CCIS purposes.
Part of the process of managing the evolution of the architecture is ensuring that imple-

mented systems are capable of evolving to keep pace with changing requirements. The

areas selected for inclusion within the architecture are those believed to be important in

shielding applications from such evolutionary changes. Users also need the same protec-

tion, and the areas most likely to change will affect applications and users alike. One exam-
ple of special importance is improvements in input and output technologies. It is

notoriously difficult to adapt application programs to such changes because applications

typically contain very large amounts of input and output code designed to the specific

devices in use. Another part of managing the evolution of the architecture is ensuring that

adequate attention is paid to transitioning legacy systems. Deciding which systems to tran-
sition is a business decision, but one of the inputs to that decision should be guidance on

the technical approaches that are appropriate. Additional guidance is necessary once the

decision is made.

5.2.2 Recommendations

Recommendation. Establish an ongoing process to upgrade the generic
CCIS architecture, especially with experience gained by implementors and
users, feeding their ideas and problems back into the design process. Regu-
lar upgrades to adopt new technology and new requirements are needed,
probably at intervals of two or three years.

Recommendation. Make sure that the CCIS community is adequately rep-
resented in the working relationship between DoD and NIST in the on-going
evolution of the APP.
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Recommendation. Establish a device-independent interface to shield the
user interface from the particulars of input and output devices. The primary
components of the user interface will be a UIMS, a windowing management •
system, and a set of graphics subroutine libraries. For the near term, these
should be selected to conform with the NIST APP with the expectation that
this will evolve to the IEEE P1201 Application Program Interface standard.

Recommendation. CCIS applications should be limited to the greatest
degree possible to using only the application layer services and protocols of
GOSIP, with procurements indicating a compliance requirement. Mainte-
nance of application software or components should also be based on
GOSIP application layer protocols and services.

5.3 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE ARCH1TFTU1RE AND APPLICATIONS

5.3.1 Observations

Policy and doctrine evolve as well as technology. An impediment to change in existing

systems is the fact that policy is frequently embedded directly in application code. To

change policy in response to changes in doctrine requires software modifications. The gen-

erality of the future CCIS and its ability to adapt rapidly to changes in policy and doctrine

can be enhanced by an ability to store policy and doctrine in a form that can be dynamically

interpreted. There is no experience, however, on how to do this in a way that ensures the

required flexibility and security while ensuring enforcement of approved policy. This is true

of almost every system in use today except, perhaps, small expert systems. The means to

improve the situation is general but of a research nature.

Neither the generic architecture described in this document nor any other that does not

inciude applications and mission areas can completely ensure that any system will meet the

objectives as described below. These paragraphs show how the architecture supports the

objectives and what additional is needed to accomplish them. In all cases, the developers

of specific systems and applications will need to contribute to the successful attainment of

the goals.

Interoperability is a combination of two characteristics, connectivity and understand-

ability. The architecture supports connectivity by establishing standards for communica-

tions systems that facilitate common protocol usage. It supports understandability with the

use of a common data management structure that includes the ability to exchange data

descriptions as well as data values. It also supports understandability with data exchange

standards for common application functions. Actual interoperation will require that com-
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munications subsystems are physically connected, directly or indirectly, and that common

protocols are used. It requires that COTS software vendors support the data exchange stan-

dards in their products for export as well as for import. It also requires that a common

understanding of data is designed into the applications running on the systems.

Survivability is supported by the architecture through, among other things, standards

that support replication of hardware, software, networks, and data, and by standards that

support portability of software and data. Again, the ability to take advantage of these capa-

bilities depends on actually making the applications portable, ensuring that the hardware is

adequate to run any applications that may need to be run on it, and ensuring that the net-

works can be rapidly reconfigured. Survivability is also supported by mobility, flexibility,

and security, all described below.

Flexibility with respect to procurement, deployment, and evolvability is supported by

the use of non-proprietary standards that create the potential for truly portable applications,

provided that the selected standards are adequately supported by vendors, and applications

are developed without the use of any proprietary extensions to the standards or platform

dependencies.

Mobility is supported by the use of a communications system that separates application

requirements (reflected in the upper layers) from the networking requirements of the lower

layers. Taking advantage of this requires that application developers not directly use com-

munications services from the lower layers and avoid dependence on specific communica-

tions equipment. In some cases, this will not be possible, for example, in applications that

depend on very high speed networks. The inability to use these applications when only low

bandwidth radio is available must be considered in defining the procedures that use such an

application. Mobility is supported by a data management structure that accepts temporary

network partitioning as a normal condition. Operation under such circumstances is a clear

requirement for some CCISs and will depend on the allocation of system resources.

Affordability will potentially be greatly enhanced by the use of standard interfaces and

packages as well as by the opportunity to use COTS components. Note, however, that tran-

sition from proprietary technology to nonproprietary standards will be difficult. It can be

facilitated with a good transition plan and guidance to application developers on how to

make their programs more portable.

Security will be enhanced by the architecture but, as noted, it is still too early to evaluate

the achievability and consequences of a truly pervasive multilevel secure system. Neither

is it clear when such a level of operation will be feasible.
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5.3.2 Recommendations

Recommendation. Support research on how to make policy and doctrine
explicit within the system in order to provide flexibility.

This research should also address the management of doctrinal change.

Recommendation. Develop guidelines for application developers on how
to make their applications portable.

This is an important step in actually achieving the desired results. This guidance should

be considered a part of the architecture and evolve with its technical specifications.
Recommendation. Develop data definition standards for all CCIS mission
areas and functions.

Much of this is currently underway. The recommendation is included to reinforce the

significance of that work by indicating that it is also an important part of accomplishing the

goals for this architecture.

5.4 THE TARGET PROFILE

The following sections provide additional commentary for the seven service areas.

5.4.1 Data Management

Experience with the use of data management standards in a distributed environment is

lacking, but will be needed to provide guidance to implementors, for example, on how to

avoid the pitfalls of vendor-unique extensions. Experience with the loosely coupled feder-

ated DBMS approach is also lacking. Successful application of this technology to the CCIS

environment will take practice. Standards and implementations needed to support data

management are still evolving as well. Still, experience with early versions should assist in

the evolution and will serve as a foundation for experience with later versions.

5.4.2 User Interface

Well-established technology that should be exploited in the CCIS includes graphical

user interfaces with windowing and direct manipulation capabilities. However, a common

windowing system will not ensure a common user interface. Most of what needs standard-

izing is domain specific, e.g., terminology, symbology, and the use of color and graphics.
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Such standards are likely to already exist within individual mission domains, but increased

interoperation of systems may require the rationalization of these domain standards.

5.4.3 Network Services

The use of GOSIP protocols is one of the areas where additional experience is badly

needed, particularly with respect to performance. In addition, variations between U. S.

adoption of OSI profiles and profiles adopted by other governments will undoubtedly make

it necessary for some CCISs to include additional protocols not covered by GOSIP. Guide-

lines on the implementation and use of such protocols is needed, and if NIST does not pro-

vide them, DISA will have to.

5.4.4 Operating Systems

Adequate guidance on how to write truly portable application software for POSIX-

compliant operating systems is likely to take some experimenting. The problem is not

unique to the CCIS community, but the CCIS community should be involved in whatever

efforts are undertaken, to ensure that the experience applies adequately to the CCIS envi-

ronment.

5.4.5 Security

To realize the full potential of interoperable systems, both within the CCIS community

and with systems outside that area, multilevel secure systems will be needed. It is difficult

to predict how long it will take to attain that capability, but in the meantime, we are no

worse off for having open systems. Nevertheless, security standards are evolving and many

other standards activities are now reflecting awareness of the need to incorporate aspects of

security. This has both positive and negative results. On the positive side, standards are

addressing the issue of security, but on the negative side, they are not proceeding in a coor-

dinated fashion and thus, there may be different solutions to a given problem that will

require a new effort to resolve the different results. For example, at least seven different

groups are working on access control lists with different approaches on semantic details.

One problem is that expert advice is not readily available in the voluntary standards bodies

dealing with security issues.
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In the meantime, the sources and uses of information at the highest classification levels

should be analyzed. There may be a cost-effective partitioned system implementation that
would bring the risk index to level two. Such a risk level requires hosts rated at Class B2
and there is good likelihood of COTS availability for this classification. However, partition-
ing should be considered an interim solution and investigation of fully integrated multilevel
secure approaches should continue. Moreover, achieving MLS network security classes

above a Class B 1 rating in a heterogeneous system environment may be precluded by the
issues of assurance (e.g., covert channels and the effect of cascading as described in the

Trusted Network Interpretation [NCSC 1987]).

5.4.6 Programming Services

With the exception of language standards, there are no standards yet for software devel-

opment tools that are supported by any appreciable consensus. This is not an accident. In

general, there is very little agreement within the software engineering community on the
best methods. There are numerous competing textbook methodologies for requirements

development, design, testing, reviews, configuration control, project management, and

software reuse, but in none of these areas has a clear winner emerged. As a result, it is not
likely that any standards for software development tools will emerge in the near future.
Standards development efforts are underway within IEEE and EIA, however, for standards
for data interchange between tool sets. Current efforts to standardize the platform on which
the tools execute (usually called the framework) are emerging. Proponents of an entity-rela-
tionship base for the framework have the lead at the moment with efforts to elevate PCTE
to a standard, but other experts are equally adamant that the proper base is the object-ori-

ented paradigm.

5.4.7 Data Exchange

There are many potential areas for data exchange standards to facilitate interoperability,

but experience in using these standards within the CCIS context is lacking. For example,
support for video teleconferencing and multimedia applications are stated CCIS require-
ments without reference to how these functions will be used, or even exactly what the

requirements are in terms of amount of use, location availability, and other parameters
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which can affect the ability of technology to meet requirements. At the moment, there are
competing standards, with little guidance on which to use in specific situations.

5.5 DISCUSSION OF ISSUES

WWMCCS achieves effective communication through the use of a homogeneous sys-

tem. However effective it is now, users will continue to demand new functions and features.
WWMCCS network protocols and services have not kept pace with technology and are not
flexible, adaptable, or extensible. Open systems technology holds the promise of a solution.
However, its success will depend on the ability of old and new parts to interoperate.

The architecture is expected to evolve, and systems built to the architecture in the near
term will need to evolve to keep pace. The key to graceful evolution is in anticipating
change and designing the system in so that those changes are relatively easy to make. The
decisions reflected in the architecture attempt to maximize the ability to adapt to changing
technology, mission, and policy. It remains to be seen if the choices achieve that objective.
One can hypothesize that technical breakthroughs or world events will disrupt orderly evo-
lution. It is necessary to design the mission area applications with evolution in mind, or
application maintenance and transition costs will completely overshadow the cost of the
hardware and software components addressed by the architecture.

It would be preferable for all components of a system that are not mission unique were

covered by international standards with support from vendors. The nature of requirements
and the advance of technology are not likely ever to permit that completely. There will be
times when no standards are available or when proprietary standards are the only alterna-
tive. It may very well be that virtually every CCIS requires extensions to parts of the archi-
tecture and waivers from other parts. Building usable systems that meet the goals of the

architecture to the maximum degree possible will always be a challenge.
Just because a standard exists does not necessarily mean it is a correct solution to a tech-

nological problem. It may be appropriate to delay the implementation of new standards

until they are proven in the marketplace. It is beyond the scope of the present effort to list
these, but the developers of the 1995-97 CCIS will need to perform this study. The Depart-
ment of Defense's CIM effort is encouraging rapid development of information processing
standards for the Services as well as for the civilian agencies through NIST. There is a high
probability that these standards will be incorporated by vendors into COTS products.
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5.5.1 Network Services

Many COTS products support networking and communications. They include both 4

hardware and software: cables, interface components, network cards, software for commu-
nications, software that implements protocols, and network management systems. The

functions, capabilities, and complexity vary. OSI standards define protocols and services

that can be used to establish communications capabilities within a heterogeneous distrib- •

uted system. All communications-oriented products claim adherence to standards. As any

systems integrator can testify, so many standards lack conformance tests, that "seamless"
interconnection of the systems of different vendors is the exception rather than the rule. In
the absence of trusted conformance certification, profiles or suites of compatible standards 0

such as GOSIP will help smooth the way. GOSIP, however, may not fulfill the requirements
of all systems. For example, it may never incorporate LAN protocols suitable for use on

low bandwidth tactical radios.

5.5.2 Operating Systems Services

The IEEE Working Group on POSIX is the focal point of operating systems interface
standards. It has broad industry and government involvement, but it remains to be seen if 0

the resulting product is a standard that provides true portability of applications. The prolif-

eration of subgroups has become a management nightmare with serious concerns that they
may be working at cross purposes. Fault tolerance, a CCIS requirement, has not yet been

addressed. 0

5.53 Programming Services

Existing CCISs were rarely programmed by their users. However, users are becoming 4

increasingly computer literate and many have computer science degrees. This is creating a

strong demand for programming capabilities within the CCIS. In addition, the system used
to develop a future CCIS is likely to interoperate with the fielded system. These conditions

will have significant security as well as technical implications. There is currently no stan-

dard tool interface, though the PCTE is rapidly emerging as the expected standard. It is not

yet clear whether the PCTE intercommunications specification will conform to GOSIP or

an equivalent set of standards.
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There remain application areas for which the Ada language is not completely suited.

These are addressed in a developing upgrade to the Ada standard, commonly referred to as

Ada 9X, that is scheduled to be available in 1993. A significant number of older, non-Ada

applications that will continue to be used for a time indicates that older programming lan-

guages such as Cobol, Fortran, CMS2, C, and Jovial will still need support.

Reuse of software is an immature technology. Although there are promising research

and development results, there are still problems in implementation as well as some legal

and technical issues remaining. In particular, reuse researchers and working groups are still

addressing topics such as the following:

a. Classifying a reuse library

b. Performing quality control in library contents

c. Describing modules that are more than simple software functions

d. Integrating reuse in a development environment,

e. Handling configuration and change management

f. Customizing modules

g. Handling the legal and procurement issues of licensing, data rights, and use

royalties

5.5.4 Data Management Services

Major driving forces in the development of new data management technology include

a desire to integrate geographically distributed databases in ways that enhance their utility

and to provide (under a single data manager) data of a wide variety, including relational,

object-oriented, audio/video, and knowledge bases. Such goals will lead commercial ven-

dors to adopt standards and this will in turn eventually lead to open solutions that meet the

requirements of a future CCIS. Mechanisms for accomplishing the integration of geograph-

ically distributed databases differ, based on the degree of autonomy required at the different

locations. In general, a worldwide system is likely to include several approaches, from very

tightly to very loosely coupled. The more tightly coupled systems are, the sooner the tech-

nology and the standards are likely to be available. Tightly coupled distributed systems are

common today, and the use of open standards within them is increasing. The loosely cou-

pled case is more difficult and open system issues are still under investigation.
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The use of standards to define data management services will not guarantee interoper-

ability. Barriers include extensions, profiles, undefined behavior, etc. Integrating data that 0

is distributed requires knowledge of the structure and location of the databases. Within the

CCIS community, organizational problems may be more difficult to solve than technical

ones. Integration of geographically distributed databases is culturally different from the

way data is shared today. •

It appears to be possible to integrate different technologies with COTS models using

modem technology (such as object-oriented and knowledge-based systems approaches),

but it is likely to be necessary to provide autonomy at some (if not at all) node locations.

Tightly coupled services are available today with open standards, but data integrity, confi- •

dentiality, and availability are of particular concern when integrating distributed database

systems. Many of problems in providing such services remain open research issues.

5.5.5 Security Services 0

Current CCISs operate in systera-high mode, but most data is not at the highest level of

classification. To have information that is protected to a level above its security classifica-

tion is operationally and economically undesirable. COTS products are beginning to reflect •

the demand for confidentiality. However, they are limited and generally emphasize discre-

tionary access, with little consideration of mandatory access control. Integrity is addressed

to some extent, and, because it is of concern to the commercial sector, it may receive more

attention in COTS products. Availability remains a research issue. A widespread perception

continues that there are substantial differences in the security concerns between the DoD

and commercial environments. DoD participation in standards bodies addressing security

is strongly recommended.

The following problems have been identified in evolving security standards:

a. Many information systems standards today have a security component, but

these are in an early stage of development, with few working proofs-of-concept.

As a result, the security component may prove ill-specified or premature, and its

use may adversely affect performance. 0

b. Military security additions to information systems standards have appeared later

in the field, or are still unspecified. Different groups may evolve incompatible

standards that must interface. Seven different groups are working on access con-

trol lists (ACLs) with different approaches. 0
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c. Heterogeneous systems effects on security are mainly ignored. Specification of

multilevel distributed systems security is incomplete and the solutions do not

seem to be converging.

d. Covert channels may preclude MIS above a BI rating. However it is not unre-

alistic that B2 Operating Systems will be available in the time frame of WAM.

Even some B2 database management systems may be available.

B2 requirements for covert channel analysis are not too stringent. At B2 level, DOD

5200.28-STD [30] (the Orange Book) requires "thorough search for covert storage chan-

nels" Techniques for identifying storage channels exist. Once they are identified, the

Orange Book requires "determination... of the maximum bandwidth of each identified

channel." The Orange Book also requires that the trusted computing base (TCB) be able to

audit identified events that may be used in exploitation of cover storage channels. The

greater difficulty for B2 may come from the system architecture requirements of the

Orange Book: "The TCB shall be internally structured into well-defined largely indepen-

dent modules." Without worked examples it is not clear what this statement requires. The

operational meaning of this requirement should become clear once B2 systems have been

successfully evaluated. At B3 the covert channel analysis requirements are expanded to

include covert timing channels, a less well understood area. Consequently, B3 requirements

are considerably more stringent than B2. At Al the Orange Book requires that formal meth-

ods be used for analysis. In other words there is considerable difference between B2 and

B3/Al. Developers should plan on using some B2 products, if only to facilitate later tran-
sition to MLS and to encourage vendors to build these products with open architectures in

mind.

5.5.6 User Interface Services

User interface technology is changing rapidly. New forms of human-computer interac-

tion and applications appear each year. The advent of multimedia representations has led to

desktop video. Advances in flat panel and projection display devices are particularly impor-

tant for a CCIS, where mobility and constrained operating environments have limited the

use of CRT displays. Several prototype 3D virtual image displays have already been devel-

oped, but it is still immature and not recommended for use in the 1995 time period. CCIS
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developers should keep abreast of this technology to ensure that it can be exploited when

appropriate. 0
Prototyping should play a pivotal role in user interface design. Starting with the valida-

tion of the underlying user model and the look-and-feel standard, successive prototypes can
support design trade-offs and expected user performance. Continuing evaluation of the user
interface throughout the life of the system will make it possible to assess the impact of a 0

changing user population in a real world environment. The majority of user interface work

has focused on single-user systems but people work together in groups. The basic issues

involved are human-human interaction. A new subdiscipline, computer support for coop-

erative work (CSCW), needs to be tracked by the CCIS community. 0

5.5.7 Data Exchange Standards

The push toward worldwide connectivity among almost all computers is creating sub- •

stantial pressure for standards covering the data exchange area. Standards addressing the

areas of electronic data interchange, unformatted documents, maps and geographic infor-

mation, audio and video are rapidly approaching commercial acceptance, although not all

problems will be solved by 1995. In some cases, overlapping standards compete for market 0

dominance. It is too early to tell if one will prevail or, worse, if interoperability and open-
ness will require supporting more than one standard in a given area. Ia other cases, while

open standards are under development by international standards bodies, vendor support

for these standards may b,- subsumed by de facto or proprietary standards already estab- 0

lished.

If the Defense Mapping Agency continues to pursue a vector product standard different

from the one under development by the rest of the federal government and gaining endorse-

ments from the commercial community, problems may be created with respect to the use

of COTS software for storing, retrieving, manipulating, and displaying maps and geo-

gr 'Lic information.

5.6 FINAL NOTE

The course of technology is rapidly changing and standards are seldom able to keep up.

Despite the detailed guidance given above and in the appendices that follow, this document

is to be taken as input and guidance for the designer of a specific CCIS. The designer will
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have to discover the current state of standards, reevaluate and update needs, look deeply,

into the interoperation with current systems (both the need and the technical aspects of the

interoperation), and finally, involve the anticipated user of the CCIS directly in the design

process. Without all of these, risks cannot be bounded. With all, the likelihood for a suc-

cessful, usable CCIS will be greatly enhanced.
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APPENDIX A - DATA EXCHANGE STANDARDS

A.1 INTRODUCTION

Data exchange standards are needed for data that flows into, out of, or between all nodes
of all Command And Control Information Systems (CCIS). Some such data products are

exchanged with other systems outside the CCIS, some are used only within the CCIS com-
munity, and some apply equally to both situations. Three approaches were taken in devel-

oping this appendix: looking at the various types of data that are used in the command and

control process, particularly data that must be shared with others, understanding the current

status and direction of related data exchange technology and its application to CCIS, and

identifying any standards that relate to the types of data that must be exchanged with other

systems.

This document addresses the interchange among computing systems of seven types of

data, formatted documents, unformatted documents, graphics, maps and geographic infor-

mation, meteorological data, video and audio. Described within this appendix are the CCIS

requirements for these data, related technologies, and standards that affect their inter-

change. Data compression, a subject that has direct application to several of the data types,

is addressed in Section A.9

The primary focus in examining each of these data types is on the data formats and pro-

tocols used in exchanging the data between applications running on computing systems

(see Figure A-l). While it is recognized that other hardware and software components of
these systems contribute to the ability to make such exchanges, these are not the topics of

this appendix. Thus, details of the communications and data management subsystems are

not discussed except that some of the information contained in this appendix may be useful

or even critical to the designers of those subsystems. Similarly, there may be implications

in the data exchange technology for the input and output of such data that will influence the
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design of the User Interface Management System (UIMS); these implications are identi-

fied, but user interface technology is not addressed here

APPLICATIONS APPLICATIONS

U U
DATA I DATA I

O MGT O MGT
SYSTEM M SYSTEM M

S S
S S

COMMUNICATIONS COMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM A SYSTEM B

Figure A-1. Data Interchange Structure

It is important to keep in mind that the structure presented in Figure A- I is relevant no

matter how the system architecture is designed. The computing system itself could be a

workstation, a minicomputer, a mainframe computer or a distributed system. For example,

an application could execute on a computer different from the one hosting the data manage-

ment subsystem. Some CCISs need to interchange data with systems that are not them-

selves CCISs. Thus, only one of the systems shown in Figure A-1 must be a CCIS. The

other one may be a CCIS, another government system, or the system of a commercial orga-

nization. It is assumed that, sooner or later, where the timing will be determined more by

policy than technology, virtually all of the computer networks in the world will be directly

or indirectly interconnected. Therefore, regardless of where one draws the boundary

between what is a CCIS and what is not, the parts of the CCIS along the edges, and indi-

rectly all the other parts, will be connected to systems that are outside the boundary.

Specifically not included in this appendix, although it is recognized as a very important

topic for CCIS interoperability, are standards for military-unique data, the bulk of the data

exchanged in today's CCIS. Data such as unit status indicators, target tracks, and the many •
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other things that make up the domain of interest to the commander and his staff need to be,

and are, the subject of a DoD-wide data element standardization process. The reasons for

excluding discussion of these data elements here is, for the purposes of this architxcture, it

is sufficient to ensure that all necessary kinds of data can be exchanged, without concern

for the specifics of what data is exchanged. The data elements in question belong to the

application domain, which is generally being excluded from this study.

The remainder of this appendix is organized into the following sections:

a. Data Exchange for Formatted Documents

b. Data Exchange for Unformatted Documents

c. Data Exchange for Graphical Data

d. Maps and Geographic Information

e. Meteorological Data

f. Video

g. Audio

h. Data Compression

i. Issues

A.1.1 Definitions

The types of documents as used in this appendix are defined in this section.

The terms formatted and unformatted documents are often misunderstood. Webster

defines formatted as "to produce in a specified form or style" [Webster 1973]. Therefore, a

formatted document would have a very rigid format that limits the type and amount of data

that may be provided by the user. The formatted document usually consists of fields and

field separators. Examples would be a purchase order form or a situation report where the

user fills in certain fields. There may also be fields that allow some type of "free-form" text,

i.e., description of item.

An unformatted document would allow the user some flexibility in format, data, and

amount of data that may be included in a document. Although the structure may be pre-

defined (i.e., must include titles, subtitles, paragraphs, etc.), the actual format is left to the

discretion of the user. An example would be a scientific report or a manual.
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There are some areas of difficulty in determining if a document is formatted or unfor-

matted. Some documents may, in fact, be both formatted and unformatted. This would cer- D

tainly be the case with a requisition form. Part of the document would be considered

formatted-specific information requested for a field (i.e., name, order item). Another part

of the document may be unformatted, for example, a justification for the requisition.

Several types of data are discussed in this document and defined as follows:.

a. Graphics: Any and all products of the cartographic and photogrammetric art.

For this discussion, graphics will include map graphics (overlays), business

graphics, raster graphics, schematic diagrams, etc.

b. Maps and geographic data: All kinds of data describing the surface of the earth,

including natural features (elevation, water depth, rivers, etc.) man-made fea-

tures (roads, bridges, buildings, etc.) political boundaries (to all levels of detail)

and terrain conditions (soil conditions, tree heights, etc.).

c. Meteorological data: All weather-related data including observations made by

people or sensors in the form of numbers, photographs, video images, etc., and

forecasts.

d. Video: Rastor images taken from photographs or imaging equipment such as

television cameras, and including both single frames and full motion.

e. Audio: Digitized sound, primarily spoken or computer-generated words.

A.1.2 Related Standards

Table A-1 is a listing of all of the standards presented in this appendix. The listing is

sorted by standard number and the section numuer, referring to pertinent discussion, is

given.

A.2 FORMATTED DOCUMENTS

This section discusses the data exchange of formatted documents. The discussion

includes a description of CCIS requirements, related technology, and associated standards.

Examples of these types of documents include all existing formatted messages as well as
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Table A-1. Related Standards

Standard Number Standard Title Section

ANSI p x 58 Digital processing of video signals-Video coder/decoder for 9.3.1
audiovisual services at 56 to 1,536 kbits/s (p x 56)

ANSI X3.122-1986, Computer Graphics - Metafile for the Storage and Transfer of 4.3.2
ISO 8632 Picture Description Information

CCITT H.261 Video Codec for Audiovisual Services at p x 64 kbitls (p x 64) 9.3.1

CORINE CORINE Data Transfer Specifications 5.3.2

DIGEST Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DI- 5.3.2GEST)

DoD-STD-2167A Defense System Software Development 3.3.1

DoD-STD-7935 Automated Data Systems (ADS) Documentation 3.3.1

FIPS Pub 70-1 (1986) Specification for Representation of Geographic point Loca- 5.3.1
tion for Information Interchange

FIPS Pub 103 (1983) Codes for Identification of Hydrologic Units in the US and the 5.3.1
Caribbean Areas

IEEE Project 949 Standard for Media Independent Information Transfer 2.3.2

ISO 7942 Information Processing Systems - Computer Graphics - GKS 4.3.1
Functional Description

ISO 8613 Information Processing - Text and Office Systems - Office 3.3.1
Document Architecture (ODA) and Interchange Format

ISO-8879-1986(E) Information Processing - Text and Office Systems - Standard 3.3.1
Generalized Markup Language (SGML)

IS0 9069 Information Processing - SGML Support Facilities - SGML 3.3.1
Document Interchange Format (SDIF)

ISO 9735 Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce 2.3.1
and Transport (EDIFACT)

ISO 10303 Product Data Interchange - Standard for the Exchange of 4.3.2
Product Model Data (STEP)

ISO Draft Standard SGML Support Facilities - Registration Procedures for Public 3.3.2
9070 Text Owner Identifiers

ISO Draft Technical SGML and Text-Entry Systems - Guidelines for SGML Syn- 3.3.2
Report 10037 tax-Directed Editing Systems

ISO Technical Report SGML Support Facilities - Techniques for Using SGML 3.3.2
9573

SO/IEC 9592 Information Processing Systems - Computer Graphics Pro- 4.3.1
grammer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS)
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Table A-1 (Continued)

Standard Number Standard Title Section

1SO/lEC JTC 1 DP Information Retrieval, Transfer, and Management for OS 4.3.2
9636/1

ISO/IEC JTC 15/SC UN/EDIFACT Information Pack 2.3.2
21 N388

ISO/IEC TR-9573 Information Processing - SGML Support Facilities - Tech- 3.3.1
niques for Using SGML

ISO 10179 Document Style Segmentation and Specification Language 3.3.1
(DSSSL)

ISO 10918 Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) 9.3.2

ISO 11172 Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) 9.3.2

JBIG Joint Bi-Level Imaging Group (JBIG) 9.3.2

MIL-D-28000 Digital Representation for Communication of Product Data: 3.3.1
IGES Application Subsets

MIL-D-28003 Digital Representation for Communication of Illustration Data: 3.3.1
CGM Application Profile

MIL-D-89000 Digital Terrain Elevation Data 5.3.1

MIL-D-89005 Digital Feature Analysis Data 5.3.1

MIL-A-89007 ARC Digitized Raster Graphics 5.3.1

MIL-M-28001 Markup Requirements and Generic Style Specification for 3.3.1
Electronic Printed Output and Exchange of Text

MIL-M-28001A Markup Requirements and Generic Style Specification for 3.3.2
Electronic Printed Output and Exchange of Text

MIL-M-38784B Manuals, Technical: General Style and Format Requirements 3.3.1
MIL-R-28002 Requirements for Raster Graphics Representation in Binary 3.3.1

Format

MIL-STD-1840A Automated Interchange of Technical Information 3.3.1

NATO ADat P-3, Part NATO Message Formatting System (FORMETS): System 2.3.1
1 Concept, Description And management

NISTIR 88-4017 Standards for the Interchange of Large Format Tiled Raster 3.3.1

PB96-1 99759 iitial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) 4.3.1 S

SDTS Spatial Data Transfer Standard 5.32

SPDL Standard Page Description Language (SPDL) 3.3.1

VPS Vector Product Standard 5.3.2
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forms used in requisitioning, personnel management, and acquisitions from commercial

suppliers.

A.2.1 CCIS Requirements

Two requirements affect the exchange of formatted documents. The existing use of for-

matted messages in CCISs. One objective of a generic CCIS is to eliminate formatted mes-

sages in favor of direct database exchanges of data. The replacement of formatted messages

will be an evolutionary process requiring the oldest systems to use database approaches to

maintain formatted messages during a transition period of many years [NIS ROC, 1983,

38]. Interoperability and closer coordination with systems not traditionally used directly by

commanders and their staffs (JOPES ROC, 1983, 21]

Requirements for this exchange can be found in various Joint Chiefs of Staff and NATO

Standardization Agreement (STANAG) documents. One example would be JCS Pub 1,

Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, which specifies

exactly how changes to the Dictionary are to be submitted. There is a specific form that

must be completed and returned either through regular mail or electronically. Another

example would be the draft STANAG 4259 on Military Message Handling System. The

functional requirements for this standard are based on the Allied Communications Publica-

tions 127 (ACP-127) with additional requirements drawn from procedures and security

actions that were identified in the current NATO messaging network. The one requirement

that was consistent throughout was compatibility among systems so that such items as

forms would be formatted appropriately before and after transmission.

A.2.2 Related Technology

A.2.2.1 State of the Practice

CCISs today rely heavily on formatted documents for the exchange of data within and

between themselves. Large volumes of standards (e.g., STANAGs and JCS Pubs) have

been developed to specify the format, syntax, and content of these documents for general

use. In addition, specific standards have been added to handle interoperability/compatibil-
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ity among systems of different origin, i.e., within the Services or within international com-

munities such as NATO.

A.2.2.2 State of the Art

This section discusses new technologies that appear to be ready for wide-spread com-

mercialization. These technologies have been tested and proven to be successful. An

assessment of the architectural significance of the technology is provided. Where possible,

published industry projections on the penetration of the technology in the marketplace are

provided.

The commercial and military information systems have in common the processing of

various types of transactions in which the object of the transaction is to distribute data. The

transactional nature of CCISs makes possible the use of commercial mechanisms for infor-

mation transfer. Some of these commercial mechanisms are discussed below. •

The Article Number Association (ANA) in the United Kingdom has established a

Working Party on Trading Data Communications (TRADACOMS). This party was set up

to enhance communication between the retail companies by designing and disseminating

cost effective standards. The standards include agreed upon formats for such items as order

forms and delivery notifications. In conjunction with these standards, ANA has published

a Manual of Standards for Electronic Exchange which provides syntax rules and standards

for coding various types of data. A similar effort, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), has

been developed by American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and International Orga-

nization for Standardization(ISO).

EDI is an example of a new technology that is spreading rapidly in the commercial

community. EDI is the exchange of routine business transactions in a computer-processable 0

format, covering such traditional applications as inquiries, purchase orders, order status,

invoices, and financial reports. Its success is mainly attributed to the efforts of the large

manufacturers and retailers. As small suppliers are brought on line, they are finding the new

technology to their benefit. While the basic thrust of EDI has been the elimination of paper

documents used for procurement, the major reason for the extensive push it is receiving

today is that EDI permits the total integration of an organization's database with other orga-

nizations' databases with substantial cost savings. This is why EDI is now becoming more

and more popular with the government.
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The Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support (CALS) initiative is perhaps the

largest and best known proponent of EDI. It requires full compliance with the ISO EDI

(ISO 9735) standard for digital delivery of technical information and interoperability

among Department of Defense (DoD) systems. Major application areas include automaton

of technical manuals, computer-assisted design and spares acquisition. CALS will also use

the Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) for engineering drawings, the Standard

Generalized Markup Language (SGML) for automated publishing, and Computer Graphics

Metafile (CGM) for technical manual illustrations.

As the CALS initiative continues to spread throughout the DoD, the opportunity to inte-

grate the supply side of logistics with the demand side may become an important factor in

integrating the command and control community with the logistics community. This is

likely to happen both at the local level (a particular command center buying from the local

economy) and the national level (the replenishment of military-unique supplies). The tech-

nology to accomplish this is rapidly becoming available. Numerous software vendors pro-

vide EDI software and thousands of EDI users are being added every year. In fact, the Army

has begun to combine logistics with CCIS. If the Army is successful, the other Services will

may follow the Army's lead.

A.2.2.3 Future Research

The need to support EDI is essentially a need to interoperate with other military (logis-

tics) and civilian systems. Interoperability with military systems will be via integrated data-

bases and commercial EDI standards, the same ones used to interoperate among

commercial systems.

A.2.3 Standards

Three areas are addressed in this section: current standards, current standards activities,

and future standards activities.

A.2.3.1 Current Standards

This section addresses two standards being used in military and commercial applica-

tions:
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a. ISO 9735, Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and
Transport (EDIFA CT), 1988.

b. NATO Allied Data Publication adat P-3, Part 1, NATO Message Formatting
System (FORMETS): System Concept, Description and Management, Novem-

ber 1984.

ISO 9735. EDIFACT is a standard for data. It provides a set of principles which facil-

itate the electronic exchange of business data between manufacturers, exporters, wholesal-

ers, distributors, etc. EDIFACT speeds up the flow of information and business transactions
through the use of modem network services to transfer data.

The standard has a Document Application Profile (DAP) which consists of working
implementation agreements. These profiles are used to transfer structured documents

between equipment designed for word or document processing.

NATO ADat P-3, Part 1. In order to improve interoperability within the NATO com-
mand and control systems, the NATO Common Information Exchange Language (CIEL)

was set up to provide rules, structures and vocabulary to standardizing messages suitable

for use for information exchange between different national and NATO authorities and sys-

tems. Unfortunately, CIEL was never implemented. However, STANAG 5500 imple-

mented the NATO Message Formatting System (FORMETS) which provides the rules,

procedures, and vocabulary to be used in the construction of character-oriented message

text formats for manual and computer-assisted operational environments. FORMETS is to

be used for all formatted character-oriented messages unless specifically excluded through
multinational agreement. FORMETS is primarily concerned with that part of a message

which contains the thought or idea which the originator wishes to communication. The syn-

tax section provides very detailed rules governing the structure and arrangement of the

components within a message.

Part 1 of this NATO standard outlines the procedures by which it is managed.

FORMETS must be used for all formatted character-oriented messages within the NATO
CCIS (NCCIS) unless it is specifically excluded by multinational agreement. The standard

provides the basic structure (architecture) of FORMETS, its semantics, and its syntax. A
formal description of the standard is provided in the standard's annex.
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A.2.3.2 Current Standards Activities

This section identifies three standards activities currently under development.

a. ISO/IEC JTC I/SC 21 N 3885, UN/EDIFACT Information Pack, 11 October

1989.

b. IEEE Project 949, Standard for Media Independent Information Transfer.

c. CCI'TT X.425, Draft Standard for Integration of EDI with X.400, 1990.

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 21 N 3885. Electronic Data Interchange For Administration, Com-
merce, and Transport (EDIFACT) Information Pack is part of the ISO standard's work on

the electronic exchange of data between systems and users. The pack defines EDIFACT,

provides a history of EDIFACT, and lists the international EDIFACT structure and organi-

zation. The most helpful item in this pack is a list of key players in the EDIFACT move-
ment. Names, addresses, and phone numbers of contacts in Western and Eastern Europe

and North America are available.

IEEE Project 949. The Standard for Media Independent Information Transfer is being
developed by the IEEE Computer Society. The purpose is to establish a common format or

set of formats that will permit more convenient exchange of recorded information, indepen-

dent of the medium of exchange.

CCITT X.425. A draft standard is also being developed in Europe that will integrate

electronic data interchange with X.400. This will allow business partners to use the same
standardized electronic process to exchange mail messages and EDI documents. The stan-

dard would enable users to support inter-enterprise EDI exchanges on their existing corpo-
rate-wide electronic mail network. EDI users will have access to the message management
capabilities the electronic mail standard offers as well as the capabilities of the CCITT

X.500 Directory standard. This draft standard, X.435, is now being reviewed by a CCITT

study group.

A.2.3.3 Future Standards Activities

With the increase in the CALS effort and the emphasis being put on EDI, it is expected

that most future standards activities involving formatted documents will come from these

two arenas.
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A.3 UNFORMATTED DOCUMENTS

This section discusses the exchange of unformatted documents. The discussion

includes a description of CCIS requirements, related technology, and associated standards.

Examples of these types of documents would be manuals and special reports. Electronic

mail is not relevant to this discussion since it is covered in Appendix C, Network Services.

A.3.1 CCIS Requirements

Three requirements affect the exchange of unformatted documents:

a. The need to produce and maintain unformatted documents.

b. The desire to produce them on computers, particularly the same computers used

for command and control purposes [JOPES ROC, 1983, 90 &105].

c. The desire to make use of electronic communications to disseminate them, both

for review and for final distribution [JOPES ROC, 1983, 50 & 105].

A.3.2 Related Technology 0

A.3.2.1 State of the Practice

Most of the major CCISs today do not support the production and distribution of unfor-

matted documents, but many "personal CCISs" developed by individuals or small groups

for specific purposes do. More word processing today is done on computers by the docu-

ment originator rather than a secretary or typist. Military personnel now rely on personal

computers on field assignments as well. Personal computers are being procured for on-site •

use, such as aboard ships and in command posts, so users do not have to provide their own

hardware and software. Where this is being done, the user is connected to networks permit-

ting data exchange, including the exchange of unformatted documents.

A.3.2.2 State of the Art

The leading edge in unformatted documents is in the area of multimedia documents,

including graphics, audio, photographs and full-motion video, along with television and
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computer-generated simulations. The technology to support the generation of such docu-
ments is already available within a single system and promises to become more common-
place as the cost goes down and the ease of use goes up. More in-depth discussions of issues
related to the distribution of the non-text components are included in Sections 4 through 9.

A.3.2.3 Future Standards Activities

Current products support the exchange of documents more through the ability to import
and export foreign formats than through the use of common document exchange standards.

Earlier attempts to create standards, such as the DoD Document Interchange Format (DIF)

have not been very successful. The advent of multimedia documents has revived the inter-

est in standards, but much work remains.

A.3.3 Standards

Three areas are addressed in this section: current standards, current standards activities,

and future standards activities.

A3.3.1 Current Standards

This section addresses thcse standards that are currently being used in military and

commercial applications. The list is not meant to be inclusive, ana represents those stan-

dards that we felt to have the most effect on data exchange within the DoD.

a. DoD-STD-7935, Automated Data Systems (ADS) Documentation, 15 February

1983.

b. MIL-M-38784B, Manuals, Technical: General Style and FormatRequirements,

16 April 1983.

c. ISO-8879-1986(E), Information Processing - Text and Office S;stems - Stan-

dard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), 15 Octobel 1986.

d. MIL-STD-1840A, Automated Inierchange of Technical Information, 22

December 1987.

e. MIL-D-28000, Digital Representation for Communication of Product Data:
IGES Application Subsets, 22 December 1987.
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f. MIL-M-28001, Markup Requirements and Generic Style Specification for Elec-

tronic Printed Output and Exchange of Text, 26 January 1988.

g. MIL-R-28002, Requirements for Raster Graphics Representation in Binary

Format, 20 December 1988.

h. NISTIR 88-4017, Standards for the Interchange of Large Format Tiled Raster,

1988.

i. MIL-D-28003, Digital Representation for Communication of Illustration Data:

CGM Application Profile, 20 December 1988.

j. DoD-STD-2167A, Defense System Software Development, 29 February 1988.

k. IS 8613, Information Processing - Text and Office Systems - Office Document

Architecture (ODA) and Interchange Format (ODIF), September 1, 1989.

1. IS 9069, Information Processing - SGML Support Facilities - SGML Document

Interchange Format (SDIF), 1988.

m. ISO/IEC TR-9573, Information Processing - SGML Support Facilities - Tech-

niques for Using SGML, April 1988.

DoD-STD-7935. This standard provides guidelines for the development and revision

of the documentation for Automated Data Systems (ADS) of applications computer pro-

grams and prescribes the standards and descriptions for each of the technical documents to

be produced during the life cycle of an ADS. ADS is defined in the standard as "an assem-

bly of procedures, processes, methods, routines, or techniques (including, but not limited

to, computer programs) united by some form of regulated interaction to form an organized 0

whole, specifically designed to make use of automatic data processing equipment" [DOD-

STD-7935]. The objective of the standard is to provide managers of ADS projects with doc-

umentation of uniform format and content for review to assure the meeting of significant

development milestones. It also provides ADS technicians with a standard record of tech- 0

nical information as a basis for coordination of later ADS development or use modification.

There are eleven technical documents described in the standard: Functional Descrip-

tion, System/Subsystem Specification, Data Base Specification, Computer Operational

Manual, Test Plan, Implementation Procedures, Data Requirements Document, Program

Specification, Users Manual, Program Maintenance Manual, and Test Analysis Report. A

proposed outline and text format for each document type is provided in Section 3.0 of the

standard.
0
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MIL-M-38784B. This is a military specification approved by the DoD for use in devel-

oping technical manuals. Technical manuals are publications that contain instructions for

the installation, operation, maintenance, training, and support of weapon systems, weapon

system components and support equipment. Manuals prepared in accordance with this

specification are intended for use in the operation and maintenance of equipment or for

accomplishment cf assigned missions. It covers the general style, structure, and format

requirements for the preparation of manuscripts and reproducible copy for standard techni-

cal manuals and changes to those manuals. The only decision left to the author of a techni-

cal manual is the actual technical content of the manual; even the style of writing is

specified (U.S. Government Printing Office Style Manual). The last sections of the specifi-

cation discuss how to make changes to a technical manual, quality assurance provisions

(readability, etc.), and preparation for delivery (packaging).

ISO 8879-1986(E). This standard was adopted but not mandated for use by the DoD on

4 January 1988. SGML standardizes the application of generic coding and generalized

markup concepts. It provides a coherent and unambiguous syntax for describing whatever

a user chooses to identify within a document. The language provides the following:

a. An abstract syntax for descriptive markup of document elements.

b. Concrete syntax that binds the abstract syntax to particular delimiter characters

and quantities.

c. Markup declarations that allow the user to define a specific vocabulary of

generic identifiers and attributes for difference document types.

d. Provision for arbitrary data content.

e. Entity references.

f. Special delimiters for processing instructions to distinguish them from descrip-

tive markup.

SGML was developed to solve such problems as device and system dependency, diffi-

culties in integrating new technologies in the publications field, rekeying of data for multi-
ple purposes, keying complexities, inability to develop multi-purpose training programs

and the inability to exchange the structure of the text. The whole idea behind generic

markup is to use nouns and adjectives to describe parts of a document to identify what

something is, not how it looks. SGML is a language used to represent user-defined docu-

ment structures rigorously so that a computer may process it.
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SGML can be used to describe any type of textual data from a purchase requisition to

a complicated mathematical equation. The Data Type Definition (DTD), however, narrows

the meta-language for use with a specific application. A DTD is a concise statement of what

elements, entities, and/or attributes are allowed in a particular document. Through the

DTD, an application can rigorously define a class of documents such as a job guide or flight

manual. Descriptive tags may be tailored to the application with no concern for the delivery

method or output device.

Two companion standards are under development that some experts think will have a

significant impact when combined with SGML. These are Document Style Segmentation

and Specification Language (DSSSL) and Standard Page Description Language (SPDL).

MIL-STD-1840A. The purpose of this document is to standardize the digital interface

between organizations or systems exchanging digital forms of technical information neces-

sary for the logistic support of weapon systems throughout their life cycle. This standard

addresses technical information and product definition data. The format, information struc-

tures, and transfer procedures are applicable in all cases where the information can be pre-

pared and received in the form of American Standard Code for Information Exchange

(ASCII) text files, product definition data files, raster image files, or graphics files. Mil-

STD-1840A is the "parent" CALS standard that provides the rules for organizing files of

digital data into a complete document.

Technical publications consist of text and associated illustrations. The files of a techni-

cal publication may consist of the following:

a. A declaration file

b. Text files (in ASCII) tagged to the contract

c. Illustration files in IGES, CGM, or raster format

d. Files in Page Description Language (PDL) form

e. Other files (output specification file, special word file, etc.)

The standard dictates detailed requirements for the structure, content, and order of

information. For example, the declaration file must precede the data files and provide infor-

mation about the identifications, source, destination, classification, etc., of the document.

The standard also specifies the file header records for the following:

a. CGM data
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b. Document type definition

c. PDL

d. IGES data

e. Gray scale

f. Raster data

g. Special word

h. Output specification data

MIL-D-28000. This specification, adopted by CALS, is incorporated into a contract

and identifies the requirements to be met when product definition data is delivered in the

digital format of IGES as specified by ANSI standard, Y14.26M, Digital Representation

for Communication of Product Definition Data. Product definition data is defined as "the

totality of data elements required to completely define a product. Product definition data

includes geometry, topology, relationship, tolerances, attributes, and features necessary to

completely define a component part or an assembly of parts for the purpose of design, anal-

ysis, manufacture, test, and inspection" [ANSI Y14.25M]. The specification defines prod-

uct data as "all data elements necessary to define the geometry, the function, and the

behavior of a piece part or an assembly of parts over its entire life-span" [ANSI Y14.25M].

IGES is a specification that provides a neutral format for the representation and transfer of

vector graphics data used for illustration purposes among Computer-aided Design (CAD)

systems and application programs.

This specification defines the technical requirements for the exchange of digital product

data in specific application subsets. These subsets are technical illustrations, engineering

drawings, and electrical/electronic applications. The technical illustration subset addresses

entities that support the exchange of figures and illustrations normally found in a technical

publication. The emphasis is on visual clarity for human interpretation. The engineering

drawings subset is used to encode product data being acquired in accordance with DoD-D-

1000, Engineering Drawings and Associate Lists, for delivery in digital form. Exchange

emphasis is on completeness, visual equivalency for human interpretation, and functional-

ity of the received drawing model. The electrical/electronic applications subset addresses

the representation and exchange of electrical and electronic products including printed wir-

ing boards, printed wiring assemblies, hybrid microassemblies, cables, and wiring har-
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nesses. Emphasis is on component and circuit element descriptions, their placement, their

connectivity, and the routing of electrical paths.

MIL-M-28001. This specification establishes the requirements for the digital data form

of technical publications. Data prepared in conformance to these requirements will facili-

tate the automated preparation, storage, retrieval, exchange, and processing of technical

documents from heterogeneous data sources. The requirements set forth by this specifica-

tion include the following:

a. Procedures and symbology for markup of unformatted text in accordance with

a specific application of SGML.

b. SGML-compatible codes that will conform a technical publication to specific

format requirements.

c. Output control codes that will conform automated document processing func-

tions to a uniform structure.

This specification establishes the requirements for the digital forms of all technical pub-

lications. Data files satisfying the requirements of this specification will be one of two

types: Type I, MIL-M-38784A conforming technical manuals, and Type H, technical man-

uals conforming to other military specifications. Documents prepared in accordance with
MIL-M-38784A and MIL-M-28001 must conform to the DTD defined in Appendix A of
MIL-M-28001 and the output specification in Appendix C of 28001. The DTD and output

specification for a MIL-M-38784A conforming manual do not have to be delivered with the
tagged text. Technical manuals conforming to other military specifications may develop

their own DTD but must use only those tags in the baseline tag set defined in Appendix B

of MIL-M-28001. In this case, the DTD must be delivered with the publication along with

a compatible output specification.

This specification addresses the five steps in the publication preparation process:

a. Creating a DTD for publication control.

b. Authoring the publication and inserting SGML markup tags.

c. Verifying the syntax according to the rules of SGML.

d. Using the output specification to compose the document so that the produced
copy corresponds to the proper format and style.

e. Generating a text presentation metafile in PDL to drive the display device.
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The most important part of this specification is found in the appendices. The introduc-

tion to Appendix A provides an overview of the concepts behind the SGML standard, a

brief tutorial on reading an SGML DTD, guidelines for using SGML tags, and DoD's

SGML declaration. Appendix A specifies the role played by the DTD in an SGML imple-

mentation; a general description of DTD structure and content; the specific DTDs available

for use in authoring, validating, and verifying an SGML-tagged technical document; and

procedures for DTD development.

Two DTDs are also presented in Appendix A. The first DTD is for use when preparing

a document that conforms with MIL-M-38784A. The second DTD uses the same elements

as the first DTD with the addition of more subordinate paragraphs and steps. This DTD may

be used for MIL-M-38784A non-conforming documents or as a model for the development

of a more appropriate DTD. Both DTDs allow for four types of non-SGML data: IGES

data, CGM data, CCIT Group 4 data, and system generated data.

Appendix B contains an alphabetical listing of all elements contained in the DTDs pre-

sented in Appendix A. Appendix C is a stand-alone document. It includes a document out-

put specification (format and style guide) to be used for all applications of this specification.

Although the format default values are set according to MIL-M-38784A, the values may be

tailored to satisfy other format requirements. The appendix also provides an example of an

SGML-coded source file and its output file.

MIL-R-28002. The DoD technical requirements for raster graphics are defined in this

standard. This includes raster graphics that have been compressed to reduce file size and

transmission time. These requirements have been adopted by CALS.

NIS77R 88-4017. This is a complement to MIL-R-28002. It defines proposed standards

for the exchange of large formatted, raster documents. This standard has also been adopted

by CALS.

MIL-D-28003. Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) is widely available for authoring

and graphics artwork stations. This directive defines the use of CGM for two-dimensional

vector picture descriptions or illustrations in technical manuals and has been adopted for

use in CALS.

DoD-STD-2167A. This standard provides the means for establishing, evaluating, and

maintaining quality in software developed for weapon systems and its associated documen-

tation. The contract agency is responsible for tailoring the software management process to
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meet the needs of a particular project. The Data Item Descriptions (DIDs) associated with

this standard describe a set of documents for recording information required by the man- •

agement process. The standard encourages the production of deliverable data using auto-

mated techniques.

IS 8613. This international standard facilitates the exchange of documents. It addresses

the logical structure and presentation of a document. It was originally designed for the 0

exchange of office documents between different word processors. In the Office Document

Architecture (ODA) world, document exchange is viewed from a communications perspec-

tive. ODA brings several information types together (i.e., document structure, layout, pre-

sentation, interaction and integration of text and graphics) under a single standard. This is 0

different from SGML which deals only with text and then uses other standards to accom-

plish graphics, etc.

The standard describes a document in terms of its logical structure (document profile)

or its layout structure (page layout) or both together. There are eight parts to the standard:

a. Part I is the introduction and general principles.

b. Part 2 defines the formal ODA. This formal specification is concerned with the

descriptive representation of dicuments, a document processing model, the &

document structures, the appropriate reference models, and three document

architectures classes. It also provides examples of document architecture levels,

document structures, and document attributes.

c. Part 3 is the document processing reference model. 0

d. Part 4 defines the purpose of the document profile and specifies the attributes

which constitute the document profile.

e. Part 5 of the standard specifies a second method of representation and inter- 0
change using an Office Document Language (ODL) and the SGML Document

Interchange Format. ODL is an application of the SGML and may be used to

represent a document structure in accordance with ODA in SGML.

f. Part 6 defines the character content architectures that can be used in conjunction 9

with the document architecture defined in Part 3. It also defines the internal

structure of content conforming to the character content architectures. A content

layout process is described which, together with the document layout process,
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determines the layout of character content in basic layout objects and the dimen-

sions of these objects.

g. Part 7 defines the raster graphics content architectures that can be used in con-

junction with the document architecture defined in Part 2.

h. Part 8 defines the geometric graphics content architectures and the presentation

attributes applicable to this architecture.

This international standard has been adopted for use by the Federal Government for

incorporation in the Application Portability Profile (APP), and by the DoD for inclusion in

the CALS initiative.

IS 9069. This ISO standard is used solely for the exchange of SGML document. It pro-
vides minimal information on data exchange outside of SGML. It does establish a format

for exchange such that data streams, etc., are set up alike along with the encoding rules for
the exchange of SGML documents.

IS0/fEC TR-7935. This technical report establishes rules for the markup of documents
for publication, exchange, and analysis of documents prior to writing the formal document
type definition. This technical report, which is complementary to ISO 8879, provides a
three-step analysis phase.

a. Identify elements and attributes requirements.

b. Identify hierarchical structure of elements.

c. Evaluate the use of short references.

The report provides the user with several complete examples and detailed descriptions

for all the tags.

A.3.3.2 Current Standards Activities

This section addresses two areas where new standards are currently under development:

SGML and Profile Alignment Group for ODA (PAGODA) [Open Systems 1990]. Where

known, an estimated completion date is included.

Three SGML standards are under development:

a. ISO Technical Report 9573, SGML Support Facilities Techniques for Using

SGML.
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b. ISO Draft Standard 9070, SGML Support Facilities Registration Procedures for

Public Text Owner Identifiers.

c. ISO Draft Technical Report 10037, SGML and Text-Entry Systems - Guidelines

for SGML Syntax-Directed Editing Systems.

d. MIL-M-28001A, Markup Requirements and Generic Style Specification for

Electronic Printed Output and Exchange of Text, 1990.

A new version of MIL-M-28001, MIL-M-28001A, was released on July 20, 1990. It

specifies the CALS requirements for the digital data form of page-oriented technical pub-

lications. Data prepared in conformance to these requirements will facilitate the automated

storage, retrieval, interchange, and processing of technical documents from heterogeneous

data sources. The requirements set form by this specification include:

a. Procedures and symbology for markup of unformatted text.

b. SGML compatible codes that will support encoding to specific format require-

ments.

c. Formatting Output Specification Instance (FOSI) based on the output specifica-

tion.

The PAGODA was formed in 1988 to coordinate and align the work done by three

regional workshops (National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST), AOW,

EWOS) and by CCITI in ODA profiling. The goal of PAGODA is to ensure that revisable

documents can be exchanged electronically worldwide. Each regional workshop produced

one of the three ODA Document Application profiles that will be submitted to ISO as Inter- 0

national Standard Profiles (ISPs) for ODA. Three of these, now called Office Document

Formats (ODF), have been completed by PAGODA but have not yet been accepted by ISO.

Still to be done is work related to aspects of conformity and the behavior of implementa-

tions. •

A.3.3.3 Future Standards Activities

Future activities will need to include the merging/coordination on standards in the 0

SGML and ODA worlds. The most popular view is that SGML will become a part of the

ODA standard. PAGODA may be the beginning of this effort.
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A.4 DATA EXCHANGE FOR GRAPHICAL DATA

Graphics, as defined by JCS Pub 1, is any and all products of the cartographic and pho-

togrammetric art. Graphical data interchange can be specified in terms of a file format that

can be created independently of any device requirements and then translated into the for-

mats needed by specific output devices, graphics systems, or computer systems. For this

discussion, graphics will include map graphics (overlays), business graphics, raster graph-

ics, schematic diagrams, etc. Digitized maps and video are discussed in detailed in Sections

5 and 7, respectively.

A.4.1 CCIS Requirements

Existing military CCISs support the generation and display of graphics. This capability

will continue to be required in future CCISs. However, graphics are not generally distrib-

uted. Instead, the data is distributed and the graphics are regenerated at each location where

they are needed. The need to distribute graphics derives more from the need to handle more

complex types of graphics, such as raster graphics (scanned images) and schematic dia-

grams, and unique sources of images, such as business graphics generated by an application

that was developed by the user [NIS ROC, 1983, 13]. Distribution of these types of graphics

today tends to be slow, unreliable, and often expensive.

A.4.2 Related Technology

A.4.2.1 State of the Practice

Graphics play a major role in military applications. Previously, the exchange of graph-

ical data was limited to the exchange of flat files where the assumption was that the recip-

ient would run the same graphical software as the originator. Today, there is a growing

interest in using graphics for simulation purposes. The Army has developed an Army

Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) where aviation and air defense teams can carry-out

missions without real gunplay. The Marine Corp has developed a Digital Communication

Terminal (DCT) that transfers digital information while running certain simulation pro-

grams.
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Graphical data is also exchanged through postscript files, scanners (i.e., bit maps) and

computer-to-computer exchange of facsimile transmissions.

A.4..2 State of the Art

The Perseus project is now undergoing beta testing at the NIST. This is a multimedia 0

data base that will let students browse ancient Greek literature, history, and archaeology. Its

underlying technology, combination of next-generation computer simulation that simulta-

neously employs graphics, text, bit-mapped or raster images, is being investigated by the

DoD for use in their simulation projects. 0

A.4.2.3 Future Research

The graphics used in the Perseus project may be beneficial to CCISs. However, there 0
are some problems now with porting and electronic exchange of data from these systems.

Future research needs to be done in this area to better utilize graphics in simulation pro-

grams and educational purposes.

A.4.3 Standards

Three areas are addressed in this section: current standards, current standards activities,

and future standards activities.

A.4.3.1 Current Standards

There are several terms related to the graphical world that are pertinent to the exchange

of graphical information:

a. Computer Graphics Reference Model defines a basic architecture and termi-
nology for computer graphics. Areas addressed in the model include environ-

ment, primitives, pictures, meta-files, and archives. Four types of environments 9

are also present application, virtual, logical, and physical. Specific standards

related to this model are discussed later in this section.
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b. Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standards refer to the file format suit-

able for the storage and retrieval of picture information. The file format includes

a set of elements which can be used to describe pictures so that they are com-

patible between systems of differing architectures and capabilities.

c. Graphics Kernel System (GKS) specifies a language-independent nucleus of

a graphics system. So that GKS can be integrated into a specific programming

language, GKS is embedded in a language-dependent layer obeying the partic-

ular conventions of that language.

d. Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System (PIGS) pro-

vides a set of functions for the definition, display and modification of two- and

three-dimensional graphical data. It also provides a set of functions for the def-

inition, display and manipulation of geometrically related objects.

e. Computer Graphics Interface (CGI) is described later in this section in refer-

ence with specific standards.

The following list of standards addresses the storage, manipulation and transfer of

graphical information:

a. ISO 8632, Information Processing Systems - Computer Graphics -Metafile for

Storage and Transfer of Picture Description Information, 1 August 1987.

b. ISO 7942, Information Processing Systems - Computer Graphics - GKS Func-

tional Description, 15 August 1985.

c. ISOJIEC 9592, Information Processing Systems - Computer Graphics - Pro-

grammer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS), 1 April 1989.

d. PB86-199759, Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES), Version 3.0,

April 1986 (Also known as ANSI Y14.26M - 1989 Version 4).

e. ANSI X3.122-1986, Computer Graphics - Metafile for the Storage and Transfer

of Picture Description Information, 27 August 1986. (same as ISO 8632 - all

four parts).

ISO 8632. This standard was developed for producing CGM in order to:

a. Allow picture information to be sorted in an organized way on a graphical soft-

ware system.

b. Facilitate transfer of picture information between different graphical software

systems.
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c. Enable picture information to be transferred between graphical (hardware)

devices.

d. Enable picture information to be transferred between different computer graph-

ics installations.

There are four sections to this standard. Section 1 of ISO 8632 provides a file format

suitable for the storage and retrieval of picture information. It consists of a set of elements 0

used to describe pictures in a way that is compatible between systems of different architec-

tures and devices of different capabilities and design. It also defines the form (syntax) and

functional behavior (semantics) of a set of elements that may occur. Lastly, the standard

describes all of the elements found in CGM, which is a collection of elements from a stan- &

dardized set. Part 2, character encoding of the CGM, provides a representation of the meta-

file syntax intended for situations in which it is important to minimize the size of the

metafile or transmit the metafile through character-oriented communications services. The

encoding uses compact representation of data that is optimized for storage or transfer •

between computer systems. Part 3 concentrates on binary encoding. It includes a represen-

tation of the metafile syntax that can be optimized for speed of generation and interpreta-

tion, while providing a standard means of interchange among systems. The standard uses

binary data formats that are much more similar to the data representations used within com- 0

puter systems than the data formats of other encodings. Part 4 of this standard is concerned

with clear text coding for all elements in a Computer Graphics Metafile. It provides detailed

descriptions and samples for encoding CGM.

ISO 7942. This standard consists of a set of functions for computer graphics so that 0

computer-generated pictures can be produced. It fulfills the requirement for a language to

program two-dimensional graphical objects that will be displayed or plotted on appropriate

devices (raster graphics and vector graphics devices). The standard includes functions for

storage on and retrieval from an external graphics file. It discusses various attributes of

GKS and has numerous annexes that cover areas such as function lists, error lists, inter-

faces, metafile structure, sample programs, and functions summary.

ISOIIEC 9592. This international standard enables graphical data to be stored in a hier- 9
archical data store and draws extensively on GKS for its model and functionality. Informa-

tion in the data store can be inserted, modified and deleted with the provided functions. The

standard allows application programs using dynamic hierarchical graphics to be easily por-

table between installations, aids the understanding and use of dynamic hierarchical graph- 0
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ics methods by application programmers, reduces program costs and time. and serves

manufacturers of graphics equipment as a guideline in providing useful combinations of

graphics capabilities in a device.

There are three parts to the standard. Part 1 is the functional description where the spe-

cific functions for computer graphics programming are presented. Part 2 provides a file for-

mat suitable for the storage and retrieval of PHIGS structure and network definitions. The

file format consists of a set of elements that represent structure elements in a way that is

compatible between systems of different architectures and devices of differing capabilities

and design. Part 3, clear-text encoding of archived files, provides a representation of the

archive file syntax that is easy to type, edit and read. This representation allows an archive

file to be edited with any standard text editor, using the internal character code of the host

computer system.

PB86-199759. This specification was developed by the NIST to define a format for the

creation of a file which enables data found in computer-assisted design and computer-

assisted manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems to be exchanged or archived. It also provides

for increased capabilities in geometry and non-gcometry data exchange. The specification

includes a file structure format, a language format and the representation of geometric,

topological, and non-geometric product definition data in these formats. The specification

is very specific about both the ASCII and binary formats that must be defined to represent

IGES data. There is also a detailed discussion of the geometry entity types available and

the capabilities for representing non-geometry entity types.

This specification has also been defined as ANSI standard, ANSI Y14.26-1989, by the

Association of Structural and Mechanical Engineers (ASME). It is also used in the DoD

CALS initiative to specify transmission of technical documents and engineering drawings

in a device independent manner.

ANSI X3.122-1986. This ANSI standard was adopted by ISO as ISO 8632. The only

difference is that the ANSI standard is one document, where the ISO standard is printed as

uur separate parts.

A.4.3.2 Current Standards Activities

This section addresses what standards are currently under development with an esti-
mate of the completion date.
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a. ISO/IEC JTC 1 DP 9636/1, Information Retrieval, Transfer, and Management

for OSI.

b. ISO 10303, Product Data Interchange - Standard for the Exchange of Product

Model Data (STEP), Draft Proposed Standard.

ISO/lEC JTC 1 DP 963611. This draft proposal under consideration by ISO is con-

cerned with developing a computer graphics interface that is device independent. The func-

tions for the control and data exchange of this interface are described in the proposal. The

interface may be implemented as a software-to-software interface or as a software-to-hard-

ware interface. There are several parts to the proposal, but Part 1 is where the graphics stan-

dards reference model is discussed. This model is strongly tied to GKS, (ISO 7942), 3-D S

(ISO/DP 8805), and PHIGS.

ISO 10303. Previously known as Product Data Exchange Specification (PDES), this

standard defines a complete product life cycle including all aspects of describing technical

diagrams and documents in a neutral format for transmission over communications net-

works and processing by numerically-controlled machine and assembly tools. Product Data

Interchange - Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) may be used in

total life cycle descriptions of engineered products that can be implemented on advanced

manufacturing systems. 0

STEP is still in the draft stage and may undergo revision at any time. Many of the com-

ponents of the specification have not been defined, although the projected date for the

majority of the component specifications to be ready is early 1992.

A.4.3.3 Future Standards Activities

Three upward-compatible addenda to CGM are being considered. These additions

include adding a global symbol capability, adding three-dimensional geometry extensions

and adding improved engineering drawing capabilities, such as better control over fine

details of line drawings [NIST 1990].

A.5 MAPS AND GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

This category includes standard military and civilian maps, and the contents of geo-

graphic information systems (GIS). •
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A.5.1 CCIS Requirements

A number of existing CCISs make use of digital maps and geographic information

today, and such use is expected to grow. Explicit requirements for the processing and inter-

change of maps and geographical information are stated directly in the requirements for the

following capabilities:

a. To display and transfer a working color map between two or more headquarters

[NIS ROC, 1983,8]

b. To change map features, post symbols and have a zoom capability [NIS ROC,

1983,8]

c. To receive, store, process, display, and integrate all environmental data [NIS

ROC, 1983, 12]

In addition, the general requirements for simulations [JOPES ROC, 1983, 65 & 68; JCS

PUB 6-03.10 Vocoder. I Annex K, II-8] and analyses [NIS ROC, 1983, 6] are likely to

include the use of maps and geographical data for simulating air and ground planning alter-

natives or for analyzing terrain features for possible .operations. For example, the US Army

Corps of Engineers Engineering Topographic Laboratories (USAETL) provided the Army

and Marine Corps with systems for decision support, terrain analysis, imagery analysis

including map generation, precision location data, climatology, and terrain masking during

Operation Desert Storm. They are also working on a number of artificial intelligence sys-

tems that would provide direct terrain reasoning support to mission planning in such areas

as route planning and mine field site prediction. These systems are all based on GIS data-

bases and technology.

A.5.2 Related Technology

A.5.2.1 State of the Practice

Digital cartographic and geographic information systems have existed for several years,

and have found a wide variety of uses in civilian and military applications. The develop-

ment of computing, storage, and display technology of sufficient speed, capacity, and res-

olution have made it possible to describe the earth and its features with great precision. The

primary impediments to widespread use of such information has been (1) the data collec-
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tion process, and (2) standards for information sharing. In some cases, data collection must

start from scratch in areas where no local agency has had responsibility for maintaining

geographic information. In other cases, the data exists but only on paper, and i n all cases
there is a desire to add data elements not presently in the database.

Most of the data collection has been carried out by local and national authorities who
now want to expand their holdings by exchanging this information with each other. This
has lead to the interest in standards. Numerous national and international bodies have

already taken steps to develop standards for the representation of the earth and the things

on it, and some commercial products have been built using these standards. For example,
several companies sell mapping systems and digital maps that are used for such applica-

tions as dispatching emergency vehicles, sales analysis, utility routing and other business

and government needs. Also, for several years there have been products targeted toward the

military market for the display of digital maps and associated geographic information.

These generally have a limited storage capacity, and are intended for use by a field unit in 0

a limited area. Top-of-the-line automobiles are now available with digital map displays that

are driven by CD/ROMs (compact disks/read-only memory).

A.5.2.2 State of the Art

The main areas of current research and development activities related to digital carto-

graphic and geographic information are in the areas of database development. For example,

a prototype of the Digital Chart of the World (DCW), developed by the Defense Mapping

Agency (DMA), is currently under review. DCW, when complete, will contain a complete

1:1,000,000 scale map of the world that includes a large amount of topological and carto-

graphic data, and will occupy thirty CD/ROMs. To put such a database together requires
rationalizing data from a wide variety of sources. This, in turn, has depended on the devel- 0

opment of algorithms for converting data in a number of different coordinate systems into

a common form. Toward this end, a handbook on data transformations is being produced

by DMA.
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A.5.3 Standards

A.53.1 Current Standards

The standards listed below generally fall into two categories, encoding standards and

exchange standards. The encoding standards relate to the subject matter of cartographic and

geographic data. The exchange standards describe how the exchange media are to be orga-

nized. Typically, the exchange standards reference the encoding standards for the specifi-

cation of values of the fields in records. At present, all the exchange standards are designed
for removable media, such as magnetic tape. There are no standards establishing commu-

nications protocols for exchanging cartographic and geographic data. However, the file

specifications of the exchange standards could be used with general purpose file transfer

protocols, but no cases of such usage are known.

a. Military:

(1) MIL-D-89000, Digital Terrain Elevation Data

(2) MIL-D-89005, Digital Feature Analysis Data

(3) MIL-A-89007, ARC Digitized Raster Graphics

b. Other Government:

(1) FIPS Pub 70-1 (1986), Specs for Representation of Geographic Point Loca-

tion for Information Interchange

(2) FIPS Pub 103 (1983), Codesfor Identification ofHydrologic Units in the US

and the Caribbean Areas

c. Commercial: None.

A.5.3.2 Current Standards Activities

a. Military:

(1) Digital Geographic Information Exchange Standard (DIGEST). This stan-
dard is currently under development by the ten-nation Digital Geographical

Information Working Group (DGIWG). They are expecting to submit it to
NATO to become a STANAG. Some discussions have taken place within

DGIWG regarding submitting DIGEST to ISO, but there is no plan for this
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at the moment. Their present concern is magnetic tape exchanges, with elec-

tronic communications exchanges possible in the future. The position of the

DGIWG is that DIGEST is intended for standardizing exchanges of data

between map-producing agencies like DMA, and not between operational

units; also that standards governing exchanges between field systems are the

responsibility of the system development organization. This is a traditional

view in military systems development organization, and leads to substantial

interoperability problems, particularly intra-national. The official position

notwithstanding, the DGIWG is encouraging the distribution of DIGEST by

its member nations to the widest possible audience, including the services

and civilian users.

(2) Vector Product Standard (VPS). Developed by the Defense Mapping

Agency (DMA), VPS is currently in prototype stage, nearing final.

Although the standard is being distributed to the civilian community, there S

are currently no plans to offer VPS as a civilian standard. VPS was origi-

nally developed as an alternative to SDTS (see below), but it is becoming

apparent that SDTS is much more likely to garner industry acceptance and

vendor support. It is likely that DMA is going to have to rethink its expec- 5

tations to base all future products on VPS.

b. Other Government:

(1) Spatial Data Transfer Specification (SDTS). Issued by US National Com-

mittee for Digital Cartographic Standards, a multi-agency working group

headed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). DMA was an original par-

ticipant in the development of this standard, but dropped out in favor of their

own activities. SDTS is expected to become a Federal Information Process-

ing Standard (FIPS) in mid -1992. 0

Standards under development by USGS include aquifer names and geologic unit codes,

classification of wetlands and wildlife services, EPA parameter codes, codes for taxonomic

identification of flora and fauna, land use and land cover codes, public land survey codes,

and cartographic attribute/feature codes.

c. Foreign:

(1) UK Ministry of Defense (status unknown): digital terrain elevation data, and

digital feature analysis data. •
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(2) CORINE (a project of the European Community): CORINE Data Transfer

Specifications

d. Commercial: None.

A.6 METEOROLOGICAL DATA

This category includes all forms of weather data, including both observations and fore-

casts.

A.6.1 CCIS Requirements

Weather forecasting plays an important part in command and control decision making.

At present, meteorological data is exchanged over special purpose networks, including tele-

types and dedicated satellites. The requirement to support meteorological data exchange on

CCISs stems from general requirements for integration and interoperability, as well as

likely future desires to incorporate meteorological information more directly in analyses

taking place within the CCIS. Specifically, there is a stated requirement to be able to

receive, store, process, display, and integrate all environmental data [NIS ROC, 1983, 12].

A.6.2 Related Technology

A.6.2.1 State of the Practice

There is a world-wide network permitting the national weather agencies to exchange

observational data. This network, and the related networks within the U.S., are based on a

teletype exchange mechanism and radio broadcast of satellite images.

A.6.2.2 State of the Art

Within the US, three federal agencies are involved in the collection, processing and dis-

tribution of meteorological data, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA), the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and DoD. These three organizations

are currently cooperating in the modernization of their capabilities in this area. NOAA's
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National Weather Service is leading the effort with the acquisition of new sensors, new
computers, new algorithms, and a new communications network. Some of the new equip-
ment is currently being installed for a demonstration phase prior to full scale implementa-
tion. The computational component of this work is called the Advanced Weather
Interactive Processing System (AWIPS). The Air Force is also developing a system called
the Advanced Meteorological Processing System (AMPS).

As part of the AWIPS program, NOAA is developing a network called NOAAPORT

both for internal data distribution needs and for distribution of its products to outside orga-

nizations, including the military.

A.6.2.3 Future Research

The Air Force is currently conducting research on the following topics:

a. How to organize data in more cohesive ways to speed distribution. •

b. Automated analysis.

c. Two- and three-dimensional graphic displays of observational data for use by
forecasters.

A.7 VIDEO

Today's CCISs already routinely use video displays for displaying text, business graph-
ics, and map graphic overlaid on paper maps. This section addresses additional uses of
video for display of photographs, television, and a wide range of computer-generated still

and motion images from weather forecasts to flight simulations.

A.7.1 CCIS Requirements

CCIS planners are discussing a variety of applications that will depend on video tech-
nology [NIS ROC, 1983, 5; JCS PUB 6-03.10 VOL II ANNEX B, B-8]. The major use 0
could be for multimedia information exchange within a commander's situation briefing.
Full motion video is likely to be required in at least some training and intelligence gathering
applications. Training video will likely be a combination of simulation-generated and pre-
recorded television. Intelligence gathering today includes TV monitoring from remote
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locations. In the future, the CCIS may be called upon to store and transmit such images to
analysts at distributed locations. Meteorological data collection and weather forecasts may
also take advantage of full motion video in the near future.

Still picture applications include multimedia documents, such as training and mainte-
nance manuals, medical data, particularly x-ray and similar images, and intelligence.

A.7.2 Related Technology

A.7.2.1 State of the Practice

There is not much use of video imaging technology in CCISs today because the televi-

sion-related technology is too new and the simulation technology is too expensive. In both

areas, almost all current use is in dedicated systems. n the case of television-based imag-

ing, this is rapidly changing as digital video technology is becoming available for personal

computers and workstations. Similarly, as workstation computers become more powerful,

they are being used more and more for simulations. Still, at present, these systems are
largely dedicated to a single application. Whatever data exchange is taking place is largely

in the form of exchanging the generation algorithms and flat data files, rather than employ-
ing any specific data exchange protocols.

A.7.2.2 State of the Art

An assessment of imaging technology can be based on the source of the image. When
the source is a television-related technology (video camera or tape player), the hardware for
connection to computers is there for applications to be built. Some of the greatest interest
in applications comes from the computer-based training community wishing to integrate

scanned photographs and full-motion camera input with computer control. It is this com-
munity that is taking the lead on developing standards for data compression (see Section 9)
for use in both data storage and data exchange.

For computer-generated simulations, on the other hand, the state of the art is improving

at about the same rate that computing power is. Today's newest video graphics processors,
which are board-level systems that plug into personal computers and workstations, include
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in hardware much of the work done previously in software, such as three-dimensional rota-

tion of solid objects.

In the automated data processing (ADP) community, imaging technology is also being

driven by records management issues. Imaging technology is seen as a mechanism for get-

ting paper records into a more compact form. Recent advertisements for CD-ROM systems,

for example, claim that one CD can hold the images of all the documents in a full filing cab- 0
inet. This is spawning an industry in such devices as high-speed scanners for both color and

black and white, and CD-ROM juke boxes. Again, with respect to data exchange, no special

technology is being used yet. For data stored on CD-ROMs, the medium of exchange is the

physical shipment of the discs. S

One technology that has only very recently made the transition from "future" to "state

of the art" is high-definition television (HDTV). The October 1989 issue of IEEE Spectrum

contains an excellent overview in two articles of the state of development of HDTV [Jurgen
1989; Tannas 1989]. To summarize briefly:

a. In Japan, daily broadcasts via satellite are underway on a limited basis (one hour
a day in 1989, possibly up to eight hours per day by now). Viewing sites are in

public areas since the equipment is still in prototype and very expensive. 0

b. In Europe experimental broadcasts via satellite are scheduled to begin in 1991,

with full service by 1995.

c. In the U. S. HDTV broadcasting has been delayed by the lack of a terrestrial

transmission standard (neither Japan nor Europe is attempting to develop such 0
a standard). The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has tentatively

decided that any terrestrial transmission system must be receivable by current
National Television System Committee (NTSC) receivers. The selection of a

standard is not likely before 1992, with broadcasting not likely before 1995. 0

d. In digital base-band, HDTV has about 5.7 times as many pixels as the NTSC
image, while in the compressed broadcast form now used in Japan, it has about

4.9 times as many pixels as transmitted NTSC.

e. The terrestrial broadcasting industry in the US and Japan has developed an

alternative to HDTV called extended-definition television (EDTV) which is

NTSC compatible. EDTV broadcasting was scheduled to begin in Japan in the
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fall of 1989. EDTV receivers were on the market at that time for $3000 for a 27-
in. set.

Alexander [1990] describes some recent events in the U.S. HDTV industry. "In June,

General Instruments Corp. stunned rival HDTV proponents when it unexpectedly submit-

ted a completely digital HDTV system for Federal Communications Commission evalua-

tion.... Two weeks ago [in November 1990], the FCC said it would begin testing HDTV

systems in April 1991 as a preliminary to deciding on a standard.... The FCC said it planned

to decide on an HDTV standard in the spring of 1993." Alexander quotes Sidney Topol, a

fellow at the John F. Kennedy School of Government, as saying that the notion that Japan

and Europe are ahead of the U.S. in HDTV is untrue. The HDTV picture is chaos and con-

fusion in Europe, with as many differences as there are national boundaries. In Japan, where

HDTV was launched earlier this year, the technology is not economically sound, in part

because the televisions cost several thousand dollars. Alexander also quotes Stephen Wein-

stein of Bellcore as saying that HDTV is the "foundation technology for a wide range of

industrial, professional and educational applications.... We'll see HDTV on workstations

before home TV sets." That information was recently updated in a conversation with Mr.
William Hassinger of the Federal Communications Commission. He stated that the evalu-

ation actually started in July 1991, to be completed in 1992, with a standards decision due

the second quarter of 1993. Some interim decisions are expected along the way. He also

stated that the U.S. is taking a primarily digital approach, and that the Japanese are likely

to reconsider their analog approach once the U.S. has issued its standard. Similarly, he

claimed, the Europeans are having difficulty with their system, and he expects them to take

a long look at the U.S. standard when it is available.

A.7.3 Standards

A.7.3.1 Current Standards

The only current standards related to video imaging are those adopted from the televi-

sion industry such as RGB, NTSC, etc., and those derived from the graphics community

such as GKS.
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A.7.3.2 Current Standards Activities

For information on data compression standards related to photographs and television,

see Section A.9

There is apparently no interest yet in the real-time simulation community in the devel-

opment of standards beyond what is already available from the television industry. In fact,

the attitude seems to be that the available computing power is not yet adequate to support

standards. A recent article in Computer Design [Child 1990] quotes industry representa-

tives as saying, "If you're in real-time imaging applications such as flight simulation,

you've got to squeeze out every bit of performance that you possibly can," and "When you
tell customers, 'Here are the trade-offs: You can either have high-speed performance or you
can have standards,' high performance tends to overshadow standards."

Nevertheless, the Interactive Multimedia Association has supported the development of
MIL-STD 1379D, Military Training Programs, which contains sections related to video 0

standards. This standard is in final draft form at this time. Also, Microsoft Corporation has

developed a specification for multimedia extensions to their Windows product that has been

endorsed by IBM, Tandy, Fujitsu America and Zenith Data Systems [Krohn 1990]. The

intention is clearly to create a defacto standard.

At least four types of standards are needed for HDTV: studio, exchange, including

recording and network transmission, emission (broadcast), and display. In none of these

areas is a single international standard likely. For example, in Japan, the number of scan

lines per frame is likely to be 1125, with 60 frames per second; in Europe the standard is

1250 lines and 50 frames per second; and in the U.S. the total number of lines and the field

rate have not yet been agreed upon. As noted previously, the FCC recently announced that

it intends to issue HDTV standards in 1993.

A.8 AUDIO

A.8.1 CCIS Requirements 0

Integrated voice technology is identified as a requirement in [NIS ROC, 1983, 5].

Requirements for linking audio and computing systems in future CCISs will come from

two directions. First, the desire to share scarce communications resources will create pres-
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sure for services like Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). Second, once the ability
to support voice becomes available, new applications for the technology will be demanded,
such as voice mail for command and intelligence functions, multimedia documents for
training and maintenance manuals, and computer-generated speech, particularly for "eyes-
on" situations.

A.8.2 Related Technology

A.8.2.1 State of the Practice

The predominant application of digital audio today is in voice response systems. These
are the systems where the computer 'talks' to a telephone caller while the caller responds

using the buttons on a touch-tone telephone Voice mail applications have been in use for
several years, but most are only digital answering machines. At least one, the Wang prod-
uct, treats voice mail as an extension of its electronic mail, permitting a message to be
recorded and transmitted in digital form to another user's mailbox. The absence of stan-
dards for this application has hampered the spread of this kind of voice mail. The Wang sys-
tem, for example, can only send voice mail messages to another Wang system. Speech
recognition systems are widely available for limited application to situations where the

speech can be discrete (generally at least one quarter second gaps between words) and the
vocabularies are limited (typically one thousand words or less). Speech recognition does
not involve the exchange of digitized audio.

A.8.2.2 State of the Art

ISDN services are now available in some areas of the world. ISDN seeks to combine
audio, video and data transmission on a single system using a mechanism that first digitizes
the audio and video. At the moment, the service is limited to a number of disconnected
areas since most of the long distance trunk service has not been converted. In the U.S. the
major long distance carriers are promising national service within a few years. Also, at
present, most of the service available is for dedicated lines. Switched service is also prom-
ised in the near future. The use of ISDN is largely for the purpose of reducing line charges
by big users of communications services by sharing the same lines between telephone and
data usage. Here, the audio and data traffic are merged at one end and separated at the other.
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There is no real integration of the two. Some experiments have been conducted with the

transmission of multimedia documents in which the audio and data are integrated. 0

A.8.3 Standards

A.8.3.1 Current Standards

Standards related to ISDN are described in Appendix C.

A.8.3.2 Current Standards Activities

Future versions of MEL-STD-1379 (see A.7.3.1, Current Standards Activities for

Video) is expected to include standards for digital audio. Work in this area is in progress by

the Interactive Multimedia Association. In addition, there is a standard audio encoding

method CCITT G.721.

A.9 DATA COMPRESSION

A.9.1 CCIS Requirements

The requirements for data compression in a CCIS stem from the need to exchange some
of the preceding categories of data, where the volume of data is very large. Without data

compression technology, the amount of data to be transmitted from one CCIS to another
would exceed the communications capacity. In that sense, data compression is not a CCIS

requirement; it is an enabling technology for meeting CCIS requirements. It is discussed in

this appendix because the data compression technology and standards work has direct

impact on several of the data .tegories described here. Two examples of data that fit this

description are:

a. At a scale of 1:1,000,000, a digitized map of the world requires thirty CD- 0

ROMs. The Army wants maps that are 1:250,000 and 1:50,000. A 1:50,000

scale map of just the land portions of the world would be about 130 times big-

ger, assuming the same degree of clutter.
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b. The state-of-the-art standard for color video uses about 25M bytes per picture.

* Full motion video uses thirty pictures per second, or 750M bytes per second,

most of a gigabyte link. It would take five hours to transmit one picture over a

9.6kb transmission line. These numbers are for an NTSC-compatible picture;

for HDTV, they all go up by about 5.7, depending on which HDTV standard is

* ultimately adopted for the U.S.

A.9.2 Related Technology

A.9.2.1 State of the Practice

The desire to meet the above requirements has lead to a renewed interest in data com-

pression as a means of storing and transmitting these massive data structures. In the past,

data compression was viewed as a software problem, and the advantages of reduced storage

and transmission size were offset by the slowness of the compression and decompression

algorithms. Also, decreases in storage and transmission costs always seem to overtake the

compression technology, making its application unnecessary. Today, the substantial reduc-
tions in the cost of custom chip design have led a few manufacturers to start selling data

compression and decompression chips that operate at very high speeds. Very little actual

use has been made of these chips yet, but a standard for the compression/decompression

algorithms is emerging that promises to make their use much more practical in the near

future.

A.9.2.2 State of the Art

0 The algorithms in use today are advertised to achieve data compression ratios of 20:1.

At the moment, data compression is being used largely in connection with data storage.

* A.9.2.3 Future Research

The companies that have developed chips claim that they are working on compression

ratios of 200:1. Another company is claiming that compression techniques based on fractals

can achieve ratios of 500:1 or higher.
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At the same time, storage densities are growing substantially. A recent press release

reported two companies have decided to produce a new storage system with a capacity of

7000 terabytes, or the equivalent of 50 million reels of magnetic tape (2400 feet at 6250

bpi) [Shapiro 1990]. Research is also underway on gigabit per second networks. Conse-

quently, it is possible that today's anticipated needs for data compression will evaporate in

the face of this advancing technology. 0

A.9.3 Standards

A.9.3.1 Current Standards

There are two data compression standards already approved, video Codec for Audiovi-

sual Services at p x 64 kbit/s (p x 64) CCITT H.261 and Digital processing of video sig-

nals-Video coder/decoder for audiovisual services at 56 to 1,536 kbits/s (p x 56) ANSI. 0

The H.261 recommendation (all CCITT standards are called recommendations) describes

a family of compression standards, one for every integer value of p, to provide a range of

performance characteristics. Intended applications are for videophone (using p = 1 or 2) and

video conferencing (using p >= 6). The CCITT recommendation was approved in late 1990.

A slightly modified version was adopted by ANSI for use in North America. A few prod-

ucts available in the US currently use the ANSI version of the standard. Many more are

expected to be announced soon. In the US, the ANSI version is becoming a de facto stan-

dard for videophone and video conferencing applications. Therefore, interoperability 0

between ANSI and CCITT systems is likely to be a problem for international situations.

A.9.3.2 Current Standards Activities

The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), a joint project of ISO and CCITT, has
issued a proposed standard commonly referred to as the JPEG standard, but officially ISO

10918. JPEG was developed to support compression of full color still images for fax trans-

mission. It is being adopted for storage and transmission of images independently from fax,

and, since it is a symmetrical compression algorithm, some vendors are also using it for full

motion applications. Since JPEG is a lossy compression technique (that is, on decompres-

sion not all data is recovered), it is not suitable for applications where total fidelity with the

original is required. The technology on which the JPEG standard is based is simple math- •
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ematics, the Discrete Cosine Transform. Its use for two dimensional data compression is

well understood. The ability to implement this technology in a single chip operating at real

time speeds (30-60 frames per second) is relatively new, but does not require innovative

technology. JPEG is expected to be approved as a full standard in 1991, and chip and board

level products based on draft versions of the standard are already available and in use.

Recent changes to the standard that have occurred as part of the review process have all

been minor ones. Vendors have had enough confidence in the standard to start shipping

products since the spring of 1990. Since then, many vendors have started incorporating

JPEG in products being shipped and planned for release in the very near term. It will be

used for a variety of imaging applications, but not all.

A second proposal is under development by the Moving Picture Experts Group

(MPEG). MPEG is an asymmetrical data compression standard that combines DCT com-

pression within a single frame with additional compression that eliminates redundancy

between frames. Its intended use is with motion video, but since it is asymmetrical, it is
very expensive to use today in real-time applications, making it most suitable to publishing

applications. MPEG is in draft form, with full approval expected sometime in 1992. Initial

products should be out within the next few months. Single chip implementations that could

have a significant impact on usage have been promised before the end of 1992. It is likely

to be used heavily for some applications.

A third proposal is under development by the Joint Bilevel Imaging Group (JBIG).

JBIG is being developed for improving the quality of compressed images that have only

two colors, like black and white. It is expected to be used for compressing black and white

photos and images of text documents. It is expected to find heavy usage in fax transmissions

since it produces superior quality images for the same bandwidth as Group 3 and 4 fax stan-

dards. JBIG is a recent development, still in early draft stages. To date, no products using

JBIG are known to have been produced.

A potential de facto standard, called Digital Video Interactive (DVI), uses a proprietary

compression scheme, but is backed by Intel Corporation, IBM, and AT&T. Already, IBM

and Intel are marketing DVI products for personal computers.
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A.1O ISSUES

Looking toward an architecture for the time period of 1995-2010, the issues related to
data exchange can be grouped into a few main categories (it is not claimed that either this

list or any of the sublists are complete):

a. Standards. For the near term, most of what could reasonably be built into sys-
tems starting in 1995 is either in place or under development. Some standards,

particularly for audio and multimedia documents, are not very close to being

complete, but the demand is rising very rapidly within the mainstream of com-
puting activity. The probability that the standards will be in place by 1995 is
quite high. Perhaps the one area of greatest uncertainty is HDTV. The amount

of research in this area is sufficiently high that products should be available by
1995, but the political issues being raised, particularly within the U.S. surround-

ing its adoption may delay standardization and commercial availability beyond

that time. Also, it may be some time after 1995 before HDTV is considered cost
effective.

b. Replacing formatted messages with database exchanges as the primary means

of data exchange. This issue has a number of important problems that need to
be resolved, including the following:

(1) How quickly will users adapt to electronic "documents" and the replace-

ment of formatted messages by database exchanges?

(2) Which formatted messages, if any, should never be replaced by database

transfers?

(3) What is the most appropriate approach to replication and how to manage it?

(4) What concept of data ownership should be employed?

(5) How will the common conceptual schema that crosses organizational

boundaries be developed?

c. Multimedia. This issue also has a number of important problems that need to be

resolved, including the following:

(1) How quickly will users demand multimedia capabilities in operational
information exchanges, such as for situation reporting, orders dissemination

and teleconferencing?
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(2) When will simulation outputs be added to operational information

exchanges?

(3) When will the communications infrastructure be upgraded sufficiently to

permit the exchange of all the kinds of data that may be desired?

(4) When will database systems support objects the size of video segments?

There are technical, political and cultural problems that contribute to delays in accom-

plishing what may appears to be only a matter of working out the details.
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APPENDIX B -DATA MANAGEMENT

B.1 INTRODUCTION

Data management is concerned with the design, allocation, control, and maintenance of

data in a system. Data management services must be provided for all data that support a

CCIS such as text, numeric data, and complex objects such as formatted and unformatted

documents, graphics, maps, meteorological data, video and audio (see Appendix A). This

appendix discusses CCIS data management technologies expected to be available to make

that possible.

Four steps were taken in developing this appendix. First, an understanding of CCIS data

management needs was acquired from examining documents that discuss the Worldwide

Military Command and Control System (WWMCCS) requirements, goals, and deficiencies

[WAM DCP 1989]. Examining WWMCCS provides many lessons in the difficulties of

improving an existing complex command and control system. Next, an assessment was per-

formed of current and future hardware and software technologies applicable to CCIS data

management. In parallel, an assessment of current and future software standards applicable

to CCIS data management was developed. Finally, underlying issues that relate to CCIS

data management were identified and discussed.

This appendix addresses technology and standards for data management that can be

expected to mature within 5 to 10 years (the near-term) and those that may be applicable in

10 to 20 years (the long-term). It includes the management of complex objects. Data man-

agement as part of the CCIS is considered at all echelons and in all functional areas. While

most of the specific statements of requirements have come from documents related to

WWMCCS, the technical discussion presented here is not limited to solutions to the spe-

cific problems of WWMCCS.

The remainder of this appendix is organized into the following sections: CCIS data

management needs, hardware and software technology assessment, standards assessment,

and issues.
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B.2 CCIS DATA MANAGEMENT NEEDS

CCIS data includes: status information (about forces, supplies, and equipment), intelli-

gence information, plans, significant events, execution reports, environmental data such as

weather observations and forecasts, the status of the CCIS and communications network,

guidance from higher command authorities, and reference data such as maps, treaties and

agreements, maintenance manuals, and training materials. Data management services must

support the storage, retrieval and dissemination of this data securely and flexibly in a timely

manner, ensuring that CCIS users are kept up-to-date in their individual areas of concern.

Using the terminology of relational database management systems, the database of the 0

global CCIS community is partitioned and partially replicated. It is partitioned horizontally,

meaning the same kind of data is held at multiple locations. For example, targets might log-

ically represent one kind of data (or perhaps a few distinct kinds), but all units engaged in

a war or crisis situation would probably maintain their own target lists. The database is also 0

partitioned vertically, meaning not all information related to the same object is necessarily

stored in the any one location. It is partially replicated because some, but not all, the data

held at one location is shared with some, but not all other locations.

In general, across the entire military command structure, there may be thousands of •

CCIS nodes, where each node needs access to some of the information maintained by each

of the other nodes that is organizationally close to it. The notion of organizational closeness

is expressed, today, in terms of information exchange requirements which are determined

largely by doctrine, but in some cases by individual commanders. The worldwide set of 5

information exchange relationships forms a network that includes every CCIS node, but it

is not intended to provide access from every node to all data everywhere in the network.

These information exchange requirements are not static. Changes in organiz:"tonal close-

ness occur as a result of shifts in military structure during peacetime, crisis and war. DoD

is currently undergoing a number of organizational realignments due to changes in the

world political order and in response to budget cuts. During the recent Persian Gulf crisis,

units unaccustomed to operating together were deployed to the region and expected to form

close working relationships. In the course of a war, attrition and the shifting points of con-

centration can bring about the same results. In addition, some of the information exchange

relationships are with systems that are not CCISs. Wherever one draws the line on what is

a CCIS and what is not, at the boundaries, there are information exchange requirements.
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Also, because of the large number of nodes involved representing a diverse community

of users and a wide variety of systems, the overall database system must be expected to be

heterogeneous. That is, it will make use of hardware and software representing a variety of

vendors, supporting a variety of data models and, even for a single vendor's product, a vari-

ety of versions of everything including standards.

This description of the CCIS database is intended to simply describe the world as it is,

without making any inferences regarding how this global database should be managed.

How the data should be managed is a function of the operational requirements and the

available technology. As described above, the operational requirements call for a data man-

agement system that is worldwide in scope; that has local management control to provide

the flexibility needed to support dynamic exchange requirements; and that provides support

for the integration of a wide variety of kinds of data (numeric, text, images, etc.)

The data management system must also have the characteristics required of the CCIS

in general. Some of the key ones that directly influence data management are security, sur-

vivability, interoperability, and flexibility. The description of the available technology suit-

able for meeting these requirements is the subject of the remainder of this appendix.

B.3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

This section discusses near-term and long-term hardware and software technologies

that are expected to be available for CCIS data management.

B.3.1 Near-term Hardware Technologies

Computer hardware technologies that affect data management may be divided into

those that are general and those that are specific to data management.

B.3.1.1 General Hardware Improvements

Data management will be affected by near-term hardware improvements in processors,

memory, storage, and networks. Hardware processing power will continue to increase rap-

idly and the cost of main and disk memory to decrease. The most important technologies

are parallel processing, parallel input/output (1/0), and fiber optic networks. Parallel pro-
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cessing and parallel 1/0 can be expected to become available for general purpose worksta-

tions in the near future. Such availability will remove a major distinction between

workstations and mainframes and allow great capability for data processing. Several scal-

able database prototypes have shown that almost linear speedup may be obtained via use of

parallel processing (no shared resource to limit the implementation scale) [Boral 1990;

DeWitt 1990]. One survey predicts the following trends for database technologies [Stone-

braker 1989].

a. All database systems will be distributed in a few years.

b. Since conventional machines are improving so rapidly, "it seems unlikely that

a hardware database machine vendor can develop cost-effective CPU's."

c. Most relational database systems will increasingly improve transaction rates.

d. The large decrease in main memory prices will allow some databases to reside

entirely in main memory.

e. New storage architectures will become available, such as optical disk devices or

disk farms of inexpensive small drives.

Forecasting the technological char.ges in a field as rapidly changing as computer hard-

ware is susceptible to a wide margin of error. An estimate of computer chip technology in

the year 2000 based on an extrapolation from the change over the last 10 years is given in

Table B-1 [Hall 1990].

Table B-1. Microprocessor Technology Forecast
Year 1980 1990 Extrapolation 2000

Processor Pins 64 256 x4 1k

Clock 8 MHz 32 MHz x4 128 MHz
Devices 50k 1M x20 20M

MIPS 1 20 x20 400

Memory (DRAM) Bits/Chip 16k 4 x256 IG

Speed 240 ns 80 ns -3 25 ns

An estimate, more optimistic than indicated in the table, by engineers at Intel suggested

that microprocessor chips in 2000 would be 250 MHz, one square inch, with a 2MB on-

chip cache, allowing room for over 2000 pins [Intel 1989]. Similar dramatic advances are

expected in storage technology and 1/0. Storage systems containing up to 7000 terabytes
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are under development. Microprocessors have had better price/performance ratios than

mainframes and supercomputers for some time, but for a variety of reasons have not been

able to "scale up" to replace them. One reason, the lack of high bandwidth I/O, seems likely

to disappear in the near future as wider data busses, arrays of inexpensive disks with large

cache memories, and multiprocessor, multidisk systems allow an aggregate I/O bandwidth

approaching that of a supercomputer.

The development of networks capable of handling bandwidth measured in the

gigabytes will have a significant impact on data management because it will make available

a whole new range of objects within the information system. These objects, formatted and

unformatted documents, graphical data, maps, meteorological data, video, and audio, are

discussed in Appendix A: Data Exchange. The development of high-speed networks, which

are a national priority [OSTP 1989] and a subject of much commercial interest, is expected

to proceed so rapidly that the exchange of large objects will be practical in the next 5 years

(for detailed discussion, see Appendix C: Network Services). Data management for the

CCIS needs to identify, manage, display, and use effectively the objects most needed by the

system.

B.3.1.2 Data Management Specific Hardware Improvements

A computer designed specifically to support data management is called a database

machine. Some typical approaches are the use of a proprietary "smart bus" to retrieve data

(Teradata's YNET), microcoding to accelerate queries (used by Britton-Lee several years

ago), massively parallel processors (Connection Machine or MasPar), or in-memory data-

base systems with very large memory.

The history of database machines shows that they were initially received enthusiasti-

cally [Hurson 1989], but have since been regarded more coolly [SIGMOD 1989; Stone-

braker 1989]. This lack of enthusiasm is not due to an inability of database machines to

meet their objectives-Teradata offers a commercial database machine with excellent

access-to distributed disks, data "mirroring" (replicated transactions to a backup disk) for

reliability, and useful features for security. Rather, general purpose processors have

improved so rapidly that it is hard for a proprietary hardware architecture to keep up. It is

unlikely that a single company could continue improving its hardware, operating system,

and database management software enough to stay competitive.
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In addition, a software database management system (DBMS) offers more flexibility

than a database machine. For example, the Gamma system, running on 17 VAX 11/750 pro-

cessors connected by a local area network, has retrieval times comparable to Teradata, but

with much better performance on complicated queries [DeWitt 1990]. Also, a software-

only DBMS more directly supports the requirements for survivability needed in the CCIS

environment by being distributed over a larger set of nodes than a database machine.

B.3.2 Near-term Software Technologies

Software technologies that affect data management may be divided, like hardware tech-

nologies into those that are general and those specific to data management. General

improvements in software data management technologies can be expected. Most of the

improvement in data management will come from specific data management software.

B.3.2.1 General Software Improvements

The improvement in network management software and inter-networking that takes

advantage of the higher speed network hardware will mean that data will support data man-

agement by making the distribution of more data possible, easier, and faster. Access to data

and data manipulation functions will likely become almost entirely location transparent,

depending only on the authority of the user to perform the task.

The object-oriented paradigm is becoming prevalent in many aspects of computing

because of the natural way it allows one to model interactions amng system components.

Since database systems are expected to include object-oriented capabilities (see below),

there will probably be a more uniform user interface to the different parts of the CCIS. In

addition, the operating system interface and database interface will both be window ori- S

ented, all of which will combine to make it easier to build systems that present data to users

and accept data from users in more meaningful ways.

Other application programs that partially support the database function are multimedia

authoring systems and hypertext systems. Such systems make it easier for the user to build
large, complex objects that involve not only ordinary data, but relationships among parts of

the database and large, non-decomposable objects. Similarly, information retrieval technol-
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ogy that supports full text searches is being seen increasingly as something that needs to be

integrated with the overall data management function.

In addition, many COTS applications, such as spreadsheet processors and word proces-

sors, provide interfaces to database management systems. Such integration makes both the

application and the DBMS more useful. Today, many of these are tightly coupled in that the

application only works with one brand of DBMS, but the trend is clearly in the direction of

using standard interfaces, most notably SQL, to provide links to any DBMS that conforms
with the standard.

B.3.2.2 Data Management Specific Software Improvements

A great deal of work is now going on to introduce object-oriented characteristics into

databases [Stonebraker 1989; SIGMOD 1989; UCB 1990; Atkinson 1989]. The argument

can be made that an object-oriented model is a much more natural way to model the real-

world. For example, an object-oriented database system could store a briefing on a devel-

oping crisis that included text, maps, formatted messages, video from news reports on the
situation, and formatted plans and orders. There is disagreement at present between those

who think that an entirely different model is needed for object-oriented databases and those

who think that relational database systems can be extended, but the two views may not be

very far apart in practice. With the exception of zealots in both camps, most experts agree

that there is a need to support multiple data models because different kinds of data have dif-
ferent requirements. We expect future databases to have good capabilities in traditional

database functions (e.g., SQL) and in object-oriented capabilities.

Large rule-based systems are currently being developed. Originally written in artificial
intelligence languages, these systems are now using relational database systems to allow

larger capacities and ease of maintenance. The developers of these systems have found heu-

ristics to rapidly search databases as large as several Gigabytes and to incrementally update

them to efficiently maintain the interrelationships in the data [Cohen 1990].

Distributed database systems were cited by the Laguna Beach report of the National

Science Foundation (NSF) Workshop on the Future of Database Systems Research [Silber-

schatz 1990] as a significant accomplishment of database research in the last two decades.

The report notes that "all the major DBMS vendors are presently commercializing distrib-

uted DBMS technology" [Silberschatz 1990, 8]. The areas of greatest promise in the future
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are thought to be next-generation database applications and heterogeneous, distributed

databases.

The Laguna Beach report mentions the challenges of very large databases (e.g., satellite

data, engineering design data, intelligence data) and the need to find patterns in these data-

bases. Large knowledge bases of rules will be created. New kinds of objects, as discussed

previously, will be managed. The report identifies the need for parallelism and algorithms

that scale up and for long duration transactions.

One technology that seems particularly well suited to the CCIS situation because it very

closely models the description of the global CCIS database given above is the federated

database. A federated database system consists of a collection of cooperating but autono-

mous component databases that are integrated to various degrees as shown in Figure B-1.

DBMS * 9....................................... ,--I

Component DBMS 1 Component DBMS 2 Component DBMS-n
(a centralized DBMS) (a distributed DBMS) (another

Federated DBMS)

...O
Component Component Component

Figure B-I. A Federated DBMS and Its Components.

The diagram illustrates this approach, where multiple autonomous, distributed, and heter-

ogeneous DBMSs are connected to allow access to data [Sheth 1990]. Individual DBMSs

retain site autonomy (e.g., what data is being managed, query language used, access con-

trol, semantic interpretation of the data) yet participate in a federation to allow partial and
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controlled sharing of their data. The DBMSs in the federation may be either tightly coupled,

where management of the federation is centralized, or loosely coupled, where the local

DBMS must manage its federation responsibility. The tightly coupled federation can serve

as a model for a mechanism for integrating multiple data models within the same CCIS

node, as well as integrating centrally managed multiple DBMSs on a common LAN. The
loosely coupled federation can serve as the model for the integration of organizationally

independent databases where a high degree of autonomy is needed to support organiza-

tional flexibility requirements or a commander's directions for access controls. In the short

term, not all these forms of integration will be available. The technology is relatively new,

but is receiving a significant amount of attention. Some products already support some

aspects of federaticn, with promises of more support on the way.

B.3.3 Long-Term Hardware Technologies

Some of the longer range technologies that may affect data management are neural net-
works and optical computing. Neural networks have proven their effectiveness at pattern

recognition tasks. They might become a useful tool in queries and updates of databases con-

taining nonstandard objects, such as graphics. There is also research going on in relational

databases implemented on massively parallel processors using a parallel neural network
architecture [Lydic 19901. Optical computing may eventually provide great speed at low
power. For example, a digital optical processor has been demonstrated by AT&T Bell Labs

that operates at 1 million cycles per second but is believed potentially capable of 1 billion

operations per second using a switching energy of 1 picojoule [OE 1990].

B.3.4 Long-Term Software Technologies

In its long range view of future database technologies, the Laguna Beach report also

envisages "the existence of a single, world-wide database system, from which users can

obtain information on any topic covered by data made available by purveyors, and on
which business can be transacted in a uniform way." Similarly, the ISAT Summer Study

[ 1990] proposes the creation of a Defense Information Infrastructure that provides informa-
tion in a way similar to the telephone or electric power system. This requires that the vari-

ous database systems be able to adapt to the disparate structures, so that they compensate

for variations in their semantics. Each system would need to represent the semantics of its
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information in a standard way to inform those who queried it. Some of the problems in

doing this are incompleteness and inconsistency, name services, security, and transaction •

management.

Lenat's "CYC" effort [Lenat 1989] aims to capture "common sense" knowledge of the
world as a base on which to build the semantic knowledge of many areas. Lenat hopes to

create a standard product that will become as normal a part of computers as a spell check •

program. In the long run, the automation of kriowledge may lead to greater rigor, clarity,

and ease of design in many fields. This and other efforts in natural language understanding

hold promise for the user being able to carry out a dialog with the data management system.

B.4 STANDARDS ASSESSMENT

This section of tIe appendix discusses ANSI and International Standards Organization

(ISO) standardization efforts relevant to CCIS data management. Primary emphasis in this •

area has focused on common data dictionary systems, languages to access DBMSs, and
remote access of databases. Other areas of activity include the definition of a framework

for data management, standards for open distributed processing, and distributed transaction

processing. Each of these areas will be addressed in this section of the appendix. 0

B.4.1 Reference Model of Data Management

The Reference Model of Data Management (RMDM) establishes a framework for coor- 4

dinating the development of existing and future standards for the management of persistent

data in information systems. It defines common terminology and concepts pertinent to all
data held within information systems. Such concepts are used to define more specifically

the services provided by particular data management components, such as database man- 0

agement systems or data dictionary systems. The definition of such related services serves
to identify interfaces which may be the subject of future standardization.

The RMDM does not specify services and protocols for data management. The standard
is neither an implementation specification for systems, nor a basis for appraising the con-

formance of implementation.

The scope of the RMDM includes processes which are concerned with handling persis-

tent data and their interaction with processes particular to the requirements of a specific
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information system. This includes common data management services such as those

required to define, store, retrieve, update, maintain, backup, restore, and communicate

application and dictionary data. The RMDM includes consideration of standards for the

management of data located on one or more computer systems, including services for dis-

tributed database management. It does not include common services normally provided by

an operating system including those processes which are concerned with specific types of

physical storage devices, specific techniques fro storing data and specific details of com-

munications and human computer interfaces. It defines services provided at an interface; it

does not impose limitations on how processes are implemented.

The standard which defines the RMDM seeks to standardize much of the terminology

related to the structure of a data management system. Most of the terms it defines are con-

sistent with common usage. One term which is likely to cause confusion unless is the stan-

dard definition is understood is 'processor.' The processor plays a central role in the

RMDM, but it does not represent any relationship to hardware or software. Most of the enti-

ties described as processors are most commonly implemented as software, but the standard

does not require that. The RMDM defines a generic model of data management as shown

in Figure B-2. The components shown are intended to be abstract classes. In the figure, the

Generic
Schema

er Database| Generic
Processor Controller Databasel

Figure B-2. Generic Model of Data Management

boxes with two rounded corners and one shaded end are processors, with the shaded end

representing an interface which is a candidate for standardization. A number of specializa-

tions of this generic model are derived by decomposing one or more of the generic classes

into other classes. Specific specializations show how to support multiple simultaneous

users, multiple databases, distributed data management, exportlimport files, and access

control.
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BA.2 Information Resource Dictionary System

Database management systems provide mechanisms to define and manipulate data
stored by an organization. Traditionally, these DBMSs also provide facilities for accessing
stored descriptions of data. Such descriptions typically found in a DBMS include, for
example, lists of privileges associated with the data, and all tables stored in a DBMS. Facil-
ities for DBMS descriptive data are called data dictionaries, data directories, system cata-
logs, and schema manipulation languages.

The purpose of an Information Resources Dictionary System (IRDS) is to expand and
generalize the descriptive facility to incorporate not only data managed by a DBMS, but all
information associated with an organization. Information managed by an IRDS includes
that associated with application programs, files, users, and hardware. Proper development
and maintenance of an IRDS could assist in answering the following types of questions:

a. How many files and programs will be affected by changing a basic data ele- •
ment?

b. In a distributed environment, what clients are using what resources (e.g., files,
programs, data elements)?

c. What computing equipment (i.e., hardware and software) exists in the organiza-
tion, who uses it, and what is it used for?

d. How can a consistent view of local and distributed data be implemented and
effectively managed? 0

B.4.2.1 IRDS Standardization

In 1980, ANSI created the X3H4 committee to develop a standard IRDS. Concurrently,
the National Bureau of Standards (now NIST) initiated an effort to develop a Federal Infor-
mation Processing Standard (FIPS) for data dictionary systems. These efforts merged in
1983, resulting in an ANSI IRDS standard in 1988. NIST has adopted ANSI IRDS and pro-
vided procurement guidance to federal agencies in the form of FIPS PUB 156.

In 1984, ISO formed TC97/SC21/WG3 to develop an international IRDS standard. The
ANSI IRDS specification was used as the ISO baseline, and the two specifications initially
progressed concurrently. However, in 1988 the ANSI and ISO specifications diverged. The
divergence centered on the selection of the underlying IRDS data model. ANSI IRDS •
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assumes the use of an Entity-Relationship Model, that provides an underlying IRDS foun-

dation. ISO has adopted an SQL-like data model that can be readily implemented using cur-

rent commercial relational DBMSs.

BA.2.2 Outlook

The purpose of an IRDS is to provide effective means for defining, manipulating, and

updating data within an organization. IRDS's precursors have existed for many years in the

form of data dictionaries, directories, system catalogs, etc. However, these systems typi-

cally focused only on data stored in a DBMS, not all data pertinent to an organization. Dur-

ing the last 10 years, there has been a push to develop such systems, and the recent ANSI

standard IRDS specification provides such facilities. For command and control systems, it

is critical that data be consistently defined and distributed appropriately (e.g., centrally,

locally, federated), that the existence and location of data is known by those who require

such information, and that the data is maintained effectively. Appropriate use of an IRDS,

either an implementation of the ANSI standard IRDS or an IRDS-like COTS product,

would facilitate each of these concerns. implementations of the ANSI IRDS specification

have not yet been developed. Although the NIST has issued FIPS PUB 156 requiring ANSI

IRDS usage, vendor commitment to developing such implementations cannot be assessed

at this time. If quality implementations of ANSI IRDS are produced in the next several

years, they would certainly be appropriate for use within a CCIS environment.

In March 1991, an 18-month transition period ends for FIPS PUB 156, and ANSI IRDS

becomes the recommended information resource dictionary and data dictionary/directory

for federal use. No commercial implementations of ANSI IRDS exist today, partly because

there is no method to measure and test conforming implementations. NIST expects to pro-

duce an IRDS conformance test system in early 1991. Vendor commitment to the ANSI

IRDS standard cannot be adequately estimated until the availability and use of the conform-

ance test system. Convergence of the current ANSI and ISO IRDS efforts is extremely

unlikely. The ISO IRDS is currently at the Draft International Standard (DIS) stage, and

will probably be finalized in two years. Thus, it is likely that ANSI and ISO will have sep-

arate standards for IRDS in the near-term. Both ANSI and ISO are exploring what the next

generation standard IRDS will look like, but it will be at least 5-10 years before a second

generation IRDS standard is developed.
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BA.3 Database Language SQL

The majority of activity in database standards over the last 10 years has been focused
on SQL. Commercial DBMS vendors have been primarily producing relational database
products with an SQL interface. Given the current and future impact of SQL upon the data
management standards community, commercial vendors, and the federal government users,
much attention will be given to SQL in this appendix.

BA.3.1 SQL Standardization

In 1982, the ANSI X3H2 Database Committee began work on developing a standard
relational database language. In 1986, X3H2 produced an ANSI standard SQL, referred
now to as SQLl, which provided facilities for defining, manipulating, and controlling data
in a relational database [ISO 9075, 1986]. The SQL1 standard has since been revised to
incorporate support for integrity enhancement, and is now called Database Language SQL
with Integrity Enhancements [ISO 9075, 1989]. NIST has adopted this ANSI SQL and pro-
vided procurement guidance to federal agencies in the form of FIPS PUB 127-1.

BA.3.2 Interface Considerations

The SQL1 standard does not provide syntax and semantics for dynamic execution.
Thus, the standard does not address interactive queries to a DBMS. Instead, the standard
defines two methods of interfacing (i.e., binding) a host programming language with SQL.
The first method uses a "module language" that enables an application written in a host pro-

gramming language (i.e., COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, and PLI) to execute a previously
compiled SQL module. Data can be passed to and from the application and the DBMS
through the SQL module. The second method is referred to as language embedding. In this

approach, SQL commands are embedded within an application program. A preprocessor is
then used to extract the SQL commands from the application program and generate the

appropriate object code needed to access the DBMS.

There has been much activity outside of ANSI or ISO in developing an alternative

method of interfacing Ada and SQL. This method, SQL Ada Module Extensions (SAME),
is based on the SQL module language, but provides facilities to the application program for
exploiting features of the Ada language, such as strong typing [Graham 1989]. The SAME
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method of binding appears to be gaining support in both the SQL and Ada communities.

CCIS environments that include Ada application programs manipulating SQL DBMSs

must decide which type of interface method to use.

B.4.3.3 FIPS PUB 127-1

FIPS PUB 127-1, issued by NIST, adopts the SQL1 standard, an embedded language

standard, and provides additional guidance and considerations for use in SQL procure-

ments. Issues relating to FIPS PUB 127-1 are discussed in the following sections.

B.4,3.3.1 Provisions

FIPS SQL includes all provisions from ANSI X3.135-1989, Database Language SQL

with Integrity Enhancement, and ANSI X3.169-1989, Database Language Embedded SQL,

with the following exceptions:

a. FIPS SQL does not recognize Level 1 ANSI SQL or partial conformance to just

Data Definition Language (DDL) or Data Manipulation Language (DML). Con-

formance to Level 2 ANSI SQL is required. Most commercial implementations

of SQL provide the Level 2 functionality.

b. FIPS SQL does not include PL/I language bindings, since PL/I is not a FIPS

programming language.

c. FIPS SQL does not recognize conformance solely by "direct invocation of SQL

data manipulation language statements" as specified in Section 3.4 of X3.135-

1989, because that concept is not adequately specified in ANSI SQL and imple-

mentations cannot be tested for conformance. Conformance to FIPS SQL

requires a Module Language or Embedded SQL interface to one or more FIPS

programming languages.

d. FIPS SQL includes a 'TIPS Flagger" requirement.

B.4.3.3.2 Procurement Considerations

FIPS SQL includes various alternatives for interfacing to programming languages,

specifies "integrity enhancement" as an optional component of the standard, and does not

specify any minimum requirements for the size or number of occurrences of database con-

structs. FIPS PUB 127-1 also provides a set of special procurement considerations in order
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to assist SQL procurements. In a procurement, references to FIPS PUB 127-1 have the fol-

lowing requirements:

a. Integrity Enhancement Feature. Should indicate whether or not the "integrity

enhancement" feature (an optional component of X3.135-1989) is required.

Failure to make this indication means that the feature is not required.

b. Programming Language Interfaces. Should indicate which programming lan-

guages (e.g., Ada, C, COBOL, FORTRAN, or Pascal) are to be supported for

language interface. Failure to make this indication means that support for any

one of these languages satisfies the FIPS SQL requirement.

c. Style of Language Interface. Should indicate, for each programming language

identified above, whether the language interface is to support Module Lan-

guage, Embedded SQL, or both. Failure to make this indication means that sup-

port for any one interface satisfies the FIPS SQL requirement. 0

d. Interactive SQL. Should indicate whether or not "direct invocation of SQL

statements" is required and, if required, which SQL statements are to be directly

invocable. Failure to make this indication means that direct invocation of SQL

statements is not required. If no such minimum requirements are proposed, 0

FIPS PUB 127-1 identifies minimum requirements for interactive SQL.

e. Sizing for Database Constructs. Should indicate minimum requirements for the

precision, size, or number of occurrences of database constructs. If no such min-

imum requirements are proposed, FIPS PUB 127-1 identifies minimum sizing •

requirements for various database constructs (e.g., length of an identifier, mini-

mum data type precision values, etc.).

f. Character Data Values. The set of character values for the character data type

and the collating sequence of characters in SQL are both implementor defined. •

References to FIPS PUB 127-1 should indicate any additional character data

requirements. If no character data requirements are proposed, support for repre-

sentation of the 95-character graphic subset of ASCII in an implementor spe-

cific collating sequence is by default the minimum requirement. 0

BA.3.3.3 FIPS Flagger

ANSI SQL allows an SQL implementation to provide additional facilities that are not

specified in the standard. In order to assist in identifying such supersets, FIPS SQL requires
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a conforming implementation to provide a "flagger" capability that allows identification of

implementor extensions. The FIPS Flagger is intended to effect a static check of the SQL

language. Any SQL language that violates the Format or Syntax Rules, except privilege

enforcement rules, is an extension and must be flagged. The FIPS Flagger should be imple-

mented as an option to be used by the application programmer.

B.4.3.3.4 NIST Conformance Testing

A suite of automated validation tests for SQL implementations has been developed by

NIST. It is planned that an enhancement of this test suite will be the basis of a future certif-

icate of validation offered to implementations claiming conformance to this standard. NIST

has begun issuing registered validation reports based on successful conformance testing. It

is expected that in early 1991 NIST will begin a formal testing service and will issue vali-

dation certificates.

B.4.3.4 Current SQL Standardization Activities

ANSI X3H2 is currently focusing on two projects: SQL2 [ISO DIS 9075.2] and SQL3.

SQL2 provides greatly increased functionality to the current SQL, and SQL3 can be char-

acteized as an SQL "wish-list". The draft SQL2 document is currently a draft standard,

with acceptance in 1992. Fully conforming SQL2 implementations may take several years

to appear after the SQL2 standard is finalized. The draft SQL2 working document supports:

a. Referential integrity (e.g., cascades, set null/default)

b. Domains

c. Table operations (e.g., outer join, intersection, difference)

d. Data types (e.g., date/time, variable character, national character sets, etc.)

e. Enhanced functions (e.g., substring, concatenation, case (if/else))

f. Schema manipulation language

g. Access to schema table information

h. Scroll cursors/interactive browse

i. Enhanced transaction management (e.g., read/write)

j. Increased orthogonality

k. Temporary tables and views
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1. Dynamic SQL.

The SQL2 document also specifies three levels of SQL2 conformance: entry, interme-
diate, and full. The entry level is essentially the ANSI X3.135-1989 subset of SQL2. The
intermediate level includes features such as schema manipulation language, dynamic SQL,
multiple module support, numerous functional enhancements, etc. The full level increases

SQL2 orthogonality, named constraints, date, time and interval data types, scrolled cursors,
additional support for referential integrity, etc.

ANSI X3H2 work on SQL3 is in a preliminary stage. Most of the features that were not
accepted into SQL2 were placed into SQL3. Features such as triggers, assertions, user-
defined data types, and object-oriented capabilities are currently in SQL3. It is unlikely that
the SQL3 standard will be adopted prior to 1995. Conforming implementations of SQL3
will probably not appear prior to 2000.

B.4.3.5 Outlook

A major aspect of CCIS data management is the issue of accessing databases. There are
two factors which indicate SQL will play an important role in CCIS data management.
First, the commercial marketplace provides many SQL-based products. These products
include not only DBMSs, but data dictionaries and directories, 4GLs, report writers,
spreadsheets, etc., which are based upon SQL in some fashion. Thus, SQL provides a foun-
dation for developing many tools for accessing a DBMS. A second factor is the commit-
ment of the commercial marketplace to the ANSI SQL standard. Virtually every major
DBMS vendor has a representative on the ANSI SQL committee, several DBMS vendors
have produced or are about to produce NIST-conformant implementations of ANSI SQL,
and there is much interest by vendors in pursuing the forthcoming SQL2 standard. It should
also be noted that DBMS vendors are not producing new products which are based on the
network or hierarchical data model. Vendors are keenly aware that SQL is and will continue
to be the language of choice for accessing relational DBMSs for many years to come.

Several conforming implementations of FIPS PUB 127-1 exist today, based on NIST's
SQL conformance test suite. As previously mentioned, vendor commitment to FIPS PUB
127-1 appears strong. The same level of commitment can be expected for SQL2. With stan-
dardization of SQL2 likely in 1992, conforming implementations should appear in the mid-
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1990 timeframe. Thus, SQL2 will be the primary DBMS language for many years to come.

At this time, the impact of SQL3 cannot be anticipated.

BA.4 Remote Database Access

The goal of the Remote Database Access (RDA) effort is to allow interconnection of

applications and database systems from different manufacturers, under different manage-
ments, of different levels of complexity, and exploiting different technologies. This inter-

connection is achieved through the use of the Generic RDA Service and Protocol standard

that defines a service facility that represents a boundary between the local processing of an

application and the part concerned with communication. RDA may be used to carry data-
base language commands and data between a client process and a database server to enable

an application to read and update data in a remote database. Such commands must be estab-
lished via a "specialization" of the Generic Service and Protocol standard. A draft-proposed

SQL Specialization for RDA has been developed by ISO JTClI/SC21/WG3. Primary com-
mittee emphasis has been on the Generic RDA Service and Protocol standard [ISO DP
9579-1] and the RDA Specialization standard [ISO DP 9579-2]. RDA specializations for

SQL2 and IRDS are planned by WG3.

The Generic RDA Service and Protocol standard recently completed its second ISO

ballot, and the SQL Specialization standard recently completed its first ISO ballot. The
results of these ballots will be made public in early 1991. However, due to reputed technical

deficiencies, it is doubtful that they will be accepted until some time in 1992. There is
increasing vendor interest in the RDA standards among vendors in the United States. Thus,

it is likely that the commercial DBMS industry will produce RDA implementations.

B.4.5 POSIX Database Services

A POSIX Open Systems Environment is a set of ISO, regional, and national informa-

tion technology standards and functional standards profiles that specify interfaces, services,
and supporting formats for interoperability and portability of applications, data, and people
that are in accord with ISO 9945 (POSIX). Appendix D of this document provides a

detailed description of the POSIX environment. The current draft of the Guide to POSIX
Open Systems Environments (P1003.0/Draft 6) contains a section on Database Services
Requirements that describes how the conventional view of database management is related
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to the POSDC system architecture. The document identifies the database services that must
exist in a POSIX compliant system: data definition and manipulation services, data access

services, data integrity services, and miscellaneous services. Currently, most of these data-

base services can be found in commercially available relational database management sys-

tems. It appears that POSIX will be more a consumer of data management standards than

a producer. As data management related standards are developed they will be considered

for inclusion into the POSIX open systems environment.

BA.6 Other Data Management Related Efforts

Many other data management related efforts within ISO are at early stages of discus-

sion, standardization or acceptance. This appendix identifies only effort -known: Distrib-

uted Transaction Processing (DTP) [ISO DIS 10026-1], Open Distributed Processing
(ODP) [ODP 1987], OSI Directory [ISO 9594-1]. Data Element Standards, and Concepts 0

and Terminology for the Conceptual Schema and the Information Base [TR 9007].

B.5 ISSUES

For at least the next ten years, data management technology is likely to be dominated

by three issues: distribution, multiple data models, and security. The clear goal that encom-

passes all three of these is the ability to support distributed, heterogeneous, multilevel

secure databases. There are two main questions: When will the technology be available?

How will current standards evolve to integrate the new technologies?

The technology to support distributed, heterogeneous databases is already beginning to

emerge, but the security aspects are likely to take a long time. It is not yet clear what roles
various data models will play. There is neither a good theoretical specification for which

data model should be used for what purpose, nor enough experience for a consensus to have

formed on the issue. As a result, the rate of standards development is hampered, and various

organizations are going in different directions to build ad hoc solutions to current needs.

There is some support for the notion that SQL can be the language that links database sys-

tems of different models, but not all experts agree. Consequently, the problem becomes one

not only of writing the standards, but also getting vendor concurrence with suitable prod-

ucts. If more than one standard emerges, it could take even longer to see if one becomes

dominant or if more than one standards is needed to cover different cases.
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XPPENDIX C -NETWORK SERVICES

.1 INTRODUCTION

Network Services allow users, applications, operating systems, and database manage-

ient systems (DBMS) to F-xecute on distributed, heterogeneous computers and carry out

undamental tasks needed to support distributed computing. Such services include

xchange of electronic messages, file transfer and access management, directory services,

istributed data management, network ma"-ement, virtual terminals, transferring and

nanipulating jobs, security functions, and distributed transaction processing. They involve

,oth local area networks (LAN) and wide area networks (WAN) for intra- and inter-site

:ommunication.

Technology is constantly evolving. As new technologies emerge, military CCIS users

vill either evolve or use devices that will become obsolete, more expensive to maintain and

nteroperate, and slower than those of opponents who modernize. By using accepted frame-

vorks for defining services and developing interfaces, the Network Services should pro-

tide transparent support for distributed processing, promote interoperability while

dlowing participants freedom to select equipment from different vendors, support portabil-

ty of software applications, allow incorporation of COTS products, and support integration

f software applications originally developed for other purposes into the CCIS. Consider-

tions of security could overshadow some of these goals. For example, security might dic-

ate that distributed processing should not be transparent but involve explicit security

,rocedures. Similarly, procurement practices might establish an advantage to buying equip-

ment from a single vendor, or licensing considerations might indicate the need to discour-

ige use of COTS products or portable software.

The discussion of Network Services extends from a description of the standards and

?rotocols that provide services for the application programs to the agreements needed for

'ansfer of signals over physical media. It does not include details of the physical media.

Examples of the requirements include:
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a. Connectivity with component databases and reporting systems [NIS ROC, 25]

b. Capability for dynamically and rapidly reconfiguring the system during periods

of outage or priority operations [JCS Pub 6-03.10, Vol 1I, Annex B, 6]

c. Use of interactive decision aids [USCENTCOM C3 Master Plan, Vol. I]

d. Support for computer graphics conferencing [JOPES ROC, 106]

e. Incorporation of full multi-level security to include intelligence information

[JOPES ROC, 40]

f. Congruence of data base structures [NIS ROC, 25]

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model [ISO 7498] serves as the

Network Services architectural model. WAM should adhere to the ISO OSI standards for

reasons of economy (commercial products will lower procurement cost), availability (pro-

curing COTS systems will reduce development and implementation time), and use of exist-

ing services (DoD will be able to use existing commercial services for some applications).

Services and protocols are described relative to each of the seven OSI layers. The layers

are defined in international standards, draft international standards, recommendations of

groups, national standards, and other agreements. The objective of the OSI model is to aid

exchange of information among computers. However, the protocol definitions themselves

contain many optional features and simply agreeing to a protocol will not ensure successful

system interconnection. Agreement on the optional features is needed. Those using the

model must choose options for the entire network and must determine how each protocol

program will provide each service. The agreements, protocol implementation conformance

specifications (PICS), contain implementation detail for each protocol selected. Agree-

ments on groups of services and protocols that implement common data communication

services are contained in the profiles. 9

As noted in Section 3, the CCIS will be based on the distributed model of computing,

in that a command center has a number of computers connected to a network. The relative

proximity of the machines allows the use of a local area network. Within a command center,

high speed LANs will be engineered to provide the best overall combination of cost, capac-

ity, and performance. In contrast, the wide area net works connecting widely-separated parts

of the CCIS trade the capacity of any computer against its ability to communicate cost

effectively over distance. All networked communications will be GOSIP compliant. This
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allows easy incorporation of cost-effective GOSIP compliant COTS products into the

CCIS. The OSI model has wide support within the European community, Japan, and Korea,

as well as in the U. S.

The current WWMCCS architecture consists of approximately forty-three command

centers connected by a backbone network. The centers consist of Honeywell computers

with associated data storage devices, terminals, and communication processors [DCP 1989,

C-2]. The backbone, Defense Data Network (DDN) and AUTODIN, uses leased land lines

and satellite channels to exchange packets of data using the ARPA 1822 protocol [BBN

1981]. This was a predecessor to the widely used Transmission Control Protocol (MIL-
STD-1778) and underlying Internet Protocol (MIL-STD-1777), called TCP/IP. The back-

bone links vary in bandwidth (9.6, 50, 56, and 64Kbps). Neither the backbone network nor

the LAN comply with the OSI model; thus both must be replaced if the system is to be com-

pliant with GOSIP [FIPS 146].

An important trend in technology is the availability of greater bandwidth in both WANs

and LANs. Fiber optic communications provide the system designer the option of having

LANs with up to a hundred Megabits per second of throughput capacity and WANs with

even greater capacities. There is also movement toward greater integration of functions into

a common utility. Within the telecommunications industry, there has been extensive discus-
sion of designing a more intelligent communication system providing a range of services

through a single connection. The emerging Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
and Broadband ISDN will require the development of new standards, because they offer the

potential for multimedia data (voice, video quality pictures, etc.) over the same cable. They

separate control from data signals through "out-of-band" signaling. Because newer net-

works support closer cooperation among dispersed sites, the issue of latency (the elapsed

time between the time that an item of information leaves the sender and when it arrives at

its destination) is gaining importance. If users perceive an unacceptable delay in response

to requests sent to remote sites, they may demand that the remote resources be replaced by

local devices.

C.2 THE OSI/GOSIP LAYERED MODEL

The OSI and GOSIP layers shown in Table C-1 , define a model for connecting com-

puters so that they can operate together despite differences in design. The model achieves
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Table C-1. Layered Model of Communications

Layer Name Function

7 Application Layer Provides all OSI services to the application
processes.

6 Presentation Layer Establish session, transfer data, negotiation
of syntax, transformation of syntax, format-
ting, and special purpose transformations,
session termination.

5 Session Layer Session connection establishment and
release, normal and expedited data
exchange, quarantine service, interaction
management, session-connection synchro-
nization, session-connection flow control,
and exception reporting.

4 Transport Layer Mapping transport-address onto network-
address, multiplexing end-to-end transport •
connections, establishment and release of
transport-connections, end-to-end sequence
control on individual connections, end-to-end
error detection and recovery, flow control,
expedited transport service data unit trans-
fer, and supervisory functions

3 Network Layer Routing and relay, network connection
including multiplexing, segmenting and
blocking, error detection and recovery,
sequencing, flow control, expedited data
transfer, reset, service selection, and Net-
work Layer management. •

2 Data Link Layer Data link connection establishment and
release, delimiting and synchronization,
sequence control, error detection and recov-
ery, flow control, identification and parameter
exchange, control of data circuit interconnec-
tion, and Data Link Layer management. 0

1 Physical Layer Physical connection activation and deactiva-
tion, physical service data unit transmission,
and Physical Layer management.

its goals by allowing peer layers (those at the same level) to implement a protocol that

accomplishes the function of the layer. They coordinate the protocol by exchanging infor-
mation contained in coded headers that are appended to the packet of information being

passed vertically through the layers. The term for this header information is protocol con- 0
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trol information (PCI). The PCI and SDU (service data unit) together form the protocol data

unit (PDU), the packet of information passed down a layer and ultimately over the network.

The OSI model can be thought of as a series of envelopes used by the sender to forward

information. Each layer receives an envelope (PDU) from the layer above, along with a

request for a particular class of service. The lower layer interprets the request and translates

it into instructions that are written onto the outside of a new envelope that contains the one

received from above. The new envelope is passed down a layer. At the lowest (physical)

layer, the set of envelopes are sent to the destination, where each layer reads the instructions

on the outer envelope, takes the appropriate action, opens the envelope and, if further action

is required, passes the contents to the layer above.

Protocols as currently defined have many options. Unless users agree on the options

that they will implement, peers will not be able to interconnect. NIST hosts OIW (OSI

Implementor's Workshop) meetings whose goal is agreement on options. The meetings

develop consensus on the protocols needed to achieve open system goals. After each quar-

terly meeting, a text of stable implementation and ongoing agreements is published,

becoming the basis for new GOSIP versions. Much of the information below is drawn from

OIW reports. Other OIW documents also describe "Ongoing Implementation Agreements

for Open Systems Interconnection Protocols: Continuing Agreements," and "Working
Implementation Agreements for Open Systems Interconnection Protocols." These contain
information expected to be a basis for future agreements, but not yet ready for use in prod-

uct development or procurement. Figure C-I shows an example of the layered model
applied to two network applications, Message Handling Service (MHS) and File Transfer,
Access, and Management (FTAM) [ATTCIS 1989, 93, Boland 1989a]. The figure does not

show an application program using these network applications but is intended to illustrate:

a. Designers implement a service by selecting a profile stack, the set of protocols

formed by moving through the figure from top to bottom following the rules:

-Enter or exit a rectangle only on the top or bottom edges.

-Within a rectangle horizontal movement is unrestricted.

b. There is more than one way to implement the OSI model; e.g., below the Ses-

sion Layer there are two choices for transport service protocol (Transport

Classes 0 (TN0) and 4 (TP4)). The first is for a connection mode network and

data link services and the second for connectionless mode network service.
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Figure C-1. MHS and FTAM Layered Model
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c. Some older high-level services combine Layers 6 and 7; e.g., the 1984 version

of X.400 MHS provides its own Application and Presentation Layer protocols.

C3 APPLICATION SERVICES

C.3.1 File Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM)

FTAM has four parts: general concepts, virtual file store, file service, and file protocol

[Boland 1989a, 9-1]. It allows an application on one system to establish a connection with

an application service element (ASE) on another, providing transfer, access, and manage-

ment of files in a virtual file store. Figure C-2 shows the relationship of the initiator,

responder, virtual file store, and real file stores. (According to ISO 8571, a virtual filestore

File store

e;a End Syte Eno .Real.
File store Initiator Resone File store

Figure C-2. Scope of FTAM Agreements

is an abstract model for describing files and filestores, and the possible actions on them. A

real filestore is an organized collection of files, including their attributes and names, which

reside in a real system and to which the virtual file references are mapped. Finally, a virtual

file is an unambiguously named collection of structured information having a common set

of atttibutes.) The scope of FTAM is illustrated by the shaded outline in the figure. Only

mappings between the initiator, responder, and virtual file system apply. Management of

real file stores is not included. FTAM allows access to files on remote systems without

regard to differences in formats or syntax. Accessed files appear to be available locally.
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C.3.2 Telematic Services

TELETEX is a service that provides communication between terminals used for the

preparation, editing, and printing of correspondence. Information is transferred on a mem-

ory-to-memory basis (Smith 1981, 7]. Transmission is at a rate of one page in two seconds

at 9.6Kbps. CCITT Recommendations F.200, S.60, S.61, S.62, and S.70 define the service,

the terminal equipment, character repertoire, control procedures, and supporting transport

services for TELETEX. CCIT Recommendation X.430 describes the access protocol for

TELET terminals.

Within the O1W discussion [Boland 1989b, 8-15 (Table 8.5)] of the X.400-1988 Mes-

sage Handling System, the Interpersonal Messaging Protocol (IPM) section lists TELE-

TEX as an optional body part type, with a footnote that recommends that classification for

this body type be studied further. However, Volume 2, Number 1 of the Working Implemen-

tation Agreements states (page 8-19) that there is no intent to develop further agreements

for TELETEX access units as part of IPM. Similarly, the April 1989 draft version of GOSIP

Version 2.0 does not mention TELETEX among the extensions to X.400. The current

NATO ATCCIS transition strategy lists TELETEX as part of profiles T.60 and T.61, that

define the character repertoire and coded character sets for international TELETEX ser-

vices, at the Application and Presentation Layers, and T.62 at the Session Layer [ATCCIS,

23]. Although TELETEX appears to provide a service for that the command center users

have expressed interest, it is not now part of the architecture as implementation agreements

are not sufficiently mature.

TELEFAX or facsimile has become a widely accepted and available technology. There

are many facsimile products available and they could provide an interim solution to some

communication problems. However, this service is not part of GOSH' and may not integrate

well with other components of a command center. Relevant TELEFAX standards are

CCITT Recommendations T.5, T.6, and T.73. The first covers genera' -pects of Group 4

facsimile apparatus. T.6 addresses the coding schemes and coding coni. functions for fac-

simile and Group 4 facsimile apparatus. T.73 defines the document interchange protocol for

the Telematic Services. TEXTFAX is a mixed-mode service. It provides a combination of

TELETEX and TELEFAX services. This would allow a user to transmit text documents,

like TELETEX, as well as facsimile documents, like TELEFAX. It is anticipated that even-

tually such a service will be included in a command center. This service is not yet well

defined.
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TELETEX and facsimile encoded documents can be included in MHS documents.

There are provisions within the MHS protocols to include TELETEXT and facsimile doc-

uments. However, it appears that it will be some time before these services become

accepted standards and appear in COTS products.

C.3.3 Message Handling System

Current CCISs provide electronic mail and electronic message facilities. Formal, usu-

ally formatted, electronic messages are used to relay detailed command and control infor-

mation. Informal electronic messages are used to communicate data of a general nature or
less detailed command and control information. Defined Network Services standards are

sufficient for electronic message transfer within a network, as well as an intemetwork store

and forward message system.

CCITT Recommendation X.400 has the user interact with the Message Handling Sys-

tem (MHS) through a User Agent (UA) used to complete the message envelope and insert

the message contents. The UA interacts with the Message Transfer Agent (MTA) of the

MTS to complete the actual delivery of the message. If the destination UA is on the same

machine, the MTA may forward the message directly. If the destination UA is on another

machine, the MTA may interact with an MTA on the destination machine or on an interme-

diary machine that is then responsible for forwarding the message to its destination. If the

destination UA is unavailable, the messages may be stored and delivered later.

CCITT Recommendation X.400 was specified with the realization that input output

devices, "intelligent" terminals, and interconnections with Telematic Services could be

required of a MHS. The specification is broad, offering services including access manage-

ment, a content type indication, delivery time stamp, non-delivery notification, and a sub-

mission time stamp. There are also optional specifications for alternative recipients,

deferred delivery, delivery notification, grade of delivery services, multi-destination deliv-

ery, and return of contents. Some systems may implement a query capability, that allows a

user to determine if it is possible to route messages to a particular user. The identification

of the originator and destination of the message, as well as the ability to forward messages

and create courtesy and blind copies, involve the definition of the contents of the message

envelope. The MTA and the MTS use the envelope to determine how and to whom to
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deliver the message. The message body is not restricted to simple text but could be a multi-

part message with voice, text, graphics, and facsimile components. 0

The complete description of the MHS, the system model, the available services, for-

mats, and protocols, exists within CCITT Recommendations X.400, X.401, X.408, X.409,

X.410, X.411, X.420, and X.430. The MHS model and the IPM and MT service elements

are described in CCITT Recommendation X.400. The basic service elements and optional

user services are listed in CCITT Recommendation X.401, while CCITT Recommendation

X.408 defines the algorithms for type conversion of messages and CCITT Recommenda-

tion X.409 presents the notation and encoding technique used in an MHS. CCITT Recom-

mendation X.410 describes how Open Systems Interconnection protocols can be used by

MHS applications. The Message Transfer Layer protocols are described in CCITT Recom-

mendation X.411. CCITT Recommendation X.420 specifies IPM service protocols and the

use of TELETEX terminals with a MHS is described in CCITT Recommendation X.430.

ISO standards for MHS are called MOTIS (Message-Oriented Text Interchange Sys-

tem) and are defined in ISO 10021. There are some differences between MOTIS and MHS.

However MHS is mandated by GOSIP and hence, adopted for the CCIS architecture.

C.3.3.1 Virtual Terminal

Virtual Terminal (VT) is a service specified in ISO 9040, ISO 9041, and is included in

GOSIP, beginning with version 2.0. The ISO standards (9040 and 9041) define the proto-

cols and services available as a part of VT. The protocols and services associated with VT

can be used to describe a large number of terminals or input/output devices. These devices

can range in capability from "dumb" terminals to "intelligent" devices. Character oriented

or dumb terminals operating on a character or a line at a time are described by the Virtual

Terminal Basic Class or the GOSIP simple system. They include the ASCII character set

and its control characters. The interpretation of control characters includes the ability to

implement form feed, carriage return, horizontal tab, and back space functions. GOSIP

specifies that this mode of service must be able to support the TELNET profile, that speci-

fies a simple delivery control and asynchronous mode operation.

The other category of VT systems specified by GOSIP includes systems capable of dis-

playing and interacting with forms. A system capable of form-handling provides added fea-

tures such as, cursor movement, screen erase, and field protection. The ISO standard
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protocols and services are able to describe terminals or input/output devices that are not a
part of GOSIP. There are definitions for two dimensional and three dimensional operations
within the VT protocols and services, but these are not a part of the GOSIP profile.

C.3.4 Distributed Transaction Processing

As described in ISO 10026, a transaction is characterized by four properties: atomicity,
consistency, isolation, and durability. Atomicity means that all or none of the operations of

a unit of work are performed. Consistency impli.s that if the operations are performed, then
all are performed accurately, correctly, and have validity with respect to the application.

The data of the transaction are transformed from one consistent state to another. Isolation
implies that partial results of a unit of work are part of that unit of work. It also implies that

units of work that share writable data are done in sequence. Durability means that none of
the effects of a completed unit of work are altered by any failure.

A distributed transaction is one that spans more than one subsystem, e.g., from one
command center to another. Within each processor part of the transaction relates to other

parts by a TP-Service User (TPSU). Each part of a transaction is associated with an indi-
vidual TPSU. The instance of a TPSU that actually performs the functions for a specific
occasion is called an TPSU invocation (TPSUI). TPSUIs communicate among themselves
in a dialog that includes transfer of data, error notification, synchronization of activities (to
reach a mutually agreed processing point), initiation, commitment, and rollback of a trans-
action, and orderly or abrupt termination of a dialog. The dialog may be controlled by both
TPSUIs or by only one of them. Either party can initiate error notification, rollback, or

abrupt termination. Dialogs form a tree structure with a root TPSUI maintaining dialog with
one or more subordinates, each subordinate of that may in turn have its own subordinates.

A TPSUI involved in a distributed transaction to exchange data will relate to a single

application association object (SAO) that will always contain ACSE and commitment, con-
currency, and recovery (CCR). The SAO will contain transaction processing application
service elements (TPASE). It may also contain user-specific application service elements.
All these elements are coordinated by the single association control function (SACF) that
provides temporal ordering of the protocol data units over the application association. A
TPSUI may have several different SAOs active. Coordination of multiple SAOs is modeled

in the multiple association control function (MACF).
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C.3.5 Job Transfer and Manipulation

ISO 8831 defines the concepts of and services for Job Transfer and Manipulation

(JTM). It requires users to specify the open system where the work is to be done, to know

the local functions and its facilities, and to know the control languages used to specify its

local work. The standard does not address the standardization of control languages, but
within the CCIS architecture, adherence to POSIX can provide such standardization. JTM

provides the means to specify the work to be done on an open system, to monitor the exe-

cution of previously specified work, and to modify previously specified work. Work spec-

ified to be done on one system can initiate work on others.

JTM can be described as independent application entities (AEs) on different open sys-

tems. Collectively the AEs form the JTM service provider, serving users called agencies.
The interactions between the JTM service provider (SP) and the user agencies are defined

in terms of service primitives, indicated in italics by j-[primitive name]. The work is per-

formed by the SP using standardized functions that are accessed within the local system

environment through the movement of documents among JTM service providers and user

agencies. The term work specification (WS) refers to documents passed by the SP to the
local system or to another open system for storage or for disposal. When an open system
completes the work described in the WS, it no longer exists. JTM protocol transfers WS
between open systems to accomplish some work. A proforma is part of a WS that specifies
further work. It is used to form a new WS as part of accomplishing the completion of earlier
work. The process of taking data from a proforma and using it to produce a new work spec-

ification is called spawning. Proforma can contain other proforma nested to any depth. The
SP spans WS, using top level proformas and spawning control data in the proformas.

The agencies in the JTM model are the source, the sink, and the execution agency. The

source provides documents for inclusion in the WS. The sink receives documents and the
execution agency initially acts as a sink for a document but subsequently acts as a source

of related documents that are produced as a result of processing a previous document. Fig-

ure C-3 shows the relationship of source, sink, and execution agencies.

C.3.5.1 OSI Jobs

The term OSIjob refers to the complete activity specified by a j-Initiate request. A job
contains subjobs of various types including document movement, work manipulation,
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Figure C-3. JTM Agencies

request manipulation, and transter control manipulation. The open system upon which the

j-lnitiate occurs is called the OSJ job submission system. The JTM PDU used to carry

details of a work specification is called a Transfer Element. Jobs can be manipulated

through modification of a work specification, display, or deletion of reports. The complete

job consists of all activities performed either consecutively or in parallel on one or more

open systems.

JTM activity consists of a tree of tasks called subjobs. These tasks can be performed as

a single atomic action (CCR), or each can each be performed as a separate atomic action.

When a document is being moved by a document movement subjob, the participating open

systems may issue a j-Dispose or j-Give. The first is issued by a target system to a sink or

execution agency to tell them how to deal with a document. An open system collecting a

document part does so by issuing a j-Give. A system processing either type of JTM primi-

tive may optionally use FTAM to accomplish the actual transfer.

The JTM protocol provides for the detection and reporting of error conditions either by:

the open system receiving the WS or open systems that have accepted a WS and are pro-

cessing it. Error handling can be summarized as one of the following actions:
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a. Accessing a source agency: embed a diagnostic and continue, abnormal termi-

nation, and suspend to allow user correction and later attempt

b. Accessing a sink agency: abnormal termination and suspend to allow user cor-

rection and later attempt

c. Attempting to transfer a WS: abnormal termination ani suspend to allow user

correction and later attempt

After the initiating agency submits an OSI job, it can wait for the job to complete as an

atomic action or monitor its progress while proceeding with other tasks. JTM provides the

concept of an OSI job monitor to collect information about the status of work and to make

that information available according to instructions. JTM monitors can be classified into

primary or secondary. A primary monitor is determined by the SP at the job submission

system. Its data can only be changed by the management of that open system. Secondary

monitors are determined by the user through parameters in the initiating service primitive.

The user can change this data as the work proceeds.

C.3.6 Remote Database Access

ISO 9579 defines Remote Database Access (RDA) as a service to support distributed

database processing. RDA allows programs to read and update data in a remote database.

It defines a general model for access to remote data and the operations that can be per-

formed on a remote database. The operations are described as abstract interactions between

two users over a communications service. RDA uses ACSE, ROSE, and CCR (if transac-

tion management is needed). RDA has the following specific service elements:

a. r-Associate to create or dialog with a database server

b. r-Release to suspend or terminate a dialog in an orderly manner

c. r-Open to request a data resource

d. r-Close to terminate access to a previously opened resource

e. r-ExecuteDBL to request execution of a database language (DBL) statement in

SQL a specified number of times and return the result

f. r-DefineDBL to validate and store a certain database command (a handle is

returned to the client)
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g. r-lnvokeDBL to invoke a previously stored command using the appropriate han-

dle

h. r-DropDBL to remove a stored command using its handle

i. r-ReportError to report error conditions.

RDA describes the services that must communicate to support a remote client with a

remote server process, when that process controls a database. The overall model for data

management (within which RDA is expected to operate) is the Reference model for Data

Management, ISO 10032.

C.3.7 Network Management

Network management provides the services necessary to operate and maintain the com-

munications capability. It provides the capability to monitor communications and identify

and correct network problems. ISO is taking a comprehensive look at the entire network

management issue and ISO 10164 (Systems Management) and ISO 10165 (Structure of

Management Information) will have to be taken into account in the design of any specific

CCIS. Network management information can be characterized as belonging to one of five

types of data, Fault Management, Accounting Management, Configuration Management,
Performance Management, and Security Management information.

Fault Management information includes the ability to create, maintain, and examine

error logs. The network management component must accept and act upon error notifica-

tion, including tracing and identifying network system faults. If needed, the system should

be able to perform diagnostic test and correct faults.

Accounting Management information could only be considered in terms of costs. This

is important in a commercial environment, but it may also provide information on resources

consumed. This is a true when the available network resources are limited and the costs are
qualitative (i.e., network available or not). This accounting management also pr vides the

information and services needed to maximize the use of the available network resources.

Configuration Management information identifies the condition and version of all Net-
work Services components. It is used in the routine operation of an open system; that is, it

can be used to report on the availability, demand for, and condition of all components. The
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associated functions can initialize or close down managed objects and, in general, be used

to change or manage the configuration of the open system. 0

The network management system must be able to monitor, report on, and react to Per-

formance Management information collected and analyzed during use of the system or

under test situations, including analyses of alternative network configurations or the use of

complementary and alternative applications. 0

The nature of a CCIS places a particular emphasis on security. Network management

information should include Security Management information and services. This should

include the ability to create, delete, and control security services and mechanisms or to dis-

tribute security relevant information and report on security related events.

All network management information is collected and maintained in a management

information base (MIB), and organized as a hierarchy of objects. Each object belongs to a

particular object class with a set of attributes having domains of acceptable values, allow- 0
able operations, and defined notifications. Objects can represent actual managed entities or

support objects. Examples of managed objects include protocol state machines, connec-

tions, and physical resources. The definition of an object or a class of objects may include

the identification of the attribute or class attributes, the available operations on the object, 0

behaviors, and possible notifications. A particular object can be completely described by its

class definition or possibly by a refinement of the class. The only allowable class refinement

is the extension of the object by the addition of new attributes. This definition of Network

Management objects does not preclude the definition of composite objects. S

The standard set of object manipulation functions include the ability to get attribute val-

ues, set attribute values, create objects, delete objects, request object actions to occur,

replace attribute values, add and remove object attributes, and select objects by a filter oper-

ation. The CMISE (Common Management Information Service Element) provides these

capabilities. The actual interpretation of services and issuing of PDUs (Protocol Data

Units) is handled by the CMIPM (Common Management Information Protocol Machine).

The specification of the protocol associated with the CMIPM is defined in ISO 95% Com-

mon Management Information Protocol Specification. The associated definition of services S

is found in ISO 9595. The principle of naming objects, the relationships of objects, and the

concept of managed objects are defined in standards ISO 7498-4. The logical structure of

network management information is covered in ISO 10165-1.
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C.3.8 Directory Services

Directory Services provide common functions that are useful to applications, manage-

ment processes, and users as they attempt to perform interpersonal and inter-system com-

munications. The directory and associated services allow users to find other users,

applications, and systems using imprecise information somewhat like a telephone direc-

tory. Specifics on this functionality, its services, and its associated protocols, can be found

in the CCITT Recommendation X.400 and the ISO 9594.

Information under the control of the Directory Services component is retained in the

Directory Information Base or DIB. This includes public information, application or user

specific information, and information unique to the Directory Services system. The DIEB is

organized in a tree structure (DIT, Directory Information Tree) or hierarchy. Objects are

accessed by Directory Services functions on behalf of any user or application. Access to

objects or object attributes can be restricted in accordance with applicable security policies.

An application that wishes to make use of Directory Services invokes a Directory User

Agent (DUA) to add, remove, or modify information in the DIB. It also supports reading,

comparing, listing, and searching for information. The DUA uses a Directory Access Pro-

tocol to interact with a Directory System Agent (DSA). The DSA may provide the

requested service or work with other DSAs to provide the requested service. The DSAs

interact through the Directory System Protocol.

Directory Services provides general capabilities that support OSI based applications,

management processes, and Network Services. Its provides a mechanism with which

aliases and user friendly naming can be implemented. The features can be used on a per

user, per system, or global basis.

C.3.9 Interactive Graphics

Network Services supports interactive graphics-based applications. The graphics appli-

cation will negotiate with Presentation Layer services to obtain communications facilities

to support its capacity, robustness, and reliability demands. In peer to peer relationships,

these connections could be formed using an appropriate ACSE. Detailed information on

graphics appears in the User Interface Services part of Section 4 and in Appendix G.
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C.3.10 Teleconferencing

Teleconferencing will soon evolve to a point where a CCIS designer can expect to

include this function, providing transmission and reception of video and audio data. The

technology is beginning to appear in the commercial marketplace, However, it is far from

mature and does not appear to have a definitive set of standards. As standards evolve, they

will have to be compared with the ISO OSI standards and GOSIP profile to ensure that they

provide the functionality without sacrifice of interconnectivity.

C.4 UPPER LAYER SERVICES

The upper layer services are three in number. Application, Presentation, and Session.

C.4.1 Application Layer Services

The Application Layer provides several types of commonly used services: the Associ-

ation Control Service Element (ACSE), the Remote Operation Service Element (ROSE),

and the Reliable Transfer Service Element (RTSE).

ACSE is an Application Layer service used to create, control, or abort application asso-

ciations, as defined in ISO 8649 with the protocol defined in ISO 8650. In the OSI Refer-

ence Model, an application is composed of a set of Application Elements (AEs) that request

applications associated with another AE, through an Application Service Element (ASE).

Each AE provides a set of functions or services available within its application context. The

application association is a cooperative relationship: two AEs may exchange control infor-

mation, and subsequently data, through the application association. The establishment and

dissociation of an application association can be a cooperative process. An AE can request 0
that an association be established or dissociated and wait for a confirmation. The protocols

also support the dissociation of application associations without confirmation.

The ACSE can form an application association that operates in normal or X.410-1984

mode. When operating in normal mode, the ACSE communicates with its peer using pre-

sentation-service normal mode, as described in ISO 8822. In this mode, actual transfer of
information occurs as defined by the Association Control Protocol Machine (ACPM). The

ACPM is a finite state machine representation of the allowable interactions between the

ACSE-service user and the presentation-service. The ACPMs of the two AEs exchange
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Application Protocol Control Information (APCI) and user information. User information

is in the form of ACSE Application Protocol Data Units (APDUs). In X.410-1984 mode,
APCI information is not exchanged between peer ACPMs. Rather, the ACPMs respond to

ACSE-service users and presentation-service requests to transfer data. This information is
transferred without the accompanying control information.

ROSE [ISO 9072] consists of the notation and services provided by an application ser-

vice element to support interactive applications in a distributed open environment. Interac-
tions between application entities of a distributed application are modeled as one of four
remote operations: bind, unbind, operation, and error. The standard defines five ROSE ser-

vices. The ro-invoke service enables and invoking application entity to request an operation

to be performed by the performing application entity. The ro-result service enables the per-

forming entity to return the positive reply of a successfully performed operation. The ro-
error service enables the performing entity to return the negative of the reply issued by a
successfully performed operation. If a user (-u) or provider (-p) detects a problem, ro-
reject-u and -p enable one entity to reject the request or reply of the other.

Abstract syntax notation (ASN) is a tool to define protocols, a method for describing

the data transferred between ASCEs by the presentation protocols. The language used to
implement the method is called Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1), defined in ISO

8824. It provides a set of rules for describing data types and values. For each application
service (e.g., FrAM) the abstract syntax defines data element types (that may or may not

be ASN. 1 primitives) passed between the Application and Presentation Layers. The respec-
tive protocols use ASN. 1 rules to define the particular syntax used to specify protocol data
units (PDUs). A separate part of the protocol defines the actions that are to take place upon

receipt of a particular PDU. For example, the NIST stable agreements for FTAM provide a
definition (using ASN. 1 rules) for each of the document types supported. These agreements
describe the syntax for file access data units (FADU) for various types of documents (files).

An example of the semantics would be when using the NBS-ordered fiat constraint set, an
<insert> action is allowed only at the end of the file. Certain combinations of current FADU
(state) at the receiver when an <insert> is received will result in the insertion of a new node,
whereas other combinations will result in an error condition.

Because it provides a set of rules defined according to an abstract formal language for

describing data types, ASN.1 has been said to resemble the data type definition role of pro-
gramming languages such as Pascal, Ada, or C. However, ASN. 1 does not define the same
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types of data as Ada; the resemblance extends only to its existence as a formalism for defin-
ing data types. The language has provisions for three types, plus four classes of tags to dis-

tinguish the different types. Definitions of types can be grouped into modules that might

correspond to a particular PDU.

C.4.2 Presentation Layer Services

The stable agreements of the OSI implementors workshop define a mandatory presen-

tation kernel that supports connection, transfer, and release. The optional services support

context management and context restoration. Some of the 1984 ISO application services

(MHS and FTAM) did not make use of separate Presentation and Session Layer services,

but the 1988 versions of the standards do include these layers. The Presentation Layer also

provides a transfer syntax for encoding the PDU it receives from the Application Layer.

The transfer syntax describes how the individual will be represented as a stream of binary

data. The transfer syntax mentioned in the OSI implementors agreements is either "single

ASN.1-type" or "octet-aligned." The latter option is reserved for EXTERNAL types,

encoded as an integral number of octets, and not an instance of an ASN.1 type. ISO 8825

contains the Basic Encoding Rules (BER) for ASN.1. Implementing agreements may pro-

vide more restrictive conditions, e.g., the continuing agreements requires any incidence of

an ASN.1 INTEGER type used to describe protocol control information (PCI) must be

encoded in no more than four octets unless explicit NIST agreement allows an exception.

The basic encoding rules described in ISO 8825 are also referred to as "Basic Encoding

of a single ASN.1 type," or {joint-iso-ccitt asn1 (1) basic-encoding (1)}. The rules provide

for four components of encoded data: identifier octets, length octets, contents octets, and

optionally end-of-contents octets. Although several encoding schema are allowable under

OSI, the only encoding methods mentioned in the NIST Implementors Agreements are the

ISO 8825 BER or "octet-aligned." Connectionless Presentation Layer services are

described in ISO 8822 and protocols are described in ISO 9576.

C.4.3 Session Layer Services

The purpose of the Session Layer is to establish the rules for a "dialog" that will take

place among the participating entities. The Session Layer also maintains the dialog until the

rules for ending it are satisfied [Melendez and Peterson 1987]. It supports the following
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functional units: kernel, duplex, expedited data, re-synchronize, exceptions, activity man-

agement, half-duplex, minor synchronize, major synchronize, and typed data. Session

Layer service definition is contained in ISO 8326 and the protocol definition is contained

in ISO 8327. The OIW stable agreements contain options for concatenation so that con-

forming implementations can accept, abort, or refuse to accept (during negotiation) the fol-

lowing cases: concatenated incoming session protocol data units (SPDU) containing

category 0 SPDU and category 2 SPDU with a Token Item field or User Data, or if extended

concatenation is requested.

Session segmenting and reuse of transport connection are not required and conforming

implementations must be able to work without them. If transport expedited service is avail-

able, it must be requested and used. Session versions 1 and 2 are recognized. Version 2

allows the use of unlimited user data during connection establishment. Cooperating Session

Layers having both version 1 and 2 capability can establish connections with implementa-

tions having only one of them. It is possible for conforming versions only having version 1

or version 2 to be unable to establish communications. Connectionless Session Layer ser-

vices are described in ISO 8326 and protocols are described in ISO 9548.

C.5 TRANSPORT LAYER SERVICES

The standard for Transport Layer services is ISO 8073, defining five classes of proce-

dures that correspond to combinations of different levels of service and types of underlying

networks. Service classes are designated class 0 through 4 and network types are designated

A through C. Only classes 0, 2, and 4 are included in the NIST stable OSI agreements. Only

class 4 is authorized for use over connectionless network layer services (CLNS), but all

classes are authorized for use with connection-oriented networks.

Class 0 has been designed for use with type A networks (networks with acceptable

residual error rates and rate of signaling errors). It provides the simplest type of transport

connection and is compatible with the CCITT Recommendation for TELETEX terminals.

Class 2 provides a way to multiplex several transport connections onto a single type A

network. It allows optional use of explicit flow control, depending on the type of terminals

involved, the level of traffic, and the importance of expedited data.
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Class 4 is designed for use with type C networks (those with unacceptable residual error

rate. It provides the characteristics of class 2 plus recovery from network disconnect or

reset and detection and recovery from errors that occur as a result of low grade of service,

including transport protocol data unit (TPDU) loss, delivery out of sequence, TPDU dupli-

cation, and TPDU corruption.

The NIST OIW agreements contain provisions for transport class 4 to support four pri-

ority level: low, normal, high, and high reserved. When priorities are used, both the network

layer services and end system must support them. Mandatory congestion avoidance is the

other service included in the current version of the working agreements not yet included in

the stable agreements. The stable agreements for transport class 4 provide for "extended

formats" and expedited transfer plus optional use of protection, acknowledgment timer, and

quality of Service (QoS). The current version of ISO 8073 does not include functions for

monitoring QoS or exchanging status information. The layers above and below Transport,

Session and Network, do contain functions for QoS. Procedures for passing QoS informa-

tion between these layers are not clear. Architectural work in ISO to address QoS issues is

progressing very slowly [ATTCIS WP-25].

C.6 LOWER LAYER SERVICES

The Network, Data Link, And Physical Layers are considered lower layer protocols.

They are concerned with ensuring the desired quality of service expected by upper layers,

sequencing traffic, segmenting, flow control, error detection and correction, and control of

physical signaling mechanisms.

C.6.1 X.25 WAN

The CCITT Recommendation X.25 protocols were developed to provide access to pub-

lic, packet-switched networks. They were intended to provide more efficient use of com-

munications resources by users whose demands were "bursty," i.e., that the peak data

transmission rate is much higher than the average transfer rate. The peaks are assumed to

occur at random, with unpredictable duration. Such conditions are approximated by several

important classes of computer users, such as users of electronic mail, remote, interactive

users who communicate with a computer by using a terminal, or a network of computers
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processing a mixture of jobs that have varying need for data exchange, synchronization,

computation, and control.

The X.25 protocols consist of three levels: packet level, link level, and physical level.

They support three types of communication, switched virtual circuits, permanent virtual

circuits, and (more recently) connectionless service. Like other standards, X.25 has

evolved. The 1980 version has been replaced by the 1984 version, but many installations

operate with only the earlier version. The NIST OIW recommends that until the 1984 X.25

becomes available on a widespread basis, upper layer protocols (CCIT Recommendation

X.400, MHS) use the 1980 X.25 even though the earlier version has limitations.

C.6.2 Connectionless Network Service

ISO 8473 defines the connectionless network service (CLNS) protocol that can be used

with X.25 as well as with ISO 8802/2 LAN and ISDN services. For all underlying systems,

the O1W has agreed not to use the inactive subset of ISO 8473. Non-segmenting will not

be used and PDUs will be generated with a segmentation part. A PDU that does not contain

such a part will be correctly received and processed. Other functions provided by imple-

mentations conforming to the O1W agreements will have the following mandatory func-

tions: a lifetime parameter (set at least 1.5 seconds), a reassembly time, and, when error

reporting PDUs are supported, the contents of the source address field of the PDU generat-

ing an error. Optional functions include the following:

a. The security parameters may be defined by bilateral agreements.

b. Partial and complete source routing will not be required because of a defect in

the partial source routing option.

c. Partial record of route will be supported by intermediate systems.

d. QoS will be followed as described in ISO 8473.

e. Notification of congestion will be provided.

The specific provisions for providing CLNS over X.25 networks are defined in ISO

8348/Addendum 1 and ISO 8473. (See also: ISO 9068.) The necessary subnetwork depen-

dent convergence function (SNDCF) will be as defined in ISO 8473. SNDCF [Hemrick

1982] is used to enhance the functionality of subnetworks that might not otherwise provide

full X.25 services. Because it is subnetwork dependent, the particular function is dependent
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on the underlying subnetwork. The default throughput class should be used if available.

The X.25 packet level protocol (ISO 8208) will be used.

C.6.3 LAN Link Control

ISO 8802/2 defines logical link control (LLC) procedures for several types of conform-

ing local area networks. ISO 8473 and ISO 8348 Addendum 1 define the CLNSs used for

LANs. The routing is as described in ISO 9542. Additionally, the stable implementors

agreements recommend use of a management mechanism capable of adding and deleting

entries in the Routing Information Base (RIB). Additional OIW agreements [Boland 1990,

3-9 - 3-23] regarding ISO 9542 include the following:

a. Support is provided for any valid network service access point (NSAP) address.

b. Support is provided for both configuration information and route redirection

information, but not for subsets thereof.

c. Configurability is provided for all timer values.

d. Configurability is provided for checksums (but not recommended for use in

originating protocol data units).

e. QoS, security, and priority parameters are not to be used for routing

f. A mechanism to disable configuration notification is needed for broadcast net-

works.

g. The same link service access point (LSAP) as ISO 8473 is used for LANs.

h. The encoding of network service access point (NSAP) address follows the syn-

tax of the data link being used (e.g. 48 bit MAC address on LANs).

i. The multicast addresses for "all intermediate systems on the network," and "all

end systems on the network" have default encodings.

j. The error report flag shall be set to zero for network protocol data units

(NPDUs) sent as a result of invoking the QUERY Configuration Function. •
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C.6.4 Fiber Distributed Digital Interface

The Fiber Distributed Digital Interface (FDDI) is a 100Mbps LAN based on a fiber

optic token ring protocol [Ross 1990, 16]. An FDDI standard is still under development,

but its inclusion in the OIW agreements provides an indication of support among vendors.

The protocols that define the FDDI standard consist of a basic set of four protocols and an

additional three protocols that are being developed as an extension. Figure C-4 shows the

architecture of FDDI [Ross 1990, 17].

Circuit Switching 1i Multiplexor(s) J 8802/2 LLC(CS-MUX) I

MAC [Isochronous MAPC MAC(I-MAC)

Hybrid Ring Contro (HRC)

Hybrid Mutiplexor (H-MUX)

Data Link
Layer 2 FDD II

Station
.Management

,, (SMT)
Physical Physical Layer Protocol (PHY)" -

Layer 11

SSOE Si Physical
.JPhysical.LayerL gl Md Layer

SONET*- -PMa Layr Fiber PMD Medium
(R, (SMF-PMD) Depndent

[Ross 1990, 17]
Figure C-4. FDDI Architecture

Basic FDDI protocols are found in the lower two layers of the OSI model. FDDI con-

forms to the ISO 8802/2 logical link control and the basic protocols consist of Media

Access Control (MAC) in Layer 2 (the Data Link Layer) and two protocols in Layer 1 (the

Physical Layer). The Layer 1 protocols are called Physical Layer Protocol (PHY) and Phys-
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ical Layer Medium Dependent (PMD). A final protocol, the Station Management (SMT),

spans Layers 1 and 2. The optional protocols are also found in Layers 1 and 2. In Layer 2, 0

the Hybrid Ring Control (HRC) consists of an Isochronous MAC (I-MAC) and a Hybrid

Multiplexer (H-MUX). HRC is not controlled by LLC, but by a Circuit Switching Multi-

plexer (CS-MUX). There are two additional protocols at the Physical Layer. Single Mode

Fiber PMD (SMF-PMD) that uses a laser source and allows fiber links up to 60 kim, and 0

SONET PMD (SPM) that provides transport of FDDI over common carrier synchronous

optical network (SONET).

The physical medium used by FDDI consists of dual fiber connections configured as

concentric rings. A separate token is passed on each ring as a means of controlling access 0

to the communication resources. A station can transmit data only when it holds a token. Sta-

tions can connect either to a single trunk or to both trunks. Stations that connect to both

links can have either a single Media Access Control (MAC) or dual MAC. As a result, a

station can be one of three types, Dual Attachment Station (DAS) single MAC (DAS/SM), 0

DAS dual MAC (DAS/DM), or Single Attachment Station (SAS). The DAS stations pro-

vide a mechanism for bypassing failed stations. In the event that a node or link should fail,

the adjacent stations will detect the failure and automatically wrap the two broken rings into

a single continuous link. 0

Although FDDI is based on token passing rings, the basic topology is a dual, counter-

rotating (the tokens pass in opposite directions) ring of trees. Trees are formed by master

ports that attach to the trunk ring, either to a single ring or to the dual rings. Master ports in

turn provide a mechanism for slave stations to attach to the ring. Master ports act as con-

centrators to form trees that extend from the basic ring. Figure C-5 shows the basic trunk

ring (counter-rotating tokens) with attached trees.

FDDI PMD specification calls for stations to repeat all valid packets under all signal 10
conditions with a bit error rate of not more than 2.5 x 10-10. The minimum average power

shall be -29 dBm. Link errors on FDDI links are estimated by a Link Error Monitor that

excludes whenever a threshold is exceeded. The threshold can be set as high as 10"4, but

the nominal value is 10"7 . The threshold is specified by the SMT. The link error rate thresh- •

old is necessary to ensure that MAC layer operates correctly.

The physical cable for FDDI is either based on 62.5/125 micron multi-mode fiber

(PMD) or 8/125 micron single mode fiber (SMF-PMD). The multi-mode is used for dis-

tances up to 2 km and the single mode is used up for distances up to 40-60 km. Optional •
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multi-mode fiber sizes are permitted and the proposed standard (ANSI X3.166-199x) con-

tains data on different loss factors for other common fiber sizes.

r-M ........ ... . ..

Station

Trunk Ring

Trees

Figure C-5. FDDI LAN

There is an optional provision in FDDI that allows FDDI service to be transported over

common carriers that comply with the North American standard synchronous optical net-

work (SONET). SONET is the architecture used by common carriers in North America to

implement the Synchronous Data Hierarchy (SDH). By providing synchronized communi-

cation and a virtual container concept, SDH simplifies the design of multiplexors and other

network interface devices. It carries traffic in synchronized modes at rates that are integral

multiples of 155.52Mbps. The SONET architecture will be compatible with broadband

ISDN.

FDDI II introduces a circuit switched service, called isochronous service, to the packet

switched service provided by FDDI. Circuit switching can be tailored at various band-

widths from 8, 16, 32, and 64Kbps plus multiples of 64Kbps up to 6.144Mbps, called a

wideband channel (WBC). Networks that support isochronous service maintain a synchro-

nized, periodic structure of preamble, cycle header, sixteen WBC, and twelve packet data

groups with a cycle time of 125 microseconds. The HRC standard introduces H-MUX and

I-MAC, in the Data Link Layer to maintain the cycle structure and control access to the

WBC. Unused WBC bandwidth is made available for packet service.
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The group that developed the FDDI standard has proposed a new family of standards,

the FDDI Follow-On LAN (FFOL) [X3T9/90, X3T9.5/90, FFOL-019, FDDI Follow-On 4

LAN (FFOL) 24 August 1990.]. The target date for completion of the basic FFOL standards

is December 1995. The estimated life of the FFOL family of standards is 10 to 15 years.

General requirements for FFOL include the a backbone for multiple FDDI networks, effi-

cient interconnections to wide area networks, support for a wide variety of integrated ser-

vices such as data, graphics, video, and audio, an initial data rate matched to SDH and less

than 1.25 Gbps, and the ability to use existing FDDI cable plant, where feasible.

C.6.5 ISDN

ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) is the result of the current evolution of the

networks and services available from the various common carriers. The original telephone

or telegraph networks were based on analog equipment. In recent years, analog equipment

has been replaced with digital equipment. This has led to the replacement of the analog net-

work with an Integrated Digital Network (IDN) that incorporates the latest in digital

switching and transmission. The extension of the IDN to provide additional user services

has resulted in the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) that makes an all digital

interface available to the network subscriber. Digital switching provides a fast connect and

call setup time for voice and data communications. An ISDN node can connect to packet

based and circuit based switched or nonswitched networks. The ISDN provides a digital

interface that allows the usei to connect digital devices directly to the network. The ISDN

node interface is referred to as the CRF (Connection Related Functions). User terminal

equipment is typically connected to an ISDN node by a NT1 (Network Termination 1) or

NT2 (Network.Termination 2). Terminal equipment provides basic protocol handling and

interface functions including digital telephones, data terminal equipment, and integrated 10

workstations. Terminal Equipment that features an interface that complies the ISDN user-

network interface is designated TEl (Terminal Equipment Type 1). Terminal Equipment

Type 2 (TE2) is Terminal Equipment that adheres to an interface recommendation other

than ISDN. 0

Network Termination equipment can be of type 1 (NT1) or type 2 (NT2). Network Ter-

mination 1 equipment provides the proper physical and electromagnetic termination of the

network. This includes line transmission termination, timing, power transfer, and interface

termination. A NT2 provides additional features that can include switching, concentration, 0
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and multiplexing. Examples of NT2 equipment are private branch exchange (PBX), auto-

matic branch exchange (PABX), a local area network (LAN), or a terminal controller. The

exact configuration and connections to an ISDN node depend on the capabilities and fea-

tures of the equipment. Facsimile, TELETEX, and slow scan television equipment could

function as terminal and NTl equipment. It could be directly connected the ISDN node.

Less capable terminal equipment may require connection to an NT1 or NT2 connccted to

the ISDN node. Terminal Equipment may be intentionally connected to an NT2 rather than

an NT1 to take advantage of the multiplexing and concentrating capabilities.

An ISDN node's capacity is determined by the number and kinds of communications

channels available to the node. A basic ISDN node has two B channels and one D channel.

B channels, 64Kbps, are normally used for the transmission and reception of data. D chan-

nels, 16Kbps, are normally used for signalling or control functions. Higner bandwidth H

channels may be available with designated bandwidths of 384Kbps, 1536Kbps, or

1920Kbps. The protocols, services, and interfaces to an ISDN network are defined in the

CCITT I series recommendations. For example, the CCITT Recommendation 1.430 speci-

fies bit, octet, and channel synchronization, as well as, the D channel and access control.

CCIT Recommendation 1.440 describes the data link logical connection by the D channel,

including the ability to transfer a packet by the D channel. The protocol used on the D chan-

nel is LAP D, based on HDLC. The CCITT Recommendation also indicates how to estab-

lish and clear a call through a circuit switched or packet switched network. CCITT

Recommendations 1.440 and 1.441 jointly provide ISDN service and protocol definitions

and specifications, describing how to establish a network connection in a circuit or packet

switched network, protocols for transferring a data packet or datagram over a connection-

less network, and how to perform the same task using a virtual circuit in a connection-ori-

ented network. The physical connection between terminal equipment and an NTE is

covered in CCTIT Recommendation 1.430. The network connection between tht terminal

equipment and an NTE is specified in CCITT Recommendation 1.440. CCITT Recommen-

dation 1.450 indicates how a connection across an ISDN network between two terminals is

accomplished.

There is a correspondence between the CCITT ISDN Recommendations and the ISO

Reference Model. The physical connection between an ISDN network and a NT1 corre-

sponds to ISO Layer 1. The connections that establish a network connection from an ISDN
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network to a NT2 corresponds to ISO Layers 1-3. The teleservices that could be available

from an ISDN network correspond to Application Layer services or ISO Layers 1-7.

C.6.6 BISDN

BISDN (or B-ISDN) refers to Broadband ISDN. BISDN overlaps ISDN, but can

include a switched or nonswitched network connection that operates in a circuit or packet

mode network. It can offer different forms of applications and communications capabilities

for distribution-oriented and interactive services such as conversational, messaging,
ucrieval services, and distribution services with and without individual presentation con-

trol. Conversational services provide bidirectional (although unidirectional could be

included) dialogue communicationsz that could include video surveillance, videotele-

phony, video teleconference, videotex, and high speed data communication. Message ser-

vices extend mail functions to include moving pictures, high resolution images, and audio.

These services allow a user to create, edit, process, convert, store, and forward messages.

This service allows end users to communicate with each other. Retrieval services allow an

end user to retrieve information from a central location or an archival site on demand.

BISDN services can require substantial network capacity. In addition to the ISDN B and

H channels, BISDN must support the H21 channel at 32Mbps, the H22 channel with capac-

ity up to 45Mbps, and the H4 channel with a rate as high as 138.24Mbps. The user interface

standard rates will be approximately 150Mbps and 600Mbps.

C.6.7 LAN

Local Area Network (LAN) technology was designed to support communications

between computing devices using a physical communication channel of moderate data rate •

within a moderately sized geographic area. The LAN has found wide acceptance in the

marketplace. The ISO 8802 series of standards define LAN services, protocols, and func-

tions. ISO 8802 focuses on the definition of a multi-access LAN within which any node can

determine if another node is trar.=,,aitting or, if appropriate, start transmitting. ISO 8802 is

applicable to baseband systems where the data rate will be 1-20Mbps, and the total network

length less than 2 km.
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A LAN for a CCIS may have to operate in one of two very different environments. The

first has light network loads, low throughput requirements, and small delays. The other has

demanding requirements: heavy network loads, potentially long delays, and a throughput

requirement for gradual or controlled degradation. This has resulted in a group of ISO stan-

dards. ISO 8802/1 corresponds to the OSI Physical Layer, specifying cable or media for

communications and aspects of the media access unit. ISO 8802/2 corresponds to the OSI
Data Link Layer, defining aspects of the media access unit and logical link control. Three

ISO standards correspond to the Layers 1 and 2: ISO 8802/3, 8802/4, and 8802/5. They

define how information is transmitted through the network and are distinguished by the pro-

tocols used to control and transmit data packets. An ISO 8802/3 network is based on

CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detect), an ISO 8802/4 network is

based on token bus concepts, and an ISO 8802/5 network uses a token ring. These protocols

differ in their complexity and exhibit different tolerances to loading. For example, an ISO
8802/3 network features a low overhead and works efficiently at a 30% network load. If

loading goes beyond 70%, it degrades rapidly as collisions increase. The token based pro-

tocols perform better under heavy loading, since, traffic that would otherwise result in col-
lisions is queued at the node.

ISO 8802/3, Ethernet, is unslotted persistent CSMA/CD with binary exponential back-

off. In this network, all nodes have equal access to the network. A node wishing to transmit

checks the network and if no activity is detected, begins transmission. The node monitors

the network while transmitting and if it detects another node's transmission, it retransmits
its data packet later. A CSMA/CD network works if nodes are able rapidly to detect an idle

network. The network becomes less efficient as propagation and detection delays increase.

It also becomes less efficient as channel or data rate increases and data packet size

decreases. The maximum throughput of Ethernet depends on the arrangement of the nodes

with respect to the cable. Ethernet is nominally rated at 10Mbps.

The ISO 8802/4 (Token Bus) and ISO 8802/5 (Token Ring) networks are more complex

than CSMA/CD. These networks require the management of tokens, a process that can be

complex. However, token-based systems do not suffer the rapid degradation of service

under heavy network load, as does CSMA/CD networks. Depending on the configuration,

a token-based network may have a point of failure at each node. Each node could be

expected to receive, process, and send tokens. If any node fails to do so, the entire network

becomes unusable.
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In a token bus network, a network access token is passed from node to node in a round

robin. A node that receives this token is granted access to the network to transmit data pack-

ets. The addition or deletion of nodes from the token bus network, is accomplished by the

use of a special "add node" tokens. The occurrence of this token allows the actions neces-

sary for reconfiguration of the network to occur. A token ring network passes a series of

tokens around a logical ring. These tokens can be busy tokens or free tokens. Busy tokens

have data within them and are forwarded to the next node in the network. If a node has data

to transmit, it selects a free token and uses it to transmit the data. A logical ring configura-

tion is subject to failure at any node. The ISO 8802/5 addresses this concern by specifying

the use of a central hub. Token ring networks have an apparent capacity limit of 4Mbps.

C.7 NETWORKING ISSUES

The OSI Reference Model and its associated standards are based on computing and •

communications abstractions. They have not been fully tested by actual implementation. It

is possible that flaws in the model will be uncovered during future implementation and

operations and standard addenda issued. Ad hoc standards and DoD standards such as

TCP/IP are the result of practical experience, primarily with ARPANET and in the open

marketplace. Such standards may include layering concepts of the OSI Reference Model

but are not necessarily compatible with the model. The design of a communication system

will need to address particular user requirements. Military communications systems have

mobile hosts, robustness, and real time communications needs, as well as unique require-

ments for security and performance. While all issues discussed below are not peculiar to

the CCIS environment, they provide potentially useful background information to those

planning a specific system implementation.

C.7.1 Security

The security requirements of CCIS communications are stringent. Disclosure of infor-

mation or denial of service could adversely affect national security. Among the more 0

important current network security standards efforts are the Secure Data Network System

(SDNS) and the Standard for Interoperable LAN Security (SILS), IEEE 802.10. SDNS

identifies encryption-based features that will increase the trustworthiness of the OSI and

GOSIP services and protocols. These services and protocols ensure confidentiality, peer
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authentication, access control, and data integrity. SDNS applies to the Application, Trans-

port, and Network Layers. Message Security Protocol provides security features to Mes-

sage Handling Systems within the Application Layer. Security Protocol 4 (SP4) provides

security features within the Transport Layer and Security Protocol 3 (SP3) provides fea-

tures within the Network Layer. SILS provides security features within the Data Link Layer

for local area networks.

C.7.2 Performance

A CCIS will depend on the underlying communications system to deliver messages and

data to geographically dispersed sites in a reliable and timely manner, depending on the

capabilities and performance aspects of the network media and ability of Network Services

protocols to use those capabilities. The selection of network media is not based solely on

capacity and performance. Cost, reliability, and security are important. For example, fiber

optics provide capacity and performance. However, cellular or radio links are appropriate

for mobile sites and meteor burst communications offer "stealth" communications with

reduced data rates. Table C-2 identifies existing and potential bandwidths based on wire,

line of sight (LOS), and beyond line of sight (BLOS) technologies. The material is derived

from references IEEE 1990, Yavu 1990, Elisle 1991, and Steele 1989.

Table C-2. Communications Media Capabilities

Link Capacity (Mbps) Type

HF 0.002 BLOS
Meteor Scatter 0.002 BLOS

Meteor Burst 0.002 BLOS
Cellular Radio 0.2 LOS (Actual)
Copper 0.8 Wire
Cellular Radio 2.0 LOS (Target)
Troposcatter 10 BLOS

SATCOM 400 BLOS
Optical 2,500 Cable (Actual)

Optical 100,000 Cable (Theoretical)
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The protocols and layers of protocols that provide access to the communications media

and allow systems to interconnect in the open systems environment also impact the perfor-

mance of the communications networks. For example, a radio link described as supporting

communications at 400Mbps will supply 312Mbps of bandwidth with the SDH protocol.

Reduced bandwidth has not yet been addressed in OSI or GOSIP environments with their

additional layers of protocols. Implementations based on these standards are relatively new

and the standards are still evolving. One study indicates that FTAM performance between

workstations connected by a CSMA/CD LAN is comparable to FTP performance Leennell

1990]. Currently, due to protocol limitations, CSMA/CD (ISO 8802/3) LANs do not pro-

vide efficient file transfer service; the protocols give only about 5% of the available 10Mbps

bandwidth. This has resulted in research focused on end-to-end performance and the intro-

duction of experimental protocols. Some, e.g. eXpress Transfer Protocol (XTP) and High

Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI), are more efficient.

One recent study [Lidinsky 1990, 28-33] indicates that file transfer can be supported by •

throughput ranging from 10Kbps to 1Mbps for file sizes ranging from 105 to 10 bits. Cur-

rent upper level file transfer protocols available for workstations connected by a CSMA/CD

LAN provide throughput in the range of 1.6 to 3.2Mbps. It islikely that future CCIS appli-

cations will require the transfer of very large files, perhaps exceeding W bits. The CICNet

DS-3 Working Group [CICNet 1991] reports that applications such as remote observation,

realistic visualization, multimedia conferencing, document imaging, and internetwork

video will require possibly gigabits of bandwidth. The bandwidth required to support com-

munications for future CCISs may be in the gigabit range. For example, uncompressed high •

definition television (HDTV) requires 120Mbps, while standard television requires

30Mbps. High-speed communications links and data compression technology are needed

to support these applications. Compression can be used to reduce the bandwidth require-

ments of a video conference transmission to 2Mbps. •
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APPENDIX D -OPERATING SYSTEMS SERVICES

D.1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix describes operating system requirements in terms of the services and fea-

tures needed for a CCIS. The primary thrust is a cross-comparison of operating system ser-

vices and CCIS requirements. The purpose is to identify the means and degree of support

provided by each operating system service for implementing a generic CCIS. Our forma-

tion of generic CCIS requirements will be aided by considering a specific implementation,

the WWMCCS ADP Modernization (WAM) program.

Special consideration is given to the IEEE Portable Operating System for Computer
Environments (POSIX) standards since this family of standards provides the basic system

services and is a likely choice for use in defining a CCIS system interface. POSIX is an

effort to standardize common interfaces to computer system services. The "X" in POSIX

denotes the UNIX heritage of POSIX. Further details on POSIX can be found later in this

appendix. POSIX is an important area for U.S. standardization activity and has been rec-

ommended for the WAM program.

The end result of this comparison is a measure of POSIX operating system support for

the WAM program requirements. This includes identification of the POSIX services that
are well matched to the WAM requirements, as well as the deficient areas of POSIX. We

expect this analysis would hold to a large degree for a generic CCIS implementation

because the WAM program requirements are fairly rigorous.

D.1.1 Scope

Part of this appendix provides a broad discussion of operating system services. Both

general and specific operating system services are discussed. We will use the framework

provided by this discussion to identify the operating systems services that are necessary to

support CCIS requirements.
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In a large effort like WAM, it is common for some of the requirements to conflict. Indi-

cations of any conflicts will become apparent in the cross-comparison of WAM require- 0

ments and operating system services. This appendix does not attempt to resolve the conflict;

rather, it notes their existence and examines methods for reducing the impact of such con-

flicts.

D.1.2 Background

The following sections provide general information on open systems and POSIX, an

operating system's view of architectures, and a list of requirements to be addressed within 0

the architecture.

D.1.11 Open Systems and POSIX

POSIX represents a key open system standardization effort in the area of operating sys-

tems. In the WAM Decision Coordinating Paper (DCP) [WAM DCP, Appendix R], it is rec-

ommended that the future architecture of the WWMCCS ADP System adhere to POSIX

standards for operating system interfaces. The term POSIX is used to refer to the standards

being developed by IEEE1 Project 1003, which is sponsored by the Technical Committee

on Operating Systems of the IEEE Computer Society. The term POSIX is also used to refer

to 1003 itself, as well as to the collection of working groups that exist under 1003. In addi-

tion, it is used as an umbrella term to encompass not only 1003, but also some closely •

related IEEE standards projects (e.g., 1201 on windows and 1238 on the API for the File

Transfer, Access, and Management (FTAM) protocol).

IEEE Project 1003 consists of a family of working groups. The 1003 working groups

are defining interface standards based on UNIX. All 1003 standards are intended to facili-

tate application portability at the source code level. While UNIX has become the operating

system of choice on a large number of widely varying hardware platforms, different inter-

faces exist for each of several versions. The 1003 working groups are chartered to remedy

1. IEEE rules for naming and numbering use "P'" when a standard has an approved Project Authorization
Request (PAR), a "T" when a standard is approved for Trial-Use only, an "X" when PAR has not yet been
submitted and/or approved, and no prefix is given when the standard is approved nor is it given when
referring to the working group. For example, 1003.0 is used when the working group is discussed and
P1003.0 is used when the draft standard is discussed.
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this situation by defining a standard operating system interface and environment based on

UNIX.

The first 1003 working group, 1003.1, has produced a standard now known as IEEE Std

1003.1-1988. IEEE Std 1003.1-1988 defines the interfaces to system services, including

process management, signals, time services, file management, pipes, file 1/O, and terminal

device management. IEEE Std 1003.1-1988, in the UNIX tradition, is oriented toward the

interactive inulti-user application domain. Using IEEE Std 1003.1-1988 as a baseline, other

1003 working groups are extending application portability to additional application

domains.

The set of working groups that currently make up the POSIX family are described in

terms of eight categories of standardization activity: guidance, system services, utilities,

language bindings, distributed services, windowing, conformance, and profiles [DEC

1990].

The 1003.0 working group provides guidance for the coordination of the other individ-

ual working groups. This group also attempts to identify gaps in POSIX standards structure

and can create new working groups to address those areas. When the standard P1003.0 is

finalized, it will provide an overview document describing the scope and content of each

standard in the POSIX family, as well as cross-references to related standards.

Working groups in the system services area include those for System Services (1003.1),

Real-Time Extensions (1003.4), and Security (1003.6). The System Services working

group has produced a standard (IEEE Std 1003.1-1988) which defines the interface prima-

rily for low-level routines, but includes some library interfaces. Other working groups

addressing application domains use this standard as a baseline. The standard is oriented

toward an interactive, multiuser application domain and to centralized computer architec-

tures.

The 1003.4 working group will address issues which are of particular concern to real-

time application developers, who must be able to accurately control/predict response times.

The initial focus of this working group is on defining application interfaces to the functional

areas which impact resource management.

The 1003.6 working group will define interfaces to security services and mechanisms.

Its basis for consideration of security issues is the Trusted Computer Security Evaluation

Criteria (DoD 5200.28-STD), commonly known as the Orange Book.
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Working groups in the utilities area include those for Shell and Utilities (1003.2), Sys-

tem Administration (1003.7), and Supercomputing Batch Environment Extension

(1003.15). The 1003.2 working group will define a standard programmatic interface to

common UNIX utilities (e.g., searching, sorting, pattern matching, etc.), including the com-

mand interpreter (shell). The 1003.7 working group will address common administrative

functions such as backup, recovery, system start-up and shutdown. The 1003.15 working

group will define facilities that provide a network queueing and batch system in a POSIX

environment.

Working groups in the language bindings area are attempting to remove the C language

dependencies from the POSIX standards, motivated partially by the desire to carry POSIX

into the international standardization arena. The current plan is to supplement the language-

independent standards base with interface definitions for specific languages. Currently,

working groups for Ada Bindings (1003.5) and FORTRAN Bindings (1003.9) have been

established. 6

Working groups in the distributed services area are trying to define Application Pro-

gram Interfaces (APIs). Included in this effort are (1) Transparent File Access (1003.8), dis-

tributed file systems; (2) Protocol Independent Interfaces (1003.12), a network independent

data transport capability; (3) Directory Services (1003.17), working on a standard based on

CCITT Recommendation X.500; (4) X.400 Mail Services (1224), based on CCTIT Recom-

mendation X.400; (5) File Transfer, Access and Management (1238), based on ISO 8571.

Working groups (1-4) under IEEE Project 1201 are defining a standard windowing

interface based on X Windows. This interface is being designed to work with any operating

system and is not dependent on POSIX.

The Test Methods (1003.3) working group is chartered to develop test methods for mea-

suring conformance to POSIX. The P1003.3 standard will define a uniform way of testing

systems for conformance to the 1003.1 (System Services); it will specify generic test meth-

ods which define how to write assertions and test methods for any POSIX standard. Addi-

tional documents will address each standard separately (e.g., P1003.3.1 for System

Services and P1003.3.2 for Shell and Utilities). 0

Working groups in the profiles area are trying to define Application Environment Pro-

files (AEPs). An AEP is a collection of interface standards tailored to a particular applica-

tion domain. Applications conforming to a particular AEP would be portable across
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systems which implement that AEP. The AEPs currently being defined include (1) Super-

computing AEP (P1003.10); (2)Transaction Processing AEP (P1003.11); (3) Real-Time

Processing AEP (P1003.13); (4) Traditional Interactive Multiuser System AEP (P1003.18

TIMS); and (5) Multi-Processing Support AEP (P1003.14).

D.1.2.2 Generic CCIS Architecture

In the ensuing discussion, a generic CCIS architecture is examined to develop a basis

for further discussion. This generic architecture is viewed as a series of layers. The layers

range from the simple case of a stand-alone processor to the heterogeneous loosely coupled

network of parallel and sequential processors. All four types of systems are possible com-

ponents of the generic architecture. The four layers are represented in the matrix shown in

Table D-1.

Table D-1. Layers of Operating System Architectures

Single OS Multi OS

Multiple Systems Network Mach Network Apple

layer Network UNIX

VAX UNIX IBM VM
Single System PC MS-DOS

layer Cray X-MP
Alliant

In an operating systems view, the simple case is the single computer system with a sin-

gle operating system, represented by the lower-left corner of the matrix. The operating sys-

tem in this type of architecture provides an interface between both the users and

applications and the hardware. The services provided by the operating system are similar

to those found on any conventional multiuser architecture (e.g., VAX). If the computer sys-

tem has multiple processors, like the Alliant or Cray machines, the basic services are not

changed; however additional services that allow finer control over the resources may be

provided. Figure D-1 illustrates this simple version. Since both the uniprocessor and mul-

tiprocessor systems run under a single operating system, the diagram is basically the same

for both.

The next layer is a single computer system that runs multiple operating systems, repre-

sented by the lower-right corner of the matrix. This scenario will not be examined in detail
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Hardware

Figure D-1. Single System

because it is not a common method for system design. Examples of this type of system
include IBM/VM (Buzen 1973].

The more difficult cases occur when several computer systems within a network are
running together, as shown in the upper row of the matrix. In this type of network environ-
ment it is possible to have either a single operating system installed on the computer sys-
tems or several operating systems installed. •

A single operating system installed on a network is often called a distributed operating
system [Tanenbaum 1981, 2]. A distributed operating system's view of the network is seam-
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less; the resources are identified by name and not by location. Thus, the system view of the

network is similar to the multiprocessor's view of hardware.

Distributed operating systems are not common; however, the current trends in research
are concentrating on these types of systems (e.g., Mach). The principle advantage is that

the application services and system administration services are designed to handle a net-
work of potentially heterogeneous systems.

The most common form of networked systems today is composed of independent com-
puter systems, each running their own operating system. The systems are interconnected

via standard data communications protocols (e.g., TCP, I, Telnet, FTP, SMTP). This con-
figuration is often called a networked operating system [Tanenbaum 1981, 2]. Networked
operating systems are more difficult to use and manage than distributed operating systems
because they do not provide a uniform view of the network (e.g., users must know the name
and location of resources). Nevertheless, this is the current state of computer networks and
will affect future systems for many years. Figure D-2 illustrates a single node in such a net-

worked operating system.

P1003.X- - - -- - - - - - - - -i C Biding
AMI P1003.9I~IzJI

P1003.7 Fortran
[~~Fil P1003.12 Sse

Protcl Ind I Admin Ada Bindin7 -z-* t

1003..P10 15 P1003.2 LanguageDirctryShells & Bindings
* Distributed Systerm ServijcesP10

X Windows Utilities

P1031 1 PW3.6 P1031 1113.4.4a1System Services iSecurity I[Supercomputing 11 R ea l ' l-km e Ext. I

operating System Interface

SYSTEM
Network 

Connection

Figure D-2. A Single System In a Network (The POSIX View)
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D.1.2.3 Operating System Services

There are many ways of categorizing operating system services (Bach 1986, 20-30;

Madnick 1974, 8-10, Deitel 1983, 5-6]. For this discussion, operating system services are

divided into five categories: process management, storage management, device manage-

ment, time management, and other management functions. For each category a further divi-

sion is given. Many of these subdivisions overlap. For example, communications is an

important aspect of both process and device management. This is one of the reasons for the

many different methods of dividing operating system services noted earlier.

Process management is a broad list of services used to establish and manage the exe-

cutable processes. Process management is subdivided into four areas: process (task) man-

agement, program management, interprocess communication (IPC), and memory

management. Process management controls the start-up, execution, and termination of pro-

cesses. Program management assists process management in loading, executing, and over-

laying the executable images of processes. IPC provides processes the functions necessary

to establish communication and synchronization with other processes known to the operat-

ing system. Memory management provides virtual address mapping, memory allocation

strategies, and dynamic storge allocation and deallocation.

Storage management is the part of an operating system that provides the file system and

access to the file system. This involves the creation, manipulation, and deletion of files.

Also provided are methods to define and access different types of files, for example, stream

files, sequential files, keyed files, and the operations to read, write, update, or delete such

files.

Device management involves the control of hardware interfaces to the central process-

ing unit(s). Several types of device managers may exist in a system, for example, spooling

services for printers, dedicated services for tape drives, and shared services for disk drives.

A typical example of device management is the interface provided to a disk drive. Disk

drives are used to store the file structure and files of an operating system and its users. The

operating system provides interfaces (device drivers) to the disk drives that allow data to

be read from and written to disk drives. 0

Tune management functions of an operating system provide timers, clocks, and consis-

tency between clocks. Tumers are used to signal the passing of time. For example, in a time-

sharing system the operating system uses a timer to signal the end of each timeslice. Clocks 0
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are used to display the time to the users and mark data when it is modified or examined.

Consistency between clocks is an important aspect of distributed and multiprocessing sys-

tems that is discussed later in this appendix.

Effective administration of a computer system is dependent on operating system func-

tions not directly associated with the previous management areas. Namely, these functions

are: controlling access to a system, establishing accounts for users, installing applications,

creating backup copies of file systems, enforcing security, and performing configuration

management.

D.2 WAM REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we list requirements specified in authorizing documents for the informa-

tion needs of WWMCCS. We discuss how those requirements affect particular areas rec-

ognized as traditional operating systems areas of interest. This is done in order to limit the
scope of the problem in addressing each requirement and because most operating systems
research and literature can be similarly categorized.

In our discussion of operating system services, we are guided by two general require-

ments:

a. The operating system features for a CCIS architecture must enable and, where

possible, enhance the achievement of requirements specified for the other ser-

vice categories, i.e., network, user interface, security, data management, data

exchange, and programming services.

b. The operating system features for a CCIS architecture must enable and, where

possible, enhance the achievement of requirements specified for the primary

applications of the CCIS, e.g., JOPES for WWMCCS.

We consider the following areas relevant to operating systems for developers of generic

CCISs:

a. Interactive, multi-tasking, multi-user processing

b. Distributed processing

c. Fault tolerance

d. Real time
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e. Security

f. System administration

g. Ada.

Each area will be discussed in separate sections. A general capability objective will be

called out at the beginning of each section. Requirements that explicitly call for a given

capability will also be noted.

D.2.1 Interactive, Multi-Tasking, Multi-User Processing

A CCIS will provide an interactive, multi-tasking, multi-user environment.

Interactive operation of systems, applications, and communications is an explicit

requirement, although it is assumed that this applies to some subset of the entire system.

Anticipated types of interactions include interactive processing (job submissions), data

query and presentation within applications, and decision-aided transactions. See Appendix

G for a discussion of some of the issues involved with interactive systems.

Existing capabilities to support multi-user, multi-process environments must be main-

tained. Extensions to increase (functionally) these capabilities should be anticipated. For

example simultaneous, multiple processes per user should be supported.

Database applications must support concurrent user transactions. The system must also

meet the needs of a variety of user classes (e.g., novice and expert) and applications.

The following requirements support the need for these capabilities:

a. Interactive processing [JOPES ROC 1983,90 and 105; JCS PUB 6-03.10].

b. Interactive tutorials at two levels; detailed for the novice and compressed for the

experienced user [JOPES ROC 1983,65-67,98; JCS PUB 6-03.10, B-4].

c. Action prompting with automated checklists, procedures, instructions, and

decisions aids [JCS PUB 6-03.10, B-8].

d. Multiuser environment as described in JOPES Increment 1 Functional Descrip-

tion document [JOPES ROC 1983].
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D.2.2 Distributed Processing

A CCIS will provide a distributed environment.

The WAM program requires a high degree of connectivity between the CCIS compo-

nents of WWMCCS. This connectivity includes not only nodes at a given (CCIS) level, but

also connectivity to nodes at both higher and lower levels. Consideration must be given to

connecting to the CCISs of allies, non-DoD systems (e.g., federal agencies), tactical sys-

tems, and supporting automated information systems (AISs), as well. Connectivity to relo-

catable and mobile nodes is required.

In general, the distribution of system resources should be transparent to users. Distrib-

uted applications and executive aids will be adequately supported, including transparent

communications, when necessary.

Distributed and widely separated source databases must be allowed. Partial data degra..

dation, when necessary, will occur through the use of decentralized data bases and multiple
exchange routes. Capability for an advanced automated filing system for large volumes of

dynamic, relatively discrete data storage is a goal. Data capture at the place of transaction

and as close to the source as possible is necessary.

Computer conferencing and teleconferencing capabilities will be provided. A clock

synchronization capability must exist.

The following requirements support the need for these capabilities:

a. Connectivity to theater and supporting levels [JOPES ROC1983, 21].

b. Data capture at place of transaction and as close to source as possible [JOPES

ROC 1983, 110].

c. Video capabilities to simultaneously display classified command and control

related data at a number of locations within an organization or facility... [NIS

ROC 1983,5; JCS PUB 6-03.10, B-8].

d. Database management systems (DBMSs) to accommodate distributed data

bases with access to various data bases transparent to users [NIS ROC 1983,

381.
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D.2.3 Fault Tolerance

The maximum degree of fault tolerance will be provided by the system, in accor- 0

dance to the criticality of the application.

Dynamic and rapid reconfiguration of the system during periods of outages or degraded
operations will be possible. Where necessary, automatic system regeneration will be sup- 0
ported. A data system monitor will be provided for control of reconfiguration and prioriti-
zation. An atomic transaction capability will be provided, and atomic information exchange
between nodes will be possible. Verification of data transmission and retrieval will be pos-
sible. Where necessary (e.g., critical situations), a preformatted text message input capabil- 0
ity with error checking shall be provided. Surplus independent communications resources
will be provided and situated to enhance system reliability and survivability. Communica-
tions survivability will be in proportion to the criticality of the communications. The sys-
tem will be protected from denial-of-service attacks.

The following requirements support the need for these capabilities:

a. Network monitoring capability to rapidly cut off users during priority or
degraded operations and for security reasons. The sites must be capable of
dynamically and rapidly reconfiguring the system during periods of outages or
priority operations [JOPES ROC 1983, 105; JCS PUB 6-03.10, B-6].

b. Survivable communications [JOPES ROC 1983, 40].

c. Automatic system regeneration [JOPES ROC 1983, 40].

d. Stringent protocols to provide disciplined high speed atomic information
exchange between nodes [JOPES ROC 1983, 18].

D.2.4 Real Time 0

There will be a real-time system or subsystem capability.

A portion of the system may be required to support real-time. Real-time applications
are distinct from "high-performance computing" in the sense that applications which do not
meet time deadlines produce wrong answers as opposed to simply late answers.

Real-time automated capabilities to receive, store, process, display, and integrate all
environmental data in support of air, land and sea operations, surveillance, and other areas
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(as necessary) will be provided. Event-driven processing capabilities to satisfy real-time

requirements will be provided. Some data management functions will need to be reduced

from 1-2 days to 5-10 minutes. Airborne command posts will interface through available

communications systems to securely obtain, process, and display timely data. Voice input

and output (I/O) capabilities to support selected functional areas in time sensitive situations

are required. Real-time algorithms for "what if' simulation analysis are necessary.

The following requirements suppott the need for these capabilities:

a. A high-density quick storage medium such as video disc capable of displaying

reference documents and maps in a real-time mode [NIS ROC 1983, 10].

b. Voice 1/0 [JOPES ROC 1983, 40].

c. Real-time automated capabilities to receive, store, process, display, and inte-

grate all environmental data in support of air, land, and sea operations, surveil-
lance and other areas as necessary [NIS ROC 1983, 12].

d. Event-driven processing to satisfy real-time information requirements [JOPES-

ROC 1983,65].

e. Real-time algorithms for "what if" simulation analysis [JOPES 1983,65 and 68;

JCS PUB 6-03.10, 111-8].

D.2.5 Security

The system will provide adequate security to protect sensitive and classified infor-

mation in accordance to relevant directives and laws.

Full multi-level security (MLS) mode of operation for some or all of the system is a

goal. Flexibility to develop incremental security solutions to meet this goal is required.

Secure processing facilities for multi-level, classified information, intelligence informa-

tion, and close-hold planning data will be provided. The system will be secure from unau-

thorized access, data manipulation, and denial-of-service attacks. Secure communication of

information is required.

The following requirements support the need for these capabilities:

a. Full multi-level security to include intelligence information [JOPES ROC 1983,

40].
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b. Incremental security solutions [JOPES ROC 1983, 89].

c. Secure communications to DCS and NATO for both digital and analog informa-

tion [JOPES ROC 1983,90].

d. Close-hold planning capabilities [JOPES ROC 1983].

D.2.6 System Administration

The system will be administered in a manner which facilitates all other require-

ments.

System accounting and performance monitoring are required. Priority operations may

require the rapid and dynamic reconfiguration of the system. Communication traffic is to

be managed so as to accomplish the functions relying on communication services.

The following requirements support the need for these capabilities:

a. System accounting and performance monitoring [JOPES ROC 1983, 90 and

105].

b. Network monitoring capability to provide the ability to monitor system activi-

ties and to rapidly cut off users during priority or degraded operations and for

security reasons. The sites must be capable of dynamically and rapidly recon-

figuring the system during periods of outages or priority operations [JOPES

ROC 1983, 105; JCS PUB 6-03.10, B-6].

c. Flexibility to accomplish traffic management [JCS PUB 6-03.10, A-4].

D.2.6.1 Ada

The Ada programming language will be used to the maximum desired degree for

developing systems and applications software.

Ada programming language use is mandated for all DoD procurement and develop-

ment. This requirement applies to all systems and applications programs which are devel-

oped by the government or government contractors. The system must provide the necessary

features for the development, management, and execution of Ada programs. Specific pro-

gramming services requirements are addressed in Appendix E.
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The following requirements support the need for these capabilities:

a. High-order languages; Ada is mandated [NIS ROC 1983, 38].

b. Software transportability (i.e., Ada).

c. Programming development environment.

D.3 DERIVED OPERATING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The WAM system requirements described in Section D.2 imply the need for a wide

spectrum of operating system services to support application software and overall system

management. The primary purpose of this section is to expand the broadly stated system

requirements into more specific operating system service requirements. Hence, the require-

ments described in this section are called "derived" operating system requirements. Sec-

ond, the comparable services and capabilities provided by POSIX are identified and briefly

evaluated.

The outline of this section follows the system requirements shown in the left-hand col-

umn of Table D-1. For each of these requirements, derived operating system services

required for process management, storage management, device management, time manage-

ment, and other important functions are presented. The same topics are then discussed in

the context of POSIX. The effect of this section, therefore, is to fill in the body of Table D-
1, which now contains the section numbers where the topics are presented.

It should be noted that fault tolerance is not addressed in this section. Some aspects of

fault tolerance are covered in Appendix B on data management services (e.g., distributed

transaction processing), and some are covered in Appendix C on network services (e.g.,

reliable communications and network management). Operating system support for fault

tolerance is not approaching standardization, and is left as an area for future study.

D.3.1 Interactive, Mult-Tasking, Multi-User Processing

This section discusses WAM operating systems requirements to support interactive

multi-tasking and multi-user computer systems. A multi-tasking system allows each user to
have several processes active at once. The processor switches between the processes on an
as-needed basis with the intent of maximizing overall throughput. For example,a user may
run a process in the background while at the same time a process is running in the fore-
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Table D-1. Requirements versus Operating System Functions

Operating System Functions POSIX

Timer/
WAM Process Storage Device Clock
Requirements Mgmt. Mgmt. Mgmt. MgmL

Interactive, Multi-Tasking, D.3.1.1 D.3.1.2

Multi-User Processing

Distributed Processing D.3.2.1 D.3.2.2

Fault Tolerance

Real Time D.3.3.1 D.3.3.2

Security D.3.4.1 D.3.4.2

System Administration D.3.5.1 D.3.5.2

Ada D.3.6.1 D.3.6.2

ground. Multi-user systems have the ability to support more than one user concurrently.
Thus user A and user B have the ability to run programs at the same time. A multi-tasking/

multi-user system adds complexity to the operating system since it requires each process 0
and each user to be independent from one another and to compete for limited resources.

D.3.1.1 Operating System Support for Interactive, Multi-Tasking, Multi-User Pro-
cessing

Multi-user operating systems implement a collection of virtual machines, each giving

a user the illusion that he/she has a dedicated machine. The virtual machines support user

processes and allocate resources among the user processes. The resources managed by the

virtual machine include the processor, memory, storage, and devices as presented in this

section [Andleigh 1990, 3]:

a. Process management
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In order to maximize the number of users receiving acceptable response times in

a multi-user environment, the operating system needs a process scheduler. The

scheduling algorithm provides an orderly procedure for sharing the CPU among

the operating system peripherals, user applications, and system functions called

by the user applications. According to [Tanenbaum 1987, 80], a scheduling

algorithm tries to achieve the following:

(1) Fairness, make sure each process gets its fair share of the CPU.

(2) Efficiency, keep the CPU busy.

(3) Response Time, minimize response time for interactive users.

(4) Turnaround Tune, minimize the time batch users must wait for output.

(5) Throughput, maximize the number of jobs processed per hour.

When resources are shared among users who maintain exclusive control over

particular resources, it is possible to develop a situation where some user

processes will never be able to finish. This is commonly referred to as a

deadlock. Thus, the operating system must also deal with deadlock prevention,

detection, and recovery mechanisms.

Memory management is a complex issue in a multi-user system because the total

requirements of the users and the operating system generally far exceed the

available system memory. A common solution to this problem is virtual memory.

The basic idea behind virtual memory is that the operating system keeps parts of

the program currently in use in main memory and the rest on the disk. Pieces of

the program (e.g., pages) are then swapped between memory and disk when

needed. The scLkmes for managing this are swapping, segmentation, and

demand paging. Thus, virtual storage systems facilitate the operation of shared

multi-user systems [Tanenbaum 1987, 207].

The operating system must also protect the memory from unauthorized users. In

a multi-user environment the operating system must sequence access to a shared

storage location so that two processors do not attempt to modify it at the same

time and sacrifice data integrity (Deitel 1983, 32]. Storage protection is also

essential since it limits the range of addresses a program may reference. Storage
protection may be implemented by bound registers or by storage protection keys.
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Thus, as a program executes, all storage addresses must be within the bounded

registers or the program's key must match the storage protection keys [Deitel •
1983,29].

Applications frequently invoke a number of processes to perform different tasks

or functions. The processes need a means of communication to exchange data or
synchronize execution for completing the task in a required sequence. The 0

following mechanisms should be provided by the operating system for IPC:
unnamed and named pipes (a form of process used in UNIX environments),
shared memory, message queues, semaphores, signals, and sleep/wakeup calls

[Andleigh 1990,94]. 0

b. Storage Management

When several users are working together on a project, they often need to share
files. It is often convenient for a shared file to appear simultaneously in different •
directories belonging to different users. Directories are storage structures

designed to hold groups of files and programs.

The file management is more complicated in a multi-user system than in a single

user system because it must associate users with files and provide mechanisms

for file sharing and access control. File management is responsible for storing
information on disk drives and retrieving and updating this information as

directed by the user or a program. In a multi-user environment, this is commonly
accomplished with one or more of the following mechanisms: virtual disks, file 0
directory structure, file identification, file access and control routines. Refer to
Section D.4.6 for more details of operating system security mechanisms.

c. Device management

In a multi-user environment, disk drives, terminals, printers, communications

lines and other peripherals are shared resources (devices). The most efficient
means of managing these resources is for the operating system to start a transfer

to a device and attend to the device only when service is requested. This is
efficient since the operating system does not spend any time making repeated

checks to see if the device transfer has completed. Hence mechanisms are
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needed to provide a link between the user and a peripheral device and for

requesting service when needed. These mechanisms are referred to as device

drivers and interrupts, respectively [Andleigh 1990, 4].

d. Tme management

To prevent users from monopolizing the system, the operating system uses an

interrupting clock or interval timer to take the CPU away from one user and give

it to another user. This helps to guarantee reasonable response times to

interactive users by preventing the system from getting hung up on infinite loops

and by allowing processes to respond to time-dependent events. In addition, the

operating system should provide a time-of-day clock for the computer to keep

track of time in increments as fine as or finer than a millionths of a second. This

time may appear relative to the user time or the system time.

e. Other functions

Another operating service not mentioned above include the ability to tailor the

user's workspace to suite each individual's needs. This is achieved by the use of

environment variables. For example, environment variables provide the ability

to control the default settings for commands such as the print command.

D.3.1.2 POSIX Support for Interactive, Multi-Tasking, Multi-User Systems

POSIX's standard 1003.1 defines a standard operating system interface and environ-

ment based on the UNIX operating system. Since UNIX is an interactive, multi-tasking,

and multi-user system, most services described in POSIX 1003.1 are relevant to this sec-

tion. POSIX 1003.4 standards provide additional relevant functionality. But keep in mind

that these standards describe the external characteristics and facilities that are of importance

to applications developers, rather than the internal construction techniques employed to

achieve these capabilities. That is, the standards define an interface, not an implementation.

POSIX support can be summarized as follows:

a. Process management

(1) To keep the processes separate, each one is uniquely identified during its

lifetime by a process ID number which may not be reused by the system

until the process lifetime ends.
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(2) The POSIX interface is that of a multi-tasking timesharing system; it sup-

ports scheduling with standard functions such as "kill" and "suspend" but it

does not provide a scheduling policy.

(3) POSIX has a deadlock detection mechanism; the "fcntl" function fails when

deadlock occurs. But it does not support deadlock prevention.

(4) POSIX administration functions include process creation, execution, and

termination.

(5) IEEE P1003.4a provides functions for thread management, where a thread

is a lightweight process or thread of control (multiple threads can concur-

rently execute within a single process's address space). U

(6) POSIX does not specify memory management policies. It relies on the C

library as the interface to the operating system for dynamic memory alloca-

tion. In the future, the POSIX 1003.1 group plans to develop a language-

independent services specifications. The 1003.5 group is developing bind-

ings for Ada, and the 1003.9 group is developing bindings for Fortran

[Emerging 1990].

(7) Event notification via signals is defined in IEEE 1003.1, P1003.4, and

P1003.4a.

(8) IPC via shared memory and semaphores and mutexes is defined in IEEE

P1003.4 and P1003.4a.

(9) IPC via message passing is defined in IEEE P1003.4.

b. Storage Management

(1) User and group identification is provided by the POSIX standard. A group

ID consists of one or more user and allows privileges to be awarded to users

in a group. The original creator of the file is identified with the owner ID. 0

POSIX's file control function (fcntl) provides for control over open files.

(2) Files in the system are uniquely identified and organized in a hierarchical

structure in which all of the nonterminal nodes are directories and all of the 0
terminal nodes are any other type of file. Each user will have a home direc-

tory that is the initial working directory from the user database.
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(3) File management including file creation, removal and ownership. With mul-

tiple users on the system, POSIX relies on proper user identification and

process identification to implement file protection.

(4) POSIX does not provide support for memory protection.

c. Device Management as described in POSIX 1003.1 is limited to a general ter-

minal interface that controls asynchronous communications ports. In essence,

each user session may have at most one controlling terminal associated with it,

and a controlling terminal is associated with exactly one session. The terminal

is relinquished only when the session is terminated.

d. Timers and Clocks

(1) Suspend and delay process execution.

(2) System time.

(3) Process time.

D.3.2 Distributed Processing

There are two primary methods for utilizing a network of computer systems. One is a
group of independent operating systems cooperating in a distributed environment. The
other is a single operating system running on two or more machines. The first type is the
most common type of distributed computing environment and is the type addressed by the
current standards. For example, a network of personal computers running MS-DOS and
UNIX. The second type is the subject of several research projects and is not addressed by

the current standards. In the following discussion, emphasis is place on the first type of

operating environment.

D.3.2.1 Operating System Support for Distributed Computer Systems

In a distributed computing environment, the primary function of the network is to sup-

port the communication between systems. The operating systems, communications proto-

cols, and data exchange protocols are used to achieve smoother cooperation between

systems and applications.
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Operating systems are essential to the use of distributed computer resources. In their

traditional roles, operating systems manage only the local resources of a machine; however,

in present networked environments, users and applications demand access to resources

located throughout a network. For this reason, many applications have been developed to

provide consistent communications between cooperating operating systems. Once the com-

munication channels are open, protocols are then used to extend the resources available at

individual locations in a computer network.

Thus, the operating system cooperates with other operating systems through communi-

cations protocols to provide resource management across a network of computers. The

operating systems provide access to distributed storage by extending the file system struc-

ture to include file systems of remote machines. They provide configuration management

facilities to control the distribution of architecture dependent files (as well as operating sys-

tem dependent files) to their proper destinations. They provide message and mail routing
and delivery services that allow users to communicate between remote sites. They provide

access to services that are nonlocal to the users such as tape drives, application programs,

compilers, and databases. They also provide file transfer, remote log in, and other capabil-

ities.

D.3.2.2 POSIX Support for Distributed Computer Systems

The POSIX operating system interface, 1003.1, is designed for the traditional multipro-

grammed environments. As a result, 1003.1 does not provide direct support for distributed

computer systems; however, other POSIX standards are addressing some aspects of distrib-

uted computer systems and research in this area is still underway:

a. Process management

In distributed computer applications, the operating systems services for process

and memory management are similar to those for nondistributed applications,

namely, the operating system provides the facilities necessary to execute a

process, provides the executing process with local memory resources, and

protects the address space. Section 4.1 on multiuser and multiprocess systems

gives details of these services.
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In order to operate within a distributed environment, an application must
coordinate its execution with other applications in the system. When the
coordinating applications are located in different computer systems, a

communication protocol common to both systems must be established.

Appendix C "Network Services," discusses the network protocols and OSI in

detail.

The coordination between applications in a distributed environment involves
IPC. There are two forms of IPC, synchronous and asynchronous. Remote
procedure calls and rendezvous are examples of synchronous communications,
while mailboxes and sockets are examples of asynchronous communications.
While P1003.4 provides both synchronous and asynchronous communications,
it is not specifically designed for distributed applications. Details on networks
can be found in Appendix C.

An integral part of IPC is a shared understanding between the communicating
applications of the data. Since each machine in a network may have a different
representation of data and data items communicated between processor may
contain pointers, a data exchange protocol is needed to convert data types to a
common representation and remove references via pointers. A complete
discussion of data exchange can be found in Appendix A, Data Exchange.

b. Storage management

In distributed systems storage management involves severl features. First,
access to remote file systems is used to provide a seamless view of storage that
is located on different computer systems. P1003.8 is the POSIX standard
defining the interface for remote file systems. Operating systems that wish to
take advantage of remote file systems must provide hooks within their own file
system structure that result in calls to the network file system. Thus, the users and
applications see the remote file system as if they were local to their system.

Another important feature of storage management is support for workstations
without disk drives. Since all data and programs are stored on remote file
systems, diskless systems require support for booting the operating systems at
start-up as well as provisions for access to remote file systems.

c. Device management
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The most common issue in distributed device management involves 1/0 devices

such as printers and tape drives. The operating system in a distributed system

must be capable of recognizing that a device is located on a remote system.
Furthermore, the operating system must forward the users request for service to

the appropriate remote system. POSIX provides no explicit support for these

concepts.

d. Time management

In a distributed system of communicating processes, time and the consistency of

time are important. For example, applications that cooperate through shared
services often must have the same view of time. Many applications require that

time be a monotonic increasing function. These applications will not operate
correctly if messages or data are received with a time stamp that is older than

some time stamp that has previously been seen. For example, a file must always
contain the most recent data. If an update to a file is attempted with a time stamp

that is older than the latest update, then the update is in question. Clock skew is

another important factor in trying to maintain a consistent view of time in a

distributed system. Clock skew occurs when two machine have slightly different

time. POSIX provides no explicit support for these concepts in a network;
however, 1003.1 does provide time functions for individual computer systems,

and other standards do exist for networks (TSS, Time Synchronization Service;

NTP, Network Time Protocol).

e. Other services

(1) Authentication and authorization

Distributed systems require authentication and authorization to maintain
"security." Authentication is used to verify that the request for services from •
a remote site is being made by a valid user. Authorization is used to verify

that the valid user is allowed to make a specific request. Together these

features assist in providing security.

(2) Name services 0

0
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In a distributed system it is important to have a consistent view of identifiers

or names. When an application on one machine communicates to another

machine, the naming convention used to establish the communication must

be consistent as well as the names used during communication. POSIX

P1003.17 is addressing the naming issues.

D.3.3 Real Time

Generic CCISs must be capable of supporting real-time computing. In the premier issue

of The Journal of Real-Time Systems, the introductory editorial characterizes real-time

computing as computing in which "the correctness of the system depends not only on the

logical results of computations but also on the time at which the results are produced"

[Stankovic 1989, 6]. Thus, in real-time computing systems, timeliness is mandatory. Tim-

ing constraints are imposed by the environment in which the real-time computing system

exists. Typically, the environment consists of a larger controlled system, which is in turn

embedded in and affected by its physical environment. The real-time computing system is

the controlling system.

For many years, real-time computing was associated with relatively small, simple, low-

level, sensor-actuator based process monitors and controllers. But now, real-time respon-

siveness is being demanded in larger, more complex systems [Stankovic 1988, 10]:

Real-time computing systems play a vital role in our society, and they cover
a spectrum from the very simple to the very complex. Examples of current
real-time computing systems include the control of laboratory experiments,
the control of automobile engines, command-and-control systems, nuclear
power plants, process control plants, flight control systems, space shuttle
and aircraft avionics, and robotics.

Generic CCISs fall into the class of large, complex real-time systems. They are repre-

sentative of the next-generation real-time systems, which can be characterized as follows

[Stankovic 1988, 11]:

... the systems will be more complex: They will be distributed and capable
of exhibiting intelligent, adaptive, and highly dynamic behavior. They will
also have long lifetimes. Moreover, catastrophic consequences will result if
the logical or timing constraints of the systems are not met.
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D.3.3.1 Operating System Support for Real-Time Computing

Operating systems that claim to be real-time generally offer one or more of the follow-

ing categories of services and features:

a. Mission-directed, application-directed resource management

Over the past two decades, operating system research has been focused primarily

on interactive computing. Common resource management goals have been to
minimize average delay, maximize average throughput, and ensure "fairness" to
competing users. While such efficiency-related and fairness-related goals may

be well suited to the requirements of interactive computing, they do not
adequately meet the requirements of real-time computing.

A real-time operating system must be designed in accordance with the fact that

a real-time computing system exists to perform a mission. The operating system
should support the mission: the resource management provided by the operating

system should be neither efficiency driven nor fairness driven, but mission
driven.

In particular, resource management should be driven by the time constraints of

the mission, as conveyed to the operating system by the application. It is the
responsibility of the application to specify resource management attributes to the
operating system, and it is the responsibility of the operating system to manage
all resources according to the application-specific attributes.

b. Tmely response to events

A real-time system must maintain its integrity with respect to the state of its
environment. This can be viewed as a requirement to maintain external
consistency, i.e., consistency between the actual state of the environment and the 0
real-time system's perceived state of the environment. At the same time, internal
consistency must also be maintained. That is, multiple concurrent tasks that

constitute an application must have accurate perceptions of the states of one
another. 0

If occurrences that alter the state of the environment or the system itself are
viewed as events, then what is required is timely response to events. In other
words, a real-time operating system should be able to respond to both external
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and internal events in a timely both fast and predictable manner, moreover, it

should ensure that applications can also respond to events in a timely manner,

through timely event notifications to applications.

c. Predictable operating system service times

To facilitate the predictability of the performance of a real-time application, the

execution times of operating system functions that the application explicitly

invokes (via system calls), as well as those that it implicitly invokes, should be

bounded. The bounds should not greatly exceed the means; otherwise, excessive

resources may have to be dedicated to the application to assure acceptable

performance.

d. High-resolution time services

A real-time operating system should provide services that make time visible and

accessible to applications. For example, applications should be able to set the

time, read the time, and schedule events to occur at specified times, such as at

periodic time intervals.

D.3.3.2 POSIX Support for Real-Time Computing

Existing real-time operating systems fall into three classes: cyclic executives [Baker

1989], priority-driven real-time executives [Stankovic 87], and priority-driven real-time

operating systems. The distinction between the second and third classes is that real-time

executives are intended solely for real-time computing, whereas real-time operating sys-

tems are, in a sense, general purpose operating systems capable of meeting the demands of

real-time computing. POSIX (i.e., as extended by P1003.4 and P1003.4a) falls into the class

of real-time operating systems. POSIX P1003.4 arguably captures the state of the practice

in real-time operating systems.

In terms of our categories of operating system services, POSIX (through P1003.4 and

P1003.4a) supports real-time computing as follows:

a. Process management

POSIX supports mission-driven, application-directed resource management

through the following features:

(1) Preemptive, dynamic priority-driven processor scheduling.
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(2) Priorities, generally used to resolve contention for resources (e.g., sema-
phore dequeueing).

(3) Process memory locking.

(4) Process blocking can be controlled by application (e.g., asynchronous 1/0,

asynchronous message sending/receiving, conditional synchronous mes-

sage receiving, conditional semaphore operations). 0

POSIX supports timely response to events through the following features:

(1) Asynchronous event notification.

(2) IPC via shared memory and semaphores.

(3) IPC via message passing.

(4) Threads (e.g., lightweight processes).

(5) Priorities can be assigned to asynchronous events, messages, and threads.

b. Storage management

POSIX supports mission-driven, application-directed resource management

through real-time (e.g., contiguous) files

c. Device management 0

POSIX supports mission-driven, application-directed resource management

through the following features:

(1) Asynchronous IO. •

(2) Synchronized 1/O (for assurance of 1/O completion).

(3) Priorities can be assigned to asynchronous 1/0 operations.

d. Time mangement

POSIX supports high-resolution time service through the following features: •

(1) Services to examine and modify system-wide timers, whose data structure

representations provide for nanosecond resolution.

(2) Services to schedule events to occur at specified (absolute or relative) times, 0

as well as at periodic intervals.

e. Other features

POSIX supports predictable operating system service times through the

following feature: 0
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(1) POSIX defines standard metrics and requires vendors to report the values of

the metrics

D.3.4 Security

This section discusses WAM operating systems requirements necessary to support a

secure development and operational system. Refer to Appendix F for additional details of

system security and trusted development environments.

D.3A.1 Operating System Support for Security

The operating system for a CCIS must provide features for a secure computing envi-

ronment. While overall security requirements are discussed in Appendix F, the following

will identify the specific instances of required operating system features:

a. Process management

The system must be able to securely associate a process with particular user

identifiers for discretionary access control (DAC) and mandatory access control

(MAC) enforcement. DAC enforcement also requires this capability for group

identifiers for expected (higher) levels of security functionality. The system must

use this identification information to determine whether access requests are

authorized for DAC and when determining a subject's clearance for MAC.
Privilege propagation should occur in an well-defined, controlled manner. (See

process and file privilege flags, forko and execo, IEEE P1003.6.)

The system must also be able to securely associate a label representing a user's

clearance to an executing process for MAC enforcement. This label must be used

in a comparison with an object's (classification) label to determine whether

access requests are authorized under the system security policy. MAC

enforcement must take precedence over but must not invalidate DAC

enforcement.

An all-encompassing, privileged subject class (i.e., superuser process) should be

eliminated, without loss to administrative functionality. Security relevant

processes should be protected from unauthorized invocation and interference.
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Execution of a program is considered a type of access to an object (a file of object

code). The specification of DAC privileges in an object's access control list
(ACL) is determined by the owner (creator) of the object. Changes to an object's
ACL must be possible by the object's owner Permission specification

"granularity" should allow the maximum degree of system functionality without
intefering with the enforcement of the system security policy.

The system must be able to securely bind a label representing an object's

classification to objects under its control. When an object is created, its

classification label must faithfully retain the security level of its creator, as
specified in its creator's clearance. Once set, an object's classification label may
not change as a result of user actions.

IPC mechanisms require special enforcement in a secure system. MAC
enforcement is necessary for the IPC mechanism, whereas, DAC enforcement
may be necessary for IPC mechanism. Both DAC and MAC enforcement are
necessary for access to objects in memory. Newly allocated memory resources
must be free of all information from previous usage. The system must be capable

of providing the necessary isolation for user, application, and system resources
(processes and objects), to the extent specified in administration policies and to
meet functional requirements.

b. Storage management

Both DAC and MAC enforcement are necessary for access to files. Permission •

to access a file is specified in an ACL, which must be securely associated with

an object.

c. Device management

MAC enforcement is necessary for access to devices. DAC enforcement may be

necessary for access to devices. Permission to access a device is specified in an

ACLs, which must be securely associated with an object.

d. Tme management 0

DAC privilege specification may have time bounds and constraints which are

enforced by the system.

e. Other functions
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Administrative functions should be defined by roles which incorporate the

notion of least privilege.

The system's audit mechanism must be able to associate the relevant process

(user and/or group) identifier with any record produced. Audit record(s) should

centain enough granularity of information (about subjects, objects, and event) to

be able to reconstruct security-relevant events adequately. Audit record files and

other security-relevant data should be protected from unauthorized access. The

audit mechanism should allow the "pre-selection" of events to audit based on

subject ID and/or event classes. Audit records should be reviewable to system

administrators. The review utility should allow "post selection" searches based

on subject ID and/or event classes.

The system must provide the capability to label subjects and objects with

nonaccess control information, i.e., according to policies unrelated to DAC and

MAC. The label values of subjects and objects are allowed to change via

(unspecified) policies, independent of MAC and DAC. Information labels

describe object contents rather than access control information.

D.3.4.2 POSIX Support for Security

The IEEE P1003.6 (POSIX Security Interface) effort is currently in the process of

defining a standard, secure interface for POSIX-conforming systems. Whether this stan-

dard will be both adequate and complete in the near future is an open question.

The Current POSIX Security Interface effort defines five major classes of features:

DAC, audit, privilege, MAC, and labeling. The current draft does not however address dis-

tributed environments. Because CCISs are assumed to be distributed systems, additional

features will need to be identified and other standards examined.

D.3.5 System Administration

This section outlines some of the basic administrative services that must be supported

to operate and maintain the WAM operating system. These facilities break down into two

broad categories: system management and maintenance services, and services more

directly involved with supporting individual users.
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D.3.5.1 Operating System Support for System Administration

a. Process management 0

Process management comprises two categories. Configuring the operating
system and initiating and controlling system-level processes make up the first

category of process management functions needed. These include initializing •

table settings and launching start-up processes, daemon processes, and system

utilization monitoring and accounting processes. Capabilities to analyze system

malfunctions and to restore these processes after a system failure are also

necessary. Controlling allocation of processing resources make up the second

category. These include controlling process priorities, memory working set

sizes, and process execution times. The ability to kill wayward user processes is

also needed.

b. Storage management

Necessary file system management and maintenance services include setting and
enforcing file allocation quotas and monitoring file system utilization. File
creation and access time-stamps need to be provided to support file system
management, backups, and archiving. A means of clustering disk storage space

(for example, contiguous storage for some files) is also needed.

c. Device management

Necessary device management services include controlling physical 1/0 devices

such as tape drives and printers, and allocating devices such as tape drives and

communications channels to processes (and revoking those allocations if

necessary).

d. Tune management 4

Timing services are needed for monitoring process execution times (i.e., for

identifying wayward processes) and for system utilization accounting.

e. Other functions

General user support services are needed. These include opening and closing

user accounts, controlling user quotas and access privileges, and resetting user

passwords.

0
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D.3.5.2 POSIX Support for System Administration

A separate POSIX working group, 1003.7, is addressing system administration. (Ref-

erence real-time section or P1003.4 for time management functions and reference security

for access control/permission requirements.)

D.3.6 Ada

Ada application software may make direct use of services provided by an operating sys-

tem. In most applications these services will be used "behind the scenes" rather than being

invoked directly. In addition, there are several types of extended services such as user inter-

face, database, and communications support that will be used by applications and which

rely on underlying services provided by the operating system. The principle operating sys-

tems services employed by Ada application software and by these extended services are

outlined in this section.

D.3.6.1 Operating System Support for Ada

a. Process management

Every application program will require a minimal set of operating system

services to execute. These include allocating the necessary memory, loading the

program code, and creating and launching an executable process (all behind the

scenes). Additional memory management services are necessary to support

Ada's dynamic storage allocation.

Ada supports concurrent processing in the form of tasks. Two common

techniques for implementing tasks in Ada are (1) to simulate (pseudo-)

concurrent execution within a single operating system process or (2) to create a

separate operating system process for each task. The first approach provides Ada

compiler vendors more control over concurrent execution and requires a

minimum of operating system services. The second approach requires operating

system support for process creation and termination, interprocess

synchronization and communication, and shared memory. However, it avoids
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blocking other pseudo-concurrent tasks when an executing task is blocked by the

operating system, and allows the operating system to provide true concurrent

execution on multiprocessor machines.

Essentially the same tasking facilities as those needed to support the second

approach to Ada tasking are needed to allow application programs to access

extended system services (e.g., user interface, database, and communications •

services). Rather than duplicating these services for each application, shared

server processes need to be supported. Ideally, application processes should be

able to interact with these shared server processes (except for connection and

disconnection) as if they were ordinary Ada tasks within the same application. •

Additional services are needed to identify, connect, and disconnect application

and server processes.

b. Storage management 0

1/0 services are also essential. Ada requires support for both sequential and

direct access files [ANSIIMIL-STD-1815A, Chap. 14]. File management

operations that must be supported include CREATE, OPEN, CLOSE, DELETE,

RESET, etc. Sequential file operations include READ, WRITE, and an &
END_OFFILE test. Direct access file operations include READ, WRITE, set

position (SET_INDEX), determine position (INDEX), SIZE, and

END_OF_FILE. The operating system must enable the Ada run-time system to

support all of these operations. 0

1/0 operations are sometimes unsuccessful. In Ada, unsuccessful operations
must raise one of a prescribed set of 1/O exceptions. The operating system must
enable the Ada run-time system to detect unsuccessful I/0 operations (behind
the scenes) and respond with the appropriate exceptions. •

Ada also supports input and output of human readable text (TEXT_10). These

services are typically provided as Ada run-time library operations using the

simpler sequential CHARACTER I/O services.

c. Device management
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Ada provides a very low level mechanism for controlling devices, which is
intended to serve primarily operating system implementation and embedded
system needs. Operating systems are generally expected to support the routing
and mapping of TEXTJO (or sequential CHARACTER 1/0) operations to
common 1/O devices such as terminals and printers.

Such services should be required of the WAM operating system to support utility
software operation. User interface, database, and communications services often
assume responsibility for handling low level device operations. The WAM
operating system must support these special applications and, in particular, allow
them to handle device interrupts.

d. Time management

Ada requires access to timing services for delay statements and to a system clock
from which year, month, day, and seconds-of-day can be derived (for function
CALENDAR.CLOCK) (ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, Sec. 9.6].

D.3.6.2 POSIX Support for Ada

a. Process management

POSIX provides all the essential behind-the-scenes services necessary for
loading and executing application programs. The basic system calls are execve,
for chained execution, and fork, for new process creation. Dynamic storage
allocation is supported by the malloc and free system calls. POSIX supports
communication and synchronization between processes in the form of "sockets."
It is possible to implement Ada's task synchronization and parameter passing
semantics with POSIX sockets. Some of the system calls necessary are connect,
listen, send, recv, and kill.

These facilities are sufficient to support shared server processes. POSIX (IEEE
1003.1), however, does not provide a shared memory mechanism and, hence,
cannot fully support implementation of Ada tasks as full-fledged operating
system processes. An alternative lightweight tasking facility called threads,
which provides another approach to implementing Ada tasks, however, is
provided by P1003.4a.
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b. Device management

POSIX provides sufficient 1/0 capabilities to support all of Ada's sequential and

direct access file operations, including all TEXTJO operations and routing data

to common terminals and printers.

c. Tune management

POSIX provides the systems calls get-timer and set timer for controlling an

interval timer for Ada's delay statements. Access to the system time-of-day

clock is provided by calls to get-timeofjday.

D.4 CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions presented in this section concentrate on items of general concern and

not specific problems identified in previous sections. As further analyses are performed, the

conclusions and recommendations will be updated.

This appendix describes a collection of operating system services and capabilities nec-

essary to support the requirements for a generic CCIS. Our discussion of CCIS require-

ments was made more concrete by considering a specific example of a CCIS, the WAM

target architecture. This approach allowed us to analyze how particular CCIS requirements

affected general operating system services and capabilities. This approach also allowed us

to determine how the adoption of the POSIX family of standards is likely to affect the real-

ization of these requirements.

D.4.1 Analysis Of Derived Requirements

The intent of this section is to identify potential conflicts that may arise between the
operational and nonoperational requirements for operating system services. For example,

operating system services needed to support security may conflict with services needed to
support real-time programming. Analyses of such conflicts are impossible to conduct, how-
ever, until all the requirements are fully assembled.

Conflicting requirements can seldom be avoided in large complex systems such as

generic CCISs. Two possible approaches for handling conflicting requirements are (1) to
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partition the system so that requirements for individual parts to not conflict, or (2) to prior-

itize the requirements so that intelligent compromises and trade-offs can be made.

The first approach has been embraced by POSIX working groups. POSIX has formed

a series of subgroups to define Applications Environment Profiles (AEPs) that support spe-

cific application areas. Profiles are being developed with groups of experts in each major

application area who identify existing base standards and focus on applying and extending

POSIX to meet their specific needs. In addition to establishing standard profiles, the AEP

groups can suggest changes to the base POSIX standards and recommend creation of new

standards working groups [Isaak 1990,67-70]. The purpose of AEPs is to help specify sys-

tems that can be built or procured so that the procurement )ffice, developers, users, and

platform suppliers can communicate their needs in an unambiguous manner. AEPs are

meant to simplify the software developer's task of identifying relevant standards to ensure

the application is portable. System purchasers can avoid the overhead and cost of a system

that provides more functionality than required. And vendors can focus on niche markets

with specialized systems that implement the requisite profiles.

Since each computer system or group of computer systems in a generic CCIS may have

to satisfy a different set of requirements, POSIX profiles will be beneficial in specifying

these differences and in achieving a balance between conflicting requirements.

D.4.2 Overall Evaluation Of POSIX Support Of Generic CCIS Requirements

As discussed previously, POSIX is a standardization effort focused on developing stan-

dards to support open systems. The main POSIX standard for operating systems is 1003.1.

In oeneral, 1003.1 is oriented toward interactive multi-user applications. Consequently,

1003.1 lacks support for specific needs of other types of applications. POSIX, as a result,

has established a set of subgroups to address these specific needs. A discussion of the stan-

dards being developed by these subgroups and their affect on the generic CCIS will be pro-

vided in the final version of this appendix.

Wc can state several of the anticipated benefits and potential -"sks likely to be encoun-

tered by users of the POSIX standards and, in areas where the risk is significant, we can

make recommendations for reducing the risk and coping with deficiencies.
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D.4.2.1 Anticipated Benefits

Our focus in this discussion is on operating systems and operating system services.

Many of the benefits anticipated from the use of POSIX, however, are manifested in the

application software. For example, POSIX provides a standard interface to operating sys-

tem services and this, in turn, makes applications more portable between systems provided

that the applications utilize only the standard interface. A standard interface to operating

system commands and utilities also provides users with a consistent view of the system

when they move from one computer to another.

Because POSIX defines standard interfaces rather than standard implementations, 0

POSIX interfaces can be implemented on top of many different underlying operating sys-

tems1 .In addition, the POSIX standardization effort has wide support from major computer

manufacturers. Thus, we predict that a variety of hardware platforms will provide POSIX

interfaces to their native operating systems. This will further reduce the risk associated with

the selection of a computer system, by assuring that hardware vendors provide compatible

replacement systems. Wide support for standard interfaces also implies increased competi-

tion between vendors for functionally equivalent computer systems. This should control the

price of equipment, increase the quality of products, and increase the number of choices to

satisfy the user's price/performance needs.

Software developers are also participating in the POSIX standardization process, and

their participation will increase the number of applications that are compatible with POSIX

systems. Similarly, the quality, variety, and availability of software products will increase

and prices should decrease.

D.4.2.2 Potential Risks

A strong commitment to POSIX also carries several risks. National and international

standards bodies will not address all of the goals of generic CCISs in the WAM time frame.

There are two reasons for this deficiency. First, some of the requirements presented in pre-

vious sections are not fully understood and consensus on the best, or even most reasonable,

solutions has not been reached by researchers and practitioners. Thus, it would be prema-

1. Many people believe that POSIX is only applicable to UNIX-based operating systems because UNIX was
the basis for 1003. 1. This is not txue; in fact, many operating systems provide services very similar to those
required by POSIX.
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ture for POSIX to standardize a particular solution at this time. Second, POSIX is a large
standardization project with all-volunteer participants. Often, the participants have differ-

ent preferred methods for solving a problem. As a result, the standardization process is

slowed down while compromises are negotiated.

Although these two points have been phrased as risks, they also represent major benefits

for standardization. In areas where solutions are not fully understood, the slow movement
of POSIX reduces the likelihood that POSIX will adopt a premature, incomplete, or other-
wise unacceptable solution.

Next, there is the risk that different POSIX working groups will standardize on diver-

gent solutions. Even though the groups meet concurrently and interact, this does not guar-
antee consistency between working groups.

Finally, there is the risk that POSIX will not become a widely accepted standard. We
believe that this risk is minimal because of the wide participation by major hardware and

software vendors.

D.4.2.3 Recommendations for Minimizing Risks

The following section is incomplete in that it does not address the deficiencies that were
identified in our analyses of operating system requirements. When the analyses are com-

plete, methods to minimize risk and to work around deficiencies will be described. Cur-
rently, this section presents general recommendations for minimizing risks.

Since the WAM Program Office is making a strong commitment to POSIX, the Program
Office could benefit from participation in the POSIX standards groups. There are two sig-

nificant reasons for participating: (1) to keep abreast of changes to the standards and (2) to
0 influence the standards.

The POSIX development effort is in its early stages and many of the standards are in

draft form; thus, change is highly probable. Staying informed will reduce the risk of sur-
prise and allow some time to plan and make the transition to changes in the standards. Thus,
the Program Office will be better prepared to set policy and procedure for contractors and

better prepared to deliver comments to the IEEE and other standards bodies during the pub-
lic review process. Involvement will be especially important during the NIST public review

for FIPS.
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NIST is heavily involved in POSIX and it is expected that NIST will develop FIPSs and

validation procedures for the POSIX standards. Since FPSs are important to the procure-

ment process, WAM's involvement in POSIX standardization will indirectly influence the

resulting FIPSs.

Furthermore, participating in the development of POSIX standards will allow the Pro-

gram Office to influence the content of these standards to ensure that they address the needs 0

of WAM before they are approved by the standards bodies. There are three avenues of par-

ticipation in the POSIX standardization process: (1) working groups, (2) balloting groups,

and (3) independent reviews.

Working groups are responsible for developing draft standards. To accomplish this

objective, POSIX holds open meetings on a quarterly basis. All of the 1003 working

groups, as well as other working groups that fall under the POSIX umbrella (namely 1201

and 1238), meet at the same site at the same time.

Balloting groups are responsible for reviewing and approving draft standards prepared

by working groups. Participation in balloting groups is open to any member of the IEEE or

the IEEE Computer Society. However, it is conventional practice that members of balloting

groups also participate in working group meetings or in independent reviews.

Independent reviews can be offered by any interested individual or organization by

obtaining a copy of the current draft and providing comment in a form suitable for consid-

eration by the working group.

All three methods of participation can have an effect on the quality and functionality of

the POSIX standards. The goal behind participation is to influence the standards so that

they will better reflect the needs of the WAM program.

Although participation in the development of POSIX standards is beneficial, it is not

the only means for reducing risk. Currendy there are several organizations devoted to influ-

encing the standards process as well as providing products and product guidance to their

members. Examples of such organizations include: (1) UNIX International, (2) the Open

Software Foundation (OSF), and (3) the X/Open Consortium. Cooperation with these orga-

nization has the added benefit that the Program Office will have a voice in shaping products

being developed by these organizations and their constituents.
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APPENDIX E -PROGRAMMING SERVICES

E.1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides a technology framework of standards and a description of aval-

able and envisioned languages, software development environments (SDEs), tools, process

models, development methods, and library support for providing programming services in

WAM architecture. The state of technology for programming services to support generic

CCIS architectures is described. These descriptions include discussions of the functions

that will be provided by programming services, the status of open system standards and

compliant products to support those functions, and restrictions that may constrain their

adoption for WAM.

Programming services provide support in two distinct environments, development and

operational. The development environment section concentrates on those services that will

be necessary to support the development of CCIS software and provides "views" of pro-

gramming services from the software developer, software integrator, and end-user groups.

These views show what the general requirements are for each group. Standards and tech-

nologies in the areas of languages, tools, SDEs, methods, and reuse support, are considered

as they relate to those user requirements. The Operational Environment section concen-

trates on the requirements for executing software in a deployed, operational CCIS environ-

ment and how those requirements may be satisfied. There is considerable difference

between the current WWMCCS and the future CCIS for WAM. This is in part because the

future CCIS will take advantage of modem software development methods. For that rea-

son, this appendix presents some background material in a tutorial manner to help acquaint

the reader with modem software development ideas.

The existing WWMCCS architecture consists of over forty command centers con-

nected by a backbone network. Software for WWMCCS is written in various dialects of

Honeywell Fortran, Cobol, and Assembler, and has over twenty million source lines of
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code. For the most part, the development and maintenance of this code has been with Hon-

eywell-specific tools supported by the Honeywell hardware.

Future WWMCCS architectures will comply with open system standards. Software will

be written in Ada [ANSIJMIL-STD-1815A] to promote uniformity and portability among

various, and perhaps yet undecided, hardware platforms. Programming services will take

advantage of Ada Programming Support Environments (APSEs) and common interfaces to S

other SDEs and operating systems to allow an open system structure with a wide and pow-

erful variety of tools and services.

E.2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

This section presents an assessment of the state of technology in providing the common

and expected services that users will need to support CCIS programming development

efforts. We show an overall view of the general components and connectivity, list the gen-

eral requirements, show the views from the users perspective, and discuss each area of ser-

vices available in the development environment. In most cases, the issues associated with

providing these services are listed and, if available, the future direction of these services is

given. Figure E-1 shows the general components and overall connectivity in the develop-

ment environment.

E.2.1 General Requirements and Views 0

The following general requirements are derived from Section 3 of this paper.

a. High-order language use and interoperability The programming language Ada

[ANSIIMIL-STD- 1815A] has been mandated for use in U.S. military command

and control systems [DoDD 3405.1, 2]. However, there is a significant invest-

ment in the current WWMCCS software which is written in Cobol and Fortran.

Updated components written in Ada will have to interoperate with current com-

ponents. 9

b. Programming support environments. Most operating systems provide a mini-

mum of support for the programming component of the software development

effort. Ada requires its own Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE)

for support and each Ada compiler vendor has its own APSE version. However, •
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User Interface

Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE)

Minimal APSE (MAPSE)

Configuration Command Linker 1
Manager Interpreter E Loader

Common Interface ±
Kernel APSE (KAPSE)

Operating System Interface

Figure E-1. Software Development Environment

there are common interfaces, such as the Common APSE Interface Set (CAIS-

A) [DoD-STD-1838A] and the Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE,
PCTE+) [Thomas 1989], that will support Ada interoperability.

c. Software development tools. The development of software is supported by the

use of software tools for specifying, designing, planning, coding, testing, main-

taining, and managing software. These tools must be fully integrated.

d. Software reuse libraries. Previously developed items, including designs, mod-

ules, test cases, documentation of all kinds, as well as items specifically devel-
oped for reuse purposes, may be stored in and made accessible from software

libraries to be reused in new software efforts.Expert systems capabilities.

e. Future decision-aid software may benefit from the use of expert systems tech-

nology.
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E.2.1.1 Software Developer/Integrator View

The software developer/integrator must use the facilities of the system over the entire

software life cycle to develop additional tools, applications, and services for a CCIS. The

software developer/integrator may also provide maintenance support for the system. The

single most important requirement for the system from the developer/integrator's view-

point is that it provide a rich, integrated, extensible environment in which software devel-

opment, testing, and maintenance can occur.

General access to the system will be through a User Interface Management System

(UIMS). The goal of a UIMS is to present a consistent interface to the user despite the many

interfaces provided by each of the tools, applications, and services being accessed. A con-

sistent interface will make the system easier to learn and to use and increases the portability

of the user. That is, operators or users of the system may be trained only once and can be

moved between sites. A consistent interface will also decrease the chance of operator error

caused by confusion over which commands are to be used with which application. The

interfaces of the tools, services, and applications integrated into the system will typically

be general-purpose user interfaces. The UIMS will therefore need to be highly tailorable,

extensible, and more robust than a simple user interface. The nature and specific require-

ments of a UIMS are discussed in greater detail in Appendix G, User Interface.

Software developer/integrators are concerned with invoking tools and services as part
of the software development/integration process. Tool location, whether local or remote,

must be invisible to the developer/integrator. When a tool or service is invoked, the location

of the tools or service should not, in most cases, affect the use of that tool or service. There

is an exception to this rule however. If a developer/integrator invokes a tool or service with

special requirements such as special hardware support then the location of the invoking

process may affect whether that invocation request can be fulfilled on a specific hardware

platform. The development and integration of software for a CCIS may require teams of

dev-.opers/integrators. Therefore the system must provide support for the sharing of engi-

neering information. Similarly, the development and integration of software for a CCIS will

require the use of a set of tools and services. These tools and services must be integrated so

that information-sharing across tools and services is supported.

Software developer/integrators may also have access via the UIMS to the system ser-

vices and hardware resources provided by the system. These services and resources may be
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distributed across the system. However, to the developer/integrator, access should not be

adversely affected by any given architecture. The software developer/integrator view is

illustrated in Figure E-2.

Software Developer/Integrator

............. ........
. .............. .. . . .............................

- U1MS

U~ 12 U1 .. Un

Tools/Applications

r Systems Services

-.-- direct access
................i.. indirect access

Figure E-2. The Software Developer/integrator View

E.2.1.2 End-User View

While the end-user is more apt to make use of the operational environment, access to

only the top levels of the development environment is required.While the end-user is not

expected to have the programming skills of a software developer, the end-user needs simple

and predictable system access. By the same token, the end-user must be restricted in what

can be accessed and when. The end-user view is illustrated in Figure E-3.

End-User

UIMS

Ul U12 U13 ... In

Tools/Applications

Figure E-3. The End-User View
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E.2.2 Languages

Almost all large software systems are written in a high-order language (HOL). The first 0

HOLs, Fortran and Cobol, allowed very undisciplined, and therefore difficult to maintain,

software to be produced. Tens of thousands of lines of this code still exist in WWMCCS

today. Follow-on upgrades to these HOLs encouraged some structuring and modularity, but

lacked an integrated approach to the entire software life cycle. The DoD's common HOL, 6

Ada, is designed to address the entire software engineering life cycle [DoD 1978, 11. Re-

engineering all of WWMCCS ADP is an ambitious undertaking, but a transition over time

using source code translation and bindings from Ada to other languages, along with the new

Ada code, would lead to a system that better meets the mission needs. 0

Many issues concerning languages arise when discussing large software systems such

as WWMCCS ADP. The general issues involve current languages and how they are pro-

cessed. Specifically these issues involve: •

a. Upgrading to new language versions. What impact does this have on current

software or software development efforts?

All high-level programming languages have upgrade cycles. This is one reason why all

large software systems are not static. The extent to which any language changes during the 0

upgrade cycle is dependent upon things such as:

Correcting errors. A language can be specified and designed, but when it is
implemented, errors or inconsistencies in the defined semantics may be
uncovered. For some languages this is not a problem; they did not become 9
standards until after most errors were uncovered. However, for significantly
complex languages such as Ada, the "discovery" period occurred after stan-
dardization. This means that software written in the current standard may
not be completely upward compatible with changes forthcoming in Ada 9X.

Addressing deficiencies. The language may fail to meet its intended mission. 6

Additional features or refinement of current features may occur during an
upgrade. Software written with these languages usually has
"workarounds.". An upgrade provides an opportunity to remove the
workarounds.

Updating to new techniques. The state of the art is always in advance of
standard languages. As new techniques come into practice, languages may
be upgraded to accommodate them. A good example of this is the upgrade
of Fortran 66 to Fortran 77. The newer Fortran more readily supports struc-
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tured programming techniques than its predecessor. However, the older ver-
sion is a subset, so upward compatibility is maintained.

b. Language features. What effect do various language features have on system

attributes?

Specific features in programming languages may affect system attributes such as per-

formance, reliability, or security. For example, concurrency in a language requires addi-

tional overhead for process scheduling and control. This overhead reduces available

resources which in turn may reduce the overall system performance. Also, some language

features are implementation-dependent and are therefore implemented differently among

the available compilers. Use of these features reduces the reliability as well as the portabil-

ity of system software. Finally, some features may allow the programmer to unintentionally

have access to sensitive data locations which may lead to a compromise of security.

c. Compilers. Do the compilers in use conform to the associated language stan-

dard?

A significant amount of software is written using compilers that do not fully conform

to the language standard. NIST conducts compiler validations for standard language com-

pilers such as Cobol, Fortran, and Ada. Compilers for Cobol and Fortran may receive a cer-

tificate of validation even though they are not fully conforming. Validation policy for Ada

states that only those compilers that are fully conforming receive a certificate of validation.

Software written in Ada is therefore more likely to run on a wide variety of platforms.

d. Do compilers provide the allowable options to maximize the language's effec-
tiveness?

Language standards often include options for improving performance and ease of use

for particular applications. Compilers can be fully conforming, but may be inadequate for

the mission without certain implemented options.

e. Translation of existing code to another language. Are there processes, policies,

and tools available to assist in this?

Software may exist that would not be cost effective to re-engineer for a major upgrade.

Such software usually consists of well-defined, long-unchanged algorithms written in a lan-

guage that will not be supported in the future. Using a translator to convert the code auto-

matically from one language to another is a viable option. However, policies governing the
need and use of translated code, the procedures to determine which code can be translated,
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and the tools to perform the translation must be in place, tested, and proven. It may be less

expensive and less time consuming to re-engineer the entire system.

f. Language bindings. What connections to other languages and tools are pro-
vided?

Some languages are monolithic, that is, they can not connect to libraries of previously

compiled modules in other languages nor can they connect to tools such as windows or

graphics. Languages that have bindings defined for other languages and tools allow con-

nectivity with existing and COTS software.

g. Documentation. Does software documentation conform to any standard such as

DOD-STD-2167A?

One of the most important components of large software systems is the documentation.

A complete set of documentation would contain the specifications and design through to

the implementation and testing. Such documentation is vital to the upgrade and mainte-
nance of the system. Several standards exist, such as FIPS 38 and DOD-STD-2167A.

h. Education and training. Are software personnel adequately trained both for

developing and for testing software?

Software development with inexperienced or inadequately trained personnel may lead

to seriously flawed software. Even experienced programmers when inadequately trained in

complex software engineering languages may produce less than ideal products. Training

should cover not only programming but other aspects of software development as well, e.g.,

testing. A recent study by IDA of a DoD software system pointed out that personnel were
partially trained to program in Ada, but received no instruction at all in how to develop,

implement, and interpret tests for the code they were to write [Akin 1990].

i. Testing. Are software testing conventions established and followed?

Testing aspects of the software life cycle are critically important. Testing is not a phase

that takes place just before deployment of the system. It must be carried out in parallel with

other software development activities. As soon as a software development has been com-

pleted, the work products must be tested informally by the software professional responsi-

ble for that activity. Then the work products must be subjected to formal testing by an

independent software quality assurance group. Conventions and processes for all testing

activities must be established and followed.
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E.2.2.1 Current Standards

WWMCCS ADP software is currently coded in several languages and dialects of those

languages as listed below:

a. Cobol

Cobol was developed in the late 1950s to provide a programming capability for appli-

cations that were business oriented, such as inventory tracking, forms preparation, and

report generation. The language was first standardized in 1968 and has been updated twice.

The three standards are: Cobol 68 [FIPS PUB 21], Cobol 74 [FIPS PUB 21-1], and Cobol

85 [FIPS PUB 21-2]. During the first phase of WWMCCS ADP construction Cobol 68 was

used, but the majority of the system was written in Cobol 74. Cobol 68 is a subset of Cobol

74, so the older code has been re-compiled using the Cobol 74 compilers and can be con-

sidered to be Cobol 74 code. The latest version of Cobol, Cobol 85, has been used for exten-

sions to WWMCCS ADP, but the majority of the system is still under Cobol 74.

b. Fortran

Fortran was developed in the late 1950s to provide a high-level capability for program-

ming scientific and mathematical applications. Fortran was standardized in 1966 by the

American National Standards Institute (ANSI). The language was revised in 1977 and was

standardized in 1978. The two standards are: Fortran 66, ANSI X3.9-1966, and Fortran 77,

FIPS PUB 69. WWMCCS ADP contains mostly Fortran 66, but applications and exten-

sions developed after 1978 are in Fortran 77.

c. Ada - ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, ISO 8652

Ada was developed in the late 1970s to give the DoD a single, common high-order pro-

gramming language with which to build reliable, portable, and more cost-effective soft-

ware. Ada is an ANSI, ISO, and military standard. The 1983 version is the current standard.

Ada has not been used extensively in WWMCCS ADP, but those portions that were devel-

oped under the WWMCCS Information System (WIS) program were written in Ada.

d. GMAP. Honeywell's General Macro Assembler Pi-ogram.

High-order languages (HOLs) like Fortran and Cobol were developed largely because

Assembler code is so difficult to maintain. In addition, Assembler code is essentially non-

portable and non-reusable.
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E.2.2.2 Languages for a Future CCIS

Future modernization efforts for WWMCCS ADP will rely on re-engineering of the

software of the current system. These efforts will emphasize modem software engineering

principles and techniques and will make use of high-level tools and languages for specify-

ing, designing, and developing software.

E.2.2.3 Ada 9X

The Ada 9X program is currently underway to revise ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A to clear

up inconsistencies with the semantics and to refine certain features better to address the

applications to which Ada is applied. Developing new systems or re-engineering old sys-

tems into Ada will enhance portability and maintainability while promoting uniformity.

The specifics of Ada 9X are unknown at this time, as the revision process is in its early

stages. Ada 9X is expected to be released in 1995.

E.2.2.4 Knowledge Representation Languages

There are currently no standards for knowledge representation languages or notations.

In the absence of such standards, the architecture of the CCIS should be constructed so as

not to preclude the use of expert systems in the future. For example, the development of

expert system software for use as decision-making aids is promising. A CCIS architecture

that allows for such aid is desirable. Prolo and Common LISP are two languages associ-

ated with knowledge-based software. ANSI committee X3J13 is working on drafts for

Common LISP and Prolog standards.

E.2.2.5 Other Languages

COTS software used in the future CCIS may be written in almost any language. Bind-

ings between Ada and other languages will in general support this software; howevei, there

may be problems if the software requires special support or there is some need to re-com-

pile its source. The use of SQL, fourth generation languages (4GLs), and other languages

to describe and design software will also have places in the future CCIS. The extent of use
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of these languages, other than SQL, in the future CCIS is indeterminate at this time. More

discussion on SQL may be found in Appendix B, Data Management.

E.2.3 Environments

A well-designed software development environment can lead to increased productivity

and software quality by providing a stncture within which advanced software development

tools and services can reside. These tools and services may simplify the development pro-

cess by automating certain steps, by providing built-in checks to ensure cerain processes,

policies, or standards are being adhered to, or by providing decision support for the engi-
neer. A software development environment can also assist engineering teams working on

large projects by providing mechanisms to share and protect ongoing w, . Three issues of

concern in the design of a software development environment are the degree to which the

environment provides an extensible framework allowing evolution over time, the tailorabil-

ity of the environment based on the application domain, and the degree to which the envi-

ronment integrates the tools and methods needed by the users.

The architecture of the environment will affect its maintainability, reliability, extensi-

bility, and performance. An architecture that presents a centralized, monolithic set of tools

and services may be less extensible tlian one that presents a distributed, loosely coupled set

of tools and services. At the same time, unless the environment is fully integrated, it is dif-

ficult to enforce the processes and standards to be used in developing the software.

E.2.3.1 Current Standards

There are currently two significant standards efforts underway in the area of software

development environments. These are the CAIS-A and PCTE projects.

The Common Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) iIterface Set (CAIS)

project was begun in 1982. The goal of the project was to ensure better Ievlopment and

maintenance environments for DoD mission-critical computer software. A DoD mandate

required that all DoD mission-critical software shall be developed using the Ada program-

ming language. However, software development environments supporting the Ada pro-

gramming language are still evolving. This provided an opportunity for the DoD to have a

positive influence on the nature of the environments being developed. The Ada program-
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ming language does not require special capabilities in a development and maintenance

environment, but the life-cycle maintenance of mission-critical software does. The CAIS

team believed that an integrated software development environment with superior tools

would increase the acceptance of the language.

The CAIS is a set of interfaces through which APSE tools can access the operating sys-

tem services provided in the host environment and communicate among themselves. Typi- 0

cally a tool that uses services provided by a given host is host dependent. Data or files

generated by that tool will follow the conventions of the host. By standardizing a set of

interfaces supporting a wide variety of hosts, tool portability is enhanced. This standard set

of interfaces does not provide every operating system facility, just those most common and 0

useful or necessary to ensure tool and tool database portability. In addition, the CAIS pro-

vides an object management system to ensure data integrity. The CAIS interfaces are spec-

ified as a set of Ada package specifications for services such as process control, file

management, and device control.

The APSE is a collection of tools used over the entire software life cycle. As Ada was

mandated by the DoD for use on all mission-critical software, the APSE must be high qual-

ity, available at many sites, and support a wide variety of hosts. At the center of the APSE

is the Kernel APSE (KAPSE). The KAPSE provides runtime access to operating system

services commonly available to all tools and applications. Although typically implemented

differently, these services and the capabilities they provide are considered standard across

hosts. On top of the KAPSE is the Minimal APSE (MAPSE). The MAPSE is a minimal

toolset to support software development. These tools are written in Ada and are portable as

they use the common interfaces to the KAPSE. On top of the MAPSE is the APSE. The

APSE consists of project-specific tools and services.

The Portable Common Tool Environment (PCTE) project was begun in 1983 by the 0

European Strategic Programme for Research in Information Technology (ESPRIT) [Tho-

mas 1989]. This project was strongly influenced by the Stoneman report [DoD 1980]. The

goal of the PCTE project was to describe and prototype tool interfaces that could be used

to define a software development environment. The environment would comprise a set of 0

public tool interfaces and a data management system. As defined by the PCTE project, a

public tool interface is a non-proprietary interface existing as a library unit which may be

used by a tool to provide access to operating system services. Tool builders might use the

interfaces either to integrate or attach their tool products to an environment. The distinction •
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between integration and attachment reflects the degree to which the environment monitors,

controls, and makes use of the information on a given tool. An integrated tool makes full

use of the services provided by the environment such as logging an audit trail and data man-

agement. An attached tool does not. For instance, data is maintained in a repository known

only to that tool.

The criteria for the development of PCTE were that it be policy and mechanism inde-

pendent, support a distributed environment, provide easy tool integration, provide a com-

plete interface definition, and provide multilingual support. To accomplish this, PCTE

defines the services needed by the tools. The services provided by PCTE include data man-

agement, tool execution and communication, distribution and environment management,

and programmer interface for user interface management. Several environments are cur-

rently being developed based on PCTE. A highly secure version of PCTE, PCTE+, is also

being developed. The Portable Common Interface Set (PCIS) is an effort aimed at converg-

ing CAIS-A and PCTE+.

In addition to CAIS-A and PCTE/PCTE+ another effort for a standard tool environment

is becoming organized. A Tool Integration Standard (ATIS) is an effort led by Digital

Equipment Corporation (DEC) and is based upon a commercial product developed by

Atherton Technologies, Inc. ATIS has been formally proposed by DEC to the ANSI Stan-

dards Committee X3H4. Support for ATIS from other corporations has been inconsistent,

but DEC and Atherton remain major players. The future of ATIS is uncertain, but interac-

tion between the ATIS group and the PCTE group may suggest that there will be a mutual

evolution of the two standards.

The IEEE task force on professional computing tools has drafted a proposed standard,

IEEE 1175, for tool interconnections.

E.2.4 Tools

Computer-aided Software Engineering (CASE) is a means of integrating methods and

tools to provide an environment that facilitates the development of software and systems.

Tools within such an environment are often referred to as CASE tools. COTS software is

the primary source of software engineering tools. Very few environments consist of tools

that were built entirely for a specific development effort. Proprietary tools are typically

built for a specific in-house application and are never marketed outside the user group.
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A software development environment without a reasonable set of tools is of little value
to a software engineer. The issues of concern when populating an environment with tools

are consistent user interfaces across tools, tool integration within the environment, tool

interoperability, and tool coverage for the particular problem domain.

Tools are integrated into a development environment to facilitate the software develop-

ment and maintenance process. For a software developer to be most productive, he or she

must be able to use all the tools available. Each tool is generally designed and built with its

own unique user interface. This creates a problem for the software developer. He must learn

numerous user interfaces and always be aware of which tool is executing. If all the tools in

an integrated environment present a consistent interface to the users, productivity will be 0

enhanced. Tool integration reflects the degree of coordination and cooperation between a

tool and the development environment. Until recently tools were often built as stand-alone

entities. Since it is unlikely that a single tool vendor will produce every tool needed by a

development group, tools were custom built and procured from different sources. However, 0

the complex task of software development requires that the tools be brought together to

work in a coordinated, integrated fashion. Often this integration task is left to the users of

the tools. A framework or environment is necessary to enable the integration of tools.

In addition to facilitating tool integration, a framework or environment will provide a

standard interface to which tool vendors can build. A standard set of tool interfaces implies

greater portability for any tool built to the standard interface, and thus a greater potential

market for tool products. As the market increases, both the number and quality of the tools

being produced will increase.

Portability applies to the tool, the output produced by the tool, and the user of the tool.

Tools built to a standard tool interface will be portable among development environments.

Tools that enjoy widespread use will be better documented, tested, and supported. Tool user 0

portability will be enhanced if tools in an environment are designed to provide a standard
interface. One of the reasons that a framework for tools is , o desirable is to facilitate data

interchange among the tools in the environment. A framework can provide the interface and

data format conventions required for tool interoperability. Rather than require that the out- 0

put of one tool be manually translated and directed as the input of another tool, the goal is

to allow the tools to share automatically data and other information as needed.

Tools frequently generate output that is stored in a proprietary database known only to

that tool. The structure and contents of these tool databases are critical to the ability of tools 0
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to share data. Typically, each tool will generate output in its own proprietary format. Thus,

the output of the tools is locked into a repository and is very difficult for other tools to
access. A great deal of valuable information may be captured or generated by the tool, but
it may now be inaccessible. A better model would be for tools to read and write common

databases.

As a way of describing tool coverage, Wasserman [Smith 1990, 15] has proposed a tool

classification scheme based on the phases of the life cycle during which the tool is used and

the functional nature of the tool. Tools may be classified as being either vertical or horizon-

tal. Vertical tools support a single phase of the life cycle, while horizonta tools are used
across life cycle phases. Examples of vertical tools include front-end CASE tools (tools for
requirements analysis, specification, and design), requirements tracing tools, code genera-

tion tools, testing tools, and re-engineering tools. Horizontal tools may be further parti-
tioned based on their functional characteristics. Tools that support individual or team

project efforts include project planning tools, cost estimation tools, tracking tools, and doc-
umentation and publishing tools. Tools that support the infrastructure of the development
effort include configuration management tools, version control tools, security tools, and
project database management systems (DBMSs).

In addition to procuring or building tools for the development environment, an adoption
strategy including training methods and standards for tool use must be developed before the

most effective use of tools can be made. Tool maintenance must be planned as the tool set
matures and evolves over time to meet the changing needs of the users.

E.2.41 Current Standards

There are currently no tool or toolset standards.

E.2A.2 Tools for a Future CCIS

Tools that may be included in a CCIS will support:

a. Requirements capture and tracing

b. Specification

c. design
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d. Development

e. Reverse/re-engineering 0

f. Performance analysis

g. Testing

h. Software validation/verification

i. Software analysis (metrics)

j. Graphics tools/user-interface development

k. Configuration management

1. Planning, scheduling, and monitoring 0

m. Cost estimation

n. Documentation generation/management

40

E.2A.3 Expert System Tools

The future CCIS may be able to benefit from the application of expert systems in areas

such as general software development, engineering decision support, development environ-

ment management, repository cataloging and retrieval, system performance optimization,

resource and network configuration, executive planning and scheduling, and data analysis.

Expert systems may also enhance database technology to provide expert databases. Expert

databases are a relatively new technology combining the reasoning power of expert sys-

tems and the data access capabilities of database management systems. This technology is

expected to have a significant impact on large-scale, distributed information systems. Other

possible applications for expert systems include software and hardware diagnostics within

the CCIS, and tutoring systems in the use of the CCIS. Tools may also be needed to main-

tain and verify the contents of knowledge bases.

Standards do not currently exist for expert system shells or knowledge representations.

Nor are they likely to be available for some time. The first area of standardization for expert

systems will be the interfaces between the expert systems and the rest of the system. Thus,

standard bindings between expert systems and programming languages, expert systems and

databases, and expert systems and user interfaces will evolve first.
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E.2.5 Process Model and Development Method

Boehm [1988] defined the software process model as the ordered sequence of activities

that occurs during the course of software development. The process model describes not

only the specific activities that occur at each stage, but also the criteria to be used by the

developer to conclude one stage and begin the next. Examples of software development

process models include code and fix, waterfall, rapid prototyping, evolutionary develop-

ment, phased refinement, spiral, and transform. Boehm defines a software development

method as the way the specific development activities are actually carried out by the devel-

oper. A software development method will describe notations and representations used, the
way functions are partitioned and resources allocated, and data and control information. An

understanding of both of these views of software development is critical to the success of

the prodpct. An appropriate process model and development method can increase program-

mer productivity as well as increase the quality of the software produced.

The code and fix model of the software development process defines an ad hoc, but very

typical approach to the problem. Using this model, code is written and then fixed as faults

are found or the requirements become better understood. This sequence of activities con-
tinues almost indefinitely. The code and fix process model places minimal emphasis on the

analysis of requirements. This process model also places minimal emphasis on the design

of the code. As a result, the code exhibits increasing disorder as time goes on. Finally,

because the code is not designed with its eventual testing and modification in mind, the

fixes that are necessary become expensive to implement.

The waterfall model of the software development process defines an orderly sequence

of steps or stages and feedback loops between successive stages to correct any faults in the
previous stage that may be detected during the current stage. The model has been extended

to support incremental development, parallel development, and risk analysis and validation

at each step. The major strength of this model is that it is document driven. The criterion

for completing one step and moving to the next is document completion. This approach

may not be appropriate in many cases such as highly interactive applications where user

feedback is not facilitated through the use of documentation. As a consequence, the result-

ing product may well be what the sponsor requested, but may not meet the sponsor's real

needs. The weakness of the waterfall model is the written specifications document; it is

extremely difficult to visualize the final product solely on the basis of such specifications.
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The rapid prototyping model of the software development process overcomes the weak-

ness of the waterfall model. The requirements analysis phase is replaced by the construction 0

of a prototype. The sponsor and users can interact with the prototype to determine if it sat-

isfies their real needs. In addition, information obtained from developing the prototype can

assist with the specifications, design, and implementation phases, thus reducing the need

for feedback loops between successive stages. •

The evolutionary development model of the software development process defines a

series of stages during which the operational capabilities of the product are expanded as the

understanding of the problem increases. This model is similar to the code and fix model in

that there is no advanced planning for what the completed product will look like. For this 0

reason, it is not possible to guarantee that the product will be easily evolved, if at all. This

model of the development process may not result in an optimal product as many important

decisions such as the architecture and usage characteristics are not necessarily made a pri-

ori, but may occur very late in the development process. •

A phased refinement model of the software development process defines a series of

implementation phases during which prescribed design details are added to the product.

However, unlike the evolutionary development model, all system functionality is specified

during the first step of the development.

The spiral model of the software development process defines a sequence of activities

that is repeated for each phase of the development process. Movement through the spiral

represents progress through the sequence of activities of each phase. The spiral model is 0

risk driven in that the activities undertaken at any point during development depend on the

perceived risk. The spiral is begun by identifying the goals of the development process.

Each of the strategy alternatives that may be selected to meet the goals are defined. For each

alternative any constraints, such as cost, safety, reliability, or security are described. Each •

alternative and its constraints are then evaluated relative to the goals. The risks associated

with the implementation of each alternative are assessed, and a risk management plan is

developed. Examples of approaches to resolve the risks include simulation, prototyping,

analysis, and benchmarking. At this point in the development process, the spiral model can

accommodate all the other models as special cases. That is, the spiral model supports any

method of development that is appropriate.

The transform model of a software development process assumes some capability to

convert some formal specifications automatically into a program. The p;ogram may be
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enhanced by optimizing the transformation step by providing specific guidance. At some

later stage, the formal specification may be modified, and the transformation and optional

optimization step repeated. This model implies that the design and code steps in a tradi-

tional model are skipped entirely. Furthermore, in this model the code is never modified or

fixed directly. Rather, the formal specification is changed. A significant current limitation

on the use of this model for software development is the lack of availability of automatic

transformation tools for the application and hardware of interest.

E.2.5.1 Current Standards

There is currently a single standard, DOD-STD-2167A, Defense Software Development

Standard, for the process of software development. This standard allows tailoring to any
model and supersedes DOD-STD-2167 which was tied to the waterfall model.

E.2.6 Reuse Support

Reuse is a strategy with the potential to increase software productivity, reliability, and

quality. However, despite a significant amount of ongoing research over the past several

years, reuse is not practiced as widely as would be expected. Inhibitors include the techno-
logical barriers, financial barriers, and psychological barriers. Technological barriers

include the fact that representation technologies, reuse tools, environments, and methods

do not currently support reuse. Financial barriers include the significant capital, intellec-

tual, and time investments required to construct the reuse repository before the reuse strat-
egy pays off. A project budget does not typically include reuse library costs or the cost of

making all project software reusable in future products. Psychological barriers include the
"not invented here" syndrome. Engineers are often distrustful of designs or code they did

not develop.

Reuse incentives include strong support from management, contracting or otherwise

building the costs of reuse into the developed software, education, and strong tool, environ-

ment, and method support.

Methods or techniques for reuse include the building of object-oriented reuse libraries

and retrieval schemes to assist users in extracting the appropriate item from very large

libraries.
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A reuse strategy can be applied at several phases of the software life cycle including
specification, design, implementation, integration, testing, and maintenance. Design reuse
provides perhaps the greatest opportunity for software engineers. Currently, design repre-
sentation remains a major stumbling block for efforts to reuse software designs. While a
programming language may be too specific for the expression of design information, a
more general notation may be non-machine processable and require a great deal of manual

activity.

E.2.6.1 Reuse Library Issues
S

The operational issues surrounding software reuse include finding a component, under-

standing that component, possibly modifying the component, and composing a larger struc-
ture using the component. Each of these will be discussed in terms of a range of possible
approaches. The components residing in a reuse repository must be classified to facilitate S
the software developer finding and evaluating the applicability of the component to the

task. Some type of taxonomy, possibly a hierarchy supporting inheritance, may be appro-

priate for the repository structure. Tools and an associated environment must be provided
to allow browsing and query capability against the repository. Once found, the component
is evaluated by the software developer to determine whether the entity is suitable. This task
requires that the developer develop a computational model of the component. Until the
developer understands the component, he or she cannot fully evaluate its potential for

reuse. In an effort to evaluate the component, a HyperText system may be extremely useful 0
to organize and access related information on the component.

The repository should support both functional and qualitative evaluations of compo-

nents. The functional characteristics of a component include its attributes and some repre-
sentation of what it does and how. The qualitative characteristics of a component include 0
some objective and subjective metrics indicating for instance, the reliability of the compo-

nent, its maintainability, or its performance characteristics. Other characteristics to be con-
sidered of any component located in the repository include whether it is an exact or a close
match to the requirements, and what the operating system, hardware, runtime library, data, S

and interface requirements are. Issues such as the maintenance record associated with the
component, the adherence to standards or policy, and the developer reputation may also be

considered.

E
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Rarely will reusable components be used without any modifications to form the new
program. Therefore, the development environment must support tools to assist the devel-
oper in modifying the reusable components. This toolset may overlap with the general soft-
ware development tools. After locating, evaluating, and possibly modifying components
from the reuse library, the developer will compose a new program. Two techniques for
developing new programs from reusable components are generally recognized: composi-
tion and generation. In composition, the components remain, for the most part, unchanged
in their reuse. Examples of this technique include the use of subroutines and functions, or
the use of components as building blocks to form new programs.

Education is critical for reuse to occur. Developers must be trained in the methods to
select the appropriate components for reuse, trained to design software that is reusable, and
trained to appreciate the value to be gained from a reuse strategy. To be effective, reusabil-
ity must be engineered into a product from the beginning and component reuse must be
considered at specification time and again at design time.

E.2.6.2 Current Standards

No standards have been developed in this area.

E.3 OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

This section describes the elements of the operational environment. That is, it will
describe the CCIS as seen from a running (or ready to run) program. Since Ada has been

mandated for use in military commaa," and control systems, the discussion of an opera-

tional environment will focus on the use of Ada applications.

E.3.1 General Description

The software developer sets out to create an application that executes on the underlying

hardware. During execution the application makes use of the abilities of that hardware. Fig-

ure E-4 illustrates the relationships among the components of the operational environment.

The application program has direct interfaces to support procedures, the operating system,

and the central processing unit (CPU) and memory. Support procedures represent, for
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Figure E-4. APIs In the Operational Environment

example, common mathematical routines, 1/0, and other common modules used by multi-

ple applications. The operating system provides services such as process management,

interprocess communication, memory management, and device and file management. The

application makes use of these services through system calls. The CPU and memory repre-

sent the bare computing resources available to the application at the machine level.The soft-

ware application has indirect interfaces to [/0 devices, remote systems, terminals, users,

and the CPU and memory. These indirect interfaces are provided through the operating sys-

tem. [/0 and device management services provided by the operating system enable an
application to interface with I/O devices. Interprocess communication services provided by
the operating system enable an application to interface with remote systems. Memory man-

agement and program and process management services provided by the operating system

enable the application to interface with CPU and memory resources.

E.3.2 Ada View

In an effort to allow more effective use of the hardware capabilities, operating systems

have been developed and are typically layered on top of the underlying hardware resources.

Applications written in Ada are somewhat different from those written in other program-
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ming languages. The Ada programming language was designed with the intent that it would

be used in the development of embedded systems as well as for non-embedded applica-

tions. The Ada programming language and development environment include features spe-

cifically to support embedded systems which have unique constraints such as code size. To

minimize the amount of code resident on the hardware, embedded systems typically have

a minimal executive rather than a complete operating system. In some cases an Ada pro-

gram must execute on a bare machine, that is, one without an operating system. Therefore

to support embedded system development in Ada, all services potentially required by the

application must be provided by the Ada runtime system (RTS) rather than relying on an

operating system. The RTS corresponds to the support procedures in Figure E-4.

The services required by an Ada application may be divided into two classes: those

affecting the generation of the code and those affecting the partitioning of runtime functions

between code and runtime routines.

The services that affect the generation of code include dynamic memory management,

exception management, and tasking management. In addition conventions such as the

addressing models for representing pointers and data structures, definitions of predefined

types and mechanisms for subroutine calls, parameter passing, and register usage across

calls also affect the code generated. The allocation of the runtime functions to code and

runtime routines is primarily influenced by the desired performance and the capabilities of

the target configuration. The major drivers are the tasking constructs, memory management

functions, exception management functions, Ada attributes, and commonly called routines

such as string operations and multiword arithmetic.

Thus, the capabilities provided by the operating system, support procedures, or both

form the operational, or when speaking of Ada, the runtime environment for the applica-

tion. The runtime environment provides the development engineer with a more abstract

view of the bare underlying computer resource. It provides the notion of an abstract

machine. The concept of an abstract machine allows more effective use to be made of the

underlying resources in that the engineer need not create software for all the functions

required by the application. This allows applications to be created in less time and for less

money. However, the support to the application may be more general and thus suffer per-

formance degradation. The existence of a runtime envir'nment does not preclude an engi-

neer from directly accessing features of the bare machine from within an application.

However, such direct access will adversely impact portability, maintainability, and reus-
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ability. The basic elements of a typical runtime environment comprises data and code con-
ventions as well as pre-written subroutines. Code and data conventions describe the data
structures to support programming languages, mechanisms for 1/0, macro generators to
reproduce common code sequences, how the set of registers will be used, and how subrou-
tines will interface with one another. Pre-written subroutines generally provide 110 and
mathematical functions.

It is through the selective use of predefined subroutines and the use of data structures
that the developer creates an abstract machine uniqr' to the application. The use of the pre-
defined subroutines acts to extend the capabilities of the machine. Programming language
compilers in conjunction with the operating system provide a mechanism to automate par- b

tially the generation of the appropriate runtime environment. In general the operating sys-
tem provides a predefined set of subroutines to use the underlying hardware resources, and
the compiler provides the data and code conventions as well as the interface to the common
subroutines. The Ada RTS may provide any additional or alternate (optimized) predefined •
subroutines.

The services required by an executing program depend to a large extent on the high-
level language in which the program is written. The capabilities provided through the lan-

guage require the support of the underlying machine. The exact nature of the support varies
among languages. Through the compilation process, code is generated and files are linked
to form an executable image of the program. This program then relies directly on the oper-
ating system, runtime system, or underlying machine for further services.

E.3.2.1 Operating System Services

The services an application may receive from the operating system include memory
management, interrupt management, 1/0 management, and multitasking (process manage-

ment) support. For example, the services available on a UNIX-like operating system

through POSIX include those from Appendix D, Operating System Services, shown in
Table E- 1.
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Table E-1. Operating System Services and Functions

Service Functions

Create and TerminateProcess Management Get Informadon

Program Management Load and Execute
IPC Signals
IPC Pipes

Memory Management -none-

Create and Delete
Open

Storage Management Synchronous Access
Get and Set Information

Directories

Device Management Generic (as Iles)

Delay
Time Management Alarms

Event Management Signals

Password Encryption
Other Services System Data Access

E.3.2.2 Ada Runtime Services

The support required by an application implemented in Ada '!y be roughly catego-

rized as either memory management, control management, or binding management [Freed-
man 1985, 157]. The specific functions provided to an Ada application in each of these

categories is described below.

a. Memory Management

The Ada programming language allows the creation of objects at runtime. As a result,
following compilation and the static allocation of storage, some mechanism is needed to

allocate storage dynamically during program execution. A function in the RTS, the
Dynamic Memory function, is responsible for supporting the capability of the Ada pro-
gramming language to create objects during execution. Two routines associated with this
function, the Stack Management function and the Heap Management function, are used.

These functions are supported by a predefined exception handler routine should the Storage

Error exception be raised. Implementations of memory management functions such as stor-
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age reclamation are non-standard in the Ada language. That is, garbage collection may or

may not be provided by the RTS. This implementation-dependent service impacts the speed

of execution, timing of code, and data storage capacity.

b. Control Management

Control management makes up a large part of the services provided to an Ada applica-
tion. In addition this area of a runtime support system is the most critical in terms of per- 0

formance. The functions of control management include exception handling, process

management, and 110 support.

Exception Handling functions handle both predefined and user-defined Ada exceptions.

The predefined exceptions are those provided by the RTS. The exception management

function is invoked whenever an exception is raised, either by the RTS or the user program.

The function identifies a corresponding exception handler, and transfers control to it. If no

handler exists, the task or main program is terminated. During program execution the RTS

performs a series of checks on the status of the program and its environment. If an errone-

ous condition is detected by the RTS it can raise the appropriate exception. The RTS pro-
vides a library of exception handlers to process these exceptions during execution. The

predefined exceptions supplied and the checks performed by the RTS include those listed

in Table E-2. Performing elaborate checks at runtime consumes resources. This may

adversely effect the execution of the Ada program. Ada provides the mechanism to sup-

press the checks. However, an implementation of the RTS may ignore a request to suppress

the runtime checks. Interrupt Management support provided by the RTS allows an execut-
ing Ada program to respond to asynchronous events such as machine interrupts, UNIX sig-

nals, and system traps.

The Process Management function allocates processors among the processes ready to
run. In Ada, tasks as well as main programs may be viewed as processes. It is invoked by 0

other functions in the runtime environment to coordinate the allocation of resources avail-
able in the system. If processor resources are not available, the process management func-

tion will cause any ready tasks to become blocked. As resources become available these

tasks are unblocked and are assigned to processors based on their priorities. 0

Ada tasks are created dynamically at runtime. The runtime environment must support

the efforts of the application to create, destroy, and communicate among its tasks. A task is
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Table E-2. Checks Performed on Ada Predefined Exceptions

Exception Check Performed
Access Check

Discrminant Check
Constraint Error Index Check

Length Check
Range Check

Division Check
Numeric Error Overflow Check

Program Error Elaboration Check

Storage Error
Tasking Error

created by allocating space for the objects representing the task. The task activation tunc-

don is then invoked to execute the declarative portion of the task, thus activating the task.

A task execution may communicate with another task using the Ada rendezvous con-

struct. All synchronization and communication between tasks is provided for by the Ada

language. The constructs used for synchronization and communication may however result

in calls to the operating system by the runtime system. These are implementation-depen-

dent issues and will vary among runtime systems. For instance, different runtime systems

may support different degrees of multiprocessing or, on a single processor, different

degrees of multiprogramming. The runtime system uses internal variables to maintain

information regarding the status of tasks blocked waiting for rendezvous, the rendezvous

management function may interface with the interrupt management function if interrupt

rendezvous is supported. The task termination function implements the semantics of the

various rules for task completion.

The runtime system provides support for the implementation of all 1/O capabilities in

the I/O Management function. Predefined 1/O packages, including but not limited to those

described in [ANSIIMIL-STD-1815A, Chapter 14], may be considered to be directly

implemented as part of the Ada runtime system or as part of an Ada application program

and supported by the runtime system.

c. Binding Management

Ada binding management includes those functions that maintain and check the names

and addresses of the objects being used by an application. Several features of the Ada pro-
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gramming language such as separate compilation, overloading, and renaming make these

otherwise simple housekeeping functions more complex and also more critical.

The functions provided for several features such as representation types, length clauses,

and interrupts are implementation dependent and are included in the Ada RTS. Predefined

functions provided by the RTS to handle exceptions are invoked at runtime to indicate prob-

lems with binding management tasks.

At run time the binding management functions check order dependencies, check that

generics are elaborated before they are instantiated, check that subprogram bodies are elab-

orated before they are called, and that tasks are activated before they are called Failure of

any one of these or other similar checks results in a PROGRAMERROR exception being

raised by the RTS. The binding management functions also perform runtime checks for

accesses to deallocated objects, assignments to shared variables, multiple address clauses

for overlaid entities, and use of undefined variables. Failure of any of these checks will

result in an PROGRAM_ERROR exception being raised by the RTS. 0

E.3.3 Views of an Operational Environment

The runtime system is "the set of library functions that is supplied with an Ada Program

Support Environment (APSE) that supports the execution of Ada programs on the intended

target" [Freedman 1985, 157]. The runtime system, which is provided along with an Ada

compiler, is tailored to a specific hardware platform. The runtime system is used to generate

a complete mapping between the desired behavior expressed in a high level language appli-

cation and the machine instructions which will execute on the hardware. Since the capabil-

ities of each hardware target is potentially different, the Ada runtime system associated

with the APSE on each target will be unique. Even for functions common between different

hardware platforms there is no requirement that runtime system developers provide the

support for the Ada application in the same way.

Ada was developed to support embedded systems development. In embedded systems

the size of the software is typically an important constraint. Therefore, the Ada language

requirements state that applications in Ada shall not depend on the presence of an executive

or operating system. For this reason, Ada runtime systems were developed and can provide

all the support required by an application. Figure E-5 [ARTWG 1987a, 12] illustrates the

view of an operational environment for an Ada application on a bare machine receiving all
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needed by the application. The runtime system generated is thus specific to the application.

An Ada application can execute on a bare machine with all the runtime support pro-

vided by the Ada RTS. Alternatively, an application can execute on a machine with an oper-

ating system or executive. While all support for the executing application can come from

the Ada RTS, some operating systems may offer similar services. There exists a choice as

to where the Ada application will derive its support. Since the Ada runtime systems are

acknowledged to be highly variable in their implementations of the support functions, use

of some operating system services may provide the developer with greater control.

Figure E-6 [ARTWG 1987a, 13] ilustrates the view of an operational environment for
an Ada application receiving its runtime support jointly from the Ada RTS and the operat-

ing system. The degree to which the application relies on the RTS determines how large the

wedge is. An Ada implementation may use services provided by the operating system, thus
decreasing the need to rely on routines from the Ada Runtime Library. Similarly, some fea-

tures of the operating system may be inconsistent with or unnecessary for the particular

implementation of the runtime system and will never be used by the runtime environment.
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Figure E-6. Ada Application on a Machine with an Operating System

A description of the implementation dependencies permitted by the Ada language stan-

dard,entitled Catalogue of Ada Runtime Implementation Dependencies was produced by
LabTek in 1988 for the U.S. Army Headquarters, Center for Software Engineering. By

identifying the features of the Ada language that vary among implementations, software

developers can be aware of the potential for their code to be nonportable. In addition,

because some implementations of these features may provide better performance than oth-

ers, the catalogue allows developers to assess the features of a compiler product of partic-

ular importance to the ap, ition during compiler procurement.

An Ada application developer must be aware of the implementation dependencies per-

mitted by the Ada language standard in producing a product to meet the requirements,

whether they are portability- or performance-based. By examining various compiler prod-

ucts and their associated RTSs, a developer can select the compiler that provides implemen-

tations he or she requires. Operating systems vary widely in the services provided. Even 0

among the various UNIX and UNIX-like operating systems, the variety of systems calls

provided at the program interface hinders application portability. POSIX is a set of standard

interfaces based on UNIX system calls. The relationship of the interfaces to the application

and the operating system is shown in Figure E-7 [ATRWG 1987a]. The goal of POSIX is 0
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to provide greater application code portability among operating systems with a UNIX-like

program interface. POSIX is an IEEE Standard (IEEE standard 1003.1-1988). A more

detailed discussion of POSIX is found in Appendix D, Operating Systems.

There is currently an effort to define a standard POSIX Ada binding. Although still a
draft standard, the POSIX Ada Binding V4.0 describes a set of Ada specifications to the

services provided in POSIX. The binding will allow Ada applications to use the services of
POSIX while retaining complete source code portability. However, the draft binding stan-

dard does suggest several changes to current Ada compilers and does not address interfaces

to the Ada RTS. Interfaces to the Ada RTS are described inA Catalog of Interface Features

and Options for the Ada Runtime Environment [ARTWG 1987b].

E.4 ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES

The resolution of several programming services issues will influence the overall archi-

tecture of the target CCIS. These programming services issues should not be resolved in

isolation, but rather must be considered in association with the issues raised in other service

areas such as operating systems, networks, and security.

E.4.1 Single vs. Dual Environment Implementation

One significant issue for both the programming services and security services areas is

whether the CCIS will provide dual environments, one for software development, and one

for software operation, or a single environment allowing both development and operation.
The requirements for the WAM specifically state that development of site-specific software

will be occurring during the life of the system. The WAM requirements also state the need

for multilevel security (MLS). Depending upon how these requirements are refined with
respect to policy and architectural changes, these two requirements may conflict. Resolu-

tion will require policy, procedural, and/or architectural trade-offs.

Several possibilities for the resolution of this potential conflict exist. Dual environ-

ments may be implemented either physically or logically. In the case of the development of

software on physically isolated resources, a software developer would log onto a separate

computer or network of computers and create software for the CCIS. This software would
then be validated and verified before it is installed in the physically separate operational
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environment. Alternatively, in the case of the development of software on logically isolated

resources, the developer would log onto the same network of computers being used by the 0

operational CCIS software, but would be logically isolated from that software. In this case,

special procedure-management software within the operating system would be used to

ensure that software being developed or maintained cannot be used in the operational CCIS

before it is verified and validated. 0

A single environment for software development and operation is another approach to

resolving the issue. An arbitrary CCIS user may be permitted to write software for his or

her personal use on the CCIS, but would not be permitted to share this software across the

CCIS without formal approval. Since both the software development and operational envi- •

ronments are potentially available in a single environment, software security mechanisms

would be necessary to prevent certain users or developers from performing certain tasks.

Trusted software developers would be responsible for generating software for use among

the sites on the CCIS. •

The decisions on how to implement the environments provided by the programming

services area affect the architecture of the CCIS. Dual environments would necessitate the

use of simulators or a copy of the operational environment to ensure the softWare being &

developed functions as planned. Security concerns may be satisfied more readily however.

The use of a single environment would require a more complex security solution. The res-

olution of the issue of CCIS security for software development and use will include phys-

ical, hardware, software, policy, and procedural elements. •

E.4.2 Environment Support

A second architectural issue raised in the programming services area is that of the sup- 0

port environment (includes development and operational environments). The CCIS will be

a heterogeneous network of computing resources allowing each site to select the hardware

appropriate to fulfill its needs. Sites may use personal computers, workstations, graphics

terminals, powerful servers, or other hardware to perform their tasks. These hardware plat- 0
forms may provide a variety of operating system interfaces. The question is whether an

integrated support environment is possible and needed at each hardware platform, and if so,

should the support environments be identical.
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An open support environment will enhance information sharing among tools and peo-

ple, conformance to processes, policies and standards, tool support, and environment exten-

sibility and tailoring over time. A goal of open support environments is to enable

interoperability among heterogeneous platforms. The tools, policies, and software provided

as part of an environment are based upon the tasks performed by the site and the hardware

platforms used, and may be unique to that site. That is, the support environment at a given

site is tailored to the needs of that site.

As part of the support environment tailoring, different sites may support different tools

such as programming language compilers or cross-compilers. Not all hardware vendors

provide compilers to the variety of languages supported by the CCIS during the transition

to the target CCIS. Further, not all hardware platforms will be capable of executing all the

programming languages supported across the entire CCIS. However, the multilingual

nature of the CCIS is important as it allows the use of COTS and existing software. During

the transition to the target CCIS, the tailored support environment may contain program-

ming language translators to ease the migration to modem programming languages and

development methods.

A tailored support environment allows software libraries to be distributed to only the

sites where they are needed. For configuration management this minimizes the number of

updates required when changes occur.

E.4.3 POSIX Services for Ada

A third issue raised in the programming services area is the use of the Ada RTS versus

the operating system services. An Ada POSIX binding allows direct access to operating

system services. Provided that the operating system services include an Ada POSIX bind-

ing, an application developer may write operating system calls within the application code

rather than allow the RTS to implement the required functions. This would allow a procure-

ment officer to select an Ada compiler together with a minimal RTS for the support envi-

ronment; that is, one which relies on the operating system for the implementation of many

of the functions provided in the RTS. More discussion on this is in Appendix D, Operating

Systems Service. This may also have security implications; see Appendix F, Security Ser-

vice.
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E.5 SUMMARY

A combination of languages and bindings will be required for the future CCIS. Ada has
been mandated for use within DoD and is on its way to being Congressionally mandated
for use in all government software. However, Ada alone may not be sufficient for some
applications and is inappropriate for other applications. For example, Ada does not readily
lend itself to developing artificial intelligence and expert systems (Al/ES) applications.
This is not to say that Ada can not be used for development, but rather that specialized lan-
guages such as LISP and Prolog assist in rapid prototype development of AlES applica-
tions. Also, using SQL for database queries is more appropriate than using Ada. Non-Ada
COTS products will undoubtedly make it into the future CCIS as well. The Ada 9X project
to revise the current standard is underway and there are proposed language changes that, if
implemented, would make Ada more usable for some CCIS applications than it currently
is. In addition, standards groups continue to pursue the development of bindings from Ada
to other languages.

A consensus has not been reached on a single, standard tool interface. Common tool
interface standards have coordinated, heavily supported efforts underway. The U.S. DoD
CAIS-A program and the European Computer Manufacturer's Association (ECMA)
PCrE/PCTE+ program are the two largest efforts. While some groups are leaning toward
one or the other, the general consensus is that there is no consensus. However, the PCIS
convergence project may result in the best of both CAIS-A and PCTrE+ and shift consensus
to the jointly developed interface. 0

General software reuse is still an open question. A library of reusable components is a
highly desirable item for all large software systems. However, the state of the art in soft-
ware component reuse is such that technical issues regarding component classification and
retrieval mechanisms still remain. •

Separating the development and operational environments for the future CCIS is an
unresolved security issue. The structure for CCIS programming services is divided into
development and operational environments. These two environments represent distinctly •
different functional groupings that do not overlap and should therefore be kept separate.
There are two general ways to keep these functions separate:
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a. Have a single environment representing both the development and operational,

with no physical or logical barriers, and which relies upon the integrity of the

users and their adherence to security procedures to keep functions separate.

b. Have a true dual environment with physical or logical barriers to keep functions

separate.

It is not clear that one way is more advantageous than the other. In a single environment,

development and operational functions would co-exist and as long as proper procedures

were followed, a security compromise is not likely. However, inadvertent or deliberate

actions could easily compromise the system. On the other hand, a dual environment would

provide hardware and/or software controls which would reduce the potential for compro-

mise. A dual system though will be more complicated and is likely to be more expensive to

implement.

The future CCIS will benefit from an integrated support environment. An open inte-

grated support environment within the CCIS would provide appropriate enforcement of

policies and procedures, more effective use of information, and greater flexibility. The use
of an open integrated support environment would lead to the production of better and more

cost effective software.

A CCIS support environment would change over time to include different development

tools and software libraries as the CCIS evolves toward the target architecture. In addition,
each site would continue to tailor their environment to suit their needs. This tailoring may

include adding site-specific tools and software, or eliminating unnecessary tools and soft-

ware.

Within the software development community significant progress has been made in the

effort to specify an appropriate framework for the integration of tools and processes. Within

the next five years such a framework should be available.

The Ada POSIX binding, which is under development, would provide CCIS software

developers with greater control over the behavior of the software they develop. Since there

is no effort underway to standardize the many implementations of the Ada RTS, reliance

on the operating system services provided through POSIX may be the best approach.
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APPENDIX F -SECURITY SERVICES

Security services are those system facilities (hardware and software) that provide pro-

tection of classified data within a computer system and in network communications among

computer systems. These services are incorporated at various component interfaces (e.g.,

user, application, operating system, network, database, program development) throughout

a command and control system. These services ensure that data passed across the interfaces
remain protected. Thus, the issue of security spans most aspects of architectural planning

for a generic CCIS. It is due to this structural spanning that security services are referred to

as a security architecture.

By law, classified information to be processed within an automated system must be pro-

tected at the information's level of classification to prevent compromise. This protection

can be accomplished procedurally (e.g., by maintaining the environment and operating the

system entirely at the highest level of classification of information within the system - "sys-

tem high"), or technically (e.g., by employing mechanisms which will enable protection of

individual units of information independently at their individual levels of classification -
"multilevel"). Since information also may require protection at the discretion of the user

initiating the information, additional or extended mechanisms must be provided that enable

this discretionary protection.

The bearing of security on generic architectural alternatives depends primarily on the

degree of trust required in technical aspects of multilevel protection for shared resources

within the system. "Trust" in this context reflects the confidence, founded on a set of accu-

mulated assurances, that the mechanisms employed to implement a policy or set of policies

will, in fact, preserve through their actions, the intent of that policy set. Higher levels of

trust require that more constraining products be incorporated as components of the CCIS.

Additionally, contrasted to the generic CCIS architecture, specific CCIS instantiations must

take greater account of the physical and operational environment that place differing and

unique requirements on the degree of trust that the array of technical protection must be

provide. Security also depends on the availability of component products to provide multi-

level protection and meet the required level of trust. Multilevel protection technology in
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computer systems is still relatively new and is developing and evolving at a slow pace.

Evaluated commercial products are not in widespread use and demand is not strong. Cur-

rently there are only multilevel secure operating systems. Much of the research for operat-

ing systems products was done in the early 1970's and is only now finding its way into

viable products. A new surge of research began in the early 1980's on networking and in

the mid 1980's on DBMSs. Much of this later work remains as paper studies and worked

examples to serve as proof of concepts are only now beginning to appear.

Although multilevel security is part of the given CCIS requirement, it is unlikely that

standards for validated, trusted multilevel security will be in place in time for a 1995-97

development. DISA, the task sponsor, is actively working the security issue. In July of

1990, the Director, DCA, established a joint DCA-NSA "Defense-wide Information Sys-

tems Security Program." Pending the report on this activity, no recommendations for secu-

rity beyond system-high mechanisms are made in this target profile. Rather, a separate

working paper on security is in preparation. It is in part tutorial and in part an issue paper

addressing the large number of yet-to-be-resolved areas of multilevel security.The white

paper on security services establishes the security issues to be addressed in developing the

architectures for future Defense CCISs and describes the generic CCIS security architec-

ture to be used as an acquisition target.

-
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APPENDIX G - USER INTERFACE SERVICES

G.1 INTRODUCTION

User interface services control how applications appear to the user and how the dia-

logue between the user and application performs. Graphics capabilities, which can have a

critical impact on CCIS portability and interoperability, are treated as part of user interface

services. This appendix describes the types of human-computer interaction that will be sup-

ported by these services and outlines the user interface architecture. This architecture is

based on the proposed NIST Application Portability Profile [NIST APP/OSE 1991].
Although input/output devices and the hardware needed to accommodate CCIS graphics

processing are not part of the architecture itself, these are potentially critical concerns. For

example, the mobility necessary to CCIS survivability will be directly affected by the size

and durability of particular device. Human factor concerns similarly are not part of the

architecture, but must be addressed. Various special user interface technologies, whose use

should be considered for the 1995 CCIS, are discussed. These include scientific visualiza-

tion, hypertext, desktop and teleconferencing, and desktop video.

G.2 HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION

Communication style defines the ways in which operations are represented and per-

formed.Consistency of behavior is an important interface characteristic. The basic style is

a dialogue where the user types instructions to the computer and receives text responses.

Direct manipulation allows the user to manipulate a task representation directly, using, for

example, iconic representations of objects and operations. Group interfaces allow users to

work cooperatively and may allow users to interact through a variety of data media. Impor-

tant characteristics of communication styles are consistency, ease of learning and use, and

feedback. The CCIS user community includes people who will use a variety of applications

and a standard "look and feel" will help ensure a uniform interface throughout the commu-
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nity and across applications. Ease of learning and use depends on two types of memory:

recognition memory that helps a user connect displayed command alternatives with a given S

action, and recall memory that helps a user remember the command for a desired action.

Adequate feedback requires that a user, entering a command, rapidly receives some indica-

tion that the command is being processed, although care must be taken not to disrupt the

user's concentration. These and other aspects of communication styles are discussed in

more detail below.

G.2.1 Basic Interaction Types

The basic interaction types include command languages, menus, and form filling. Com-

mand input may be either application or user directed. A command language provides a rel-

atively free form of input. Little or no prompting is given and the user independently selects

the action to be performed at each step. Providing the greatest flexibility, this mode of inter-

action is suited to the skilled and frequent user, usually permitting fast task completion for

the experienced user. Macro definition facilities can allow a user to define new commands

and thus to personalize the environment. They also permit extensions designers did not

foresee or that are useful to a small part of the user community. A macro facility may be a

simple template capability or a full programming language with arguments, conditions,

numeric and character types, and screen manipulation primitives, plus, perhaps, library and

editing tools.

Design of a command language should be based on a user's conceptual model of the •

system and its input devices. It requires an understanding of the user community. A natural

structure is important. It will help users encode their semantic knowledge of the system.

Cognitive insights can be applied in the grouping of information within a command to aid

learning and command production. The relative merits of positional and keyword syntax

for novice and expert users can be exploited.

Menus provide a simplified interaction style that reduces the possibility of keying

errors. The explicit list of options in menu-based dialogue eliminates the need to memorize

command names. It provides a clear indication of permissible actions, structuring a task to

guide the novice and infrequent user. On the other hand, menu selection is often considered

slow and clumsy by skilled users. Waiting for lengthy menus to be displayed can be annoy-
ing. Research has addressed many aspects of menu design, including names vs. numbers
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vs. icons as menu choices, semantic organization of items in a menu, and alphabetical vs.

probability-of-selection vs. random vs. positionally constant menu arrangements. Major

design decisions will concern menu system structure, menu position, method of menu invo-

cation, menu traversal, item selection, and graphic layout. These are in turn affected by

available screen space, understanding of human cognitive processes, and the requirements

of a particular application. Approaches for increasing speed for expert users include allow-

ing typeahead for known menu choices, assigning names to menus to allow direct access,

and the creation of menu macros that assign unique names to frequently used combinations

of menu selections.

In text menu control, menu selections are made by typing the number of a menu entry,

typing the first letter of an item, or using arrow keys or a pointing device to move among

menu entries. Default selections can be indicated using techniques such as reverse video,

blinking, and brightening, or a separate "current selection" field. In graphical menu control,

symbols, icons, color, or patterns are used instead of textual descriptions with a graphic

input device for pointing and selecting. Care is needed to ensure that graphics items are eas-

ily selectable by the available input devices. Icons can be used to attempt to convey the

meaning of an action. The major goals of a window management system for the CCIS user

interface include high-performance with high-quality text and graphics; network transpar-

ency; configurability and extensibility of the window management system; portability and

device-independence for both applications and the window management system. It should

be capable of supporting many different applications and management interfaces with true

multitasking of applications. The increased use of window management systems in net-

worked environments has encouraged standardization of the underlying architecture of

window management systems.

When entry of many fields of data is required, for example, in questionnaires, spread-

sheets, or other tabular display applications, form filling is an appropriate input style, allow-

ing visibility of the full complement of information and giving users a feeling of being in

control. Few instructions are necessary since this approach resembles familiar paper forms,

although knowledge of special keyboard functions will probably be required. Design con-

siderations include dealing with multi-screen forms, mixing menus with forms, use of

pointing devices, use of color, handling of special cases, and integration of a word proces-

sor to allow remarks.
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G.2.2 Direct Manipulation

Direct manipulation interfaces are event-driven rather than command-driven and inher-

ently object oriented. Physical actions such as "pushing" labelled button images on the

screen replace menus and commands. A simple example of a direct manipulation interface

is the use of arrow keys to direct a cursor to a specific point on a display instead of using

commands that would require input of numerical coordinates. The key characteristics are

continuous representation of the object of interest with rapid, incremental, reversible oper-

ations whose impact on the object of interest is immediately visible. Direct manipulation

interfaces typically use elaborate graphics, alternative ways to achieve a given effect,

mode-free operation (the user can give any command at virtually any time), and rapid

semantic feedback. Because the contribution of user actions to goals is clear, such inter-

faces can help novices quickly to learn by observation and allow for continual development

of skill without special training. They can support layered learning that allows immediate

use by a novice as well as highly efficient use by experts, with users continuing to use the •

same concepts as they gain experience. There is a lack of documented design strategies that

guarantee the development of easy to use, or easy to learn, interfaces, consequently, proto-
typing and field trials are particularly important in the development of direct manipulation

interfaces.

Windows are a basic mechanisms for direct manipulation and for many other aspects of

the modern human-computer interface. A window is an area on a computer display, usually
rectangular and usually delimited by a border, that encapsulates all or part of an application

or function. It often contains a particular view of some data. Pull-down menus, dialog

boxes, and message boxes used to separate specific segments of the user-system dialog
from the main application, can be considered windows. It is often stated that windows can

be used to represent the way people actually work at their desks, providing a useful way of

dividing the display according to logical structure. This allows use of spatial mapping to
help structure work, allowing transfer between tasks by simply transferring attention from

one window to another, while providing place holders and a visible memory. This so-called

desktop metaphor can be enhanced through the methods used for communicating window
operation requests to, and receiving feedback from, the system, in particular, by treating

windows as objects that can be accessed and modified by users.

The goal of three-dimensional (3D) user interfaces is to provide a flexible and natural

dialogue in inherent 3D environments. Stereoscopic computer graphics can be applied to S
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both display devices and video. Apparent depth perception can provide extra clues to the
true shapes of objects, making it easier for users to manipulate some forms of visual infor-
mation and improve the speed of comprehension. Studies have shown that, regardless of

input devices, test subjects are nearly twice as precise when they use stereoscopic display
as opposed to a flat display. Virtual image displays can be used for interfaces where the user

appears to be in a 3D environment. The entire field of vision is filled with computer gener-
ated images and multidimensional input devices interact directly with the underlying appli-

cation. There are typically three types of movement: (1) the user may move independently,
(2) gesture-controlled flying signalled by a user's pointed forefinger, and (3) reaching out
with a hand whose image intersects with a displayed object to allow grasping and moving
that object. The basic ideas for virtual image displays were introduced in 1983 but, though

the necessary hardware and software is commercially available, several problems remain.
In particular, better means for devices that can produce sound and tactile feedback. Even
so, the ability to give a user the feeling of directly interacting with the application holds

great opportunities for many military applications, for example, various kinds of interactive

training, exploring and interacting with 3D environments such as buildings and landscapes,
or supporting remote surveillance and telerobotic planning.

G.2.3 Group Interfaces

Most user interface research focuses on single-user systems. Computer Supported

Cooperative Work (CSCW) addresses services for people who work in groups. Its products,

referred to as groupware, assist groups in communication, in collaboration, and in coordi-
nating their activities. In many respects, CSCW moves beyond human-computer interac-
tion to address computer-enhanced human-human interaction. It embodies at least five
different disciplines: distributed systems, communications, human-computer interaction,
artificial intelligence, and social theory. Several modes of worker collaboration based on

the concept of shared workspace have been recognized [Ishii 1990, 19].

Group interfaces must consider such factors as group dynamics and organizational

structure. In particular, group interfaces differ from single user interface in that they depict
group activity and are controlled by multiple users. Additionally the higher level of activity

and greater degree of concurrency tends to increase interface complexity aggravating some
existing problems. For example, management of already limited screen space is even more
difficult when each user can create windows that appear on other users' screens. In this
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case, one approach being investigated is to group windows into rooms corresponding to

particular tasks and allow participants to move from room to room or be teleported by other

users. Other issues range from handling group focus and limiting distraction to the lack of

group interface toolkits.

Several approaches are used for integrating communication and information processing

technology. At one end of the range are computer-based techniques for handling informa-

tion stored in computers, such as shared-window systems and special purpose multi-user

applications running on network workstations. At the other end are telecommunication-

based techniques for handling information external to computers, such as techniques for

sharing drawing surfaces. A mid-range, desk-based approach is to use video overlays for

fusion of the computer screen and desktop images to allow the sharing of information con-

tained in printed material and computer files with real time information such as hand ges-

tures and hand-written comments. Most systems assume some intentional action to initiate

communications between parties, but approaches for non-interactive communications, for •

example, electronic bulletin boards also exist. Two applications of group interfaces, tele-

conferencing and desktop conferencing are discussed in Section G.7.

G.3 USER INTERFACE ARCHITECTURE

The user interface is modeled on the NIST Application Portability Profile (APP) open

systems environment (OSE) profile that is defined in terms of open system specifications

organized into major service categories. In the case of user interface services, the goal is a

clean separation between the user interface and other parts of the system to allow reusing a

given application with multiple interfaces, ensuring consistency among a family of appli-

cations using a common interface and providing independent tools for application and

interface developers. The user interface service specifications are based on the NIST User

Interface Services Reference Model (UISRM) [Kuhn 1990]. This is a conceptual model

defined in terms of layers; specifically, below the application are Dialogue, Presentation,

Toolkit Components, Subroutine Foundation, Data Stream Interface, and Data Stream

Encoding layers. The layers are arranged from bottom to top in ascending complexity. The

bottom layers contain primitive constructs on which upper layer functions are built.
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G-.I Dialogue Layer

The Dialogue layer mediates the user's interaction with applications. It is implemented
by a User Interface Management System (UIMS) where the interaction is specified by a
mapping that associates user actions with application actions. Terminal Management (TM)
is another aspect of dialogue control that addresses presenting data from several sources on

a single display and supporting multiple users and displays attached to one application.

A UIMS handles all visible parts of a display and all aspects of dialogue between the
user and application, to achieve two primary goals: to separate completely the user interface

code from the application code to provide a standard "look and feel," and to support more

abstract specifications of the user interface that describe the appearance of the interface and
the kinds of interaction it supports. Different types of notations are available for particular

kinds of interfaces, for example, graphical notations that can be used to partially define the
interface by placing objects such as menus and buttons on the screen with a mouse. Object-

oriented notations are an important new class that provide a computational link between the
input and output that the application can modify to provide semantic processing. Conse-

quently, these are suitable for highly interactive, direct manipulation interfaces. Typically,
a UIMS interprets the user interface specification at runtime, requiring the application to
handle such things as screens, aborting, and prompting and employing a window manage-

ment system to carry out the necessary display and event handling. By helping developers
to combine and sequence interaction techniques, and to manage functions like feedback
loops, error handling, checkpointing and restarting, a UIMS can enable an iterative devel-
opment approach for (semi)automatic construction of graphic-based user interfaces, allow-

ing alternative designs to be cost-effectively prototyped. The IEEE project 1201 (P1201) is
looking at UIMS standards but, as yet, there are no current international standards that can

be exploited for the OSE profile. Examples are OpenLook and Motif.

OpenLook, jointly developed by Sun Microsystems and AT&T, is a device-independent

UIMS that supports multitasking graphical user interfaces. The object oriented user model
is intended to support a wide range of users. For example, a help facility is provided to sup-

port novice users, window properties provide consistency for casual users, and keyboard

accelerators support expert users.The Desktop File Manager lets users view files and direc-
tories in iconic form and perform operations by selecting and dragging icons rather than

remembering commands, thus extending the direct manipulation desktop metaphor used in
many window management systems. Pushpins enable users to "pin" menus and pop-up
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windows to the screen for repeated use. The base window management system, a combina-

tion of X-Windows and NeWS (Network extensible Window System), provides access to

graphics resources over a network and compatibility with other X implementations and

PostScript language systems. The OpenLook user interface is independent of particular

toolkit implementations and several network transparent toolkits have been developed.

Motif was developed by the OSF (Open Software Foundation). It is a hardware, net-

work, and operating system independent product that incorporates Digital Equipment Cor-

poration's X toolkit and user interface language for describing visual aspects of the user

interface, Microsoft's Presentation Manager-style behavior for user skills portability, and

Hewlett-Packard's 3D appearance. Motif conforms with the X/Open Consortium's Porta-

bility Guide Issues 3 Standards for Native Language Support, providing support for both

16-bit and compound strings for localization in Asian and European languages. Motif also

provides an object-oriented User Interface Language for specifying the user interface

appearance. See the Presentation layer discussed in Section G.3.2. 4

Future UIMS development will address expanded user abstractions, improve image

generation, and support the ability to maintain user profiles and tailor the presentation of an

interface to a user's preference. Isolated examples of these features are already available.

Interactive design tools, sometimes called fourth generation UIMS, are another trend in

UIMS development. These are intended to promote the productive use of a toolkit or UIMS

via direct manipulation of the interface implementation, instead of by means of a library or

language. They are addressing the issues of dynamic interface objects found in visualiza-

tion interfaces (see Section G.7.1) and starting to exploit artificial intelligence (Al) tech-

niques for cognitive interfaces (see Section G.9.3).

TM provides for handling the same data at different levels of abstraction. A graphics

image, for example may need to be manipulated as a display list, as a geometric object, or

at the bitmap level. TM controls how the logical structure of a dialogue is mapped onto

resources, an area addressed in ISO 10184, a standard for support of multi-function work-

stations. This standard permits the establishment of a general network of processes with

dialogues between them. The dialogues may be of a variety of types, such as virtual termi-

nal or bitmap graphics. The standard does not itself define the operation of an individual

process, nor does it define the data stream for a particular dialogue type (these are specified

by other standards). Where a process has input parameters that may be adjusted, such as the

positions and priorities of the various windows in a window system, these are provided.
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ISO 10184 is related to Document Transfer and Manipulation, CCTIT user interface
standards (SC18), Forms Interface Management System (FIMS, JTC1 SC22), and window

management (SC24).

G3.2 Presentation Layer

The Presentation layer determines the appearance of the user interface, including such
features as size, style, and color. The appearance specifies how the components provided in
the toolkit layer should be composed to create windows. Control of interaction style is
achieved by isolating the implementation of interaction techniques (provided as code
libraries of common interface components) to provide a consistent style across several user
interfaces. The component libraries generally use a fixed style and must be edited to change
that style. They provide high-level programming abstractions for building user interfaces,
for example, abstractions that allow the creation of windows, menus, and scrolbars.

There are two approaches to structuring these libraries. The first employs a simple col-
lection of procedures that can be called by an application. The second type uses an object

oriented programming style to enforce a separation of subjects (abstract objects) and views
(interactive objects). This approach is exemplified by DEC's X Toolkit which allows com-
position of primitive interactive objects, such as menus, based on specific composition
schemes such as tiling, or overlapping. Layout of composite objects is achieved by a geom-
etry manager that can be replaced at run time to change the layout strategy and present dif-
ferent, independently customizable interfaces to the same data. Another example is
provided by the Andrew Toolkit, developed by the Information Technology Center, a joint

endeavor between Carnegie Mellon University and IBM Corporation [Waldo 1991]. This
toolkit supports building applications using software packages, called multimedia insets,

designed for the display and modification of various types of information. Insets are cur-
rently available for text, raster, table, animation, hyperlink, and calendar types. Insets sup-
porting sound and voice are under development.

NIST has selected XVT (eXtensible Virtual Toolkit) for its APP. XVT has also been

selected by the IEEE P1201.1 Standards Committee as the basis for a standard application
program interface for portable graphical user interface applications. Based on X, the XVT
toolkit provides an example of a look and feel independent approach being developed to
overcome the limitation of existing UIMS to restricted ranges of interfaces. It is intended
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to allow users to choose their own UIMS, providing for evolution in UIMS technology and

enabling easier porting of applications to proprietary systems. XVT libraries form a com-

mon programming interface with implementations for several window systems, including

Motif. An application is developed with XVT library calls and then the appropriate library

for the desired UIMS is used. To resolve differences in handling, say, font structures and

the relationships between windows, XVT implements its own comprehensive virtual UIMS

toolkit. It comes with a resource compiler that implements a portable resource specification

language and an object oriented, MacDraw-like program written using XVT. With its sup-

port from NIST and IEEE, XVT is recommended for the OSE profile.

G.3.3 Toolkit Components and Subroutine Foundation Layers

The Toolkit Components provides components such as menus, push-buttons, scroll

bars, or help boxes for building an application interface. While these components vary with

vendors, they typically contain most of the common user interface elements. IEEE P1201.1

is addressing this layer. The Subroutine Foundation uses features of the Data Stream Inter-

face to provide the means to build window interface components and provides functions

such as initialization and destruction of objects, management of events and object hierar-

chy, and the saving and restoring of the interface state. It is implemented by a window man-

agement system.

X-Windows offers the advantage of industry standardization for the OSE profile and

the specification for the Toolkit Components and Subroutine Foundation layers is provided •

by FIPS-158, X Window System. Often called simply 'X'. X defines a C source code level

interface to a network-based bitmapped graphic system. Developed at MIT, x is a standard

part of AT&T UNIX System V (Release 3.2 and later) and part of OSF the operating sys-

tem. Like most window management systems, it allows devices to be shared among several 0

processes at the same time. Unlike other systems, it allows access to graphics devices from

remote sites. X is undergoing further development. The graphics model is being extended,

for example, to include 3D graphics support. Also, Display PostScript is being included for

support of two-dimension (2D) graphics. NIST will provide third party conformance test-

ing services through the National Voluntary Library Accreditation Program when test suites

and testing policy for FIPS-158 become available.
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In addition to IEEE P1201, X is the subject of ANSI standards projects. ANSI Com-

mittee X3H3.6 is considering options for efficient OSI-compatible support for X. Other

ANSI committees with an interest in window management are X3H5 (Virtual Terminal and

User Interface), X3T5 (OSI), and X3V1 (Documents). The Inter-Client Communications

Conventions Manual (ICCCM) from the MIT X Consortium is also recommended for the

OSE profile. The intent of ICCCM is to enable applications to share data with other com-

pliant applications, share network resources, and to support interoperability of applications

and resources running in networked, open system environments. FIPS 158 will contain the

ICCCM and the X Consortium is to define how applications will communicate with one

another.

The use of windows imposes some hardware requirements. A large screen size is

needed so that users do not need to spend a disproportionate amount of time moving, resiz-

ing, and scrolling windows. Slow processing speeds and limited memory can cause win-

dow operations to strain computing resources, limiting effective feedback, the use of

animation, and the behavior of dynamic interfaces.

G.3.4 Data Stream Interface Layer

The Data Stream Interface specifies a function call interface to build messages defined

in the Data Stream Encoding layer. In this manner it supports network communication and

provides access to basic graphics functions from Layer 0. It may also support system func-

tions such as error handling and synchronization. The APP specification comes from FIPS

158, Xlib - C Language X Interface. IEEE Project P1201.4 on the X Library is working on

this area.

G.3.5 Data Stream Encoding Layer

The Data Stream Encoding layer defines the format and sequencing of byte streams

passed between client processes that require services and server processes on the same or

separate platform that provide the services required. As a specification of message formats,

it is independent of operating system, programming, language, or network communica-

tions. The APP specification is provided by the X Window System Protocol, X Version 11

from FIPS 158.
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G.4 GRAPHICS SERVICES

Graphics subroutine libraries are responsible for graphical information sent to and
received from the screen and associated input devices. They provide primitive graphics
functions such as "draw line" and "draw circle." Several standards that provide a textual
specification for graphics functions have been developed and must be supported by both an
implementation of the commands and language bindings that provide the ability to access
the standards from different programming languages. In order to promote user interface
separation, calls to a graphics package should be incorporated into toolkits or UIMSs, not
embedded in application code. The primary standards for graphics subroutine libraries are
discussed below.

Independence of particular I/O devices can be achieved by requiring an application to
interface with a graphics package that produces device-independent output. This output is
processed by a software module that generates device-dependent commands to control the 0
actual device as well as providing additional functions such as controlling the appearance
of graphical primitives which allow powerful functionality at a high level of abstraction,
without sacrificing system performance. Graphics metafiles are a common mechanism for
supporting graphics device independence. These are formatted disk or magnetic tape files, 0
created by a generator in association with a graphics package, and contain graphics com-
mands and data. They are used to store or transmit pictures among diverse applications or
across separate programming environments. Another major use of graphical metafiles is the
development of symbol libraries that allow the reuse of graphics symbols in building com-
plex pictures and drawings. Here again, ISO standards will support the OSE profile.

G.4.1 Graphical Kernel System (GKS) and GKS-3D

ISO 7942 GKS provides a functional description of a 2D graphics interface to yield the
basic graphics support required to produce computer-generated pictures. It shields the
application from hardware particulars by using an abstract description method that presents
uniform output primitives, uniform input classes, and uniformity in operations pertaining
to output attributes and picture creation, manipulation, and storage. GKS is widely sup-
ported and is good for simple interactive applications where portability is more important
than functional extensibility and performance. The Department of Defense has funded the
design of a graphics package for the WWMCCS Information System (WIS) project that
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extends the functionality of the GKS-Ada implementation [Foley 1986]. GKS supports a
standardized metafile that provides the capability to store and transmit pictures. This meta-
file is an audit trail of the GKS commands used to generate a picture at the workstation
level. It is suitable for transaction recording which, in turn, aids activities such as restart
and recovery. ISO 8651 specifies language bindings for Fortran, Pascal, and Ada. Bindings
for C, LISP, and MUMPS are under development.

The GKS FIPS, FIPS 120, was published in April 1986 and is based on ISO 7942 and
ANSI X3.124. NIST has licensed a conformance testing suite for GKS and currently oper-
ates a GKS Test Service to test implementations against the FIPS standard.

ISO 8805 Graphical Kernel System for Three Dimensions (GKS-3D) extends GKS.

G.4.2 Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System (PHIGS)

ISO 9592, PHIGS, provides multilevel graphics data structuring, geometry manipula-

tion, and both 2D and 3D graphics. PHIGS has methods for real time modeling and other
higher-level programming capabilities and is suitable for interactive and highly dynamic

applications such as C2, Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided Engineering, sim-
ulation, and scientific visualization applications. It has a centralized hierarchical data store

and support for multiple color models. PHIGS does not, however, provide raster functions;
neither does it support window managed environments on workstations. PHIGS extensions

for basic surface rendering have been proposed as part of ISO 9592, PHIGS+. The PHIGS
language binding for Ada is also defined in ISO 9593, bindings for Pascal and C are under

development.

FIPS 153 is based on ANSI X3.144 and X3.1441 as well as the ISO standard. NIST is
developing a PHIGS Test Suite, the first version of which is expected to be completed by
late 1991.

G.41.1 PHIGS Extension for X (PEX)

The PEX graphics subroutine library is a PHIGS extension in the form of a protocol
specification and includes much of the functionality of the proposed PHIGS+. The PEX
architecture is object oriented for a flexible and extensible environment; its resources
include lookup tables, pipeline contexts, renderers, name sets, structures, search contexts,
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and fonts. It allows each window on the display to act as an independent virtual 3D graphics

workstation, providing support for imaging processing. It supports the several color mod-

els, the CIE color standard, and direct color types as a 16-bit integer value. Any of PHIGS,

PHIGS+, or GKS-3D programming interface libraries can be built on top of PEX, allowing

calls to not only these but also the Xlib and X Toolkit libraries discussed in the previous

section.

PEX is intended to overcome the limitation of X to 2D graphics. There are some basic
differences between X and PHIGS. For example, PHIGS defines input prompting and echo-

ing as occurring asynchronously with respect to the application, an internal control model

for user interaction. A typical X application, however, has an event processing loop that

monitors and performs the user's input commands, called an external control model. This

incompatibility can be resolved through use of a tightly coupled interrupt handler (which

limits portability) or by a separate input manager process (which complicates I/O coordi-

nation) [Sung 1990]. The PEX definition avoids this issue to allow different implementa- S

tions. Another concern is in the handling of system resources. While X shares resources

between all applications, PHIGS does not consider the operating environment and has no

notion of sharing. The issue of system resource ownership and external effects on the

PHIGS application must be addressed to combine these different approaches. 4

The X consortium implementation of PEX, the Sample Implementation effort, began

in late 1988. Most vendors have some PEX implementation efforts in progress and the first

commercial versions are now available.

G.4.3 Device-independent/device-dependent (DI/DD) Graphics Standards

ISO and ANSI have prepared DIS %36, the Computer Graphics Interface (CGI) stan-

dard. It defines a system-level interface to a virtual graphics device to provide a standard

specification of efficient control and data exchange between device-independent graphics

software and one or more device drivers. Device dependencies are allowed in limited cir-

cumstances, such as when dealing with raster entities. Character, binary, and clear-text

encodings are provided. Language bindings for FORTRAN and C are under development. •

CGI is expected to be published in the final quarter of 1991, but early versions implemented

by IBM and AT&T have yielded workstation managers that are already becoming the com-

puter graphics industry's de facto standards.

G
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GA.4 Rendering Standards

Rendering is the process of translating geometrically described objects into displayable

pixel-based pictures. It is not addressed by existing 3D graphics standards, nor by any

active standards committee. The OSE profile can take advantage of the RenderMan inter-

face, developed by Pixar working with other graphics companies, for device independent

3D rendering. It is a scene description interface that partitions the generation of images into

the distinct areas of interactive modeling and noninteractive rendering. It supports:

a. A definition for all data that can be output as part of a 3D scene description.

b. Procedural primitives that allow a modeling application linked to a RenderMan

renderer to supply an arbitrary refinement subroutine as the description of a pro-

cedural primitive, such as a fractal.

c. The basic set of 3D graphics functions, a hierarchical transformation stack with

a full set of transformation operations, orthographic and perspective viewing

transformations, and device independent image-size control.

d. Antialiasing, filtering, and image quantization quality controls to give the user

the power to generate high-quality images without annoying artifacts.

The RenderMan Shading Language provides user-extensible control over shading

using geometric information instead of the usual mathematical equation that is based on a

simple model of the reflection of light. The RenderMan Interface Bytestream protocol pro-

vides both binary and ASCII encoding archive formats for a complete RenderMan scene

description that is suitable for network database transmission as well as file sterage.

G.5 INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES

G.5.1 Display Devices

There are three types of display devices: CRT, flat panel, and projection. The choice of

a particular type for a given computer system depends on display characteristics, such as

color, screen size, and resolution and operating characteristics such as mean time to failure,

power consumption, memory, and bandwidth requirements. To some extent, screen size is

a function of both physical size and display resolution. Even so, large screens are preferable

to smaller screens with higher resolution; for example, low resolution characters constrain
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the use of visual coding or good graphics design principles. In particular, high resolution

bitmapped displays for the creation and manipulation of more detailed representation of

characters and images at the pixel level allow more information to be conveyed visually.

Environmental factors, such as tolerance for vibration and resistance to surface glare from

reflected light, are also relevant. Multiple displays may be required to overcome the space

limitations of a single, small workstation display and to provide suitable devices for diverse •

presentation materials such as text, maps, or photographs. CCIS selections will also con-

sider the rapid development of display technology; for example, the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency is funding research into these technologies and their applica-

tions. In addition to both strategic and tactical C2 applications, this research is looking at &

workstations, avionics and instrumentation, and military vehicle instrumentation.

G.5.1.1 CRT Displays

CRTs represent a stable technology that has been available since the early days of com-

puting. Research into flat tension mask CRTs may, however, impact future systems. These

CRTs provide an ability to avoid surface distortions, allow two-sided antireflective coating

and a brighter image that is likely, to offer improved user performance.

CRT displays range from 2 to 30-inches. Interactive graphics systems typically employ

a special purpose display processor that is used to control the operation of the display

device. In a graphics monitor, as opposed to a workstation with graphics capabilities, this

might be the only processor. Typical basic tasks for the display processor include display

of line segments and character generation. In addition to the standard character set available

on all systems, some systems allow user-generated character patterns to be stored and

reproduced by the display processor. Advanced display processors may perform a variety

of additional functions, such as generating various line styles (dashed, dotted, or solid), dis- •

playing color areas, producing curved lines, and performing certain transformations and

manipulations on displayed objects. The display processor may refresh the screen or this

task can be assigned to an additional processor, called the display controller. The display

processor also interfaces with interactive input devices, such as a light pen. Key character- •

istics include:

a. Pixel Architecture. Relates to the number, position, and color of adjacent phos-

phors that are impacted by the electron beam as a single pixel. Triad and quad
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are common pixel architectures. Square pixels are used to aid operations such

as rotation, although rectangular pixels are preferable for video.

b. Pixel Density. A measure of each display's ability to discriminate fine detail,

possibly specified in terms of pixels per display width unit.

c. Aspect Ratio. The ratio of screen height to width which affects, for example, the

sensitivity of the periphery of the human eye to flicker. Commonly 3:4 for com-

puter displays, systems for symmetrical images, such as radar, may use a 1:1

ratio. Standard NTSC cameras produces an image with an aspect ratio of 4:3,

proposed HDTV standards uses 16:9, and most motion picture films use 2:1

d. Frame Rate. The frequency at which changes might be made to the image.

e. Refresh Rate. The frequency with which an image is brightened, varying from

30 to 65 screens per second. Computer systems usually perform a progressive

scan where lines are brightened consecutively, whereas in the interlace

approach used for video the image is split into two parts with all odd lines
redrawn before all even lines. Video screens must be refreshed 50 to 60 times a

second for a stable image. NTSC video has a frame (raster lines) of 525 hori-

zontal lines occurring as two fields of 262.5 lines and alternating halves of the

display are refreshed every 1/60 second. Proposed frames for HDTV are 1050,

1125, and 1250.

f. Coordinate System. Defines the coordinate origin, typically the lower-left

screen corner with screen surface represented as the first quadrant of a 2D coor-

dinate system.

g. Frame Buffer. The number of lines per screen using standards such as Video

Graphics Adapter (VGA) and Extended Graphics Adapter (EGA).

h. Sync. The information in a video signal that causes horizontal retrace before

starting a new line and vertical retrace before starting a new field.

Pertinent image quality characteristics include:

a. High Ambient-Light Readability. For example, readability in sunlight with

preservation of contrast and chrominance.

b. Image Stability. Refers to a blurring of the display resulting when a CRT image

is not refreshed in precisely the same place from one frame to the next, the

image persistence is too short, or the refresh rate is too low.
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c. Luminance and Contrast. For emissive displays, contrast ratio is defined by

ANSIIHFS 100-1988 as a minimum ambient illuminance of 500 Ix. Luminance

is the luminous flux emitted by or reflected from a display surface.

d. Polarity. Negative contrast displays are those in which the symbols are darker

than the background, sometimes called positive image displays.

e. Resolution. The displayed resolution is defined in terms of overlapping picture

elements and their visual separation. The maximum resolution is around 100

lines per inch. The resolution recommended for a given display is a function of

a number of variables, including viewing distance, ambient light level, task

requirements, and screen content.

f. Viewing Angle. The maximum angle from the normal (both horizontal and ver-

tical) within which the information displayed continues to be intelligible, is

determined as the point at which the contrast ratio reaches a predetermined

level, usually in the range of 1.4:1 to 3:1.

These characteristics will be considered with respect to environmental factors such as

glare. Sources of glare can be classified as resulting in user discomfort or disability that

interferes with extracting information from the display. Antiglare treatments can be applied

to the display surface if glare cannot be removed from the environment.

CRTs may employ either a random or raster scan drawing system. In a random scan sys-

tem, a structured display file contains a set of commands, for example, line or character

drawing commands, which is accessed by the display processor to repeatedly regenerate the

image to refresh the screen. In a raster scan system, the refresh storage area, termed the

fame buffer or bitmap, represents an image in terms of intensity information for each

screen position. Each position in the bitmap is called a picture element or pixel and pixel

positions are organized as a 2D array. The number of pixel positions is the resolution of the

display processor, or bitmap. This may differ from the CRT resolution though, ideally, CRT

resolution should be equal or greater than that of the display processor.

These two drawing systems possess different advantages. Raster systems serve well as

an archival format and can deal directly with images scanned from an external source, but

the generation of complex images is relatively slow for structured display files. Bitmaps

save recomputing an image for, say, rapid panning and scrolling of a window over a larger

display area, but the transfer of images of differing resolution causes some problems, and

bitmap size is constrained by physical limitations. Another disadvantage of bitmaps is that
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any structure used in constructing an image is lost and, hence, it can be difficult to identify

logical components of the image. A graphics system need not employ one approach exclu-

sively and some combination of bitmaps and structured display files is perhaps more appro-

priate than either alone. They may be combined in several ways, primarily by integrating

random and raster editing on separate layers within the same system or adding bitmap prim-

itives to a random system. As well as imposing different performance overheads, each type

of combination is suitable for different applications. For example, integration via separate

layers supports accurate geometry and dimensioning and quick capture through scanning.

Adding bitmap primitives to a vector system provides the flexibility needed for graphic art

and supports a resolution-independent display capability. Commercial graphics systems

employing both approaches are available.

G.5.1.2 Flat Panel Displays

Flat panel displays are inherently stable because images are generated by fixed elec-

trodes that cannot move in the image plane. It is estimated they can reduce display volume

by 50 to 75% over CRTs, while increasing reliability by a factor of 4. Flat panels are expen-

sive, for example, a 19-inch color flat plasma panel monitor costs around $300,000, and

exhibit relatively poor performance with respect to a CRT. Nevertheless, the cost and per-

formance of flat panel displays may rival CRTs by the mid-1990s [Tannas 1989, 34-35] and

offer great potential for the C2 environment where limited space and the need for mobility
have hitherto minimized the usefulness of displays.

These displays use either an emissive or shuttering approach. In the first case, plasma

or thin film electroluminescence (TFEL) technology is used to provide pixels that are ener-

gized to emit light. TEFL displays are promising where high contrast, high luminescence,

and high resolution are critical factors. Although this technology holds promise for the

development of full-color TEFL displays compatible with television signals and computer-

driven color models, its power requirements limit use in portable battery-driven environ-

ments [Synder 1988]. In plasma panels the size of plasma capsules limits resolution. They
are usually orange and flicker-free, displaying up to 62 lines of 166 characters. For shutter-

ing, a signal is used to filter a posterior light source, both spectrally and with respect to

intensity. LCDs are the most widely used and 5-inch, 640x480 dot addressable line displays

with red, green, and blue dots are already in production. They can be battery operated,

although large displays suffer from a limited contrast ratio and consequent limited viewing
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angle and are flicker-free. Twisted nematic LC displays are being investigated as a solution

to these problems and hold sufficient promise that they may be the battery-powered display

of choice for future monochrome applications.

Other types of flat panel display are light-emitting diode, seeing renewed application

due to a 5-fold improvement in luminous efficiency and to improved gallium arsenide pro-

cessing, heterochromics, and electrophoretics displays. Electroluminescent panels use a 0

transparent front panel, offering high resolution, light weight, and a narrow width. Flat

panel displays have different characteristics from CRTs.

a. Intensity Distribution. Plasma and TEFL technology use square pixels with a

uniform density that results in a step-function intensity distribution, as opposed

to the CRT Gaussian distribution. LCDs have an xy matrix of electrical conduc-

tors that introduces a memory element that also works differently.

b. Resolution. Flat panel displays have non-overlapping discrete elements and res-

olution is the number of pixels per unit distance on the display. This distance

should be measured both vertically and horizontally with respect to the viewing

distance, resulting in pixels per degree of visual angular subtense [Synder 88].

G.5.1.3 Projection Displays

Projection allows larger displays than either CRT or flat panel technology. 50-inch diag-

onal commercial systems are likely to become available within the next five years. Here

again several technologies are being investigated, including LCs where, for example, LC

transmissive mode is used for each color and then colors are combined for a single projec-

tion. Other approaches include light bcam modulation (for example, using a laser display

with rotating mirrors and galvanometers for xy deflection onto a screen) and reflective dis-

plays based on mechanical mirror movement. In the latter case, prototypes with 2 million

moving mirrors on a 1 x 3/4-inch silicon wafer have been developed.

Both front and rear projection systems are used. A significant practical difference is that

while front projection systems require a clear space between the projector and screen, rear S

projection systems can use folded optics to eliminate the blocking problem and, moreover,

the projection of an image onto a transparent screen mitigates the effects of ambient light.

On the other hand, rear projection systems require a larger volume. Rear projection CRT

systems are favored for HDTV.
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G.5.1.4 3D Displays

Typically 2D displays are used to provide 3D scenes in top, front, and side orthographic

views. Hardware for 3D displays using either kinetic or stereopsis depth became available

in the early 1970s. In the first case, a flat projection of a 3D scene appears strongly 3D when

it is the projection of a rotating scene using, for example, arrays of lenses, holograms, or

vibrating mirrors. Ideally, the depicted scene can be set in continuous smooth rotation. Ste-

reopsis systems exploit the brain's ability to extract 3D relationships from the different

views provided by two closely placed eyes. To this end, two slightly different views of a

display are produced to resemble the different viewing perspectives of eyes set 6.5 centi-

meters apart. This may be achieved with two flat panels or time modulation on a CRT. It

necessitates some way of separating the images presented to the eyes; in a workstation envi-

ronment the user is typically required to wear special goggles containing shutters, or

polaroid or red-green filters. In one commercial system, for example, passive circularly

polarized glasses are used in combination with a stereo shutter, and a scene is displayed to

one eye and rotated about a vertical axis by a few degrees before display to the second eye.

In virtual image displays, 3D images are projected in space. This is achieved through

time and (virtual) space modulation, and a number of different approaches using both 2D

and 3D displays are being investigated. For example, a rotating helix with a reflective sur-

face is impacted by a laser beam, or an image is projected onto a vibrating speaker dia-

phragm with a reflective surface. The virtual display can be physically located in one place

and optically superimposed on some conveniently placed surface and, thus, is potentially

highly portability, helping to alleviate space and mobility restrictions in the operating envi-

ronment. Consequently, the military is seen as becoming one of the major users on this

technology. It is anticipated that future virtual image displays will exploit CRT and flat

panel technology for image generation with holographic optical systems to provide high

resolution, high contrast, and wide angle displays [Synder 1988].

Vutual user interfaces are expected to become available within the next five years. A

current prototype system uses head-mounted displays which are implemented as two LCD

TVs mounted a short distance (e.g., less than two inches) in front of the user's eyes. An

optics system is used to expand the images so they cover most of the user's field of vision,

and a diffusion panel to blur these images (so that the individual red, green, and blue dots

in the displays are not apparent). The LCDs are driven by two NTSC video sources, perhaps

using two graphics workstations synchronized over an ethernet with NTSC converters to
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convert the video signals into NTSC format. An Isotrak digitizer determines the position

and orientation of the user's head, providing information which is used to generate the

images presented to the user.

While these technologies can provide good depth portrayal, they are expensive and

often suffer from mechanical problems. Further, they incur very high-bandwidth require-

ments. It is estimated that the bandwidth necessary to create a true 3D image from a single S

source increases by approximately a power of 1.5 the requirements of an equivalent 2D

image. Human factor concerns in such interaction still need to be investigated; in particular,

how should 3D cursors be represented to enable natural 3D locating and pointing on a 2D

display? How should 3D transformation parameters, such as rotation angle, be specified?

G.5.2 Input Devices

G.5.2.1 Keyboard

A keyboard is the primary alphanumeric input device. Keyboard size and packaging

affects user satisfaction and usability. While the majority of current keyboards allow only

one keystroke at a time (although dual key presses are used for capitals and special func-

tions), chord keyboards that allow simultaneous keystrokes aid rapid data entry. Keyboards

layouts are derived from early typewriter layouts. The QWERTY layout is still universally

used, even though it has been shown to be far from optimal. Newer layouts include the

Dvorak keyboard, designed to reduce finger travel distances, and the ABCDE layout

intended for nontypists. Placement of additional keys, such as the shift key and number

pads, also affects usability. More recently, keyboard designs that optimize wrist and hand

placement have been developed.

Key design is another critical issue. Important design features include the force and dis-

placement required for keypresses and tactile and audible feedback. Modem electronic

keyboards use half-inch square keys separated by approximately a quarter-inch. Special

keys, such as the enter key may be larger. When key position is important, physical locking

in a lowered position or an embedded light can be used to denote position status. Special

features such as a deep concavity or a small raised dot can be used to assure users of proper

finger placement. Function keys are subject to several additional design factors intended to

help a user remember the associated function. Cursor movement keys, another special cat-
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egory, may have an auto-repeat feature with controllable speed. The importance of partic-

ular key types depends on both user profiles and the application. For example, function keys
are often favored by expert users who readily recall the purpose of each function key,

whereas cursor movement keys are particularly useful for form filling interfaces.

G.5.2.2 Pointing Devices

Several types of input devices are available for pointing. For the CCIS, pointing devices

will be selected to reflect the communication styles, application, and type of data in ques-

tion. This will promote device independence and portability since each logical classifica-

tion can be implemented with a variety of hardware devices (although some are more

convenient for certain kinds of data than others). The chief device classifications are choice

for selecting menu options, pick for selecting components from a displayed set, string for

specifying text and graphics input, locator for specifying a coordinate position, stroke for

specifying a series of coordinate positions, and valuator for specifying scalar values. As an

example of possible mappings between a logical classification and physical devices, the

following discusses how various devices can be used to support each classification in

graphics applications [Hearn 1986]:

a. Choice Devices. A function keyboard that may be designed as a stand-alone unit

or as part of a general use keyboard, where functions are programmable or fixed.

A new type of device is a programmable display push button, with a dot matrix

(typically 500 pixels) to display text and graphics. A touch panel or light pen is

useful when menu selection is to be accompanied with spatial coordinate input;

a joystick or mouse serves the same role. Keyboard entry requires menu options

to be assigned a numeric value or some other form of short identifier. Voice

input is best reserved for a small number of options.

b. Pick Devices. A light pen is typically used to select an object or segment for

some transformation or manipulation. A mouse, trackball, joystick, or tablet

place control away from the screen surface and may be used along with a screen

cursor to identify the position of the object. A keyboard is used by typing in the

name of an object. Alternatively, buttons might be used, for example, by press-

ing one button to cause successive segments to be highlighted and another

pressing another button to select a desired segment while it is highlighted.
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c. Locator Devices. When a thumbwheel, dial, trackball, joystick, mouse, or tablet

stylus or hand cursor is used to position a screen cursor that specifies the desired
coordinates, a button-push is required to input those coordinates. Light pens

also serve as locator devices, for example, a small light pattern may be created

for the light pen to detect. Keyboards are used as locator devices in two ways:

coordinate values may be typed in, or special cursor keys may be used to move •

the screen cursor to the required position. Both methods are quite slow, and the

first also requires the user to know the desired coordinate position.

d. Valuator Devices. Valuator input depends on the application at hand and may
comprise graphics parameters such as rotation angle and scale factors, or phys- 0
ical parameters such as temperature settings. A keyboard can always be used for

directly typing in the required values. Special purpose devices, such as control

dials or slide potentiometers convert linear movements into scalar values and

may be more efficient. 0

Characteristics of interest include cost, durability, space requirements, weight, left or
right-hand use, and compatibility with other systems. Accuracy is often a key selection fac-

tor, here a mouse or trackball is preferable when accurate pixel level pointing is needed.

Pertinent human factors characteristics include speed of motion for short and long dis- 0
tances, accuracy of positioning, error rates, learning time, and user satisfaction. Some

human factor aspects are still being researched; for example, the use of pointing devices
that can be operated from the typing position, instead of moving to a separate device such

as mouse. Here a force-sensitive device such as a isometric joystick positioned on the key- •
board where force applied to the joystick is mapped to movement parameters such as veloc-

ity and position, can minimize time loss and user distraction.

G.5.2.3 Scanners and Digitizer Tablets

Special devices are used for inputting drawings and other graphics. Graphic digitizer

tablets are precision measurement tools that electronically determine the physical coordi-

nates of a point and transmit this coordinate data in digital form. They can function as both •

relative and absolute positioning devices, and also as menu tablets for inputting commands.

Used to generate new graphics or copy existing drawing, these devices are increasing found

in mapping, environmental, geologic, medical, and industrial fields as well as their tradi-
tional CAD applications. A tablet may range from a few square inches to drafting-board •
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size and is accompanied by a transducer, either a stylus pen for free hand drawing and cur-

sor control on the monitor, or puck cursor for more accurate positioning and greater flexi-

bility. Electromagnetic, sonic, electrostatic, or magnetostrictive technologies are used to

establish a relationship between a tablet surface and the transducer and four operating

modes may be provided (point, switch stream, continuous stream, and incremental). Reso-

lution specifies the smallest distance that can be detected in the digitizer's output, normally

ranging from 100 to 1000 lines per inch, or 0.01 to 0.001-inch. Additional key characteris-

tics include the specific data formats handled by the digitizer and options provided for set-

ting operating parameters such as data rate, origin location, and incremental limit.

Scanners are the other major tool for entering a drawing. These are optomechanical

devices and convert a hardcopy image into a raster drawing that can be used by a variety of

graphics software. After scanning, raster-to-vector conversion may translate the bitmapped

image into vector form for further manipulation. In addition to CAD/CAM, mapping, and

geographical applications of digitizers, scanners support data storage/retrieval and techni-

cal publishing. Key requirements are resolution (ranging from 100 dots per inch (dpi) for

low resolution approximation through 200 to 400 dpi for accurate reading of line drawings

up to 1000 dpi for fine line maps) and speed (from 1 to 24 minutes for an E-size drawing).

G.5.4 Touch Technologies

Touch technologies have the potential to support multiple virtual devices simulta-

neously, largely because they do not need handheld intermediate transducers. The absence

of moving parts offers durability in high-use environments Touch screens provide a direct

connection to the display through some overlay mechanism using such technologies as con-

ductive and capacitive films, infrared sensing matrices, or plastic overlays with embedded

crossing wires. Although widely used, for example, in public information systems, early

devices exhibited poor precision, slow and erratic activation, and poorly designed displays.

Several new techniques, such as a two-touch strategy, are being used to overcome these

problems. Lift-off strategies are another innovation and allow higher precision by showing

users a cursor on the screen slightly above their fingers. The cursor can be dragged contin-

uously across the screen and functions are activated when users lift their fingers off the sur-

face, sometimes called the untouch screen. Dragging icons and other objects allow touch

screens to support direct manipulation interfaces. Sensing is with the finger, allowing phys-

ical templates to be paced over the device and provide kinesthetic feedback, although a
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physical device on the display surface may be damaged and become dirty resulting in image

degradation. Infrared devices that are implemented by a frame around the display surface

do not suffer the disadvantages of a physical overlay, but may have optical parallax.

Direct manipulation interfaces often employ virtual devices such as buttons and

switches. Although any input devices that are position sensitive and employ a fixed planar

coordinate system can be used, touch tablets permit a large surface to provide textual guid- •

ance to novice users and partitioned touch tablets are currently seen as the most promising

option for virtual input devices [Brown 1990]. Also, they can employ acoustic, electronic,

or position sensing techniques to allow operation by placement of a finger, pencil, puck, or

stylus. Prototype touch tablets with the ability to sense multiple points are under develop- 0

ment. Moving such controls from the screen to corresponding virtual input devices at the

work surface frees up valuable screen space.

G.5.2.5 3D Input Devices •

Currently the interaction and manipulation of 3D graphics is primarily 2D in nature.

The input device is typically a mouse, dial, or keyboard providing, respectively, a flat, lin-

ear, or discrete input medium. 2D input from a tablet or triad mouse can also be converted 0

to 3D space. For example, tablets can map xy hand translations to object rotations about y

and x, and map a stirring movement to rotation about z.

Placement in space is a six-dimension (6D) operation requiring three variables to spec-

ify location and three more to specify orientation (yaw, pitch, and roll). Accordingly, new

input devices are coming into use. These include multi- and three-axis joysticks, three-axis

track balls, and number wheels. One example is provided by a variant on a conventional

mouse, called a Bat, that enables the usual relative positioning but delivers data 6D [Ware

1988]. Other high dimension devices include data gloves which can provide 3D gestures

or, more recently, data suits. Here feedback can be provided by echoing user actions in a

virtual environment as animated input, input to affect virtual controls, or direct handling of

virtual tools; force feedback is under development. These multiple dimension input devices

are relatively inexpensive and continued improvement in resolution and bandwidth is

expected. One of the basic underlying technologies is a spatial monitor. The McDonnell

Douglas Polhemus 3Space Isotrak, for example, is a six degrees of freedom spatial monitor

that signals orientation and position relative to a fixed source. A sensor yields 9-bits of res-
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olution in each of the six variables and a digitizer can be used to determine the position and

orientation of the input device through special fiber optics. There are some problems asso-

ciated with the use of an Isotrak digitizer, for example, it broadcasts an electro-magnetic

field that requires multiplexing to handle multiple devices. It also has a limited range of

accuracy which deteriorates in the presence of metal objects and other sources of electro-

magnetic radiation, such as fluorescent lights and computers [Green 1989; Kruger 1983].

In conjunction with a 3D display, these input devices yield a 3D user interface. One

example of a practical 3D user interface is a 3D versatile volume visualization system. A

3D positioning and orientation Polhemus input device, called a kite, is used to handle input

events with feedback in the form of a 3d cursor called a jack. a mouse and keyboard are

used for traditional command and pick selection and a conventional 2d work surface is used

to present a small-scale virtual 3d reality. instead of pixels, the system uses voxels for vol-

ume elements (and a voxblt operation instead of rasterops, see section G.6. 1), figurines for

icons, and rooms as the 3d equivalent of windows.

G.5.3 Video Devices

The primary video input devices are the digitizing devices previously discussed, cam-

eras for both motion and still video), and videotape recorders. Videotape recorders are also

used for output along with video printers. Tune has not permitted an in-depth review of

available devices but a discussion of the critical issues in interfacing video devices with a

graphics workstation can be found in Knierim 1989, 440-442].

G.5.4 Hardcopy Devices

G.5A.1 Printers

Various printers are available for producing paper documents that can be copied,

mailed, marked, and stored. Important criteria in the selection of such devices are speed,

print quality including features such as highlight techniques are available, cost, such as that

incurred by requirements for special paper, environmental considerations such as compact-

ness and quiet operation, support for special forms, and reliability.
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Different types of printers exhibit different combinations of characteristics. For exam-

ple, dot matrix printers can produce upward of 200 characters per second using multiple

fonts with boldface, variable width and size characters, and graphics capabilities. Daisy
wheel printers produce high-quality characters but at lower speeds, typically 30 to 65 char-
acters per second. Inkjet printers also offer high quality output, this time in conjunction
with quiet operation. Thermal printers are quiet, compact, and offer relatively inexpensive

output on specially coated paper. Laser printers operate at 30,000 lines/min and are widely

available for microcomputers with many software products providing publication-quality

typesetting for desktop publication. Desktop laser printers offer a resolution of 300 dpi.

Graphic images are typically large in size, requiring additional computing and memory

capacity and longer imaging times. Because of the inherent complexity in outputting a font,
fonts and type face are an important issue. Most laser printers offer a variety of standard
fonts whose geometry is embedded within the electronics of the printer to allow fast loading
and output of those fonts. The next class of printers offer 600 to 110 dpi. These output

between 360,000 and 1.2 million dots per square inch, increasing both required computing

power and memory. Ultra-high resolution printers offer 2500 dpi which is the equal of type-

setting. Most printers employ a raster image processor (RIP) that takes workstation output

and converts it to a language the printer can understand. The RIP may be built into the

printer or provided as a separate processor. The problem of compatibility that this raises is

being addressed by the industry and PostScript has emerged as the industry standard.

G.5A.2 Plotters 0

Pen plotters are widely used for precision drawings with smooth edge lines. The pri-
mary types are drum plotter, often using a friction drive to handle media in both cut sheet

and roll form, and flatbed plotters that hold the plotting media stationary on a flat surface
while a pen moves horizontally and vertically. Pertinent characteristics include:

a. Media Size. The size of paper media handled. This can be specified in terms of

the ANSI measurements A-size (8.5 x 11 inches) to E-size (36 x 48 inches) or

me equivalent ISO metric sizes A4 to AO. 0

b. Throughput. A measure of the time needed to complete a drawing, affected by
pen speed, pen up/down time, pen exchange time, and acceleration as well plot-

ter-computing speed.
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c. Resolution. Mechanical resolution is the smallest move a plotter can make in
any direction, generally ranging from 0.0005 to 0.005-inch. Addressable reso-
lution is the smallest move a user can address.

d. Accuracy. The ability to move the pen an exact distance or move to a specified

point, and is affected by paper, pens, or environmental factors such as humidity.

e. Repeatability. The ability to replace the pen precisely on a point previously

drawn.

f. Velocity. The speed on pen movement. Typically measured in inches per second

(ips) or millimeters per second (mm/s), velocity may vary with line direction

and ranges from 1 to 32 ips.

g. Acceleration. The time it takes for the plotter pen to move from initial to maxi-

mum velocity, given in meters per second2 or gravities. Acceleration may be
constant over the entire acceleration phase or stepped, and is particularly impor-

tant for small line segments.

h. Pen Number and Types. The number of pen holders provided (these may allow

variable pen configuration), and specification of whether pens employ liquid

ink, ballpoint, fiber tip, or ceramic, and specification of color and line width.

i. Command Sets. The commands provided for generating, for example, charac-
ters and arcs. As yet, there is no well-accepted standard for plotter commands.

Data sorting eliminates the need for embedded plot optimizers.

Alternative technologies employed are electrostatic, ink jet, and thermal transfer. Elec-
trostatic hardcopy devices generally use a fixed array of electrode, to deposit electroztatic

charges directly onto a dielectric surface, and the image is then toned, developed, and ixed.

High voltage and switching frequencies are required. While electrostatic devices can theo-

retically provide a throughput of 1800 pages a minute, in practice the use of multiplexing

schemes and mechanics reduce this to one ANSI E-size page per minute. They provide

color capability, the ability to handle large fornat reproduction, and a printing feature but

the need for dielectric-coated paper incurs additional support costs.

Ink jet devices can also produce large-format color output. Th- two major design

approaches are continuous flow and drop-on-demand. While ink is pumped through the
nozzle only when a mark is need for drop-on-demand, in continuous stream approaches ink

is continually forced under high pressure through a controlled small nozzle, and the ink
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stream must be deflected from the paper when no image is desired (either into a gutter or

by using highly charged droplets that repel each other). High-speed ink jet systems may use

an array of individual jets extending over moving paper, moving the jet assembly over sta-

tionary paper, or maneuvering the ink stream across the imaging area. Again theoretical

speeds, in this case image generated at a square inch per second, are lower in practice. Res-

olution ranges vary between 80 and 300 dpi.

Thermal transfer systems pass plain paper accompanied by a sheet coated with pig-

ment-impregnated wax under an array of individually controlled heating elements, each

corresponding to a single pixel. As the wax is heated by the elements it migrates onto the

paper although the difficulty in controlling the amount of wax transferred presents prob-

lems for shading. Color is generated by using a separate transfer sheet for every primary

color, requiring successive overwritings to produce additional colors. Throughput is limited

by cycle time for the heating elements, and for a printer with a page-wide array of heating

elements it is in the range of five single-color pages per minute. New fabrication techniques

are increasing resolution from around 200 to 400 dpi. The major drawbacks include size

format restrictions and the high cost of supplies.

Photographic printers are used for creation of 35 millimeters, or larger, slides and pho-

tographic prints. These may be an add-on device in front of a display or an independent

high-quality printing system. Computer output to microfilm devices is effective for high

volume output applications.

G.6 GRAPHICS HARDWARE

Traditional workstation hardware consists of a processor, memory management hard-

ware, memory, and I/O devices including a mouse, keyboard and monochrome display.

Special graphics hardware can be added to increase graphics processing power.

Industry groups and individual companies are attempting to develop standard methods

for evaluating workstations in general, and the performance of graphics products in partic-

ular. The Graphics Performance Characterization (GPC) group, a commercial consortium,

is pursuing the development of a four-level standard:

a. Primitive Level. Describes raw capability in units such as polygons per second.

b. Picture Level. Describes the rate of graphics output.
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c. System Level. Deals with I/O and image manipulation.

d. Application Level, a test suite of typical functions on public domain images.

G.6.1 Bitmaps and Rasterops

Bitmaps allow both off-screen generation and storage of images. The use of additional

bits for display of color or intensity variations can result in high-storage requirements for

the bitmap. For example, a system employing 24 bits per pixel, with a screen resolution of

1024 x 1024, requires a bitmap with 3 MB of storage. Depending on the application, there

are several approaches for encoding intensity information to reduce this memory require-

ment. While chip manufacturers are announcing products which improve the performance

and reduce the cost of bitmapped displays, bitmaps are device dependent.

The fastest way to refresh a screen image is to maintain the complete image off-screen

in a bitmap and move it back onto the screen using a single block operation. RasterOp, or

bit boundary block transfer (BitBIt), is an operation for moving a rectangular bitmap from

one area of memory to another. The display may have pixels visible in the processor's

address space, with RasterOps performed by the processor (possibly with special hardware

assistance). Alternatively, the pixels may not be addressable by the processor but manipu-

lated by a separate RasterOps processor. The performance of the RasterOps processor is

bound by the display memory width (even if done entirely in software), although micropro-

cessors with barrel shifters can be used to improve the performance. Higher-level window

RasterOps can be used by a window management system for moving information, image

creation, window movement, and changing window attributes such as size and covering.

G.6.2 Colormaps

One of the special processing concerns associated with the use of color is the need for

color look-up tables or colormaps. There are two kinds of color storage. In the first case,

each entry in a bitmap stores a value that is an index into a colormap determining the color

(or grey shading) displayed at that location. The translation of an index value into an actual

color is performed by the display driver hardware for the screen and is transparent to the

user and programmer. Since common raster CRT devices have red, green, and blue guns for

producing color, colors in the table are usually specified by their green, red, and blue (RGB)
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values. Just as pixels are a real source to be shared among computing clients, so are the

entries in the colormap. Applications should be able to use a number of different pixel val-

ues and corresponding colormap entries without being aware of other windows also using

the colormap. Hardware assistance for this sharing is useful. In the second type of color

storage, true color, each bitmap entry holds the actual RGB representation for its color. This

is more expensive, requiring three or more bytes of memory for each pixel.

Color graphics software may allow a user to alter colors by displaying a color palette

on the screen. For example, Tektronix's TekColor System contains the HVC model to aid

in the selection of colors from among 16 million possibilities and a device-independent

color editor for X, called Xtici, that provides an interactive color interface to the HVC color

space for quick specification of a color palette [Toole 1989].

Video display devices incorporate VGA-compatible colormaps with a color video con-

troller, and a range of transputers for video-computation and data manipulation tasks in

multimedia applications. 0

G.6.3 Graphics Accelerators

Graphics accelerators originated to overcome inadequate computer speeds for render-

ing or manipulating complex images in real time by applying dedicated hardware to graph-

ics display problems. They are designed with parallelism in mind, support a large physical

cache, and generally use a shared memory multiprocessor to provide a floating point per-

formance on the order of ten times faster than that of basic microprocessors, enabling an

overall performance approaching that of current generation workstations with a graphics

accelerator. Geometry and imaging accelerators aid different aspects of graphics and have

greatly differing memory requirements and architectures. Geometry accelerators typically

generate pixels that are written into a display memory of 1280 x 1024 resolution. Their per-

formance is measured in terms of the number of geometrical objects that can be manipu-

lated in real time. For example, one popular geometry accelerator has the ability to generate

about 5,000 shaded geometric polygons per picture in real time (defined to be 10 to 30 pic-

tures per second). Imaging accelerators are specialized to compute on images only and are

measured in terms of the number of pixels they can comfortably manipulate on the order of

100 times faster than a host computer, potentially attaining a computational power of 200

to 600 times that of a VAX 11/780 on this class of computations. They include large image
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memories that are directly addressable by the accelerator. A new type of accelerator

expected to appear within the next few years is a rendering accelerator which accelerates

the non real time aspects of geometry which the geometry machines are incapable of han-

dling. Visualization accelerators are mentioned in Section G.7.1.

G.6A PC Graphics Boards

Graphics boards are evolving into three different families of products. 2D Drawing

Assist boards support a host processor in such operations as 2D graphics, vector drawing,

clipping, bit manipulation, and vector scaling. The Shading Assist boards provide assis-

tance in shading algorithms. Finally, the 3D Assist boards perform 3D transformations, sur-

face calculations, and ray tracing calculations. The next generation of boards will employ

multiple processors which connect like a transputer or by combining mixed processors

(e.g., RISC and digital-signal processing devices).

Such boards provide better resolution, colors selection, and performance to extend the

capabilities of graphics processors. The new communications bus interface standard

Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA) offers improved communication by

replacing the Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus interface used in most PCs with

improved direct memory access, 32-bit transfer, and the ability for a graphics board to share

host memory for display list storage at high speeds. Improvements in the amount of mem-

ory per package and the physical space used by the memory are allowing more memory per

board. This increased memory can be used for improved resolution or doubling of buffer

video memory to support animation. The increasing use of frame buffer standards (for

example, medium resolution VGA) will allow these boards to act as graphics data managers

for the host. Very high performance microprocessors with graphics cards are evolving to

the extent that PC graphics capabilities are beginning to approach the look and performance

of workstations. Already user interfaces with automatic sensing and adjustment to the

available resolution of a display have been proposed. As costs continue to fall, these boards

will move from dedicated CAD applications to broader PC markets.

G.6.5 Graphics Workstations

Scientific computations, such as computational fluid dynamics and mechanical analy-

sis, are floating point intensive, dealing with tens of megabytes of data. Accordingly, graph-
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ics workstations are in transition from simple integer machines with graphics hardware to

fast floating point machines that can perform analysis and simulation as well as display the

results graphically. Smooth animation, for example, requires the interactive display of col-

ored, shaded, 3D geometric graphics, as well as pixel based image data. Generally, at least

10 frames per second with data transfer rates from main memory to the frame buffer of at

least 10 MB (MB=millions of bytes) per second are required to animate a sequence of 8-bit

images [Borden 1989, 279], although frame rates on the order of 3 to 4 frames per second

may be considered acceptable for medium to low range systems. Minimum system require-

ments are typically on the order of 20+ MIPS, 20+ sustained MFLOPS, 64 MB of real

memory, and 50,000+ shaded polygons per second. Main memory requirements for a work-

station are on the order of 25 to 100 MB for data storage, exclusive of the operating system

and application software requirements, with a total frame buffer memory requirement of 3

to 8 MB. The frames (typically hundreds of megabytes of data) may be stored on either a

local disc or remote discs on other networked machines. Local workstation disk storage on

the order of 250 MB to 1 gigabyte provides a reasonable balance between rapid data avail-

ability and the economics of central data storage.

New VLSI processors, providing high performance floating point computation rates

and 3D shading hardware, have been introduced to enable cost-effective rendering involv- 0

ing trace images and the use of multiple light sources to allow the entire 3D graphics pipe-

line to be implemented in software. Such processors enable a new class of workstations

with computer rates previously associated with supercomputers and visualization super-

workstations at the price of 2D workstations.

A new class of computer, called a graphics supercomputer or super graphics worksta-

tion, combines a RISC architecture processor, tightly coupled 3D- and pixel-based graph-

ics, bus technologies, and custom integrated circuits. The goal is to display moving images,

or other time-dependent information about relatively complex systems, in real time. The

several types of machines commercially available all embody different architectures. Some

use vector floating point, incurring additional design requirements. An 8 MFLOP sustained

computation rate requires 64 to 196 MB of memory bandwidth.Memory must be inter-

leaved and accessed efficiently with a stride greater than 1 to operate on data which is not

packed sequentially in memory. Since tens of MB of real memory are active in these sys-

tems, the odds of a single bit error are so high that memory must be protected and corrected

in order to sustain reasonable reliability. Vector processing does not apply to all applica-
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tions, however, and parallel scalar processing may be preferable in some circumstances.

Future high-performance workstations may have both vector and scalar processors.

By 1995 sustained floating point performance will be on the order of 600+ MFLOPS.

Systems will have 300+ MIPS per processor and will support up to 4 or 8 integer, scalar,

and vector processors. Main memory bandwidth will be 128+ MB per second with at least

16-way interleaving. Graphics performance will be over one million polygons per second

transformed, clip tested, light-source shaded and drawn. Hardware will support transpar-

ency, depth-cuing, textures, and other special effects.

G.7 SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

G.7.1 Visualization

The term visualization was first popularized in the National Science Foundation's

(NSF) landmark report Visualization in Scientific Computing (ViSC) [McCormick 1987]. It
refers to an extension of the concept of multiple windows to multiple views, where each

view provides a different graphical representation of the same underlying objects and pro-

cesses and users can communicate with data by manipulating a visual representation of that

data. Several visualization tools are available commercially or in the public domain (for

examples, see [Dyer 1990]). Visualization arose to meet the need of understanding and
interpreting the vast amounts of data produced by supercomputers, network computational

servers, and data generating devices such as satellites, 3D sensors, and other high band-

width devices. For example, synthetic aperture radar may have data recording rates on the

order of 10 to 100 megabits per second and National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion's (NASA) Earth Observing System, planned for deployment in the late 1990's, will

have to receive, process, and store over 1012 bytes per day. Data may be collected for anal-

ysis in near real time or at a later time.

The ability to use real images provides a effective communication tool as well as a deci-

sion influencer. One example of a possible type of CCIS application is interactive visual

analysis of technical data such as occurs with remote sensing used for satellite imagery and

geographic data representation, for example, analyzing current reconnaissance imagery to

evaluate battlefield information such as troop strength, readiness, level of supply, and intel-

ligence information. ViSC can be used to support desktop video production, employing a
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variety of display techniques to convey large amounts of information including 3D graph-
ics, image processing, photorealistic rendering, and volumetric display together with tech-

niques such as stereo displays to enhance 3D data representations. Animation is a major
ingredient, providing sequences of images that illustrate the interrelationships of various

parameters over time, for example, to show simulated flights through a terrain.

Visualization places special requirements on user interface handling and processing. In 0

the first case, a common user interface for the selection of the techniques for representing

data and associated options, together with a common design for displays, is required to

allow software to manage arbitrary data sets. Common data access standards are required

to enable application independence, for example, to support correlative data analysis,

where data from a variety of sources is used to study a problem. Discipline independence

may also be required. The management of, and access to, data must be decoupled from the

actual visualization software to provide a clean interface between the data and its display

based only on some basic descriptions of the data. Significant processing requirements arise •

from dynamically changing graphics, for example, interactive video systems used in train-

ing and simulation require stored imagery to be merged and displayed with graphics gen-

erated in response to user actions, and both real imagery and generated graphics can change

at rapid rates. Technical data analysis often requires combining several 3D data sets to por- 0

tray four or more dimension, for example, using light shading on rendered surfaces to allow

a series of surface images of a rendered data set to be created with slightly differing viewing

angles. Such flexible combinations of functions incur heavy computational costs. Fast data

paths to data generation and storage devices, fast computation dedicated to preparing data 0

for display and computing pixels, and a flexible display system to support the various dis-

play formats are required. Although modern high performance workstations have aided the

development of visualization, even augmented with traditional accelerators, they cannot

meet these demands. Instead, a visualization accelerator is often required. The functional 0

and performance requirements of this type of accelerator are outlined in [Whitton 1989,

331-339], along with a recommended architecture. Although commercial visualization

accelerators are available, there are as yet no standardized figures for the processing speeds

of the hardware components or the visualization system as an integrated unit. 0

The application of networking to ViSC, called televisualization, requires major

enhancements over existing networking capabilities including, for example, increased data

rates and compression and decompression algorithms to speed up the transmission of visu-
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alization data. The emerging High Speed Channel Standard Interface from the ANSI

X3T9.3 Committee will be essential for the integration of high performance distributed sys-
tems needed for real time interactive visualization. National gigabaud networks proposed

for the late '90s will allow remote user access to interactive visualization.

There are many outstanding issues. For example, in volume visualization there is a lack

of algorithms for rendering lines, curves, surfaces, and volumes into volume memories and

general utilities for arbitrary rotation, changing volume size, and hidden volume removal

are still needed. Other issues include determining how much graphics processing should be

done on the supercomputer and how much moved to the workstation. Several of the large

scientific research centers are conducting ViSC research [Rosenblum 1989, 68-83]. For

example, the National Center for Supercomputing Applications' Rivers Project is conduct-

ing research to develop hardware and software systems for interactive 3D visualization and

interactive steering of supercomputer simulations in a high performance distributed envi-

ronment. Its Software Development Group develops software packages and X support to

provide visualization capabilities to remote users, the recently established Renaissance

Experimental Laboratory provides a classroom for supercomputer and visualization educa-

tion, and the Visualization and Media Services Group produces film and video output for

graphics generated during scientific research. The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) is

examining the ability of visualization to portray complex simulation data in real time in

support of its electronic warfare studies and in physical oceanography to support global cli-

mate modeling in naval systems for surface operations and antisubmarine warfare. Industry

and academia are also performing visualization research. In May 1990, academia and

industry joined in establishing the Institute for Visualization and Perception at the Univer-

sity of Lowell. A group within the university is chartered to advance technology in the

fields of data visualization, graphics, and auditory data representation and user interfaces.

G.7.2 Hypertext

The terms hypertext and hypermedia refer to a network of information nodes that con-

sists of textual or other objects, entities, that must be manipulated, links that encode static

and dynamic information, and properties of those nodes and the links between them. Their

primary role is to provide better utilization of computers by supporting the ability to browse

information freely. Links may be typed to provide extended functional capabilities and,

with node typing, this permits the definition of a grammar that facilitates user navigation
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and automatic information retrieval. Labelling can be used to provide representation of, for

example, constraints, timing, inferencing, or rhetorical information. The disciplined use of

structured composites of nodes and links as higher-order entities is a fundamental principle.

A hypertext system integrates graphics technology, primarily windowing, and text to allow

users to manage and access information. The essential concepts that distinguish these sys-

tems from more traditional document support systems are data type and media indepen-

dence, absence of a hierarchical structure, and distinct separation of form and content.

Linkage between objects arbitrarily located within a large multi-topic and extended-history

document is typically provided with support for creating, studying, organizing, and linking

within and between the many overlapping and nested knowledge domains.

Current uses focus on in-house and external technical documentation and distribution

of multimedia materials, particularly on optical disks. Another potential use is as a mecha-

nism for collaborative work in the computing environment. In this latter case potential

applications range from dealing with policies, procedures, and regulations to collaborative 0
problem-solving. User interface issues are concerned with constructing links among nodes

and with browsing a completed network, particularly with respect to the form and manip-

ulation of the display and navigational mechanisms. Many issues remain to be resolved. For

example, whether information should be divided into screen-sized chunks or whether the 0
screen should be treated as a window that moves over a larger unit of information. Since

there appear to be applications where each approach is superior, it may be best to accom-

modate both.

A layered architecture with published interfaces will aid the access of a hypertext sys-

tem by others and, hence, the development of systems that can interact with each other, as

well as users, across a variety of local and wide area networks. Possible layers are:

a. Data Layer. Provides consistent data management for all information in the

hyperbase, including both node contents and links.

b. Element Layer. Provides separate services for managing nodes and links, and

translating the raw data of the data layer into these elements of hypermedia.

c. Inference Layer. Provides the ability to traverse a link and review the nodes at 0
the destination.

d. Interface Layer. Defines mechanisms through which the user interacts with the

hyperbase and is responsible for displaying information contained in the nodes.
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The basic components for a hypertext system comprise a user-interface toolkit where

the presentation layer should be independent to allow structure and content to be displayed

in many ways; a domain-specific data model specifying a uniform structure for nodes, rela-

tionships, and content, thus defining what the hypermedia system can represent; a type and

object manager where media types provide primitive representations for text, bitmaps,

video and audio, and graphics; and persistent storage modules where the mapping of infor-

mation to permanent storage should be independent of what is represented. Well-defined

interfaces between these modules will aid independence. For example, queries and index-

ing should only relate to whether there are sets, collections, or other navigation paths to iter-

ate through and whether there is cached information (indexes) that can be used to limit the

search. Whether a system is multiuser or distributed should be transparent to a user.

Standards applicable to different media types are evolving separately and hypertext

standardization efforts must interact with other media and document models. Hypertext ref-

erence and data models that will provide a basis for new standards are under development

[NIST 1990]. Whereas data exchange on the document level can be approached through

adherence to various file format standards, interchange standards for transferring data

between similar systems are also critical. One proposed standard is the X3V1.8M HyTime

DTD interchange format.

Future standards should support distributed hypertext within an open systems frame-

work. They should ensure interoperability in current computing environments and transi-

tion to succeeding generations of technology. In particular, policy neutrality and

extensibility to support rapid evolution of both data type specific software and notions of

usage of links are important for evolvability.

G.7.3 Teleconferencing

Communications can occur in many forms using a wide variety of methods. For exam-

ple, in a networked environment, one of the first applications typically deployed is elec-

tronic mail. Electronic mail allows users to communicate. The message creation component

consists of a text editor. The user composes the complete message, which is subsequently

given to the mail system for routing and delivery. The mail system electronically transfers

the message. The recipient views the message completing the communications loop.
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Electronic mail captures, transfers, or communicates formal messages. It does not cap-

ture the morphology which can be important in some forms of communications. Extending

electronic mail, to include audio, would capture the message and its associated morphol-

ogy. However, augmenting mail to include video captures non-verbal, as well as, verbal

communications. Teleconferences extend this concept, audio and video communications,

to interactive conversations or real time. Although teleconferences are an effective commu-

nications technique, and the technology has been available for some time, it has not

achieved widespread use. The limiting factors have been cost related. These factors are
being addressed and teleconferences will become a viable communications technology by

the 1995-1997 time frame. •

Teleconferences requires hardware to capture the video and audio portions of the mes-

sage. Video cameras and video cassette recorders have recently become consumer prod-

ucts. This hardware provides the functionality needed for teleconferences. Hence, an

inexpensive COTS item can be used to capture the video and audio portions of the message. 0
The presentation of the message has not been a problem. A standard television could be

used to present the message. However, the technology of computer workstations allows

other solutions. It is not uncommon for a base model computer workstation to include the

capability to present audio messages and although it may not directly support video, 0

optional hardware will allow video to be presented within a window. Hence, presentation
portion of a teleconference is possible via COTS items.

A factor that has limited the implementation of teleconferencing has been the ubiqui-

tous access to a cost effective network. Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and 0

data compression technology will provide the network capabilities required for teleconfer-

encing. ISDN provides the network access needed for teleconferencing applications. Data

compression reduces the bandwidth requirements of teleconferencing applications, for

example, the bandwidth requirements of a low bit rate, quarter resolution teleconference 0

can be reduced to 64 Kbps.

G.7A Desktop Conferencing 0

A concept, one that permits general-purpose group interfaces, is that of video and audio

virtual shared workspaces. Individual workspaces are overlaid in a virtual shared work-

space, together with a shared drawing surface. Users are able work in either individual or
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collaborative modes and the ability to move easily between these is important. In individual

mode, users should be able to work independently of other members' actions. Current desk-

top conferencing systems allow participants to hold real time conferences by interchanging

information through video, voice, and multimedia documents, using a common window
management system such as X, electronic writing pads, loudspeakers with microphones,

image scanners, video cameras and video processors. For example, the Team Workstation

prototype under development by NTT Human Interface Laboratories supports three levels

of collaboration and six collaboration modes as shown in Figure G- 1 reproduced from Ishii
(1990, 19]. The tele-screen and tele-desk modes are for the non-overlaid remote display of

computer-mediated collaboration without
collaboration computers

(1) Tele-Screen (4) Tele-Desk
Loos~Cu~

(2) Screen-Overlay (5) Desk-Overlay

(6) Screen and Desk Overlay

(3) Computer-Sharing

Tihftly-Coupled

Figure G-1. Modes of Worker Collaboration

individual screens and desktop respectively. They are useful for showing information to

remote users in a loosely-coupled environment. The computer-sharing mode is for tightly
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coupled collaborations such as coauthoring.The tele-desk, desk-overlay, and screen and
desk-overlay modes allow sharing computer-based material and pointing/drawing gestures 0
on workers' desktops. Team WorkStation also is a example of the types of network com-
munications needed to connect distributed workstations. The current prototype uses a com-

bination of RGB and video, voice, input device and data networks in a Macintosh LAN.
Future versions will employ multimedia LAN and ISDN. 0

Architectural questions are being examined through the development of another proto-
type, the Multimedia Environment for Remote Multiple Attendee Interactive Decision-
making (MERMAID) system [Watabe 1990,27-38]. This system uses a server-client model
to provide the flexibility required to support a variety of applications. Clients supply par- 0
ticipants with user interfaces for smooth interaction with the system. Servers supply func-

tions for accomplishing group collaborative work such as managing conference progress,
handling conference information, local area network support, and controlling transmission
routing and information flow among collaborators.

A key user interface question is how to design aids and interfaces that will enable users
to track and handle their increasingly complex multimedia environments. Display issues
are also relevant, for example, should individual and shared images be overlaid or tiled on
a single display or produced on adjacent displays? If video overlaying is done at a standard 0

video signal level, heterogenous computers can be used. In addition, there are dynamic and
complex interrelationships between interactive media and information intensive work
where new qualitative phenomena arise, for example, understanding cooperative intelligent
behavior when cognition is distributed over dispersed group members and intelligence is 0

shared arnong persons and machines.

Technical issues that must be addressed include, for example, how to manage distrib-
uted databases with which multiple user groups at different organizational levels and loca- 0
tions may interact and how to develop and support applications that are modified and shared
by working teams. Networking is also important. Some organizations are preparing to sup-
port this type of cooperating working with a multimedia infrastructure, that is, by com-
pletely wiring a building with audio, video, and data networks. In such a case, audio- 0
switching between rooms can be under computer-controlled from any workstation, giving
each member the ability to make arbitrary audio-video connections throughout the facility
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G.7.5 Audio/Video Telecommunication

Information interaction that allows people to engage in informal, unplanned, and
unstructured interactions cannot completely replace the social and organizational integra-
tion of team members, but can fill many of the communication gaps that arise in large or

dispersed teams Such informal interaction seeks allow direct interaction among people with
the technology relatively invisible. The emphasis is on audio/video communications to

emulate proximity. Unlike computer conferencing, the goal is to support interactive meet-
ings with unscheduled random participation, unplanned agenda, and a high bandwidth con-
tent where no special actions are required to establish a conversation. For example, a visual
channel may be used to support identifying a partner for conversation, identifying when a
potential partner is available, and establishing a topic for conversation in addition to serving
as a communication channel. This allows a simple human interface where someone at one

end of the link simply has to speak and they will be heard at the other end. Of course, the
positioning of the system is crucial to its success.

Essential architectural requirements include a very high aspect ratio video channel and
full duplex teleconferencing; technology not fully within our grasp. A wide image to con-
vey a heightened sense of realism compared to a traditional television image is needed and,
consequently, aspect ratio is an important characteristic. One example groupware system,
VideoWindow, employs a screen size 3 feet high by 8 feet wide to produce images that are

approximately life-size and allow a broad area to be visible. The audio system provides four
independent channels arranged to maintain the spatial localization of speakers and other
sounds. Equalizers, highly directional microphones, and some signal processing techniques
are used to prevent ringing and auditory feedback. Audio switching arrangements in stan-
dard teleconferencing setups are used so that only one person at a time can speak. Trans-
parency is another important issue and camera and microphone placement are critical. Even
so, current technology-mediated systems do not have the communications flexibility and

ability to manipulate media characteristics that are automatically handled in face-to-face
communications, for example, conversation regulation by eye contact suffers.

G.8 REQUIREMENTS FOR HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

The size and flexibility of the system envisioned for the year 2000 and beyond makes
it important for the user interface to be optimized with respect to considerations of human-
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factors. Indeed, the test and evaluation plan specifies that the "WAM program will ade-

quately address Manpower and Personnel Integration (MANPRINT) areas of concern to

include human factors engineering, safety, health, manpower, personnel, and training"

[WAM TEMP 1990]. At its best, proper attention to human systems integration in the con-

ceptualization and design of a CCIS will provide benefits in five domains:

a. Gains in efficiency and effectiveness through improved human performance 0
(e.g., accuracy, ease, safety, and speed).

b. Lessening of the personnel requirements for system operations and maintenance

(e.g., the numbers of needed people, special aptitudes, and skills).

c. Reduction in training costs (e.g., the equipment, manpower, time, and dollar 0

costs).

d. Avoidance of equipment and personnel losses (e.g., from accidents, exposures

to health hazards, or human errors). 0

e. Improvements in the comfort and acceptance of all users operators and main-

tainers.

This section is focused on the human factors engineering aspects of the larger issues

of human systems integration in the target architecture for a future CCIS. •

G.8.1 Applicable Documents

The architecture, design, and implementation of any future CCIS should conform to the 0

latest version of certain relevant Government-issued specifications, standards, and hand-

books, as listed in the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards

(DODISS), and supplement(s).

Specifications: •

a. MIL-H-46855B Human Engineering Requirements for Military Systems,

Equipment, and Facilities.

Standards:

a. MIL-STD-12 Abbreviations for Use on Drawings, Specifications, Standards,

and in Technical-type Publications.

b. MIL-STD-411 Aircrew Station Signals.
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c. MIL-STD-490 Specification Practices.

d. MIL-STD-783 Legends for Use in A-rcrew Stations and Airborne Equipment.

e. MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment, and Facilities.

f. MIL-STD-2167 Defense System Software Development.

Handbooks:

a. MIL-HDBK-759 Human Factors Engineering Design for Army Material.

b. MIL-HDBK-761A Human Engineering Guidelines for Management Informa-

tion Systems.

c. MIL-HDBK-763 Human Engineering Procedures Guide.

National and international human-factors guidelines and standards have been pub-

lished or are under continuing development. A future CCIS should also conform to pub-

lished guidelines, standards, and handbooks to the extent that they may represent the latest

state-of-the-art in good design and use practice, whether or not listed in the DODISS.

Examples include:

Guidelines:

a. Boff, K.R., and J.E. Lincoln (eds.) "Engineering Data Compendium: Human

Perception and Performance." Volume 1. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,

1988.

b. EPRI NP-3659 Human Factors Guide for Nuclear Power Plant Control Room

Development. Palo Alto, CA: Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI).

c. ESD-TR-86-278, Guidelines for Designing User Interface Software. Hanscom

AFB, MA: Electronic Systems Division.

d. NUREG-0700 Guidelines for Control Room Design Reviews. Washington, DC:

Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

e. Van Cott, H. P., & Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design.

f. Kinkade, R. G. (Eds.) Washington, DC: U.S. Govt Printing Office, 1972.

Standards:

a. ANSI/HFS 100-1988 Visual Display Terminal Workstations.
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Handbooks:

a. ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals. New York: American Society of Heat-

ing, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).

b. Helander, M. (Ed.) Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction. New York:

North-Holland, 1990.

c. Salvendy, G. (Ed.) Handbook of Human Factors. New York: Wiley, 1987.

G.8.2 Workplace Environment

The workplace and its environment are typically among the forgotten items in system

design, their details often being left to the architect or the facility engineer. Substantial and

costly adaptations may be necessary to adapt the facility to CCIS uses if optimum perfor-
mance is to be attained. Among the relevant environmental factors that should be included

in the CCIS's design considerations are the humidity and temperature, light, noise, and ven-

tilation of the workplace. Each recommendation that follows is based on one or more of the

documents cited in G.8.1, with particular emphasis on MIL-STD-1479, Human Engineer-

ing Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities.

Humidity and Temperature. For lightly clothed individuals with sedentary work in

spaces with less than 45 feet per minute (ft/min) air flow, the ASHRAE recommends rela-

tive humidity between 20% and 60%, ambient temperature between 65"F to 85"F (180C to
29.5"C), and less than 10F difference between the head and floor levels. Temperatures

between 70"F and 80"F (21"C and 27"C) are preferred by most people, with a relative

humidity of 45% at 70"F (21*C). For comfort and work-force productivity, humidity should

be decreased as temperature increases above 70"F, but not below about 15%. To minimize

static electricity, humidity should be maintained at 40%, plus or minus 10%, and not fall

below 20%.

Lighting. The illumination provided at the desk top and display should be sufficient to

permit accurate reading. Since this differs from person to person, illumination level should

be individually adjustable, and provide little or no glare. Acceptable illuminance ranges

over an order of magnitude, from about 92 to 920 Ix. On the average, day-time illumination

(-240 lx average) should be greater than night (-180 lx average), and emergency lighting

should not drop below the range of about 10 to 50 lx.
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Noise. Ambient or background noise should not impair oral communication in the oper-

ating area, that is, it should not exceed the maximum level that permits person-to-person

communication with normal or only slightly raised voice levels and normal hearing. Upper

limits of permissible ambient noise are -70 db(A) in routine-task areas (< 65 db are pre-

ferred), and -55 db(A) where high levels of concentration are required.

Ventilation. Air flow into the conditioned workplace should be no less than 15 ft3/min
per occupant, consisting of at least two-thirds fresh air, that is, outside air filtered to remove

irritating or hazardous particles. NUREG-0700 recommends an air flow twice as great, that

is, 30 ft3/min per occupant. Air flow should not produce a draft, and should not exceed 45

ft3/min at the head position of any workplace occupant.

G.8.3 Workplace Layout

It is likely that the future CCIS will be based primarily on sitting workplaces. Data and
recommendations exist for standing and sitting/standing workplaces, as well, but consider-

ations of these have not been included here. The importance of workstation design and

workplace layout on user comfort, health, and productivity cannot be over stated. For

example, (Kroemer 1988] reports that computer operators complain most frequently of

health problems related to posture and vision, with musculo-skeletal pain and discomfort,

eye strain and "fatigue" constituting at least half, and in some cases up to as much as 80%
of all symptoms. At least some of the complaints appear to be related not only to each other

(e.g., viewing difficulty, neck and lumbar strain, and arm and shoulder fatigue), but also to

improperly designed or ill-arranged workstation furniture and layouts. Optimization of the

workstation, with recognition of the range of sizes of personnel who may be assigned to use

it, is or should be a fundamental goal of the WAM architecture --a goal that will result in

increased comfort, safety, and productivity.

The recommendations that follow are based on one or more of the documents cited in

G.8.1, with emphasis on three, namely, MIL-STD-1479, Human Engineering Design Cri-

teria for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities; ESD-TR-86-278, Guidelines for

Designing User Interface Software; and NUREG-0700, Guidelines for Control Room

Design Reviews.
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G.8.3.1 Adjustability and the Anthropometry of the User Population

The anthropometric dimensions of the projected user population, given the current pol- S

icy of providing for a wide range of different physical sizes of U.S. personnel, mandates
that the furniture or workstation components be adjustable to accommodate, for example,
the range of sizes from the 5 percentile Oriental female to the 95 percentile Caucasian male.
Adjustability also serves to permit the users to change their positions or work postures from S

time to time. The full range of sizes to be accommodated has been ascertained in most cases
through anthropometric research sponsored by the Armstrong Laboratory at Wright-Patter-
son Air Force Base, Ohio. Some of the body dimensions of the U.S. civilian population
have been published by [Kroemer 1981; 1988] in tabular form, and specifications for sys- S
tems are given in MIL-STD-1472C.

G.8.3.2 Chair •

The workstation chair should be designed to permit the user to maintain a posture with
elbows, knees, and torso flexed >90" (torso preferred range is 100" to 155"). Seat width and
depth should be 17 to 20-inches (43 to 51-cm) and 15 to 18-inches (38 to 46-cm), respec-
tively. Backrest width and height should be 12 to 14-inches (30 to 36-cm) and 6 to 9-inches &
(15 to 23-cm), respectively. Cushions should be at least I-inch thick, and armrests (if pro-
vided) should be 2-inches (5-cm) wide, 8-inches (20-cm) long, and 7.5 to 11-inches (19 to
28-cm) above the sitting surface. Seat height should be adjustable from 14 to 22-inches (35
to 55-cm) above the floor. In particular:.

a. Footrest. A footrest, if provided, should be adjustable in at least 2-inches (5-cm)
height increments, 18-inches (46-cm) below the high-positioned chair seat. If it

is part of the chair, the footrest should be circular and of 18-inches (46-cm)
diameter. Rectangular footrests should be about 12-inches (30-cm) deep by 16-
inches (41-cm) wide.

b. Keyboard. The height of the keyboard base --the worksurface on which the key-
board is placed-should range at least from 22 to 30-inches (56 to 77-cm) above
the floor for sitting workplace. The height of the keyboard home row-the cen-
ter letter row on a QWERTY keyboard -- should range at least from 26 to 30.5-
inches (66 to 78-cm) above the floor. Both should be adjustable to suit different
individuals.
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c. Knee and Leg Room. For the seated operator, knee clearance should range in

depth from 18 to 20-inches (46 to 51-cm); leg clearances in depth and width

should be 39-inches (100-cm) and 20-inches (51-cm), respectively.

d. Pointing Devices and Reach Envelope. Pointing devices, including the finger

for touch-sensitive screens, require a reach envelope of from about 25 to 35-
inches (64 to 88-cm).

e. Position and Movement of the Head and Eyes. The workstation layout should

permit a seated operator to have both head and eye inclinations of between 160

and 22, thereby supporting a viewing angle of between 32" and 44". A provi-

sion for holding documents should be available to minimize the need for head

movements while keying and viewing the display.

G.8.3.3 Screen Position, Orientation, and Viewing Distance

The viewing screen should be positioned approximately 13 to 30-inches (33 to 80 cm)

from the user's eye point; most viewers prefer a range of from 18 to 24-inches (46 to 61

cm). The workstation's total vertical viewing angle should be within the upper limit of the

visual field (75" above the horizontal line of sight) of the 5 percentile female, and a lower

limit of 45" below the horizontal line of sight. The center of the outermost surface of the

screen (less overlaying filters) should be within the range of 15" to 30" of the horizontal line

of sight (below, for screen positions below the horizontal line of sight, or above for those

positioned above). The screen should be angled so that the display surface is perpendicular

a line from the user's eye. Screen orientation should be adjustable by the individual user. In

particular-

a. Working Surface. For a seated user, the level of the work surface used for writ-

ing, touch pad, or mouse, should be from 26 to 32-inches (66 to 81-cm) above

the floor. The working surface should range in width and depth from about 24.5

to 39.5-inches (61 to 76.5-cm) and 16.5 to 25.5-inches (41 to 64-cm), respec-

tively, with the wider and deeper surfaces preferred.

b. Workstation Hardcopy Printer.Workstation hardcopy printers should conform to

the recommendations of NUREG-0700.
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G.8.4 Human Factors Engineering Principles

Issues related to the human factors engineering of elements not otherwise covered in

this section should be resolved through application of the following nine principles of user-

computer- interface design (reproduced from MIL-HDBK-761A, 30 September 1989 ver-

sion, p. 27):

a. Acceptable Workload. Workload should be within the capability limits of the

user, and where possible, the user should direct system operation, and control

the pace of transacting with the system.

b. Assurability. The system should help assure data quality and transaction control

by supporting the user in validating data, avoiding input errors, notifying the

user of detected errors, and offering guidance in correcting errors.

c. Brevity. User input and computer output should be brief and concise, and should
reduce long and short term memory loads imposed on the user, and where pos-

sible, recognition rather than recall should be required of the user.

d. Compatibility. User input should be compatible with computer output, and com-

puter output should be compatible with human expectations, information assim-
ilation capabilities, and information processing capabilities.

e. Consistency. The system should provide a consistent interface environment and

perform in a consistent, reliable, and predictable fashion.

f. Definition of Role. The user should know what functions the user will perform

and what functions the system will perform within dialogs.

g. Flexibility/Adaptability. User input and computer output should depend on user
experience, capability, expectation, and individual style, and should accommo-

date individual differences in style and abilities.

h. Feedback. Immediate feedback should be provided the user concerning system

status and user performance.

i. Simplicity. User input and computer output should be formed into short, readily

understandable structures.
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G.9 OUTSTANDING ISSUES

There are several areas where current technology does not support adequate specifica-

tion for the OSE profile. These are discussed below.

G.9.1 User Model

A model of expected user interaction is a critical part of the user interface architecture.

The user model will drive all user interface design decisions such as selection of dialogue

style and I/O devices. A formal model provides the basis for rigorous specification and

design of reliable interfaces and provides a mechanism for using the common software

engineering practice of abstraction to simplify the development process. It will help in auto-

mating the completeness and consistency checking of a user interface specification, and the

development of a coherent and thorough test plan for verifying and validating a user inter-

face implementation against its specification. It will also support determining the priority

of such factors as ease of use and allow evaluation of the user's ability to use the system

during early development activities. In addition to traditional task classification, CCIS

users will benefit from a user model that accommodates classification by level of computer

literacy, that is, as novice, intermediate, advanced, or expert. The preferred features differ

for each level of expertise and a well-designed user interface should incorporate features

applicable to all levels [Schneider 1979]. Experience level should be applied independently

of specific functions, supporting a user at the novice level in one feature and advanced level

in another, and should be dynamic allowing users to progress as they gain experience with

a system.

A uniform interface protocol is a critical element of the user model. As more and more

applications use a given protocol for interaction, the more benefit the user will gain from

the associated set of skills in using it. There are no standards for specifying such a model.

Since objects provide a natural representation of the elements of a user interface and a use-

ful structuring mechanism for separating user interface and application code, an object ori-

ented design approach is recommended for the CCIS.
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G.9.2 User Interface Development

Interface design is an engineering problem that forces trade-offs among many factors. 0
The pertinent questions are: What sort of interfaces should be supported? What constitutes
a good set of programming abstractions for building such interfaces? How does a developer
build a user interface given these abstractions? Currently there is a lack of top-down, quan-
titative principles which can guide this design. However, there are efforts in developing a
quantitative assessment of how design trade-offs affect user satisfaction [JOPES COO
1986] and in developing quantitative tools for computing the operational parameters of user

interfaces [JOPES PD 1988]. Meanwhile, methods that allow working qualitatively must
be used (see, for example, [Schneider 1979; Grudin 1989; Linton 1989]).

User interface evaluation is critical. Typically evaluation of the HCI is limited to eval-
uation of the adequacy of information displays. Evaluation for the CCIS user interface must
address all interfaces between the user and computer, not just the display interface and, to
be effective in producing an improved system, it must begin earlier in the development pro-
cess. The major issues are: What constitutes the interface? What constitutes evaluation?

How can human-computer interaction be conducted early in the software development pro-
cess? In particular, there is generally a gap between what can be easily and directly mea-
sured and the underlying concern being investigated, leading to additional issues relating
to the accuracy of measurements and their representativeness of the real situation. The user
interface architecture should be designed to help resolve these issues.

G.9.3 Aids For Cognitive Processing

The wealth of data generated by many current systems, and the diversity of tools pro-
vided to work with the data, can be highly confusing. Theory is being developed to under-
stand how the ability of a human to work cooperatively with a computer in an effective
manner results from an interplay among human mental processes, external computation,
and memory aids. Once available, this theory should drive the development of new capa-
bilities for communication and cooperation between humans and machines.

One area being investigated is that of intelligent interfaces. The underlying premise is
that effective communication depends on shared cognitive task models embodying similar
assumptions. Consequently, an intelligent interface uses qualities of directness and cogni-
tive compatibility that may include dynamically adjusting the interface with respect to the •
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cognitive aspects of task composition. It incorporates knowledge about the application
domain, the different tasks the user may perform, and the user himself (for example, his
preferred interaction methods), typically in a highly interactive environment oriented to the
problem at hand.

In practice, current intelligent interfaces are relatively primitive and take one of two

forms. The first of these is exemplified by a human search intermediary in on-line informa-
tion retrieval. Here the primary task is to understand a query given in terms of the user's
model and translate the concepts of that query into task model terminology. The alternative
form is that of a machine reasoning system which comprises user models, together with
methods for representing task knowledge and inference tools for reasoning about these as
the task progresses. Traditional AI techniques may be used for much of this capability.

G.9.3.1 Interaction History Aids

An interaction history facility allows a user to have access to past interactions and

incorporate them in the current task to support reuse, recording and replaying a script, user
recovery, navigation, external memory support, adaptive interfaces, and user modeling.
Generally, these operations require little knowledge about tasks and can be application-
independent, acting autonomously to relieve the user of the burden of mundane and repet-
itive tasks. This capability already exists in a limited form, for example, via macros for
repeating a series of commands as a functional group and undo/redo commands. More real-
istically, basic history tools comprise four components: collection, presentation, selection/
modification, and submission. The various design issues to be considered include:

a. What should the history include? For example are both input and output objects
required and should textual and non-text objects be recorded?

b. What information can be obtained automatically and what must be provided
with the user's own input? What techniques may be used to obtain the informa-

tion?

c. What portions of the history should be displayed? Should these be displayed

permanently or on demand? What techniques and representational schemas can
be used for reminders, external memory support, and cues for recognition and

recall?
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d. What level of support and degree of functionality should be provided for the

selection and modification of a selected history item? 4
e. How should the history be organized, which items need to be integrated and

kept separately? What support is needed to manage the history (e.g., accessing

other histories, querying history, aging and discarding history)?

As yet, there is little knowledge about user interaction patterns and history usage char-

acteristics, design concerns, and architectural concerns associated with history as a user

support tool. Some architectural framework is needed to ensure that the history information

from the relevant level is collected. Moreover, history concepts and functionality must per-
vade the system and transcend particular applications, yet be sufficiently flexible to support

new concepts, uses, and capabilities.

S
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APPENDIX H - WAM INFORMATION NEEDS

H.1 INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides background information and addresses the open requirements

for WWMCCS. Discussed are the objective requirements of both a generic CCIS and the

more specifically defined needs for the WAM Target Architecture in the 1995-1997 time

frame. These operational requirements reflect the needs at the various military levels of

responsibility and motivate the rationale for automated data processing (ADP) elements

supporting the requirements. The ADP elements are divided into seven service areas, all of

which are further explored in Appendices A through G. The connection of specific systems

from these applications and categories of service in accordance with appropriate protocols

and standards constitutes the basis of the WAM Target Architecture.

Section H.2 presents background information on the purpose, scope, and evolution of

WWMCCS. Section H.3 identifies WWMCCS general requirements, responsibility levels,

and functional needs. Section H.4 describes more specific requirements for the WAM target

architecture, focusing on its seven service areas.

H.2 BACKGROUND

H.2.1 WWMCCS Purpose and Scope

DoD Directive 5100.30, December 2, 1971, paragraph III C, defines WWMCCS as the
"system that provides the means for operational direction and technical administrative sup-

port involved in the function of command and control of U. S. Military Forces." WWM-

CCS is the central CCIS for the U. S. military and DoD-wide support. The Directive also

specifies that WWMCCS comprises the following elements:

a. The National Military Command System (NMCS)

b. Command and control systems of the Unified and Specified Commands
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c. Related management/information systems of the Military Departments

d. Command and control systems of the Headquarters of the Service component
commands (the components of the Unified Commands)

e. Command and control systems of DoD Agencies

f. Interfaces with other Federal systems that have functions associated with the

NMCS (White House Situation Room, State Department Operations Center,

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), Coast Guard Operations Center, etc.)

The directive establishes clear priorities as shown by the following extracts from para-

graphs III and IV

The NMCS is the priority component of the WWMCCS designed to support
the National Command Authorities in the exercise of their responsibilities.
It also supports the Joint Chiefs of Staff in the exercise of their responsibil-
ities.

The WWMCCS serves two functions, listed below in their order of priority
and emphasis:

(1) Support of the NCA is the primary mission. The NMCS provides the
means by which the President and the Secretary of Defense can receive
warning and intelligence upon which accurate and timely decisions can be
made; apply the resources of the Military Departments; and assign military
missions and provide direction to the Unified and Specified Commands. The
NMCS must be capable of providing information so that appropriate and
timely responses may be selected and directed by the NCA and imple-
mented. In addition, the NMCS supports the Joint Chiefs of Staff in carrying
out their responsibilities.

(2) Support of the command and control systems of the Unified and Speci-
fied Commands and the WWMCCS related management/information sys-
tems of other DoD Components is the second mission. This function will be
supported by the WWMCCS subordinate to and on the basis of non-inter-
ference with " ie primary mission.

Support of the NMCS will be the priority function of all primary and alter-
nate command facilities.

9
H.2.2 Evolution of WWMCCS

The basic requirement for a WWMCCS originated with the 1958 amendments to the

National Security Act of 1947. This Act establishes the concept of Unified and Specified
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Commands. With this concept, the need for an effective command and control system,
which would serve these commands and also bridge the unique service systems for higher

authority requirements soon became apparent.

WWMCCS was officially established in October 1962 by DoD Directive 5100.30. Prior

to that time individual Commanders in Chief (CINCs) and Services developed their own

systems to enhance mission accomplishment. This resulted in different types of computers,

incompatible software, inconsistent planning procedures, and inconsistent documentation.
Planning data, for instance, stored in a particular command's computer systems, was
readily available only to the organization that used that computer. Transferring information

to another command's computer was mechanically difficult, frustrating, and time consum-

ing. Moreover, the Unified and Specified Commands had, over time, developed different

formats for storing the data to support their operation plans. Plans submitted by the com-

batant commands were difficult to analyze, review, and approve.

In 1966 the Secretary of Defense, recognizing the seriousness of the problems, directed

the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to develop standardized joint planning procedures and a stan-

dardized ADP system that could be used with WWMCCS to support the new Joint Opera-

tion Planning System (JOPS). The new automated system was to perform the following:

a. Foster common understanding by using standard procedures throughout the
planning community.

b. Give standard formats for operation plans that contain only the information nec-

essary to understand and use the plans.

c. Incorporate standard data files and common application programs in a system

compatible with all users to allow the rapid flow of information.

d. Permit the identification of shortfalls early in the planning process.

e. Include a mechanism for plan refinement and review.

f. Allow rapid conversion of the operation plan (OPLAN) into an operation order

(OPORD) during a crisis.

Work began on the development of the new planning system in 1967 and the initial

design of JOPS received formal JCS approval in 1970. The new guidance, planning proce-

dures, and plan formats were printed in two volumes: Volume I (Unclassified) and Volume

II (Classified).
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By 1973, Honeywell 6000 computers had been installed to furnish the ADP support for

the standardized procedures described in JOPS Volumes I and II. With the replacement of

old computers many combat commanders lost use of their software, which was not com-

patible with the new equipment. Faced with the problem of losing previously developed

ADP support for planning, the JCS directed rapid development of temporary computer pro-

grams until new software was introduced. The system was designated the JOPS Interim

Software (JIS), and four Unified Commands were selected to design portions of it:

a. U. S. Readiness Command designed a computer program to build and time-

phase a force list, the Force Requirements Generator (FRG).

b. U. S. Pacific Command developed a method of computing the support required
to sustain a military force, the Movement Requirements Generator (MRG).

c. U. S. Atlantic Command developed a program to simulate the strategic deploy-

ment of forces and support, the Transportation Feasibility Estimator (TFE).

d. U. S. European Command designed the utility programs to allow the other

major programs to communicate and produce a meaningful OPLAN database.

The JIS programs worked so well that they were adopted as the standard ADP system

for joint operation planning. In 1975, JOPS Volume III was published, describing the com-

puter support system. The JOPS ADP system, commonly called JOPS III, has undergone

many updates since its original version.

By the end of the 1970s, 35 Honeywell 6000 computers were located in 24 locations,

essentially at the headquarters of the major elements of the NMCS. Some of these head-

quarters found themselves with underused equipment and developed ways to use it for their

own purposes. Thus, in some instances the definition of WW.,!CCS became blurred. How-

ever, the basic purpose and priorities for WWMCCS quoted at the outset were still in effect.

A second concern during the 1970s was the centralization of databases in the Joint Staff S

with limited accessibility to the user of the bulk of the data.

Changes during the 1980s were primarily related to a modernization program entitled

WWMCCS Information System (WIS). Its objectives were essentially to modernize

WWMCCS software, replace or improve the hardware, and provide common user support.

It focused on three organizational levels (National, Theater, and Supporting) and four oper-

ational phases (Deployment, Employment, Mobilization, and Sustainment). Priority was

placed on Resource and Unit Monitoring and Conventional Planning and Execution in the
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context of the type of information needed to make situation assessments and recommend

appropriate action. A Joint Operations Planning and Execution System Required Opera-

tional Capability (JOPES ROC) was approved to guide these efforts [JOPES ROC 1983].

Some databases were decentralized, communications improved, and workstations prolifer-

ated. WIS, bogged down by multiple incompatible objectives, was terminated in 1990.

[This short history of WWMCCS was drawn from a number of references plus personal

experiences of some of the authors [WWMCCS 1974, AFSC 1988].]

H.2.3 WWMCCS Today and Tomorrow

H.2.3.1 WWMCCS Today

The primary mission of WWMCCS is to support the national-level command and con-

trol function. On a noninterference basis, the system is available to support combatant com-

manders in their command and control responsibilities. As shown in Figure H-1, a

conceptual view of WWMCCS includes five basic elements:

a. Warning Systems: the tactical warning systems that notify operation command

centers of the occurrence of a threatening event.

b. WWMCCS Communications: the general and special-purpose communications

capabilities to convey information, hold conferences, and issue orders.

c. Data Collection and Processing: the collection and handling of data to support

information requirements of WWMCCS.

d. Executive Aids: the WWMCCS-related documents, procedures, reporting

structure, and system interaction that permit the user to connect with the system,

enter data, and receive output records, forms, and displays.

e. WWMCCS Command Facilities: the primary or alternate command centers.

Each of these extends through the various levels of command and control. The opera-

tion of the WWMCCS elements together forms a worldwide information system. The Data

Collection and Processing element has been expanded in Figure H-1 to show additional

detail and to illustrate the relationship of JOPS HI and the Joint Deployment System (JDS)

ADP to the overall system.
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Figure H-1. The Elements of WWMCCS ut

The basic function of WWMCCS is to develop and transder information. The ineorma-
tion flow is enhanced both by formalized reporting systems defined in the JCS Pub 1-03

series and by standard systems connected together in a network of reporting systems and
databases. Four basic functional areas are supported: Resource and Unit Monitoring

(RUM), Conventional Planning and Execution (CPE), Nuclear Planning and Execution

(NPE), and Tactical Warning/Attack Assessment (TW/AA). Users of the current WWVM-

CCS interact with it through visual information projection (VIP) terminals or WIS work-
stations such as the IBM-PC/XT. These devices are connected to one of the many

Honeywell 6000 computers that have since 1973 been the standard ADP support for joint

operation planning and execution. These computers have been substantially upgraded and

are now called the Distributed Processing System-8 (DPS-8).

WWMCCS is not a single system. It is a system of systems that range from the national

to the theater level. Some component systems are WWMCCS unique, but most are

designed, developed, purchased, and used to satisfy the command and control requirements

of the Services or commands that normally use them. WIWMCCS is not a closed system.
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Figure H-2 illustrates interfaces with non-WWMCCS systems, non-DoD agency systems,

I Presidential Command and Control System

~Noo-DoD
Command and Systems

Control Systems of
Command and DaD State Dept.

Control Systems Agencies ManagementCIA
of Unified IfrainMltr

and Specifie MDA Mission

Combatant DLA Service U.S. Coast
Commands NSA/CSS Headquarters Guard GSADIA

DNA Federal

Agency

Command and Control Systems of
Service Component Commands Limits of

USA USMC USN USAF WWMCCS

Tactical Command and Control Systems I
Key: WWMCCS to WWMCCS interfaces

WWMCCS external interfaces

Source: AFSC Pub I

Figure H-2. Tactical Command and Control Systems

and tactical command and control systems that support military forces.

The WWMCCS Intercomputer Network (WIN) permits users to communicate, to

review and update data at other WWMCCS locations, and to transfer data between com-

puters. The land line and satellite connections permit real-time Top Secret communications.

These capabilities are described briefly in the following subparagraphs:

a. Telecommunication Network (TELNET) is used to establish remote access to

computer resources of another remote host in the network; that is, with proper
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permissions users can log on to a WWMCCS remote host computer site as if the

terminal were connected to their site.

b. File Transfer Service (FTS) is used to exchange large volumes of data; for

example, entire TPFDD files can be passed between members of the Joint

Deployment Community (JDC).

c. The WIN Teleconference (TLCF) permits up to 80 interconnected WWMCCS

terminals to confer and exchange textual information simultaneously.

[This section is in part extracted from various portions of AFSC 1988.]

H.2.4 What WWMCCS Must Support

WWMCCS must be capable of supporting the military forces over a spectrum of

options ranging from support to civilian agencies (i.e., drug interdiction) to general nuclear

war. Further, it must support each echelon of command from the NCA to the Joint Task S

Force (JTF) level. The primary challenge is to provide timely and accurate information for

any given situation in the degree of detail and format that is useful to support decision mak-

ing at each echelon involved.

H.2.4.1 Support to NCA/JCS

In general, the National Command Authorities (NCA) require detailed information for

developing crises and small contingencies but only aggregated information for major oper-

ations. Some of these differences and the rationale are contained in Table H-1 on page 9

[IDA 1982]. A report prepared for the DoD and the State Department in 1980 suggested a

realistic scenario of a major crisis preceding a war in Europe and illustrates the types of

questions asked by the NCA in a major crisis [Rand 1980]. As intelligence indicators were S

passed to the NCA, their questions all involved assessment, rather than details of the intel-

ligence reports:

a. Is there a crisis coming?

b. What is the meaning and significance of the intelligence indicators?

c. What options are open to the United States?

d. What is involved in the U. S. response?
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Table H-1. Comparison Between Small Contingencies and Large Operations

Small Contingencies Major Operations

Initiating event may be uncertain Initiation clear
or ambiguous

Sudden initiation more likely Gradual development more likely
Enemy objectives may be Enemy objectives clear
unclear
NCA defines objective at the U. S. objective essentially predetermined to
time win
NCA explores many options U. S. military options essentially predetermined
NCA demands preevaluation of Outcome preevaluation of lesser priority
outcomes
NCA demands precise control of Precise NCA control of operations impossible
operations
Normally closely held, at least in Security an issue but broader interfaces possible
beginning
Minor forces involved Major forces involved
Sustainability not usually a critical Sustainability a key issue
issue
Military information for NCA is Military information for NCA must be drawn from
centered In the JCS entire defense community
Essentially political in nature Essentially military in nature
Plans amendable to last minute Scale and complexity of plans make last minute
revisions changes difficult

Only after the NCA were convinced that the crisis was real would they begin to pay

attention to details of the U. S. response.

The NCA look to the NMCS, which is part of WWMCCS, and particularly to the JCS,

to provide information, options, and recommendations concerning the use of military

power. Table H-2 on page 10 lists the key responsibilities of the JCS as embedded in statute
and implementing documentation. The analysis contained in IDA's Report R-266 [IDA

1982] concluded that these responsibilities were closely interrelated and that one--(No. 3)

preparing estimates of the situation-was central to the others. Three of the others (Nos. 1,

2, & 9) are largely information inputs to the estimate, while the completed estimate pro-

vides much of the information necessary to the fulfillment of the other six responsibilities.

Therefore, the highest priority for WWMCCS is to provide the information needed to fulfill

these responsibilities in a satisfactory and timely manner.
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Table H-2. Key Responsibilities of the JCS

Derivation

Title 10 DoD JCS
U. S. Code Directives Pub 4

uExplicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit

1. Monitor worldwide activities to identify
potential crisis areas. X X X

2. Review existing military plans applicable to
potential crisis areas for adequacy, feasibil- X
ity, & suitability; develop plans if necessary. X X

3. Prepare estimates of the situation,
emphasizing alternative courses of x X
action/options and related risks. X

4. Recommend options and provide X X
information to the NCA. X

X
5. Provide strategic direction to armed forces. X X S

6. Assign logistic responsibilities to the military X
Services and the Defense Logistics Agency. X X

7. Adjust priorities & allocate forces/resources X X
in accordance with the situation. X

8. Supervise implementation of integrated
plans for military mobilization. X X X

9. Provide joint intelligence for use within the
DoD. X X X

10. Issue operational directives. X X X

H.2A.2 Support to CINCs

The primary sources of the information to accomplish the above are the Unified Com-
mands, their component commands, the Services, and the specified commands. The five

combatant commanders have geographic area responsibilities, and are responsible for all
joint operations within their designated areas: U. S. Atlantic Command (USLANTCOM),
U. S. European Command (USEUCOM), U. S. Central Command (USCENTCOM),

Pacific Command (USPACOM), and Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM). The CINCs

of the remaining combatant commands have worldwide functional responsibilities not

bounded by any single area of operations: U. S. Space Command (USSPACECOM), U. S.

Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM), U. S. Special Operations Command (USSO-
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COM), and the specified combatant commands, Strategic Air Command (SAC), and Forces

Command (FORSCOM).

Some of the commands serve in more than one capacity. For example, USFORSCOM

serves as the Army component of USLANTCOM. As a specified command it also provides

a general reserve of combat-ready ground forces to reinforce other CINCs and is responsi-

ble for readiness and related deployment planning for those forces. Furthermore, it per-

forms the land defense of the continental United States (CONUS) and Canada, supports

civil defense efforts and the Joint Key Asset Protection Plan. FORSCOM is also a major

command of the U. S. Army.

While five geographical area Unified Commands have the same general mission for

separate geographical areas, the assigned geography itself creates different environments

within which they must operate. These differences include such things as potential enemy

capabilities, terrain, in-theater forces, in-place infrastructure, distance from CONUS, alli-

ances, host nation support facilities, capability of allied forces, etc., all of which have an

influence on a WWMCCS architecture. When the functional Unified and Specified Com-

mands and the DoD agencies arc added, it is obvious that a broad requirement of the system

is to ensure that the senior echelons are not overwhelmed with detailed information, yet

details are available when the NCA need it.

H.2.4.3 Support to Deliberate Planning and Crisis Management

All military operations require planning-such planning may be conducted in a few

minutes or be the product of years of effort. The joint planning process is designed to be a

logical procedure that results in sound decisions. In peacetime plans provide the basis for

program and budget decisions and a common starting point in war should they be imple-

mented. In this regard, the late General Creighton W. Abrams defined a war plan as "a com-

mon point of departure for change once the action starts." The process is iterative.

Since the amount of time available significantly influences the planning process, two

different methods of planning are used within the Unified Command system.

a. Deliberate or Peacetime Planning is the process used when time permits the

total participation of the commanders and staffs of the Joint Deployment Com-

munity (JDC). The development of the plan, coordination among supporting
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commanders, reviews by the Joint Staff, and communications between the

members of the JDC take many months; preparation of a large plan may not be

completed before the next two-year cycle begins. JOPS is used for this planning

process.

b. Time-Sensitive or Crisis Action Planning is conducted during emergencies. The

overall process parallels that of deliberate planning, but is a more flexible sys-

tern that responds to the demands of changing events. The procedures allow for

a logical, rapid flow of information, timely preparation of executable sources of

action, and communication of the decision of the NCA to the combatant com-

mander. The ADP support for time-sensitive planning is supplied by the Joint
Deployment System (JDS); the demands for plan execution and monitoring are

quite different from those of deliberate planning and its support with JOPS

ADP.

Figure H-3 summarizes the steps in the two procedures. The planning cycle for the

deliberate planning process begins with the publication of the principle task-assigning doc-

ument, the biennial Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan (JSCP), and ends in the last year of the

JSCP. The approved OPLANs prepared as directed by the JSCP are considered effective

until superseded. Crisis Action Planning (CAP) begins with some incident or development
of a situation that might precipitate employment of military forces. If there is an existing

OPLAN or concept plan (CONPLAN) that can be applied to the situation, then it is used or

adjusted to fit the specific situation. Lacking either, the process starts with examining alter-

natives to address the crisis. Depending on the nature of the crisis, forces to be employed

may come from one or more of the combatant commands or CONUS and in most instances

will require movement. Therefore, the JDS plays an important role.

Table H-3 on page 14 compares crisis action and deliberate planning procedures. The

principal differences are in the time available for planning and the degree of involvement

of the full set of planners. Deliberate planning is a lengthier process, involving the full plan-
ning community and not reacting to a specific provocation or incident demanding a rapid

response. As the table indicates, up to two years may be spent developing the plan. Crisis

action planning, on the other hand, is usually done under urgent time and political con-

straints, may involve very few planners in a close-hold operation, and can culminate in plan

execution when so authorized by the NCA.
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Table H-3. Crisis Action vs. Deliberate Planning

Attribute Crisis Action Deliberate

Tune available Hours or days 18-24 months

JDC involvement Possibly very limited Participates fully

Phases 6 phases from situation 5 phases from initiation to
development to execution supporting plans

Document assigning task Warning Order JSCP

Forces for planning Allocated in warning, plan- Apportioned by JSCP
ning, alert, or execute order

Early planning Warning order from CJCS Planning directive issued by
guidance CINC's evaluation request INC after planning guidance

step of concept development

Commander's estimate Communicates recommend- Communicates the CINC's
ations of CINC to CJCS-NCA decision to staff and subordinate

commanders

Decision of COA NCA decides COA CINC decides COA, CJCS
reviews

Execution document Execute order When implemented a plan is
converted to an OPORD and
executed with an execute order

Products OPORD with supporting OPORDs, OPLAN or CON-
plans PLAN

ADP support JDS procedures manual JOPS Volume III

H.2.5 Planned WWMCCS Improvements

The current major effort to improve WWMCCS capabilities is the WAM Program. Spe-
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cific improvements are programmed in a succession of versions for completion in 1995.

From an operational requirements perspective these enhancements are currently centered

in JOPES. Presently, there are two separate systems for war planning and execution, JOPS

and JDS. Unfortunately, JOPS and JDS grew through a series of compromises designed to

preserve the best of the numerous systems that had been used throughout the joint planning

community. The result has been the development of systems that are not capable of per-

forming all desired functions.

Recognition of these shortcomings resulted in the approved JOPES ROC, dated 5 July

1983. Since then the JOPES Concept of Operations was published in 1986 [JOPES COO

1986] and a JOPES Procedures Description in 1988 [JOPES PD 1988]. JOPES is visualized

to be an integrated part of WWMCCS and is planned to satisfy the information needs of

senior decisionmakers in conducting joint planning and operations. JOPES will be used to

monitor, plan, and execute mobilization, deployment, employment, and sustainment activ-

ities at the national, theater, and supporting responsibility levels, both in peace and war.

Collateral support to the Joint Strategic Planning System (JSPS) and the Planning, Pro-

gramming, and Budgeting System (PPBS) in identifying and analyzing force requirements

and capabilities is also planned for WAM. The primary emphasis is on procedures, sup-

ported by modem ADP and communications systems, to replace the time-consuming

machinery of current systems. JOPES will not cause events to happen during execution, but

will give senior-level decisionmakers the tools to monitor, analyze, and control events dur-

ing execution.

The JOPES concept can be visualized as seven interrelated functions: monitoring,

threat identification and assessment, strategy determination, course of action development,

execution planning, implementation, and simulation and analysis. The JOPES functions

encompass the planning phases of the current deliberate and time-sensitive planning sys-

tems outlined in JOPS Volumes I and IV. A principal goal of JOPES is to develop one set

of procedures for both deliberate and time-sensitive planning, differentiated primarily by

the length of the planning cycles; JOPES will work toward 45 days for deliberate planning

and 2 to 3 days for crisis planning.

JOPES development is being handled in an evolutionary manner. About 25 percent of

the 90 JOPES support elements proposed under the now defunct WIS program have been

included in Increment 1, for which 11 versions are currently planned (JOPES is to be fully

operational in 1995). The purpose of Increment 1 is to establish a baseline for a single, inte-
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grated planning system. The first increment of joint, automated capabilities is to be built

primarily on current JOPS, JDS, logistics systems, and selected portions of both Status of

Resources and Training System (SORTS) and the NMCC Information for Decisionmakers

System (NIDMS). As further interfaces are established with Service-, command- and

agency-unique systems, less reliance on joint mission applications will be needed for deter-

mining requirements and assessing resources.

H.3 WWMCCS REQUIREMENTS

H.3.1 General

This section summarizes WWMCCS operational requirements and provides a guide for

estimating the software and computer needs. Thus, this section provides the connection

between the functional requirements for all C2 centers and the more detailed technical

appendices to this report. A comparison of the requirements and the features provid. d

within each of the seven service areas of the target architecture is provided in Section H-4.

WWMCCS support to the NCA and deployed forces has grown significantly in the

nineteen years since DoD Directive 5100.30 was approved. For example, since 1981 the

Marine Corps has increased the number of WWMCCS remote terminals from 3 to 26. This

will provide a WWMCCS capability for Headquarters Marine Corp, Fleet Marine Force

Atlantic and Pacific Headquarters, and Marine Air Ground Task Forces (MAGTFs) down

to brigade level. Additionally, within USCINCLANT there are four Deployable Automated

Data Terminal Response Teams (DART). These DARTs consist of both personnel and hard-

ware to operate a deployed WWMCCS site. There are also four "tactical user ports" allo-

cated for DART use through the CINCLANT host computer. USFORSCOM also plans for

a WWMCCS Entry System (WES) of about 220 terminals located in 150 different sites.

Today's WWMCCS is on the verge of further expanding its capabilities as a worldwide

command and control system, a system intended to provide automated means for the oper-

ational support involved in the command and control of U. S. Military Forces. The WAM

program is at the heart of the present phase of this expansion and is a prelude to any future

CCIS.

The functioning of a WWMCCS, in support of these missions, requires interaction

among many levels of responsibilities and an increasingly wide spectrum of interfaces for
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information, coordination, execution, and feedback. One key to the future success of

WWMCCS will be its interoperability and responsiveness. Another key will be the recog-

nition that no worldwide C2 system, with a potential for directing and coordinating military

operations in several theaters and at different levels of conflict, could possess in one data-

base all the required relevant information for planning and decision making. Hence, a con-

tinuing stream of updating information involving several databases is needed. With

aggregation and interaction extending from the national level to the tactical level, between

the supported forces and the supporting commands and agencies, and the NCA, the data

management task is formidable.

H.3.2 Responsibility Level

Command and control responsibilities reside in three levels: (1) the National Level, (2)

the Supported Theater Level, and (3) the Supporting Levels. The composition of each level

is given in Table H-4 on page 17.

Table H4. Composition of Responsibility Level

Level I National
National Command Authorities (NCA)
National Security Command (NSC)
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff
Joint Staff
Service Headquarters

Level II Supported Theater
Supported Commander
Supported Components

Level III Supporting
Supporting Unified Commander
Supporting Unified Components
Major Service Management Commands,
Reserve Component Organizations, Logistic
Commands, Personnel Centers, Communications
Commands
Defense Agencies (OSD, DLA, DIA, DMA, DNA,
DCA, and NSC)
Federal Agencies (FEMA, Commerce, Labor
Transportation, Health, Human Services,
Selective Service System, General Services
Administration)
Allied Commands

Source: [JOPES ROC 1983]
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The primary decision-making responsibility for developing strategy, deliberate and cri-

sis planning, selecting courses of action (COAs), for resource allocation and for oversight d

of deployment planning resides at Level I. The Level I responsibilities of the executing and

supported Unified Command forces involve developing the detailed operation order, for-

mulating needs for force deployment, and execution planning. Level I is instrumental in

proposing and subsequently providing transportation, logistic support, and additional com-

bat and support forces. Considerable information exchange must take place laterally and

vertically between and across all levels in support of the initial decision by the NCA to

respond through a selected COA.

H.3.3 Functional Needs

The nature and amount of data required by any particular level within the WWMCCS

varies with the circumstances. Level I requires only summary data for extensive conflict but

may need specific details in a particular crisis. The CAP outlined in JCS Pub 5-02.4 (pre-

viously JOPS IM) serves as an indicator of the various functions performed outside peace-

time planning. Since these functions tend to be crucial to rapid decision making, their

satisfaction is the most demanding requirement of a CCIS.

The steps shown in H-4 are composed of six stages or phases, and show the interactions

required in responding to a crisis by developing COAs, selecting one COA, and subse-

quently carrying it out.

Satisfaction of the activities noted in the CAP is required to provide Defense-wide intel-

ligence information and communications support for force management, decision making,

and technical support of DoD operations in peace, crisis, and during all phases of conflict.

An information system for all command centers must concurrently support both deliberate

planning during peace and execution planning in crisis. The high-level functions to be sup-

ported in all cases are (1) planning, (2) decision making, (3) mobilization, (4) deployment,

(5) employment, and (6) sustainment.

Basic and fundamental mission needs to support C2 functions were initially set out in

the JOPES ROC [1983, 15] and are summarized as follows:

a. Facilitate development, review, and assessment of OPLANs in single and mul-

tiple theater environments.
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d. Facilitate integration and prioritizing combat, combat support, combat service
support forces, sustainment, resupply, personnel, transportation, and command,

control, and communications (C3) resources in a single or multi-theater envi- &

ronment.

e. Facilitate preparation, development, and promulgation of warning, alert, execu-

tion, mobilization and deployment orders by providing relevant data on mobili-

zation, forces, readiness, logistics, personnel, transportation, and C3 resources.

f. Provide improved automated dynamic support for manipulation of plans and
schedules to allow efficient execution of decisions to initiate, redirect, modify

or stop deployments as the situation dictates.

g. Provide capabilities to monitor readiness, mobilization, deployment, employ-

ment, and sustainment of forces and resources and facilitate preparation of
progress reports; identify problems and, when required, rapidly develop alter-

native solutions. S

h. Facilitat planning and execution of time-sensitive close-hold operations.

i. Provide the redundancy required to function in a communications and ADP-
degraded conditions.

These mission needs for JOPES were later addressed by the Joint Requirements Over-
sight Council (JROC) on 21 September 1989. The JROC validated these requirements and

incorporated them into a Mission Need Statement for JOPES [JOPES MNS 1989]. A sum-

mary of these requirements for planning, decision making and execution follows. 0

a. Posture national civilian and military leaders to propose, select, and implement

preferred courses of action to achieve specific political and military objectives.

b. Provide timely and accurate decision-making tools that keep pace with crisis sit-

uations, yet will support the detailed requirements of the deliberate planning S

process.

c. Provide senior leaders and staff officers with timely, accurate, complete, and

properly aggregated information that serves the decision-making process.

d. Provide for continuous monitoring of the global situation to include the status
of U. S. forces and resources, threat indications and warning, and the capabili-

ties of potential adversaries.
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e. Provide the analytic tools required to support rapid development, evaluation and

selection of strategic options and military courses of action in single and multi-

theater scenarios.

f. Support execution planning requirements for the development of OPLANS

within forty-five days of concept approval and OPORDS within three days of

NCA course of action selection.

g. Facilitate the evaluation of plans, including their underlying assumptions and

probable implications, in order to assess capabilities, identify shortfalls, and

decide resource prioritizing.

h. Assist commanders to start, stop, or redirect military operations effectively in

response to changes in guidance, resources, or threat.

i. Facilitate mobilization, deployment, employment, and sustainment planning

and execution.

j. Integrate existing systems for planning, decision making, and execution within

a single architecture defined by established standards and policies.

k. Interface with existing and planned Service and Defense Agency databases and

information systems.

1. Provide policies and procedures that are similar, if not identical, in peacetime,

crisis situations, and war.

m. Exploit technological advances in information systems and communications.

n. Safeguard information from unauthorized access, manipulation, or retrieval.

H.4 WAM TARGET ARCHITECTURE 1995-1997

H.4.1 Information Needs

As noted earlier, different responsibility levels within the CCIS require the same cate-

gories of information but not necessarily the same level of detail. Moreover, the level of

detail demanded by Level I depends, in part, on the political sensitivities surrounding the

planning and execution phases of the CAP. Nonetheless, it is noted that even if the highest

responsibility levels demand extensive details rather than summaries during a sensitive

operation, the lower levels must have even more detailed information to support the infor-
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mation needs of the NCA. Thus the needs for differing levels of detail distinguish the

requirements of the three levels. Some of the differences in the level cf aggregation of 4

information needed at different responsibility levels can be appreciated from an examina-

tion of the three tables that appear at the end of this appendix. These tables summarize

information requirements contained in the JOPES ROC Annex B Tab B, dated 1983.

The differences in information needed in plans can be clearly seen in these tables. Level

I planners need summaries with some indexing to the type of plan, the region covered, and

certain keywords for identification. Table H-5 on page 34 shows this requirement. Level II

planners, responsible for executing the operation, need greater detail. As Table H-6 on page

36 shows, the plan information at Level II is specific for each geographical region of the 0

operating area and includes either aggregated or possibly even detailed force lists. Table H-

7 on page 38 shows that CINCs or other organizations at Level III who support the opera-

tions in the plan must have very detailed information if involved directly and aggregate

information if involved incidentally. 0

The level of detail varies across command levels although there is a need for all com-

mands to use the same information when planning or conducting operations. If it is possible

for a CCIS to store only a single data element for each fact and provide summarization and

aggregation in a way that is transparent to the users, then the information needs for most

CCIS users could be met from a single data source.

In the following sections, these information needs are expanded and grouped according

to the seven target architecture service areas. •

HA.2 Target Profile Requirements by Service Area

This section addresses the technical services and associated requirements necessary to

meet those broad operational mission needs and tasks highlighted earlier. These technical

services are key to the proper functioning of all WWMCCS applications.

To meet those requirements, the target architecture incorporates seven service catego-

ries: data exchange service, data management service, network service (including commu- •

nications and connectivity), operating system service, programming service, security

service, and user interface service. Approved documents [NIS ROC 1983; AMH ROC;

JOPES ROC 1983; JOPES MNS 1989; and CINC C2 Master Plans] are sources for the
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requirements summarized in this paper. (The JOPES ROC, page 65, contains a listing of
generic technical support capabilities required for JOPES.) The particular source is indi-
cated in brackets after each requirement. Where no source is explicitly indicated, the
requirement should be viewed as a technical opinion of the feature needed to support one
or more stated requirements.

H.4.2.1 Data Exchange

a. Database management system (DBMS) to accommodate distributed databases
with access to various databases transparent to users [NIS ROC 1983, 25, 48;

JCS PUB 6-03.10, Vol II Annex B, B-5]

b. Simultaneously transmit graphics and data to other WWMCCS sites [NIS ROC,
14]

c. Send and receive graphics for large screens and television [NIS ROC 1983, 14]

d. Information exchanges between [JOPES ROC 1983, 20, 21; NIS ROC 1983,
25]

1) All Joint Staff Directorates

2) Service Headquarters

e. Defense Agencies, the CINCs, the Intelligence Community (CIA and NSA), the
State Department, the White House, FEMA, other federal government agencies,
and Intelligence systems with multilevel security, such as DODUS.

f. Protocols will provide high speed atomic information exchange between nodes
[JOPES ROC 1983, 13]

g. Data transmission verification and retrieval [JOPES ROC 1983, 63, 65]]

h. Interactive processing [JOPES ROC 1983, 90, 105]

i. High-density quick storage medium such as video disc capable of displaying
reference documents and maps in a real-time mode (NIS ROC 1983, 9]

j. Assured interoperability between NMCS and major operational command cen-

ters [MS ROC 1983, 25]

k. Capability to display and transfer a working color map between two or more
headquarters [NIS ROC 1983, 8]

1. Teleconferences [NIS ROC 1983, 5]
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m. Computer conferences [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol 1I Annex B, B-5]

n. Data processing element exchange using voice, video, graphics and data sys-

tens [NIS ROC 1983,5]

o. Graphics support through a TEMPEST qualified color graphics terminal will be

required for data presentation and analysis that interfaces electronically with
finished graphics processes [NIS ROC 1983, 5; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex

B, B-71

p. Voice (NIS ROC 1983,5]

q. Video capabilities to simultaneously display classified command and control

related data at a number of locations within an organization or facility via a tele-

vision set or cathode ray tube repeaer [NIS ROC 1983,5; JCS PUB 6-03.10 Vol

I Annex B, B-8]

r. Text messages (NIS ROC 1983, 5]

s. Data pattern messages [NIS ROC 1983, 5]

t. Computer graphics conferencing [JOPES ROC 1983, 106; NIS ROC 1983, 5]

H.4.2.2 Data Management

a. Congruent database structures [NIS ROC 1983, 1, 25]

b. Distributed and widely separated source databases [JOPES ROC 1983,13; JCS

Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-5] S

c. Component database structures and reporting systems [NIS ROC 1983, 15]

d. DBMS should permit the data field to vary in length from record to record in

file. The use of standard DBMS techniques and software will reduce application

development time and cost, increase flexibility and adaptability of applications,

and contribute to interoperability and interfaces among various management

information systems within the WWMCCS. The DBMS will support applica-

tions interface to various database structures. [NIS ROC 1983, 15; JCS Pub 6-

03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-5; JOPES ROC,104]

e. System will require near-real time automated capabilities to receipt, store, pro-

cess, display, and integrate all environmental data in support of air, land, and sea

operations, surveillance and other areas as necessary (NIS ROC 1983, 12]
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f. USCENTCOM requires environmental data to support air, sea, and land opera-

tions information; it must be near real time to be of maximum value to decision

makers and support current operations [USCENTCOM C3 Master Plan June

1989, 2-15]

g. Near real-time Joint Reconnaissance Center management desired processing

speed to change from one to two days to five to ten minutes [NIS ROC 1983, 11]

h. High-density quick storage medium such as video disc capable of displaying

reference documents and maps in a real-time mode [NIS ROC 1983, 9]

i. Capability for a more advanced automated filing system for large volumes of

dynamic relatively discrete data [NIS ROC 1983, 7]

j. System accounting and performance monitoring [JOPES ROC 1983, 105]

k. Generic support capabilities for data formatting, collection, analysis, storage,

and retrieval [JOPES ROC 1983, 103]

1. Event-driven processing to satisfy near real-time information requirements

[JOPES ROC 1983, 103]

m. Ensure the access to distributed databases for maintenance and selective update

on a number of different computer systems at different locations featuring mul-

tiple-source location and correlation without user prompting [JOPES ROC

1983, 103, 117]

n. State-of-the-art bulk data management. The systems must provide the ability to

securely transfer 14 mega bytes of data from one center to another within the

network or concurrently transfer to several centers in a maximum of 30 minutes

[JOPES ROC 1983, 104]

o. Data system monitor for reconfiguration and priorities [JOPES ROC 1983, 105;

JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol U, Annex B, B-6]

p. Interactive processing (JOPES ROC 1983, 105]

q. Stringent protocols will provide disciplined high-speed atomic information

exchange between nodes [JOPES ROC 1983, 13]

r. Partial data degradation via decentralized databases and multiple exchange

routes [NIS ROC 1983, 6, 20]

s. Direct and immediate access to databases by Action Officers [NIS ROC 1983,
10]
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t. DBMS to accommodate distributed databases with access to various databases

transparent to users (NIS ROC 1983, 25, 48]

u. Assured interoperability between NMCS and major operational command cen-
ters [NIS ROC 1983, 4]

v. Data capture at place of transaction and close to source as possible [JOPES

ROC 1983, 110]

w. Automated group situation display capability [JOPES ROC, 106; NIS ROC

1983, 7]

H.4.2.3 Network Services

The WAM network service includes both communications, requisite connectivity inter-
faces, automatic message handling, and, most important, interoperability. The following
capabilities are needed to satisfy all network service requirements. 0

a. System accounting and performance monitoring [JOPES ROC 1983, 105]

b. Operations over satellite relay, commercial telephone, fiber optics, analog and
digital circuitry, common user networks [JOPES ROC 1983, 101-102]

c. Connectivity to theater and supporting levels [JOPES ROC 1983, 21]

d. Survivable communications [JOPES ROC 1983, 40; NIS ROC, 47]

e. Airborne ADP for all JCS and unified and specified command. Airborne Com-
mand Posts (ABNCPs) require ADP support to allow timely warning, force

employment, and management decisions. The ABNCP ADP systems will inter-
face through available communications systems to securely obtain, process, and
display timely data [JOPES ROC 1983, 108; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex B,
B-8]

f. Deployable ADP JOPES for a capability that will include a number of small
deployable, lightweight, easy-to-use terminals and minicomputers to support

Joint Tactical Forces (JTFs), subordinate commands, and units operating in a

forward area to support status reporting, planning, and force deployment and

employment [JOPES ROC 1983, 108]

g. Portable terminals for forward areas (JOPES ROC 1983, 108,109; JCS Pub 6-

03.10 Vol 11, Annex B, B-9]
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h. Transportable automated display systems [USCENTCOM C3 Master Plan Vol

I 1989]

i. Communication concentrators at selective locations with limited and stand-

alone processing and storage capabilities in order to reduce system cost and to

enhance system reliability and survivability [JOPES ROC 1983, 109; JCS Pub

6-03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-8

j. Video display of C2-related data [JOPES ROC 1983, 109]

k. Congruent communications interfaces [NIS ROC 1983, 25]

1. Voice input and output capabilities to support selected functional areas in time-

sensitive situations. The terminals should be small, lightweight, secure, deploy-

able, and provided with crypto-coupled dial-up capability to be utilized with

commercial or military telephones to support small. rapidly deployable units in

forward areas during crisis situations and deploy? %ents. The terminal shall be

equipped with a preformatted text message input capability with error checking

[JOPES ROC 1983, 40; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-7]

m. Capability to display and transfer a working color map between two or more

headquarters [NIS ROC 1983, 8]

n. On-line data communications capable of receiving, processing, storing, recall-

ing, formatting, displaying, transmitting, and assisting in the generation and

staffing of properly classified messages in a number of different formats, partic-

ularly in the standard or accepted DoD and NATO formats. This capability will

have to support both the fixed and mobile command centers and should inter-

face with major communications systems. Diverse routing will be routinely pro-

vided. Commonality of communications security equipment to provide

terminal-to-terminal, terminal-to-host, and host-to-host protection of informa-

tion is needed in order to provide for interactive operation [NIS ROC 1983, 43;

JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-5].

o. WWMCCS interoperability with U. S. Tactical and NATO automated systems

[USCENTCOM Master Plan Vol I June 1989; NIS ROC 1983, 44)

p. When USEUCOM Tactical forces are operating outside the NATO area, they

may be assigned to a JTF whose C3 systems must interface with the rest of

USCINCEUR C3 systems and with WWMCCS [USEUCOM C3 Master Plan

Vol II 1987].
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q. Interoperability with the ability for two or more systems to securely exchangc

information or services directly and satisfactorily between themselves and with

their users is required. Interoperability includes the ability to interface with sys-

tems external to WWMCCS such as major tactical, NATO, State Department,

and NCA systems. [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II, B-7]

r. Connectivity/Interfaces with

1) Reserve Components (RC) to track unit activation, stationing, and sched-

ules for movement from home station to mobilization station and embarka-

tion [JOPES ROC 1983,23]

2) Dol) service sustainment systems [JOPES ROC 1983, 23] O

3) National politico-military systems used for monitoring and assessing

threats, passing NCA guidance, status of U. S. citizens and property in crisis

areas [JOPES ROC 1 "J63, 20-22]

4) Defense Communication System (DCS) [JOPES ROC 1983, 101]

5) NATO Integrated Communications System [JOPES ROC 1983, 101]

6) Support systems and executive aids such as NMCS Display and Information

Distribution System, the NMCS Information and Display System, the SAC

Automated Command and Control System, the PACOM Crisis Action

Information Distribution System, the Data Readout and Display System,

and the User Automatic Message Handling System. [JOPES ROC 1983,

109; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-7]

7) Congruent database structures and reporting systems [NS ROC i983, 1,

25]

8) All Joint Staff Directorates [NIS ROC 1983, 5]

9) Unique C2 Systems of DoD and other federal agencies, NATO, allies and

other functional ADP support systems [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol H Annex B, A-

8]

10) CINC infoimation systems [NIS ROC 1983, 44]

11) Major WWMCCS commands [NIS ROC 1983, 44]

12) Service and Agency Headquarters [NIS ROC 1983, 44]

13) NATO [NIS ROC 1983, 44; JOPES ROC 1983, 97]
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14) Major tactical systems and JTFs [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II, 1-3, Vol III, 111-2]

15) Connectivity between CINC and components) JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol H, 1-5]

16) Combined Forces Command (Korea) [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol 1I, 1-3]]

17) Department of State [JOPES ROC 1983, 97]

18) Environment Services [JCS Pub 6-03.10, Vol I, 1-7]

19) C2 ADP systems [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol 11, Annex B, A-8]

s. Network system monitoring capability will provide the ability to monitor sys-

tem activities and provide the capability to rapidly cut off users during Priority

or degraded operations and for security reasons. The sites must be capable of

dynamically and rapidly reconfiguring the system during periods of outages or

Priority operations [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol 1T Annex B, B-6]

t. Interconnect the HQ FORSCOM Information System (FIS), the FORSCOM C2

System (FC2S) and the FORSCOM WWMCCS host computer [FORSCOM C2

Master Plan, 3-2]

H.4.2.4 Operating System Services

a. Selective printing of output

b. System accounting and performance monitoring [JOPES ROC 1983, 105]

c. High-density quick storage medium such as video disc capable of displaying

reference documents and maps in a real-time mode [NIS ROC 1983, 9]

d. Automatic system regeneration [JOPES ROC 1983, 40]

e. System monitoring to provide the ability to monitor system activities and pro-

vide the capability to rapidly cut off user during Priority or degraded operations

and for security reasons. The sites must be capable of dynamically and rapidly

reconfiguring the system during periods of outages or Priority operations

(JOPES ROC 1983, 105; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol IH Annex B, B-6]

f. Task scheduling

g. Remote procedure call

h. File management

i. Review management
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j. Name server directory service

k. System must have centralized clocking and synchronization capability [JOPES

ROC 1983, 105]

1. Action prompting [JOPES ROC 1983, 107, 108; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex

B, B-8]

H.4.2.5 Programming Services

a. Provide [at all responsibility levels] timely crisis action decision tools that are

also separate from deliberate planning [JOPES MNS 1989; JOPES ROC 1983,

3, 12]

b. High order languages (HOL) (Ada is mandated) [NIS ROC 1983, 48]

c. Software for environmental support system (ESS) must be modular in design

with top down logic and COBOL 74 compatible language [NIS ROC 1983, 13]

d. Action Officer assignments by video

e. Analysis programs integrated with functional types of processing such as data-

base management, message processing, display control processing, communi-

cations interface control and processing [NIS ROC 1983, 7; JOPES ROC 1983,

57]

f. System design must allow for growth in data processing capacity [NIS ROC

1983,6]

g. Software transportability [JOPES ROC 1983, 97, 98; JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol II,
Annex B, B-4]

h. Expert system capabilities

i. Use of commercial off-the shelf (COTS) software and nondevelopmental items

(NDI) [WAM DCP; JOPES ROC 1983,68,69]

j. Reuse software libraries

k. Programming development environment/Tailored ADP tools [JOPES ROC

1983, 66]

1. Software distribution

m. Configuration management
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n. Data analysis [JOPES ROC 1983, 65]

o. Real-time algorithms for "what if' simulation analysis [JOPES ROC 1983, 103;

JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol I Annex K, I-8]

p. Track action requests from receipt to closure regarding whose action, change in

status, comments on coordination [NIS ROC 1983, 9, 10]

q. Word processing capability MIS ROC 1983, 50; JOPES ROC 1983, 108]

r. Change map features, post symbols, add a zoom capability [NIS ROC 1983, 8]

H.4.2.6 Security

a. Full multilevel security to include intelligence information [JOPES ROC 1983,

40, 113]

b. Flexibility to develop incremental security solutions

c. Secure communications to DCS and NATO for both digital and analog informa-

tion

d. Close-hold planning capabilities [JOPES ROC 1983, 106; NIS ROC 1983, 51]

e. WWMCCS ADP must be secure from unauthorized access, data manipulation,

denial of service, and data retrieval [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol IH Annex B, B-1;NIS

ROC 1983,50]

H.42.7 User Interface

a. Man-machine interface to have easy-to-use input and output devices and

English-like query languages, for use by non-ADP-Urained personnel, that

require no more than eight hours of training. Interactive tutorials will be avail-
able at two levels-detailed for the novice and compressed for the experienced

user. Sign-on and subsequent queries or responses must be human engineered

for ease of operation commensurate with security requirements. User work sta-
tions will be designed to provide the non-ADP-training functional user with all

the necessary capabilities at one location [JOPES ROC 1983, 98; JCS Pub 6-
03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-4]

b. Color graphics capability [NIS ROC 1983,8,36,53]
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c. ADP to provide graphic aids [USCENTCOM 1989]

d. Function selection from menu-styled lists by separate touch-sensitive video

panel or "mouse" [NIS ROC 1983, 36]

e. Pictorial function representations instead of keyboard text [NIS ROC 1983, 36]

f. Interactive processing and query/response [JOPES ROC 1983, 101, 105; JCS

Pub 6-03.10 Vol II Annex B, B-50]

g. Data presentation [JOPES ROC 1983, 65]

h. Interactive decision aids through automated ADP [USCENTCOM 1989]

i. Decision aids to determine effective weapons mix [USCENTCOM 1989]

j. Present graphic displays on large screens, multiple small desk management sta-

tions, hard copy printers, and photographic-quality transparence copiers [NIS

ROC 1983, 10]

k. Change map features, post symbols add a zoom capability [NIS ROC 1983, 8]

1. Display interfaces for information presentation on specific information support

functions and subfunctions [NIS ROC 1983, 8]

m. Capable of multicolor texts, maps, graphics displays [NIS ROC 1983, 8]

n. Screen partitioning/splitting, multiple screens or both [NIS ROC 1983, 8]
o. Three-dimensional displays [JOPES ROC 1983, 40]

p. Graphics terminals [JOPES ROC 1983,106]

q. Computer graphics conferencing [JOPES ROC 1983, 106] 4

r. Large multicolor group briefing displays [JOPES ROC 1983, 1061

s. Briefing support to produce classified color viewgraphs and hard copy outputs

to assist in briefing decision makers and their staffs. The system should provide

integrated text editing, word processing, and graphic aids plus automatic data 4

access and formatting. Photograph-quality graphic aids are the goals. Further,

most command centers will require (for briefing support and crisis/force moni-
toring) multi-color group display and/or large wall screen capabilities for pre-

senting large amounts of complex classified data for simultaneous review by a

number of people. [JOPES ROC 1983, 106]

. Voice input/output [JOPES ROC 1983, 40, 106]
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u. Creation and management of U. S. Joint Task Force [USCENTCOM 1989; JCS

Pub 6-03.10, Vol 11, 1-3]

v. Action prompting with automated checklists, procedures, instructions, and

decisions aids required at selected work stations to assist command post and

battle staff personnel. Two levels of prompting will be provided at user option-

one for the novice and one for the experienced user. [JCS Pub 6-03.10 Vol 1I

Annex B, B-8; JOPES ROC 1983, 107, 108.
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Table H-5. Summary of Information Requirements for the
Supported Theater Level (Level II), Part I

Information Area Infomatlon Level of Detail
Categories Appropriate to

This Level
Fooe

U. S. Units and Unit types U. S. conventional Database of unit type
Force/Unit status

U. S. force modules Database of force modules

Readiness status Summary readiness at major
forces by region, significant
problems

Allied Forces: status and location Intelligence Summary data

Hostile forces: action and Reconnaissance Summary data
location

SupplI
By classes of supplies, e.g., Logistics Summary data-worldwide and
POL, ammunition, food regional supply and demand

Critical and pacing items Critical material Status of items subject to
intensive monitoring

Equipment
Airlift and other aircraft Major equipment Operational characteristics

Sealift
Type movement Summary data-world wide and
characteristics regional supply and demand

Tanks, tracked vehicles, (current and projected)
wheeled vehicles

Weapons systems Critical material Status of selected items subject
to intensive monitoring

C3 equipment (Including EW and C3  Status of C3 systems
C3CM)

Plan summaries, OPLAN. OPLAN/CONPLAN Plan summaries, indexed by
CONPLAN force lists keywords, regions, type, and

plan, etc.

Continued on next page
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Table H-5. Continued.

Information Area Information Level of Detail
Categories Appropriate to

This Level

Plans (continued)
Force closure estimates Closure estimates Summary data on force lists for

approved plans (not necessaril
detailed plans)

Fow plans, Flow plans Aggregate flow plans and
movement tables movement schedules
Non-combatant NEO Summary of NEe by region

evacuation (NEe) plans

Mobilization (MOB) plans MOB Summary of MOB requirements

Treaties and Agreement.
Including Host Nation Host Nation Support (HNS) HNS summary
Support

Significant Events Significant events, intelligence, Detailed information for

reconnaissance assessment

Execution Reports

Status of employment, Summaries, unless detail is
mobilization or deployment requested

Environmental Data
Weather forecast- Summary worldwide and

Climatology Environmental data, 1 regional forecasts

Intelligence. - Summary data on climate
reconnaissance and terrain

Terrain J

C3 Statu C3  Summary worldwide detail on
problems as necessary

NCA Guidance Special guidance/policy

Reference Data

Standard terms .abase of time, data
elements codes, translations

Location orders GrouplD2 and data dictionary/directory

Data dictionary/directory for ag data available within
-yJ JOPES

History file Historical reference file

Source: (JOPES ROC 1983, Annex B]
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Table H-6. Summary of Information Requirements for the
Supported Theater Level (Level i), part I

Information Area Informatlon Level of Detail
Categories Appropdate to

This Level

U. S. Units and Unit types U. S. conventional Database of units and
Force/Unit status organization in theater: location

status, current activity, and
readiness

U. S. Force modules
Readiness
Allied Forces: status and Intelligence Relevant allied forces: same
location duties as U. S. organizations

Hostile forces: status and Reconnaissance Hostile/other forces: order of
location battle, identify strength and

location, activity in theater

Supplies
By class of supply, e.g., POL Logistics Theater stockage levels,
ammunition, food Nuclear weapons status shortfalls, anticipated demand

Chemical weapons statusand requisitioned supplies (U. S.
and allied support HNS, POMCUS
PWRS, WRSA, and other special
categories)

Critical and pacing items Critical material Status of selected items of
critical interest in theater

Equipment
Airlift and other aircraft Major equipment

Assets in theater (summary),
operational characteristics,

Sealift movement characteristics1 anticipated demand and
Tanks, tracked vehicles Type movement forecast supply

characteristics
Wheeled vehicles

Weapon systems Critical material Status of critical items

C3 equipment (Including EW C3  Status of C3 systems
and C3CM)

Plans
Plan summaries, OPLAN, OPLAN/CONPLAN Regional plans prepared in
CONPLAN force lists aggregate or detailed planning

force lists

Force closure estimates Closure estimates Force closure estimates

Continued on next page
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Table H-6. Continued.

Information Area Information Level of Detail
Categoies Appropriate to

This Level

Plans (continued)
Flow plans, movement tables Row plans Flow plan, movement tables

NEO plans NEO NEO location and status by
country in region

Mobilization plans Plans and schedules affecting
selected regional plans

Treaties and agreements HNS Applicable treaties and agree-
Including Host Nation Support ments, details where approp.

Slgniflcant Events Events, intelligence, Detailed Information on events

reconnaissance in region likely to affect regional
responsbilities

Execution Reports
Status of employment. Detailed as required, otherwise
mobiliza ion or deployment summaries within region

Envronmental Data
Weather forecasts Environmental data, Regional forecast in detail,
Climatology1.- Intelligence, summary worldwide forecast,
Terrain reconnaissance detal on problems affecting

regional operations

C3 datwe C3  Summary worldwide, detailed
reglonal status

NCA guidance As applicable in orders and
directives from JCS

Reference Data
Standard terms, Database of terms, data ele-
location, codes and equivalents, ments, codes, translation and
data, data dctionary/directory full data dctlonaV/dlrectory

for all data available in JOPES

Source: (JOPES ROC 1983, Annex B)
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Table H-7. Summary of Information Requirements for the
Supporting Level (Level III), part I

inform ation Area Information Level of Detail
Categories Appropriate to

This Level

Forces
U. S. Units and Unit types U. S. conventional Own units status, iocation,
U. S. Force modules Force/Unit status activity, summary data
readiness status

Allied Forces: Status and Intelligence N/A unless for specific support
location requirements 0
Hostile Forces: Status and Reconnaissance N/A
location

Supplies
By class of supply, e.g., POL, Logistic Supply and demand data (as
ammunition, food applicable to functional mission
critical and pacing items HNS

Nuclear weapons status,
critical material

Equipment
Airlift and other aircraft Major equipment

Sealift 1
Tanks, tracked vehicles Type movement Own resources (as applicable to
Wheeled vehicles , characteristics functional mission)
Weapons systems
C3 equipment (including
EW and C3CM J

Plans
Plan summaries, OPLAN, OPLAN/CONPLAN, Summary requirements (if
CONPLAN force list force census estimates, applicable to functional mission.
closure estimates, flow plans, flow plans detailed if functional mission
movement table Involves support to a plan,

detailed if functional mission
NEO NEO involves mobilization

Mobilization plans MOB

Trm" and Agreements HNS Nothing (unless HNS or allied
Incfudng Mot Nation Support logistics requirements)

Significant Events Significant events, intelli- As required to support action
.ence. and reconnaissance

Execullon Repoft
Status of employment, Detailed data (if these are
mobilization or deployment applicable to functional mission :

Continued on next page
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Table H-7. Continued.

Information Area Information Level of Detail
Categories Appropriate to

This Level
Environmental Data General worldwide

Weather forecasts Environmental data, summary data,
Climatology intelligence, worldwide or regional detailed
Terrain reconnaissance data (if applicable to functional

misson)

C3 .tahn C 3  Summary status (f applicable to
functional mission)

NCA guidance As applicable in orders and
directives from JCS

Reference Data
Standard terms, Database of terms, data
location, codes and equivalent elements, codes, translation and
data dictionary/directory full data dictionary/directory for

data available in JOPES and
data In Internal systems that are

Source: (JOPES ROC 1983, Annex B)
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ACRONYMS

2D Two dimension(al)

3D Three dimension(al)

4GL Fourth Generation Language

ABNCP Airbourne Command Post

ACC Access Control Center

ACID Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability

ACIS Access Control Information Specification

ACL Access Control List

ACP Allied Communications Publications

ACPM Application Control Protocol Machine

ACSE Association Control Service Element

ADP Automated Data Processing

ADS Automated Data Systems

ADI Addendum 1

AE Application Entity

AEP Application Environment Office
AGI Active Group Integrity
AHWG Ad Hoc Working Group

A/S Artificial Intelligence and Expert Systems

AIS Automated Information System

AMPS Advanced Meteorological Processing System

ANA Article Number Association

ANSI American National Standards Institute, Inc.

APCI Application Protocol Control Information
APDU Application Protocol Data Units

API Application Program Interface

APP Application Portability Profile

APSE Ada Programming Support Environment

ARPA Advanced Research Projects Agency

ARTWG Ada Runtime Working Group

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Exchange

Acronyms-1



ASD Assistant Secretary for Defense

ASE Application Service Element

ASN Abstract Syntax Notation

ASME Association of Structural and Mechanical Engineers

ASN Abstract Syntax Notation

ATCCIS Allied Tactical Command and Control Information System

ATIS A Tool Integration Standard

ATO Air Tasking Order
AWIPS Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System

BER Basic Encoding Rules
BFE BLACKER front end
BISDN Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network
BLOB Binary Large Object

BLOS Beyond Line of Sight

C2  Command and Control

C2 IE Command and Control Information Exchange 0

C3  Command, Control and Communications

C3CM Command, Control, and Communications Countermeasures
C3, Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence

CAD Computer-aided Design 0

CAIS Common Ada Programming Support Environment Interface Set

CALS Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistics Support
CAM Computer-assisted Manufacturing

CAP Crisis Action Planning 9
CASE Computer-assisted Software Engineering

CCIS Command and Control Information System

CCIT Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and

Telephone 0
CCR Commitment, Concurrency, and Recovery

CD-ROM Compact Disk-Read only Memory

CDR Commander

CGA Computer Graphics Association

Acronyms-2



CGI Computer Graphics Interface

CGM Computer Graphics Metafile

CGRM Computer Graphics Reference Manual

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

CIE Common Information Exchange

CIE-UCS Common Information Exchange Uniform Chromaticity Scale
CIEL Common Information Exchange Language

CIELUV Common Information Exchange L*u*v*

CIM Corporate Information Management
CINC Commander-in-Chief

CL Connectionless (Oriented)

CLNP Connectionless Network Protocol

CLNS Connectionless Network Services

CMIP Common Management Information Protocol

CMIPM Common Management Information Protocol Machine

CMIS Common Management Information Service

CMISE Common Management Information Service Element

CO Connection Oriented

COA Course of Action

COMPUSEC Computer Security
CONPLAN Concept Plan
CONS Connection-oriented Network Services

CONUS Continental United States

COTS Commercial-off-the-shelf

CPE Conventional Planning and Execution

CPEP Commercial Product Evaluation Process

CPU Central Processing Unit

CRF Connection-related Functions

CRT Cathode Ray Tube

CS-MUX Circuit Switching Multiplexer

CSC-STD Computer Security Center Standard

CSCW Computer Support for Cooperative Work
CSD Circuit Switched Data; Combat Suppoort Detachment; Charac-

ter Sequence Detector

Acronyms-3



CSMA-CD Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection

DAA Designated Approval Authority
DAC Discretionary Access Control
DADI Draft Addendum 1
DAP Document Application Profile
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DART Deployable Automated Data Terminal Response Team

DAS Dual Attachment Station
DAS/DM Dual Attachment Station Dual Media Access Control 0
DAS/SM Dual Attachment Station Single Media Access Control
DB'1 Data Base Management System
DCA Defense Communications Agency
DCE Data Circuit-terminating Equipment •
DCEC Defense Communications Engineering Center
DCP Decision Coordinating Paper
DCPS Data Communications Protocol Standard

DCS Defense Communications System 0
DCT Discrete Cosine Transform; Digital Communication Terminal
DCW Digital Chart of the World

DDI Director, Defense Information

DDL Data Definition Language •

DDN Defense Data Network

DEC Digital Equipment Corporation
DES Data Encryption Algorithm/Standard

DGIWG Digital Geographical Information Working Group 0
DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

DIB Directory Information Base
DID Data Item Description
DIF Document Interchange Format 9
DIGEST Digital Geographical Information Exchange Standard
DIS Draft International Standard

DISA Defense Information Systems Agency [formerly Defense Com-

munication Agency (DCA)] •

Acronyms-4



DISNET Defense Integrated Secure Network
DIT Directory Information Tree
DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DMA Defense Mapping Agency
DML Data Manipulation Language

DMS Defense Message System
DNA Defense Nuclear Agency

DNS Domain Name Server
DoD Department of Defense
DoD-D Department of Defense Directive
DoD-STD Department of Defense Standard

DoDCSC Department of Defense Computer Security Center

DoDIIS Department of Defense Intelligence Information System
DODISS Department of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards
DP Draft Proposal
DPS-8 Distributed Processing System-8
DSA Directory System Agent
DSP Directory System Protocol
DSSA Designated Systems Security Administrator, Distributed Secure

Systems Architecture

DSSSL Document Style Segmentation and Specification Language

DTD Data Type Definition

DTE Data Terminal Equipment

DTMP Data Communications Protocol Standard Technical Manage-

ment Panel
DTP Distributed Transaction Processing

DUA Directory User Agent

DVI Digital Video Interactive

E3  End-to-end Encryption
ECMA European Computer Manufacturers Association

EDI Electronic Data Interchange

EDIFACI Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and

Transport

Acronyms-5



EDTV Extended-Definition Television

EESP End-to-end Security Protocol

EGA Extended Graphics Adapter

EGP Exterior Gateway Protocol

EIA Electronics Industries Association

EISA Extended Industry Standard Architecture

EMP Electromagnetic Pulse
EPL Evaluated Products List

ESPRIT European Strategic Programme for Research in Information
Technology

ESS Environmental Support System

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EUCOM European Command

EW Electronic Warfare

FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FADU File Access Data Unit
FC3S Forces Command, Control and Communications System

FCC Federal Communications Commission
FCNTL File Contol Function
FDDI Fiber Distributed Data Interface; Fiber-optic Digital Data Inter-

change 0

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FFOL Fiber Distributed Data Interface Follow-on Local Area Network

FIMS Forms Interface Management System

FIPS Federal Information Processing Standard •

FIS Forces Command Information System

FODA Formal Office Document Architecture

FORMETS (NATO) Message Formatting System

FOSI Formatting Output Specification Instance 9
FRG Force Requirements Generator

FTAM File Transfer Access and Management

FTP File Transfer Protocol
FTS File Transfer Service 0

Acronyms-6
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Gbps Gigabits per second

GIS Geographical Information System

GKS Graphics Kernel System

GMAP General Macro Assembly Program

b GOSIP Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile

GSA Government Services Administration

GUI Graphical User Interface

H-MUX Hybrid Multiplexer

HDLC High-level Data Link Control

HDTV High-definition Television
HEL Human Engineering Laboratory

HF High Frequency
HNS Host Nation Support

HOL High Order Language

HP Hewlett-Packard

HRC Hybrid Ring Control

I&A Identification and Authentication

I/O Input and Output

ICA Integrated Communications Architecture

ICASE Integrated Computer-aided Software Engineering

ICCCM Inter-client Communications Conventions Manual

ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol

ID Identification

IDA Institute for Defense Analyses

IDN Integrated Digital Network

IEC International Electrotechnical Committee

IEEE Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.

IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification

IP Internet Protocol
IPC Interprocess Communication

IRDS Information Resources Dictionary System

Acronyms-7



IS Intermediate System; International Standard

ISA Industry Standard Architecture

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network

ISO International Organization for Standardization

ISP International Standard Profile

IT Information Technology

ITDN Integrated Tactical-strategic Data Networking

ITSEC Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria

JBIG Joint Bilevel Imaging Group 0

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff

JDC Joint Deployment Command

JDS Joint Deployment System

JIAWG Joint Integrated Avionics Working Group

JTF Joint Tactical Force

JOPES Joint Operations Planning and Execution System

JOPS Joint Operation Planning System
JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group

JROC Joint Requirements Oversight Council

JSCP Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan

JSPS Joint Strategic Planning Systems

JSTARS Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System •

JTC Joint Technical Committee

JTF Joint Task Force

JTM Job Transfer and Manipulation

KAPSE Kernel Ada Programming Support Environment

Kbps Kilobits per second

KDC Key Distribution Center

km Kilometer

KMAE Key Management Application Entity

KMAP Key Management Application Process
KMASE Key Management Application Service Element

KMP Key Management Protocol 0

Acronyms-8



LAN Local Area Network

LAPB Link Access Procedure-B of X.25

LF Low Frequency

LLC Logical Link Control

LOS Line of Sight

LRM Language Reference Manual

LSAP Link Service Access Point

MAC Mandatory Access Control; Media Access Control

MACF Multiple Association Control Function

MAGTF Marine Air Ground Task Force

MANPRINT Manpower and Personnel Integration
MAPSE Minimal Ada Programming Support Environment

Mbps Megabits per second

MCEB Military Communications Electronics Board

MERMAID Multimedia Environment for Remote Multiple Attendee Interac-
tive Decision-making

MHS Message Handling System

MIB Management Information Base

MIL-M Military Manual

MIL-R Military Requirement

MIL-STD Military Standard
MIMD Multiple Instruction Multiple Data

MLS Multilevel Security

MNS Mission Need Statement

MOB Mobilization (plan]

MOTIS Message-oriented Text Interchange System
MPC Multimedia Personal Computer
MPDT Multipeer Data Transmission

MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group

MSP Message Security Protocol

MTA Message Transfer Agent

MTS Message Transfer System

Acronyms-9



N/A Not Applicable •

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASP Network Service Access Point

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NBS National Bureau of Standard
NCA National Command Authorities

NCC Network Control Center
NCCIS NAfO Command and Control Information System

NCS Network Computing System; National Security Council

NCSC National Computer Security Center

NGCR Next Generation Computing Resource

NDI Nondevelopmental Item
NEO Noncombatant Evacuation Operation

NeWS Network Extensible Window Management System
NFS Network File System

NIDS National Military Command Center Information for Decision-

makers Systems
NIS National Military Command System Information System

NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology [formerly

National Bureau of Standards]

NLSP Network Layer Security Protocol

NMCC National Military Command Center

NMCS National Military Command Systems

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NOPLAN No Plan (operation/contingency)
NOSA NATO Open Systems Interconnection Security Architecture

NP New Project

NPDU Network Protocol Data Unit 0
NRL Naval Research Laboratory

NS/DS Namespace & Directory Services
NSA National Security Agency

NSAP Network Service Access Point

Acronyms-10



NSDU Network Service Data Unit

NSF Network File System; National Science Foundation

NTCB Network Trusted Computing Base

NTP Network Tune Protocol

NTSC National Television System Committee

ODA Office Document Architecture

ODF Office Document Format

ODIF Office Document Architecture and Interchange Format

ODL Office Document Language

ODP Open Distributed Processing

01W Open Systems Interconnection Implementors Workshop

ONC Open Network Computing

OODA Observation, Orientation, Decision, and Action

OPLAN Operations Plan

OPORD Operations Order

OPREP Operation Report

OS Operating System

OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense

OSE Open System Environment

OSF Open Software Forum

OSI Open Systems Interconnection

PABX Automatic Branch Exchange

PAGODA Profile Alignment Group for Office Document Architecture

PAR Project Authorization Request

PBX Private Branch Exchange

PC Personal Computer

PCI Protocol-Control-Information

PCIS Portable Common Interface Set

PCTE Portable Common Tool Environment

PCTE+ Portable Common Tool Environment, Secure Version

PDAD Proposed Draft Addendum

PDE Program Development Environment

Acronyms- 11



PDES Product Data Exchange Specification

PDL Page Description Language 0

PDU Protocol Data Unit

PHIGS Programmer's Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System

PHY Physical Layer Protocol

PICS Protocol Implementation Conformation Specifications 0
PHI Protocol Independent Interface
PLP Physical Layer Protocol
PMD Physical Layer Medium Dependent
POL Petroleum, Oils, and Lubricants 0
POMCUS Prepositioning of Material Configured to Unit Sets
POSIX Portable Operating System Interface for Computer Environ-

ments

PPBS Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System 0
PS Programming Services

PSE Programming Support Environment

PSSG Protocol Standards Steering Group

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Networks 0
PSTP Protocol Standards Technical Panel

PWG Protocol Working Group

PWRS Pre-positioned War Reserve Stocks

QoS Quality of Service

RC Reserve Component

RDA Remote Database Access
REC Radio Electronic Combat
RF Radio Frequency

RGB Red-Green-Blue

RI Risk Index 0
RIB Routing Information Base
RIP Routing Information Protocol

ROC Required Operational Capability

ROM Read-only Memory

Acronyms- 12
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ROSE Remote Operation Service Element

RPC Remote Procedure Call

RSA Rivest, Shamir, Adelman (algorithm)

RSRE Royal Signals Research Establishment (UK)

RTS Runtime System

RTSE Reliable Transfer Service Element

RUM Resource and Unit Monitoring

SAC Strategic Air Command

SACF Single Association Control Function

SAME SQL Ada Module Extensions

SANISI Security Architecture for NATO Information System Intercon-

nection

SAO Single Application Association Object

SAS Single Attachment Station

SC Standards Committee; Subcommittee

SCCS Source Code Control System

SCIF Secure Compartmented Information Facility

SDE Secure Data Exchange

SDH Synchronous Data Hierarchy

SDIF Standard Generalized Markup Language Document Interchange

Format

SDNS Secure Data Network System

SDTS Spatial Data Transfer Specification

SDU Service-Data-Unit

SEE Software Engineering Environment

SEI Security Exchange Information

SEVMS Secure VMS

SGML Standard Generalized Markup Language

SHAPE Supreme Headquarters Allied Personnel Europe

SIG Special Interest Group

SILS Standard for Interoperable Local Area Network Security

SITREP Siutation Report

SMF-PMD Single Mode Fiber Physical Layer Medium Dependent

Acronyms-13



SMIB Security Management Information Base

SMT Station Management
SNDCF Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Function

SNICP Subnetwork Independent Convergence Protocol

SNISP Subnetwork Independent Security Protocol

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol

SONET Synchronous Optical Network

SORTS Status of Resources and Training Systems

SP Security Protocol; Service Provider
SPDL Standard Page Description Language

SPDU Session Protocol Data Unit

SPM Synchronous Optical Network Physical Layer Medium Depen-

dent

SQL Structured Query Language [no longer an acronym but a word]

STANAG NATO Standardization Agreement

STARS Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems

STEP Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data

SWG Special Working Group

T&E Test and Evaluation

TC Technical Committee

TCB Trusted Computing Base

TCPIIP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

TCS Trusted Communications Sublayer

TCSEC Trusted Computer Security Evaluation Criteria

TDB Trusted Data Base 0

TDI Trusted Database Interpretation

TE Terminal Equipment

TEK Traffic Encryption Key
TELNET Telecommunications Network 9

TFE Transportation Feasibility Estimator
TFEL Thin Film Electroluminescence
TIGER Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing

TLCF Teleconference

Acronyms-14
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TLSP Transport Layer Security Protocol

TNB Trusted Network Base

TNI Trusted Network Interpretation

TP Transaction Processing; Transport Protocol

TPASE Transaction Processing Application Service Element

TPDU Transport Protocol Data Unit
TPFDD Time-phased Force and Deployment Data

TPSU Transaction Processing Service User

TPSUI Transaction Process Service User Invocation
TR Technical Report

TRADACOMS Working Party on Trading Data Communications

TRANSCOM Transportation Command
TS Top Secret
TSM Tax System Modernization
TSS Tune Synchonization Service

TW/AA Tactical Warning/Attack Assessment

UA User Agent
UHF Ultra-high Frequency
UI User Interface

UIMS User Interface Management System

UISRM User Interface Services Reference Model

UK United Kingdom

US United States

USA United States Army

USAETL United States Army Corps of Engineers Engineering Topo-

graphic Laboratories

USAF United States Air Force

USCENTCOM United States Central Command

USCINCEUR United States Commander in Chief, European Command

USCINCLANT United States Command in Chief, Atlantic Command

USEUCOM United States European Command

USFORSCOM United States Forces Command

USGS United States Geological Survey

Acronyms-15



USLANTCOM U. S. Atlantic Command

USMC United States Marine Corp 0

USN United States Navy

USPACOM U. S. Pacific Command

VGA Video Graphics Adapter 0

VHF Very High Frequency

VMS Virtual Memory System

VPS Vector Product Standar

VS Virtual System 0

VT Virtual Terminal

WAM Worldwide Military Command and Control System Automated

Data Processing Modernization 0

WAN Wide Area Network

WBC Wideband Channel

WD Working Document or Working Draft

WES Worldwide Military Command and Control System Entry Sys- 0

tem

WG Working Group

WHSR White House Situation Room

WIN Worldwide Military Command and Control System Information •

Network

WINCS Worldwide Military Command and Control System Intercom-

puter Network

WIS Worldwide Military Command and Control Information System 0

WORM Write Once, Read Many

WS Work Specification

WWMCCS Worldwide Military Command and Control System

0
XEU Xerox Encryption Unit
XVT eXtensible Virtual Toolkit
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